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Abstract 

 

In the new local-global interconnection, nation states are losing their influence and 

legitimacy, while economic and cultural transformations are reconfiguring spatial formations. 

Going in line with the global trends, regions grasp more importance in shaping the political, 

economic and social environments. As a result, the regional level has an important role in 

creating a proper socio-economic framework for innovation development, which is considered 

one the engines of development. 

 

Relying on the theory of Social fields, the research considers three social forces (networks, 

institutions, and cognitive frames) as an alternative explanation for innovation processes, by 

encompassing the aspects of different social fields on the regional level. Consequently, within 

this dissertation we approach regional innovation systems as an analytical unit for exploring 

innovation performance of a regional environment. As case studies, we selected seven regions 

with different levels of innovation performance. 

 

The analysis of the semi-structured interviews and the Qualitative Comparative Analysis 

emphasized the social forces are a special component for explaining innovation processes in 

the selected case studies. Nonetheless, the results offer insights for regional mechanisms 

within the innovation performance with the focus on an approach toward innovation that is 

beyond simple economics. 

 

Key words: Regional Systems of Innovations, Networks, Social Field, Social Forces, 

Qualitative Comparative analysis  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 
 
Povzetek 
 

V novi lokalno-globalni medsebojni povezavi nacionalne države izgubljajo svoj vpliv in 

legitimnost, medtem ko gospodarske in kulturne transformacije preoblikujejo prostorske 

formacije. V koraku z globalnimi trendi regije večji pomen posvečajo oblikovanju 

političnega, gospodarskega in socialnega okolja. Posledično ima regionalna raven pomembno 

vlogo pri oblikovanju ustreznega socialno-ekonomskega okvira za razvoj inovacij, ki velja za 

enega od gonil razvoja. 

 

Z ozirom na teorijo družbenih polj raziskava upošteva medsebojno prepletanje treh družbenih 

sil (mreže, institucije in kognitivne okvire) pri alternativni razlagi inovacijskih procesov,  tako 

da zajema vidike različnih družbenih polj na regionalni ravni. Posledično se v okviru te 

disertacije lotevamo regionalnih inovacijskih sistemov kot analitične enote za raziskovanje 

inovacijske uspešnosti regionalnega okolja. Kot študije primerov smo izbrali sedem regij z 

različnimi stopnjami inovacijske uspešnosti. 

 

Analiza polstrukturiranih intervjujev in kvalitativna primerjalna analiza kažeta, da so 

družbene sile posebna komponenta za razlago inovacijskih procesov v izbranih študijah 

primerov. Rezultati ponujajo vpoglede v regionalne mehanizme v okviru inovacijske 

uspešnosti, s poudarkom na pristopu k inovaciji, ki presega preprosto ekonomijo. 

 

Ključne besede: Regionalni sistemi inovacij, mreže, družbeno polje, družbene sile, 

kvalitativna primerjalna analiza  
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1 Introduction 
 

In the new local-global interconnection, nation states are losing their influence and legitimacy 

(Robins 1999), while economic and cultural transformations are reconfiguring spatial 

formations. Additionally, the new global complexity and the restructured social order, 

determined the nation state to lose its supremacy. Undoubtedly, the technological, and 

communication expansion has weakened the role of the state, but the nation state still exerts 

enough power to shape various social orders that operate within it. Following this line of 

argument, it is of utmost importance to look at nation states not only in terms of physical 

geographical units, but also considering the structural, and semiotic transformations in the 

context of global-local arrangements (Cepoi and Golob 2017).  

 

Going in line with the global trends, regions grasp more importance in shaping the political, 

economic and social environments. As a result, the regional level has an important role in 

creating a proper socio-economic framework for innovation development, which is considered 

one the engines of development (Dodescu and Chirila 2012, 1178). The focus is not only on 

localized learning, but also on the intra- and inter-regional knowledge flows, which reveals 

the importance of the regional level within the Innovation Systems. But as any other 

processes or interactions between agents, between the innovation process and the regional 

level there should exist a defined mechanism that will make the action happen. This way, 

regional networks of innovation, local clusters and the cross-fertilizing effects of research 

institutions come at the forefront (Lundvall and Borras 1997). As mentioned earlier, regarding 

the essential role of social networks in the process of knowledge diffusion and learning, a 

closer look needs to be taken at the exploration, profoundness of innovations and the 

development of new activities. In this regard, the authors highlight the importance of the 

dependence of how similar are the network partners (Boschma and Henning 2010, 10). To 

achieve this goal, several criteria have to be achieved, such as an effective communication, an 

optimal level of cognitive proximity between network partners (Boschma and Frenken 2009), 

and different but comparable competences. The authors highlight the necessity of the regional 

policy to focus on supporting those industries that are already related to existing industries in 

the region. The stimulation of knowledge transfers mechanisms (entrepreneurship, networking 

or labor mobility) effectively embed new industries, in case their activities relate to the 

already existing ones (Boschma and Henning 2010, 27).  
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There can be mentioned four important mechanisms of knowledge transfer that support 

emergence and growth: firm diversification, entrepreneurship in the form of spinoffs, labor 

mobility, and social networking. These mechanisms are important for the regional level, since 

in most cases they are a regional phenomenon (Boschma and Henning 2010, 9). But, more 

importantly, when it comes to regional development, efforts must be made towards qualitative 

change, rather than quantitative (Boschma and Henning 2010, 2). 

 

It has been established that formal network analysis shows the relationship among actors and 

helps explain their actions. Podolny’s (2001) analysis focuses on actions such as choosing 

who will be hired and with whom the trade of goods and exchange of capital will happen. 

Moreover, the role of networks becomes more important by serving as conduits for 

information, mitigating problems of trust, and control resource dependencies (Fligstein and 

Dioun 2015, 6). 

 

It is considered that innovation processes are confronted with the problem of uncertainty 

(Beckert 1999, 25). According to Beckert, not knowing what innovation is, brings up the 

paradox of needing innovation. Therefore, firstly it is necessary to determine the optimal level 

of investment for R&D. For example, real GDP growth and innovation levels are positively 

linked. But without knowing the pay-offs, it is hard to determine the optimal resource 

allocation. Secondly, the problem arises in understanding the innovation process, due to not 

knowing the innovation goal (Beckert 1999, 25). The field of innovation becomes 

increasingly interested in scholars from various domains. Along with the development of the 

topic, national innovation systems and regional and sectorial innovation systems have 

captured the interest of researchers dealing with this topic (Kastelle, Potts and Dodgson 2009, 

3).  

 

To begin with, a difference has to be made between cartographic and economic regions. In 

economic regions, scholars argue, economic policies are easier to implement. But, in a 

cartographic region, the economy must be clearly established, and to work as a whole (Quinna 

2015, 230). Innovations can be defined as new services or products, which excludes 

innovations that are considered as mere imitations (Thompson and Stam 2010, 2). As the 

authors reference, innovation systems are not homogenous (Kastelle, Potts and Dodgson 

2009, 11). They also stress that both innovation systems, and agents coevolve. Moreover, the 
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coevolution characteristic is part of a complex adaptive system, and it is a feature that points 

toward the evolution of a complex economic system (Kastelle, Potts and Dodgson 2009, 14). 

Innovation in general can be considered a marketable commodity. It must be understood as 

breaking from established routines (Granovetter 2005, 46). Within innovation processes small 

and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) are at forefront, because most economies rely on them 

(Thompson and Stam 2010, 2). As the authors emphasize, demand is one of the aspects that 

need to be considered. All nations want to achieve high and sustained economic growth, 

which is determined by different non-economic and economic factors. From the perspective 

of the long term economic growth and its determinants, institutional frameworks are making 

the difference across countries in terms of per capita output (Nawaz 2015, 118). 

 

Because of changing environments, a system cannot survive without adaptive capabilities and 

dynamic investment. Therefore, the innovation system is considered an important aspect of 

the operational activity. The innovation system is a macro-economic unit of national 

economies, and it can be either a firm, industry or region (Tim and Kastelle 2009, 5). The 

understanding of innovation structures should not rely on the perception as a static process. 

The innovation structure is in a constant evolution, which induces the creative and destructive 

processes in the real economy. The research in national innovation systems has led to the 

development of the regional innovation systems (Cooke 1992). For each macro unit, there is a 

particular innovation system. As an example, the national economy has the national 

innovation system. Following this line of argument, it can be argued that when the focus is on 

supra-national, regional, or sub-regional level there will be supra-national, regional, or sub-

regional innovation system respectively (Tim and Kastelle 2009, 5). 

 

When it comes to markets, these are both politically, and socially constructed. In this regard, 

these social constructions reflect a country’s culture and its history of class relations, but also 

the governments’ interventions (Fligstein 2001). Nevertheless, the capitalist national system 

can be understood as a whole. Being more specific, it is about modes of capital allocations, 

labor relations, tax systems, and state involvement and ownership in key industries. 

Simultaneously, at regional levels, these also have to be at forefront. Therefore, not only the 

social constructions of the culture, capital allocations, labor relations, or tax systems on the 

national level influence the markets, but also the ones at regional levels. Following this line of 

argument, one of the theories that consider the determinants of innovation processes on 

different levels, is the theory of strategic social fields (Fligstein and McAdam 2012). This 
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framework allows us to approach the interaction between actors and social environments as 

social arenas or local orders. The presence of rules and shared meanings define the interaction 

between more or less powerful collective groups (Fligstein 2001; 2008). The incorporation 

determines social rules of the local order, either individuals or collective agents as a unit of 

analysis. To center on specific regions, we focus on social fields because each region can be 

regarded as a specific order. In addition, focusing on social fields as an analytical outline, 

allows incorporating specific social forces. Each social field is formed with the help of the 

interplay between institutions, networks, and cognitive frames, which constitute the three 

social forces. 

 

1.1 Research questions, hypotheses and objectives of the research 

 
Considering the importance of understanding innovation processes regarded as complex 

activities, but also emphasizing the increasing role of collaboration in this process, our 

primary research question is: 

 

1. What are the effects of social networks on the level of innovation? 

 
Therefore, in order to answer this question, we hypothesize that social networks are a 

condition for the system of innovations to create a favourable environment for the design 

and diffusion of innovations within a particular region. 

 

Within this dissertation we approach regional innovation systems as an analytical unit for 

exploring innovation performance of a regional environment. We are also considering the 

framework of social fields as proposed by Fligstein and McAdam (2012) in the context of the 

present economic, and social environments. By doing so, it enables us to understand the 

interplay of stakeholders, transfer of knowledge, which encourage economic development, but 

also will allow to use the gathered insights into empirical research, and transform them to 

quantifiable results. In this regard, the attempt of the dissertation is to combine the theories of 

Social Fields, and Regional Innovation Systems, to illustrate how these two combine and 

form the social foundation of explaining of innovation processes within the Regional 

Innovation Systems (Rončević and Modic 2012). Additionally, incorporating the theory of 

Social Fields in the framework of the Innovation Systems, we formulate secondary research 

questions: 
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2. Do institutions exert an influence on the regional innovation process? 

 

H2:  Institutions exert a positive influence the regional innovation process. 

 

3. Do cognitive frames impact the regional innovation process? 

 

H3:  Cognitive frames are a condition that impacts the regional innovation. 

 

The research also considers the interplay of the three social forces as an alternative 

explanation for innovation processes, by encompassing the aspects of different social fields on 

the regional level. Additionally, the case studies represent different innovation levels, 

therefore axing on the universalism of the model proposed by us. 

 

4. Does the interplay of the social forces shape the regional innovation process?  

 

H4:  The interplay of the three social forces shape the system of innovations to create a 

favorable environment for the design and diffusion of innovations within a particular 

region 

 

The objective of the research is to develop and test a robust tool, which will allow 

stakeholders not only to see the strengths and weaknesses of the region, but also to 

acknowledge which aspects of the innovation process have to be considered.  

 

To answer these research questions and achieve the proposed objective, in the following 

chapter our attention will focus as it follows: firstly, we provide the general framework of the 

Regional Innovation Systems (RIS); secondly, we focus on the role of social networks within 

the RIS; afterwards a more in-depth focus is dedicated to the theory of Social Field; lastly, at 

forefront are the case studies, which will be incorporated in the framework of the above-

mentioned theories. 
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2 Theoretical Framework: Social Foundation of Regional Innovation 

Systems 
 
Not only continents, countries and nations, differ in terms of innovation development, but also 

regions. As a result, there is a division between center and periphery, north and south, city and 

village etc. Furthermore, some areas are characterized by a weakness of innovation capacities 

and activities. To address this issue, the role of the state is at forefront to promote and 

stimulate innovation processes (Khiari and ben Rejeb 2015, 598). On one hand, the regional, 

and sectorial characteristics (external factors to a particular company) affect the innovation 

process. On the other hand, innovation is subject to individual characteristics (a characteristic 

for an associated company – a ccorporation in which a parent company possesses a stake) 

(Khiari and ben Rejeb 2015, 601). Literature highlights that Regional Innovation Systems 

(RIS) are part of the National Innovation Systems (NIS). It is necessary to strengthen the RIS 

in order to achieve national economic growth, which will contribute to an effective and 

productive NIS. As a result, RIS is (at least it must be) developed by various actors (Herliana 

2015, 152). 

 

For national innovation systems, and regional innovation systems to change, ones could 

consider failure as the starting point for it. (Kastelle, Potts and Dodgson 2009, 21). Even so, 

this idea can be considered as central to the evolutionary understanding of economic growth. 

Following this line of argument, if every idea works then it will not create sufficient 

conditions for the system to grow, therefore the innovation system will be unsuccessful (Tim 

and Kastelle 2009, 22). 

 

It must be emphasized that innovation systems develop with the help of improvements, 

replication, and selection processes. Being more specific, when it comes to policy changes, 

these must be targeted at improving one of the processes. The main idea of regional 

innovation systems is to rely on regional borders, rather than national ones. In this way, RIS 

can define more easily the modes of interaction of local actors within the framework of the 

innovation process (Cooke 2005). As a result, firms, institutions and research institutes need 

to be constantly communicating essential, and sharing common regional dimensions 

standards, values or norms (Gertler 2003). Furthermore, even if there are differences within a 

country, these can be reorganized in groups as core-periphery differences in innovation 
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development, regional specialization and evolution, or even regional governance of 

innovation (Howells 1999).  

 

Location-specific advantages for R&D can come from emerging countries, because high-

quality R&D services have a lower cost (D'Agostin, Laursen and Santangelo 2010, 7). 

Regional differences can be explained with the help of innovation and R&D, which can be 

considered as the factors of the core of the possible explanatory factors (Lehto 2007). 

Moreover, when the knowledge spill-overs are situated far, these have negative effects. For 

that reason, it can be stressed the importance of regional geography on R&D and economic 

development (Paci and Usai 2009).  

 

Typically, national and regional innovation systems are researched from two important 

perspectives. Firstly, researchers focus on the institutional role. The role of relevant 

institutions is either to provide opportunities or on the contrary, to constrain the innovation 

processes, by focusing on patents, education levels or even research output. On the other 

hand, the main focus is on the relationships between different firms, which are considered as 

the promoters of innovation processes. Therefore, cooperation and trust at the firm-network 

level are at forefront (Kastelle, Potts and Dodgson 2009, 6). 

 

On one hand, in the case of small businesses, consumption is a driver for innovation. On the 

other hand, innovation is also seen as a strategic process. Moreover, the moment a labour 

market is becoming more competitive, the innovation process increases because of the access 

of skilled employee capital (Thompson and Stam 2010, 3). Nevertheless, the economic 

competitiveness is both an incentive (to some degree) and hindrance (when the completion is 

extreme) for a firm to innovate successfully (Geroski and Gregg, 1997). Moreover, the 

amount and cost of financing available are very important (Thompson and Stam 2010, 6). 

Finance is a problem with which many small companies are confronting, especially if they 

rely on external sources. Also, there are other external factors that influence the innovation 

activity by limiting the market ability to absorb new products such as income, relative prices 

and technological development. (Geroski and Walters 1995). Companies begin to focus more 

on R&D investment during periods of economic recession. Even if innovation processes 

require intensive factors of production, these could be used as daily operations (Thompson 

and Stam 2010, 7). To sustain this argument, it has been argued during economic recessions 

investments usually fall, but bring at forefront the investment in R&D. 
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For companies nowadays, to innovate is primordial, especially because of the challenges 

created by knowledge. Even more, various actors must secure and capture the competitive 

advantage they have (Nowacki and Bachnik 2016, 1577). In present, their practices and 

processes are shaped by new business models, changing consumer preferences, or disruptive 

technologies. To cope with these aspects, the innovative capacity is linked to the knowledge it 

possesses or acquires externally. Nowacki and Bachnik, argue that an innovation is 

constituted from an idea, approach, method, behaviour, attitude, culture, technology, a 

capability. Constant innovation promotes the dynamic character of capitalist economies. As a 

result, the introduction of product differentiation, new products or even new manufacturing 

processes promotes competition (Beckert 2011, 12). When making decisions, stakeholders 

rely on expectations towards development, consumer preferences, strategies of competitors, 

trustworthiness of promises, technology, availability of raw materials, etc. and the 

interdependencies between these factors (Beckert 2011, 4). The future is hard to predict due to 

the complexity of decision situations, unforeseeable interaction effects or cognitive biases. 

 

When the impact of entrepreneurship, internationalization or innovations are imperfectly 

working in a region, then there are variations across regions (Devoldere and Sleuwaegen 

2006). The basic conditions which sustain, direct, and stimulate regional innovation processes 

are provided by the factors of the regional innovation system. These are considered as the 

main drivers of the system. Even more, these factors are shaped by interventions and 

governmental policies (Sleuwaegen and Boiardi 2014, 1510). According to a 2009 report by 

the OECD, in a long-term growth the focus on the concertation of resources in a region is not 

sufficient (Sleuwaegen and Boiardi 2014, 1508). What matters is the manner in which 

synergies are exploited, regional assets are used, and investments are made. Even more, the 

performance growth is dependent on the way a region can mobilize its assets in order to fully 

exploit its potential for growth. Nevertheless, the evidence of other creative processes 

strongly associated with economic growth is constantly increasing. 

 

There are three main elements for each RIS: value chain information sources; knowledge-

intensive business services and regional innovation initiatives. These affect the absorptive 

capacity of companies which, in turn, will affect their innovation performance (Lau and Lo 

2015, 100). Within RIS, the focus is usually on how companies carry the innovation process 

and how their business is conducted. The interaction context is usually accompanied by the 
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interaction with competitors, suppliers, customers, value systems, social and cultural issues, 

external institutions, and government policies. As a result, the incentives of the absorptive 

capacity are influenced by the external environment. It is of high importance to understand 

what is happening in the company, because its level of absorptive capacity can impact the 

effectiveness of any RIS (Lau and Lo 2015, 110). Innovation, which is based on business 

incubation activities can support the growth and cluster development of SMEs, as incubators 

rely on technology transfer to facilitate the appearance of SMEs. The role of start-up 

companies is to support RIS on one hand, and to facilitate ideas and innovation on the other 

hand (Herliana 2015, 158), although both are linked.  

 

As a result, the macro-economic landscape is composed of two systems: operational 

innovation. The operational system refers to the set of structures and processes that constitute 

the final output of the economic unit. The innovation system does not produce goods or 

services, but the knowledge and capabilities that eventually can transform into new goods and 

services (Kastelle 2009, 5).  

 

As stated earlier, the systems themselves are not static, but rather characterized by dynamic 

processes, therefore it is vital to understand the interactions agents and institutions, that are 

part of the system (Kastelle 2009, 8). Agents from the innovation systems, but also the 

innovation systems co-evolve (Kastelle 2009, 19). However, the innovation system requires 

variation, selection, and replication to evolve. Nevertheless, when it will come to important 

practices, these systems will be heterogeneous (Kastelle 2009, 20).  

 

As stated innovation systems rely on knowledge, which is the driver of the system’s 

development. Boschma and Henning (2010, 5) mention that Jacobs’s observation was on the 

image of knowledge as an interconnected set of qualitatively various ideas. Moreover, the 

idea of knowledge in terms of quantity was abandoned. This approach goes hand by hand 

with the cognitive theory and highlights the arrangement between diversity and similarity. In 

short, the paradox consists in the fact that even though the communication can be easier 

between stakeholders who share an overlap of competences, in order to be able to offer 

something new, the actors have to predispose non-overlapping competences and knowledge. 

In addition, the more overlapped are the competences of the actors, the higher are the chances 

to get in a cognitive lock-in (Nooteboom 2000).  
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Because of the excessive cognitive distance that is present between industries, the effective 

communication is disadvantaged. Moreover, there is a high possibility that the regional 

knowledge spill-overs do not to materialize between distinctive industries (Boschma and 

Henning 2010, 6). Therefore, industries that are more alike in a region should be more 

beneficial than a differentiated set of industries. Additionally, the cognitive distance combined 

with cognitive proximity has a positive effect on the variety and the understanding between 

industries. 

 
2.1 Social Fields –Theoretical considerations toward the process of innovation in 

regions 
 
The notion of field is used in several disciplines, which means that it could be a guiding 

concept for interactional community study for sociologists (Wilkinson 1970, 312). The term 

of “field” can refer to a configuration formed by the object and its context; to the context of 

an object; to a structure or to a structure-process and other. At the same time, it will never 

refer to the object alone. Each field has several features. Firstly, the environment and the 

individual in the environment constitute an inseparable unity or field. Secondly, the field is 

not static. It always changes, and operates through time. Lastly, the integral feature is novelty, 

be it a random happening or creativity (Wilkinson 1970, 313). 

 

Despite the fact that the notion of field is used in various disciplines, it has some common 

characteristics. Each part of a field influences one another, and they include both causes and 

consequences of focal objects or events. Additionally, it is unbounded, although the 

distinction between fields is according to the focus of properties relevant to the field. Fields 

are also dynamic. As Wilkinson (1970, 313) highlights, any field is in a change of structure 

and process, which makes it possible for it to exist through time. Furthermore, the elements 

realign themselves with one another. The last characteristic is that each field is emergent. 

Following this line of argument, the field is the outcome of interactions of its parts, and it is 

not entirely governed by its collective properties. 

One example is the Social Field theory, which as in the case of several theories (e.g. 

Bourdieu), disciplines, subfields or methodologies, focuses on explaining the social life in the 

framework of the meso-level social order, and the creation of strategic action fields. Aspects 

such as collective engagement, skills that people bring, and maintain to understand political 

change, the production of a new product, or the creation of a hierarchical order in different 

cultural fields, are at forefront (Fligstein and McAdam 2012). Therefore, the Social Fields 
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theory, as Fligstein and McAdam argue, relies on three primordial characteristics: strategic 

action fields, embeddedness in a broader environment, and seeking fashion and maintaining 

order in any given field. The first characteristic refers to the meso-level orders, which are 

considered as the foundation for organizational life in the economy, the state or in the civil 

society. Secondly, the embeddedness in a broader environment consists of proximate and 

distal fields. Nevertheless, the last characteristic follows meaning, interest, and identity-

shaping process. It has to be stressed that the social concept of embeddedness and the 

economic model of action are situated on different conceptual levels. Therefore, as Beckert 

(2003, 769) mentions that the social aspect is preoccupied with the external variables that 

influence the outcome and the process, meanwhile the economic action refers to the way the 

structure of action is being conceived.  Early on, the embeddedness was thought as a residual 

category which points to external influences on rational decision making (Beckert 1999, 3). 

Even more, it does not provide its own theory of strategic agency or intentionality. As a 

result, understanding embeddedness in this way, can fill the gap between the empirical 

evidence (without explanations in this theoretical framework) and the rational actor model. 

 

Fligstein and McAdam (2012, 3) argue that any particular field is embedded “in a broader 

environment consisting of countless proximate or distal fields, as well as states, which are 

themselves organized as an intricate system of strategic action fields”. As a result, the authors 

encompass the idea of social skill. It implies the agency of actors and draws on ideas of 

constructivism and emergence, which are crucial components of the strategic action fields. 

 

The segmentation of national social spaces points towards a range of institutional and cultural 

features. These varieties affect the dynamics of innovation processes within a particular 

strategic social field. In this regard, states can be considered as a frame for other strategic 

fields or as a system of strategic action fields in a specific territory. As it is, the national state 

is a form of a collective action. This collection action not only produces, but also controls the 

strategic action field (Fligstein and McAdam 2012, 68). Embeddedness understood in this 

way serves largely as a placeholder which fills the gap between what is explained by the 

rational actor model and empirical observations, which cannot be explained through this 

theoretical approach (Beckert 1999, 3) It is argued that different social structures in markets 

can be conveyed by fields. Moreover, they shift the theoretical framework of the relationship 

between agency processes and structures (Beckert 2010, 606). Following this line of 

argument, fields are understood here as local social orders or social arenas. Within these 
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orders or arenas, actors gather and frame their actions vis-à-vis one another (Fligstein 2001b, 

108). It must be stressed that the social concept of embeddedness and the economic model of 

action are situated on different conceptual levels. Therefore, Beckert (2003, 769) mentions 

that the social aspect is preoccupied with the external variables which influence the outcome 

and process, but the economic action refers to the way the structure of action is being 

conceived. Initially, the embeddedness was considered as a residual category which points to 

external influences on rational decision making (Beckert 1999, 3). Even more, it does not 

provide an own theory of strategic agency or intentionality. As a result, understanding 

embeddedness in this way, can fill the gap between the empirical evidence (without 

explanations in this particular theoretical framework) and the rational actor model. 

Understood in this way, embeddedness serves largely as a placeholder which fills the gap 

between what is explained by the rational actor model and empirical observations which 

cannot be explained through this theoretical approach (Beckert 1999, 3)  

 

As highlighted above, there are three distinct levels of analytic structure to ideas, and 

knowledge, which are the micro-, meso-, and macro- levels. The meso-level is the core, which 

is composed of ideas or a set of knowledge (Kastelle, Potts and Dodgson 2009, 7). Within this 

level, the action takes place within and between various groups (Fligstein and McAdam 2012, 

7). On the other hand, agents (who are carriers of knowledge) are part of the micro unit. In the 

process of building innovation systems through a micro-meso trajectory, these form the macro 

level, considered as markets, sectors, industries etc. (Kastelle, Potts and Dodgson 2009, 7). 

Furthermore more, for small firms, the process of innovation can be regarded not only as a 

macroeconomic dynamic, but also as an ongoing strategic process, which is independent from 

the market dynamics mentioned earlier (Heger 2004).  

 

Even if these systems are considered as part of those factors that determine the economic 

evolution, they are not perceived as being part of this evolution process. Rather, the systems 

are perceived as upgrading of increasing complexity that operate in a predictable direction of 

network openness (Kastelle, Potts and Dodgson 2009, 3).  As the authors argue, this statement 

relies on the false presumptions that these systems are parametric structures and that they are 

the same everywhere. Even more, these systems are slowly changing. As a result. the 

innovation structure is continually evolving. Moreover, for the innovation structure to survive 

in an environment that is constantly changing. The environment must be characterized by its 

adaptive capability or there must be present a dynamic investment. In the analysis, innovation 
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systems must be regarded as a population because they compete in a market and, more 

importantly. The innovation systems will be differently adopted. Additionally, as Kastell, 

Potts and Dogson highlight, we should refer to these as complex adaptive systems that are 

composed of complex structures of complex populations, which are composed of various 

elements.  

 

In addition, as Kastelle et al. (2009, 20) argue, analyses of innovation systems focus on the 

meso level, and evaluate the rules of a system, but scholars have to also include the micro and 

macro levels. The analysis of the micro level enables us to understand how a system is shaped 

by its agents. Therefore, two vital processes are important to understand. Firstly, it is the co-

evolutionary processes which can make innovation systems change. Secondly, the process 

creates the premises for analyzing how innovation systems interact. Nevertheless, at the meso 

level, we can observe how certain rules appear and spread to agents. 

 

The attempt of scholars to understand which systems produce most sustained growth, based 

on aspects such as national protectionism, levels of state intervention, and modes of capital 

allocation to firms, led to the conclusion that the key features must allow the involved parts 

(firms, states, workers) to adapt efficiently to new challenges (Fligstein and Dioun 2015, 9). 

 

There are three classical sociological assumptions. The first assumption stresses that the 

economic goals usually are accompanied by sociability, approval, status, and power. 

Secondly, economic action (a set of measures to influence actions or policies) is not explained 

by individual motives due to its sociality. Moreover, the economic measures are embedded in 

personal relations networks. Lastly, the economic action is focusing on the lack of automatic 

rise of economic institutions (Granovetter 1992, 4). In general, economic sociology focuses 

and explains actions or events that happen at micro-, meso-, and macro levels. At the micro-

level, it focuses on interpersonal relationships and the way they structure various economic 

processes. At the meso-level, economic sociology looks at institutional architecture, and 

formal and informal rules of economic systems system, to make production, competition, 

valuation and exchange more predictable. In turn, at the macro-level, it focuses on how 

different forms of capitalism diverge in terms of historical aspects, state laws, or national 

cultures (Fligstein and Dioun 2015, 16-17). In general, when it comes to national social fields, 

the focus is on three social forces that influence the interchange between the social setting and 
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actions. Being more specific, Beckert (cf. 2010) refers to frames, institutional rules, cognitive 

and network topography. 

 

As it was mentioned in previous paragraphs, sociology explains economic processes with the 

help of social structures on individual actions. Following this line of argument, hereby we 

refer to three social forces that are relevant for economic outcomes: social networks, 

institutions, and cognitive frames (Beckert 2010, 605). In addition, it is considered that these 

forces do not act autonomously, but rather interact with each other. 

 
Figure 2.1 Reciprocal influence of the three social forces in market fields 

 
 

Source: Beckert 2010, 612 

 
On one hand, the institutional structures and networks support specific fictions. Some 

entrepreneurial ideas depend on the institutional framework. Even more, the institutional 

environment can influence the way these new ideas take root (Beckert 2011, 23).  On the 

other hand, cognitive frames, shape the direction of imaginaries, such ascultural expectations 

of economic accomplishment. Innovations anchored in modern capitalist societies encourage 

different imaginaries and associated actions. It must be understood that economic institutions 

do not emerge in response to economic needs (Granovetter 1992, 7). These institutions are 

constructed by the actions of individuals that facilitate and constrain the availability of 

resources and the structure of the social networks in which they are embedded. Economic 

institutions are built based on activity patterns in personal networks, as it is the case with the 

development of business groups or firms during the evolution of an industry (Granovetter 

1992, 9). 
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Innovation processes are critical to the approach, but these are not denoted by the arena and 

stage, which are static terms, meanwhile social a field is more dynamic. The direct approach 

to the study of community dynamics is offered by the development of social field perspective 

within the social behavioral and interactional theories. As a result, this approach of social 

fields through the frame of social forces can improve the understanding of innovation 

processes (Wilkinson 1970, 320). 

 

Because the social world can be considered an accelerated complex entity, innovations 

became a fundamental component of social actions. In this regard, innovations not only cause 

the breaking point in the development of the human society, but also bring about the 

successful adaption of a particular social context. The complexity of the social systems 

reflected in the contemporary social order has contributed to the emergence of new social 

areas. The role of autonomous social subsystems was raised by functional differentiation, and 

by multiplying the social environments in which social actions take place. The character of 

social organizations was affected by the appearance of new, uncertain and unpredictable 

social areas (Beck, Giddens and Lash 1994). The relationship between actors and social 

environments indicates different techniques of adaption and adjustment of the social context, 

because of the changing and more fluid structural settings. The fluid structural setting enables 

actors that control the new unpredictable social area(s) and the risks of the contemporary era. 

Following this line of argument, individual and collective actors deliberate on the new social 

context (Cepoi and Golob 2016). The complexity of the accelerated complexity of the social 

reality forces these actors to act in this manner. Social structures should be understood as 

social forces that are far from rigid (Beckert 2010), and can encourage or constrain the 

actions.  

The sociology of markets links to network analysis, by the fact that the latter is the starting 

point for mapping the relationships between market actors who are embedded in social 

relationships, and for defining who they are and what they do (Powell and Smith-Doerr 2005). 

 

The theory also focuses not only on the set of rules, but also on how these rules define the 

types of products which are appropriate for the exchange. Moreover, the focus of the theory is 

to see how the internal dynamics of a state affects the interaction with the market. There are 

several entities that have an impact on state intervention, such as the way courts, ministries, 

and regulatory agencies are structured. Nevertheless, the struggle between political parties and 
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political factions influences the way in which the state intervenes (Fligstein and Dioun 2015 

2015, 8). 

 

The attempts to combine social field and innovation frameworks theories is relatively new. 

There are not so many researches that explain technological innovation through the interplay 

of the three social forces: institutions, networks, and cognitive frames. The first attempts can 

be seen in the articles written by Rončević, and Modic (2011; 2012), which explore Regional 

Innovation Systems through the frame of Social Fields. According to them, in the recent 

intellectual development the focus is on the complexity of the social life through globalization 

and technological development. The second development refers to the shift towards multi-

level responsibilities of social, and economic policies. Rončević and Modic were able to 

empirically verify the influence of the social forces on social fields of technological inno-

vations (Rončević and Modic 2011, 326) 

 

Therefore, the following representation arises from incorporating the context of innovation 

systems in the framework of the social field theory: 

 

Figure 2.2 Local orders and the interplay of social forces 

 
Source: Cepoi and Golob 2017 
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Therefore, in our case the difference is that we are adapting this model to the regional level. 

This means that the unit of analysis is the Regional Innovation System (RIS), and the outcome 

of the analysis is the Regional Innovation Performance (RIP). 

 

2.2 Networks 
 

Theories of regional clustering of industries focus on the notion of innovation interactions in 

regional networks and industrial districts (Markusen 2003). Because of the development of 

regional clusters, innovation cooperation for SMEs is based on industrial districts and 

regional networks (Zeng et al, 2010. 182). Cooperation and synergies can be regarded as 

sources for benefits within the regional innovation systems. Furthermore, industrial clusters 

are fostered by indirect and direct linkages of institutions, regional governments, universities, 

and economic actors (Su and Chen 2015, 80). As Su and Chen highlight, the institutional 

infrastructure that supports innovation within a region is perceived as a regional innovation 

system. As a result, all actors that are involved in the innovation process from the regional 

setting are embedded in the social-cultural environments of that region. Both public and 

private agents form networks within which they interact, and they give and receive feedback. 

These networks operate in a specific territory, where they generate and adapt knowledge, and 

innovation. These processes determine the existence of the RIS (Yam et al. 2011). Conditions 

of sustainability are altered by the society and economy and external and internal forces 

continuously change the environments and sub-systems where the society and economy are 

part of it (Gaziulusoy and Brezet 2015, 558). 

 

The interconnectedness of technologies and actors, the adaption of a certain innovative 

practice or innovation itself, its adoption is being influenced by other actors, who influence 

each other’s behavior. Additionally, the adoption of a new product or practice, depends on the 

conviction that other actors will do it (Aarikka-Stenroos, Sandberg and Lehtimäki 2014, 366). 

R&D and aspects of commercialization rely on network actors. 

 

The multiple network approaches include industrial networks, strategic networks, network 

theory, innovation networks, economics of networks, and social networks. Differences appear 

when we consider several primordial aspects: who are the focal actors; how actors are 

managed; and what determines the network (Aarikka-Stenroos, Sandberg, and Lehtimäki 

2014, 366). 
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It is considered that ideas for innovations are sporadic and the resources of the unconnected 

actors are being gathered through networking, and processes of recombination (Obstfeld 

2005). The increased novelty of products is being influenced by the cooperative arrangement 

for innovation made with a number of actors, including government institutes and research 

associations, research and technology organizations, universities, competitors, and many more 

(Schøtt and Wickstrøm 2016, 1234). 

 

It is argued that knowledge in new economic realities can be measured by looking at the share 

of knowledge-intensive industries and income distribution in the world (Ahrweiler and Keane 

2013). The realization of norms, ideas and innovation becomes reality with the help of social 

networks. Because social networks perceive individuals within their social context and 

acknowledge the influence of relationships with others on one’s behavior, the latter can 

promote innovation processes (Kolleck 2013). Moreover, social networks can expand learning 

opportunities. Two important signs of network influence are worth highlighting: Firstly, it is 

about the information flow and quality. This aspect is important, due to the possibility of 

holding information that is subtle, nuanced and difficult to verify. It is considered that people 

would rely on people they know, rather than impersonal sources. Secondly, networks are a 

rich resource for punishment and reward. When it comes from others, who are not part of the 

known circle, its impact is magnified (Granovetter 2005, 33). Networks are composed of both 

strong and weak ties. Nevertheless, weak ties are predominant, even if in these types of 

networks, the information might be considered of little significance. To produce high-quality 

output in research, innovation processes need to rely on collaborative knowledge production 

(Bozeman and Lee 2005). Even more, innovation also relies on this aspect of knowledge 

production, while adding more heterogeneous participants to the process (Ahrweiler and 

Keane 2013, 74). 

 

An innovation is accepted when it is supported by interconnected actors. Meanwhile, when 

they gain individual support, the chances of being accepted drop considerably. Thus, we can 

say that social networks have the role of fostering change and promoting the diffusion of 

innovation processes (Kolleck 2013, 2).  

 

It must be considered that innovation outcomes are born from the cooperation of actors. These 

actors operate in a setting where learning and the exchange of resources and knowledge is 
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necessary. Therefore, long-term alliances are vital for the innovation process (Jakobsen and 

Aarset 2010, 929). Technological innovation happens in collaborative arrangements, or in 

other words networks, while cooperation is a primordial aspect of economic activities 

(Beckert 1999, 18). Each actor involved in economic activities has a different knowledge of 

their capabilities, quality of products and intentions. In addition, the ability to persuade other 

actors to cooperate is a strategic social skill and a prerequisite for the emergence of stable 

social fields.  

 

It is considered that not always social networks can thrive in spite of their non-economic 

reasons. But, as Granoveter (2005, 36) stresses any type of social interaction transmits 

information and details information regarding job flows. The processes within innovation 

networks are constantly changing and have strong cognitive and social aspects, which makes 

them difficult to characterize. As a result, during the whole process, participants from 

different areas control those cognitive and social aspects (Ahrweiler and Keane 2013, 75). It 

must be understood that the social structure affects many economic outcomes, including the 

choice of alliance partners. Moreover, according to Granovetter (2005, 47), the social 

structure affects the diffusion of governance techniques, persistence of family and ethnically 

oriented business groups in advanced economies, and decisions to acquire other firms and 

strategies. 

 

Zeng et al. (2010, 182) say that the topic of the network-innovation interaction has been much 

debated. As a result, the authors argue that focusing on external actors and sources can 

positively impact the firm’s innovation performance, particularly because of interactions 

based on trust and cooperation. Among these actors, customers, suppliers, research institutes, 

and universities have an impact on the innovation and knowledge creation process. Moreover, 

when different partners interact within the R&D field, it positively affects the innovation 

achievement, especially if the focus is on external networks and partnerships. Even so, R&D 

and networking are complementary driving forces of innovation outputs. Additionally, 

establishing inter-firm relations has many benefits, such as sharing resources, avoiding 

competition in the open market, diffusing and creating knowledge, and even the specialization 

of the economy by focusing on a subset of value-chain activities (Almobaireek et al. 2016). 

Small and medium enterprises have to be innovative in order to adapt to the increasing 

competition and to the globalization process. To manage these phenomena, entrepreneurs 
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must establish and maintain interpersonal relationships and develop cooperative capabilities 

(Thorgren et al. 2009, 148). 

 

Networks related to various forms of technological innovation and production process, where 

the member firms join as independents firms under a trademark to develop innovations, but 

this does not guarantee networks’ success (Thorgren et al. 2009, 149).  

 

Strategic networks rely on joint marketing and production activities but the geographic area 

where firms are part of the innovation process is also important. Moreover, the interactions 

between them are based on reciprocity and trust, which are encouraged through a shared 

interest to carry out innovation. The aim is to increase competitiveness not only for firms, but 

also the region (Thorgren et al. 2009, 153). 

 

At the same time, it must be understood that strategic networks differ from alliances. These 

networks are characterized by a high number of member firms, each engaging in different 

activities based on the level of the interest. As a result, it can be said that these networks lose 

some of their cooperative form (Fukugawa 2006). As Fukugawa highlights, some members 

focus on the joint innovation projects, while others focus on information acquisition. 

 

Firms keep a certain degree of independence even though cooperation requires an exchange of 

resources, ideas or knowledge (Rosenfeld 1996). Strategic networks are a distinct form of 

cooperation, which is flexible in within-network constellations, though not losing of its strong 

overarching influence (Thorgren et al. 2009, 153). 

 

Despite the growing insecurity generated by the use of technologies and development, 

networks aim to boost interaction between different actors. Therefore, by linking various 

stakeholders, SMEs generate knowledge and profit sharing from complementary 

competencies (Bullinger et al. 2004). SMEs become increasingly important within the 

competitive Globalization market, due to their abilities to innovate new products and 

processes. Moreover, they are considered the engine of technological progress and economic 

growth (Zeng et al. 2010. 181). In SME networks, the firm size is important for its 

performance and behavior, and networking in these strategic networks is related to innovation 

(Wincert 2005). In the era of open innovation, the role of SMEs must increase, and innovation 

interaction or cooperation are already part of the culture of SMEs who wish to promote their 
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innovation capabilities in developing countries and emerging economies (Zeng et al. 2010, 

181). Chesbrough (2006) defines open innovation as: “the use of purposive inflows and 

outflows of knowledge to accelerate internal innovation and expand the markets for external 

use of innovation”. Initially, it was understood as a collaboration between two enterprises, 

which opened the internal process of innovation. Truthfully, it can be seen as an opposite to 

the closed innovation model, where internally developed products and services remain in the 

enterprise (Chesbrough 2012). There are at least three factors which helped the paradigm of 

open innovation to gain success among scholars. The first factor, is the understanding 

innovative ideas as coming from the outside of the enterprise. Secondly, the framework of the 

open innovation builds on the idea of emphasizing the importance of challenges that firms 

face capturing returns from their innovative effort. Thirdly, at forefront was the study where 

the results pointed that the role of the business model was to mediate between the technical 

inputs and economic benefits of a technology, by structuring how a firm created and captured 

value from a specific market (Westa, Salter, Vanhaverbekec and Chesbrough 2014). 

Nevertheless, as Chesbrough points, the concept still has room for development. The concept 

orchestrates the role of different stakeholders in the innovation process (Chesbrough 2012, 

26). As a result, innovation communities will be at forefront in the context of open 

innovation. The relative new field of research offers new opportunities in the enrichment of 

discoveries, both empirical and theoretical developments in openness and in the 

understanding of the innovation process (Westa et al. 2014, 810). 

 

In developed countries, there are two main sources for the innovation process. These sources 

are based on internal and external procedures. Within the internal innovation process, SMEs 

cooperate with universities and research institutes, suppliers, or customers. In the process, 

SMEs acquire external technological capabilities. To achieve this, companies are purchasing 

new, license agreements, or new machines from foreign innovative companies (Khiari and 

ben Rejeb 2015, 594). Generally, the results of studies that assess the impact of firm 

collaborations on innovation are ambiguous. Scholars do not agree on how different types of 

networks influence the innovation process (Schøtt and Wickstrøm 2016, 1233), while some 

results, show a negative impact on the innovativeness of firms. As Schøtt and Wickstrøm 

mention, there is no unitary opinion on how the cohesion, network size, centrality and other 

properties impact the innovativeness of firms. By establishing external relationships, 

companies want to access new knowledge and exploit new opportunities, but they do not have 

unlimited access to them. SMEs are limited in resources, therefore collaboration can help 
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them achieve economies of scale, market their products effectively, and provide support 

services (Lee, Park, and Yoon 2010, 292). The ability of SMEs to generate sustainable 

economic growth is closely linked to their abilities to enhance innovation. But, innovation 

cannot have an immediate impact on sustainable productivity and accelerate the economic 

growth, unless it has a product technology basis (Herliana 2015, 159). 

 

The evidence suggests that actors from outside the innovator company, contribute to teaching 

and understanding relations, knowledge or other resources linked to commercialization 

(Aarikka-Stenroos, Sandberg, and Lehtimäki 2014, 371). The current value chain is being 

changed by business innovation networks, that create new products or processes (Ferrary and 

Granovetter 2009). 

 

Schøtt and Wickstrøm (2016, 1234) present a two-level perspective of the innovation process, 

which includes the involvement of institutions and networking between firms. Regulations 

such as contract laws, tax structures, trade laws, or property right laws regulate the elements 

of inter-firm collaborations that make them attractive for other business partners (Schøtt and 

Wickstrøm 2016, 1235). The results show that the institutional support for networking has an 

impact not only on the quantity of networking, but also on its intensity. Even more, it is 

considered that the process and product of innovation are outcomes networking with the 

support of institutions (Schøtt and Wickstrøm 2016, 1242).  Nevertheless, even if networking 

has a positive impact on product and process of innovation, there is still some ambiguity 

regarding the network’s composition and characteristics. 

 

Figure 2.3 Innovation process 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Schøtt and Wickstrøm 2016, 1242 
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2.3 Institutions 
 
Sociological institutionalism focuses on organizational fields (Beckert 2010b). Institutional 

change is based on several mechanisms, and coercion is one of them (DiMaggio and Powell 

1983). Coercion is exercised either directly or indirectly, by making the access to resources 

dependent on compliance. Another mechanism is exercised through power that helps 

institutions to impose regulations. Despite this, the institutional change can also rely on 

mediation through professional networks or socialization.  

 

North (1981) defines institutions as ‘‘… a set of rules, compliance procedures, and moral and 

ethical behavioral norms designed to constrain the behavior of individuals in the interests of 

maximizing the wealth or utility of principals”, in short, the rules of the game (Sevatdal 2007, 

78). Even if institutions have considerable importance in the economic growth literature, the 

definition of institutions is still unclear. In most cases, the empirical indicators measure the 

absence of corruption, constraints on powers of the executive branch, assessments of the 

quality of government bureaucracy and security of property from risk of government 

expropriation (Putterman 2013, 346). Therefore, as Putterman mentions, these are qualitative 

indicators, which reflect norms or aspects of economic culture, and not the presence or 

absence of specific formal rules, bodies, or mechanisms. 

 

The main pillars of the institutional approach are the social and cultural environments, 

because they determine the decision of individual either to start or not a business (Bruton et 

al. 2010). According to Fuentelsaz et al. (2015, 248), institutions are the rules of the game, 

which adjust economic, political, and social relationships in a society. Also, the rules provide 

order and structure for exchanges, which reduces risk and enable human interaction. Formal 

institutions are linked to economic, legal and political rules, which have the role of limiting 

the individual behavior and facilitate exchanges. Also, informal institutions are related to 

values, beliefs, and behaviors in a society. At the same time, there are several dimensions that 

are relevant to entrepreneurship. Gnyawali and Fogel (1994) mention: socioeconomic 

conditions, financial and non-financial assistance, entrepreneurial and business skills, and 

government policies and procedures. Governmental policies should guarantee the efficient 

work of market mechanisms by eliminating failures and administrative rigidities. 

Additionally, these policies should create a favorable context for companies that allows them 

to take reasonable risks for running e businesses, while governments should have a positive 
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attitude towards entrepreneurial activities, to motivate individuals to start new businesses 

(Fuentelsaz et al. 2015, 248). Fiscal freedom is also an important factor, as both financial and 

non-financial assistance play important roles in entrepreneurship. In addition, entrepreneurial 

skills stem from the availability of information, entrepreneurial training programs, and 

technical and business education.  

 

Historically, political-administrative regulations are a web of provisions and laws, which are 

the means through which public authorities influence economic actors and their behavior 

(Jakobsen and Aarset 2010, 928).  But, in many cases, regulations can be incompatible with 

innovation processes and removing them becomes a precondition for innovation. As Jakobsen 

and Aarset argue, the effect is not necessarily negative, but some regulations can restrict the 

innovation process while others can facilitate innovation outcomes. The argument of those 

that consider regulations as a restriction for innovation outcome relies on the argument that 

these rules have the role of ensuring fair competition. Therefore, in some cases regulations 

burden the free market by constraining the strategies of firms. But, by removing market 

obstacles, innovations can thrive (Jakobsen and Aarset 2010, 929). At the same time, 

regulatory frameworks could be beneficial, especially for protecting costly and high-risk 

innovative processes that are only beginning to develop Furthermore, some R&D activities 

have to be protected, in order to stimulate firms to make investments and promote innovation 

processes (Jakobsen and Aarset 2010, 930). The literature highlights the rich 

interconnectedness between rules and innovation processes, with both dysfunctional and 

functional effects. As the authors remark, the impact of regulations can occur over a long 

period of time and it can affect innovation processes in different ways at each stage of the 

process. 

 

According to the OECD (2010), regional institutions have various roles in innovation 

processes, such as to create opportunities for innovation, help technology diffusion and 

encourage technology entrepreneurship, formulate innovation policy or conduct basic and 

applied research. The creation of the appropriate context for knowledge transfer and creation 

relies on regional innovation policies and regional stakeholders in science and technology 

(Huggins and Kitagawa 2011). Also, various institutions have different impact because 

institutions depend on the domestic economic environment. The statement that institutions 

contribute to the development performance of countries is not necessary. This assertion relies 

firstly on the argument that in each country the quality of an institution is different. As a 
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result, each country has different incentive structures for technological advancement and 

innovations, and different tools for investing in human and physical capital (Nawaz 2015, 

119). Also, institutions aim to boost long-term economic growth by influencing the security 

of property rights. As a result, in case the institutions of a country fails to design the 

framework for enforced contracts and to secure property rights, that country could become 

underdeveloped (North 1990). So, when the quality of an institution improves, economic 

growth will follow (Nawaz 2015, 122). Nevertheless, there is a difference between developed 

and less developed countries, and institutions have a greater impact on growth in countries 

that are already developed. By directing resources to innovation and protecting property 

rights, institutions contribute to development and growth, and reduce the risk of doing 

business (Siddiqui and Ahmed 2013, 18). Because institutional factors influence productivity, 

countries with better institutions are more productive (Meon 2005). 

 

The capacity for growth is based on a social framework, which is different from modern 

growth that requires an institutional framework. Within institutional frameworks, individuals 

can profit from their efforts, but markets are the principal coordinating device of the economy 

(Putterman 2013, 352). Also, there is a strong correlation between income levels and 

economic institutions, while development is an outcome of political institutions and their 

impact on policies and economic institutions (Flachaire and García-Peñalosa 2014, 212). The 

authors also argue that the effect of economic institutions is equally important as the effect of 

education or investment. Furthermore, when political institutions become weak, growth is 

becoming sensitive to the choice of economic institutions. 

 

The causal direction between institutions and economic development has been an issue of 

debate among scholars for many decades. Nevertheless, we rather deal with a bi-directional 

causality between the two. On one hand, in higher income countries institutions generate 

economic development. On the other hand, in lower income countries the direction is 

reversed, as economic development causes institutions (Law, Lim and Ismail 2013, 611). 

Thus, the authors argue that high income countries should improve the quality of their 

institutions, while low income countries should focus on other types of policies, even though 

this does not mean that institutions are not important at all. They are important, especially in 

the case of the early stages of the economic development, as countries rely on institutions in 

order to achieve long-term development goals (Law, Lim and Ismail 2013, 618). Institutions 

have a positive and large effect on economic growth (Siddiqui and Ahmed 2013, 28) and once 
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political institutions improve, order conditions and improvement in law produce fast 

economic development. Even more, other aspects such as international trade and human 

capital also influence economic growth. Therefore, Siddiqui and Ahmed (2013, 28) 

recommend that the focus ought to be on strengthening all forms of institutions, creating a 

competitive market, and eliminating corruption and bureaucratic inefficiencies. 

 

Investments in R&D and innovation are play a crucial role in knowledge-based economies 

(Rusu-Tanasă 2015, 369). To become a competitive knowledge-based economy, regions and 

nations should focus on knowledge-based innovation strategies (Rusu-Tanasă 2015, 370). 

Empirical studies show that research and development increases the capacity of companies to 

acquire new skills (Khiari and ben Rejeb 2015, 593). Furthermore, R&D can also increase the 

ability of companies to identify and assimilate external knowledge. In short, R&D increases 

the capacity of absorption of companies 

 

Drucker (1992) highlighted four main pillars of the knowledge economy. The first pillar 

refers to the institutional regime, which should provide efficient policies, mobilize and 

allocate resources, and stimulate an efficient creation. The second refers to educated and 

skilled workers. The third pillar refers to the assimilation of knowledge, and the capacity to 

adapt with the help of innovation systems, universities, research centers, etc. The last pillar 

highlights the importance of information infrastructure to communicate, disseminate, and 

process information and knowledge. At the regional level, intellectual capital is seen as a 

synergy of a system, which is compressed of innovations, market presence, community 

influence, organizations, policy makers, knowledge, and other. Hence, intellectual capital is 

more than just patents or other forms of intellectual property (Rusu-Tanasă 2015, 372). 

Scholars argue that intangible resources and hidden capabilities foster the development of 

countries, regions or economic sectors. Recently, institutions have been connected 

theoretically and empirically to R&D and innovation activities, as well as their effects on 

productivity and economic growth (Krammer 2015, 136). Knowledge-based capital emerges 

from investments in non-physical assets, such as new organizational processes, specific skills 

and designs of products or services, and R&D (Rusu-Tanasă 2015, 373). 

 

Crisis can trigger certain policy agendas. Policy makers try to maximize technological 

benefits from external and internal sources, because of the commonly shared knowledge that 

productivity and GDP differences across countries can be attributed to new technologies and 
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innovations. At the same time, informal and formal institutional settings are established in 

order to incentivize economic performance, innovation, and productivity (Krammer 2015, 

151). Nonetheless, the development of formal institutions has a positive effect on 

entrepreneurship (Fuentelsaz et al. 2015, 255). From an economic perspective, institutions are 

important because they reduce the risks associated to market transactions and they support a 

proper functioning of the society. Even more, institutions have the role to shape societal 

interactions. Following this line of argument, we can encounter institutional mechanisms in 

the political, social, and economic environments which determine how different firms from 

different countries interact (Krammer 2015, 135-136).  

 

Institutional quality has mixed roles for western and transitional economies. In the case of 

western economies, institutional quality is linked to technologies or incoming foreign direct 

investment, rather than productivity and spill-overs. As Krammer (2015, 151-152) explains, 

this is because of already-existing high levels of institutional quality. Then again, other factors 

can play an important role. Within the transition period, institutions positively affect foreign 

direct investments, but, for the rest of the cases, a negative moderation is present. These 

economies imitate know-how from abroad, which lowers the absorptive capacity. Even more, 

the economies compete with foreign firms for resources. For these economies, the 

improvement of institutional quality can bring positive consequences on encouraging 

domestic private innovation or on productivity. But, the competitiveness of domestic firms 

may be threatened in case of competition increases, and markets are liberalized. 

 

Some business environments are more conducive for learning and innovating than others. 

This is why the business environment, has an important role for regional networks, but also 

for economic performance. There are three criteria which define innovation systems and their 

development (Lawton Smith and Waters 2011). The first criterion refers to coherence, which 

is demonstrated by common development trajectories, and corresponding competencies 

between agendas. The second criterion is the unified function of an innovation system, which 

means that all elements of the system contribute to its the development. Thought, it is 

important to consider the objectives. The third one, points that the innovation system can be 

bounded and this boundedness creates the possibility to have discrimination between the rest 

of the world and the system (Lawton Smith and Waters 2011, 963). Innovation policies set 

objectives such as economic growth, increased employment or competitiveness, and 

productivity growth. Moreover, the focus is on determinants of the innovation process, rather 
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than on its consequences (Edquist 2004). Existing universities, but also other research 

institutions are exploited by local governments, to create their own economic development 

strategies (Benko 2001, 158). 

 

Innovation systems also have rules, which always compete. These rules are not similar to each 

other because they are adopted differently and will result in dynamic processes within a 

market. Therefore, innovation systems are complex adaptive systems that are composed of 

complex structures (Kastelle 2009, 6). The complex structure of many rules of the innovation 

system, compose ideas that make ideas. In this context, the innovation system is considered 

the macro level, meanwhile each rule apart constitutes the meso unit (Kastelle 2009, 10). In 

the real economic process, there usually are two generic processes. Firstly, it is the 

coordination between rules, because agents do not adopt the rules in the same manner. 

Moreover, the process of de-coordination and re-coordination of the innovation system 

originated in the new rules is retained by the change in rules, the procedure that is the second 

generic process. Within the innovation systems there will always be multiple rules that are in 

a state of competition (Kastelle 2009, 15). Within the analysis of innovation systems, the 

focus should be on the variety within related rules, and on the description of the current 

dominant rules within the system itself (Kastelle 2009, 21). Nevertheless, the formal-legal 

procedures replace the value-normative content, due to its cognitive decision-making 

(Makarovič et al. 2013, 7) 

 

The difference between disorganized bureaucracies and poorly paid/incompetent bureaucrats 

and those with educated and better-paid staff, is that the first category is more prone to rent-

seeking. The rule of law or defining property rights favors the development. Moreover, the 

relationship between state investments in firms or industries and economic development had 

positive impacts in some cases, but also failed to achieve a reliable result (Evans, 1995). 

Furthermore, the quality of administration across institutions is linked to economic growth. It 

assesses the impact on investment profile, good quality of bureaucracy, law and order, and 

control over corruption. For example, the improvement in investment profile has a bigger 

influence in developing countries rather than in developed (Nawaz 2015, 122). 

 

SME innovations are supported by the government through a series of policies not only at the 

national level, but also at local and regional levels. Governments support SME innovations 

because SMEs have limited development capabilities, market failures are bias against them, 
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and the small size of enterprises creates cost disadvantages. Therefore, local governments are 

active in designing and delivering programs for SME innovation with the help of the 

governments’ proximity to SMEs (Doh and Kim 2014, 1560). The goal of these support 

policies is to have viable, innovative, and competitive SMEs that can ultimately exist without 

governmental financial aid. As a result, governments offer a range of services, such as 

immediate, technical, and managerial training programs; building cross-sector and cross-

border networks; eliminating administrative costs and burdens; special provisions for 

financial incentives and assistance (Doh and Kim 2014, 1560). 

 
2.4 Cognitive Frames 
 
During economic crises, new ideas and ways of economic reconstructions are emerging (Efrat 

2014, 12). For that reason, innovation is at the core of the knowledge economy in the 

information age. Creativity and value creation processes are at the heart of business, and they 

are increasingly important. Even if aspects such as investments in infrastructure, machinery or 

human capital are important, the ideas of how and where to use them are the background of 

business growth and development (Andersson, Dasí, Mudambi, and Pedersen 2016, 153). The 

sources of knowledge and their outlets to innovation expansion are rooted in the Globalization 

context, while selling the new outputs. The literature highlights that both Globalization and 

national culture exert influence on R&D performance. If a company wants to innovate, it must 

consider national aspects of a milieu that is favourable to innovation (Jones and Davis 2000). 

Even if the amount of resources spent for innovations are high, undermining the national 

culture could lead the rejection of innovations. Nevertheless, there is no common and precise 

definition of culture, which makes it difficult to examine it in relation to innovation (McGrath 

et al. 1992).  

 

One of the culture’s role is to diffuse, activate and select among available schemata when it is 

helped by institutions, networks and social movements (DiMaggio 1997, 263). It is primordial 

to understand and to develop the idea of culture, as an interaction of shared cognitive structure 

and supra-individual cultural phenomena. The phenomena comprise aspects as media 

messages, conversations or material culture that activate the cognitive structure and supra-

individual cultural structures (DiMaggio 1997, 264). 

 

The intensity of business creation depends on the values of a society (Bruton, Ahlstrom and 

Li 2010). That is why some societies are more inclined to entrepreneurial activity and 
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innovation than others (Turró, Urbano and Peris-Ortiz 2014, 362). As a result, cultural 

differences impact entrepreneurial activity. Behaviors and values embedded in a firm’s 

culture help the innovation process (Mumford et al. 2002), as the role of values is to provide a 

mechanism through which the senior management exerts its influence. Therefore, language 

and stories, physical configurations, and organizational rituals lead to innovation development 

within firms. In an organization, values are understood as standards for the working 

environment, which guide employees on what is “right” and “wrong”. Moreover, these values 

guide specific norms of behavior (Dose, 1997). In the moment, the society’s norms deviate 

from what is represented as normal, it is acknowledged that the culture is inconsistent. 

Therefore, at this stage it is at upmost importance to identify the units of cultural analysis and 

to focus attention upon the relations among them (DiMaggio 1997, 265). Even more, culture 

stops being a latent variable and becomes analogous to that of education, income, and place of 

residence to social stratification. 

 

The approval or disapproval attached to norms influences the level of an organization’s 

culture. If there are any unclear or ambiguous situations, norms can discard them by providing 

meaning and order (O’Reilly 1989). Consequently, these standards will be a behavioural 

yardstick for employees. 

 

Hogan and Coote (2014, 1618) confirmed that organizations with a culture that promotes new 

approaches for addressing the needs of clients, create new opportunities and services for the 

firm, which distinguish the firm from its competitors. Nonetheless, organizational culture can 

support innovative behaviour through management, which shapes the organizational culture. 

Additionally, these embedded values and norms assist higher levels of innovation (Hogan and 

Coote 2014, 1619). In other words, managers set standards and guidelines for behavior and 

create powerful mechanisms for communication and endorsements of values that support 

innovation. 

 

Previous studies have shown that companies that expect and encourage teamwork and risk-

taking are associated with innovation processes (Caldwell and O’Reilly 2003). These 

characteristics are part of individual feature, which are creative. As a result, new solutions to 

problems are more likely to occur. The quality of government, openness, and the type of 

political system are interlinked with national innovation systems and the ability of a country 

to innovate (Hofstede 2001). Additionally, aspects such education, corruption, civic rights and 
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trust influence innovation and interact with the cultural dimension. On one hand, culture 

influences the cognitive framework. On the other hand, the cognitive framework can 

determine how a firm’s staff perceives the competitive landscape, and issues related to the 

firm (Johnson 2002). Additionally, it can determine the engagement in entrepreneurial 

ventures, or to facilitate and accommodate entrepreneurial activities of the firm. 

 

The cultural approach sees economic institutions as entities that arise from cultural beliefs. 

Meanwhile, the functionalist approach focuses in the other way around. The functionalist 

approach, points that it is the characteristic of institutions to reason why they must be present. 

Additionally, there is the presence of an equilibrium system so that the social institution to 

solve every evolutionary economic problem (Granovetter 1992, 4). The cultural background 

of a society and its values can be a part of the economic processes that take place in that 

society. Because of the imbedded character of cultural values in the society, they can 

contribute to the development processes, but these changes more slowly in comparison to 

economic policies (Uhlamer and Thurik 2007, 162). Following the idea of cultural values and 

their role in economic processes, Inglehart argues that there are two families of values: 

materialist and post-materialist (Wilson 2005). Materialist values refer to the need for 

physical and economic security, while post-materialist values refer to the need to 

democratization and a greater involvement of people. The relationship between post-material 

values and development is still a debated topic, due the uncertainty of the causal direction of 

the relationship between the two. Some scholars suggest that economic development will lead 

to the change of values in a society (Inglehart, 2003). Empirical evidence also hints towards 

the importance of postmaterialist values for various development processes, such as 

entrepreneurial activity or the creation of new businesses (Uhlamer and Thurik 2007, 176). 

The differences of regions do not necessarily come in terms territorial boundaries, number of 

population or cultural and ethnic differences. For example, countries in a region are not 

isolated entities, but they are embedded in an innovation system (Buerger, Broekel and Coad 

2012). Regional innovation systems differ across regions. As Fritsch and Slavitchev (2011) 

argue, these differences come in terms of “quality” and “efficiency” of regional innovation 

systems. Even if the inputs are identical in both number and quality, the innovative outputs 

can be different. 

 

According to the institutional theory, the social structure of markets is shaped by informal 

understandings, but also by cognitive frames. Markets can be regarded as fields within which 
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firms can interact with each other, either by watching one another, imitating or building 

niches for the reproduction of their positions (DiMaggio and Powell 1983). Moreover, the 

theory focuses on formal laws, regulation, and policies that affect the market structure 

(Dobbin 1994). 

 

In recent literature, cognition plays a less significant role in explaining economic results 

(Fligstein 2001a). It is considered that cognitive frameworks change, these lead to a different 

perception which is provided by network structures and institutions. Moreover, it leads to the 

de-legitimization of institutions. (Beckert 2010, 620). Therefore, other mechanisms of 

economic development must be studied. 

 

The fast adaptability of markets to changes not only in economy, but also in the society relies 

on labor market flexibility (Wachsen and Blind 2016, 942). To create competitive advantage, 

companies must utilize their own capabilities and internal resources. Moreover, as the authors 

claim, the development of innovations must be seen as path dependent. Following this line of 

argument, it does not only depend on earlier investment, but also on the availability of 

previous accumulation of knowledge. Even more, the development of innovations also 

depends on the combination between utilization of technology and knowledge, even if it is 

beyond internal capacities. Although, Wachsen and Blind (2016, 942) mention that external 

capacities are the most important additional innovation input factors. This argument is valid 

especially in the case of open source projects. There are two dimensions of open innovation. 

The first is inbound or outside in and it is about establishing relationships with external actors 

with the aim to access the scientific and technical competences of others in order to improve 

the innovation capacity (Chiaroni and Frattini 2011, 35). The time when firms use external 

sources of innovation is conceptualized as inbound openness (Drechsler and Natter 2012, 

438). For example, the collaboration with institutions, companies or persons falls in this 

category. Moreover, another aspect related to the openness in innovation of firms, relates to 

their absorptive capacity. As Drechsler and Natter highlight, a firm’s absorption capacity 

includes its ability to integrate, access, and absorb external ideas, science, and other 

knowledge inputs relevant for innovation. The second dimension of open innovation is 

outbound and it refers to collaborations with external organizations that have at their disposal 

commercialization models of a given technology (Chiaroni and Frattini 2011, 35) 
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At the same time, there is an optimal level of openness in terms of the importance of 

innovation information from outside, although the greater the openness to new ideas, the 

higher is the R&D performance (Drechsler and Natter 2012, 439). The opening up of an 

innovation process, might be positively affected by complementing existing innovation 

strategies. In addition, the openness of innovation relies on the availability of resources, 

though the degree can vary to various levels of openness. 

 

It is important to focus on the profile of those firms that would rely on open innovation. 

Therefore, firms that have knowledge gaps can be considered as closed in innovation, because 

expertise is necessary in order to assess innovation opportunities and internalize external 

knowledge.  Following this line of argument, the lack of expertise is a signal of 

unattractiveness for potential collaboration partners (Drechsler and Natter 2012, 443). 

Additionally, if the milieu is highly competitive, the openness of a firm is threatened and the 

firm will opt to protect its advantage. But, higher levels of openness are driven by financial 

resources and effective patent protection mechanisms. In general, open innovation is 

complementary to internal R&D activities. 

 

An important aspect of innovation is the focus on how inputs are transformed into 

commercially successful outputs (Fu 2012, 512). Moreover, the efficiency of firms in 

generating innovation and their inputs determine their innovation performance. Furthermore, 

managers or key employees who play a primordial role in the innovation process have an 

impact on the processes.  The open innovation model determines the search of external 

knowledge sources and the need of collaboration with different actors (Fu 2012, 514) 

 

There is a debate about open or collaborative innovation and closed paradigms. The open or 

collaborative paradigm has an outside-in approach. The focus is on capabilities and resources, 

which are found outside a firm such as competitors, suppliers, etc. (de Castro 2015, 144). A 

firm will improve its economic and innovation performance by learning from the needs and 

preferences of its customers, but also from the capabilities and strategies of its competitors. In 

the closed paradigm (inside-out), organizational capabilities and resources are very important. 

These are transformed in innovation strategies, resource allocation, knowledge management, 

organizational mission, structures and systems. 
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Even if open innovation can be understood in various ways, its fundamental aspect is the 

innovation process (Huizingh 2011, 2-3). In general, innovation always was open (Dahlander 

and Gann 2010, 705). But openness is required, when we realize that innovation cannot be 

organized by a single organization (Dahlander and Gann 2010, 699). As a result, R&D is seen 

an addition not only to the openness of ideas framework, but also to external resources 

(Dahlander and Gann 2010, 701). The knowledge created in one firm can be used by others, 

as knowledge spill-overs has a positive effect on productivity (Roper, Love and Zhou 2014). 

As the authors mention, regardless of R&D inputs, openness can generate positive 

externalities. These externalities go beyond innovation partnerships and even if the level of 

R&D does not change or the level of knowledge creation remains unchanged, the openness of 

the sector can result in greater innovation productivity. Dahlander and Gann argue that both 

external relations and internal capabilities are supplementary, but the question of finding a 

balance between internal and external sources of innovation remains to be found. 

 

The industrial paradigm is characterized not only by the accelerated change rate in the needs 

and preferences of customers, but also by technological advances and short product life 

cycles. For that reason, economic globalization creates a competitive arena where knowledge 

and intellectual assets are at forefront of production factors. Furthermore, they replace 

traditional factors such as land, labor and capital as explanation models for the survival and 

competitiveness of firms (de Castro et al. 2011). When firms acquire external information and 

knowledge, they generate successful commercial ideas (Thanasopon et al. 2016, 32). As a 

result, firms should use both internal and external ideas to improve their competitive 

advantage. Even more, openness motivates innovation processes through the help of 

innovation productivity and newness growth or lowering the R&D costs. 

 

The innovation capability of firms relies on external relationships and networks, and the 

availability of organizational knowledge. Firms rely on these relationships to access external 

knowledge that is used for comping up with new ideas (de Castro 2015, 145). But external 

knowledge is not enough for learning from the outside. Firms also should develop an 

absorptive capacity, which will enable them to assimilate, recognize and apply the acquired 

knowledge to build innovation capability and organizational knowledge. Based on the 

combination of internal and external knowledge for innovation, scholars are debating the open 

innovation strategies of firms (Roper et al. 2014, 1544). 
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2.5 Cognitive frames: a bridge between institutions and innovations 
 
Cognitive structures, can constrain and enable, and they create tension within the 

organizational institutionalism. In the case of constrain, it is iterated that the possibilities for 

action depend on how stakeholders see and interpret the world, because certain possibilities 

are not recognized due to the cognitive biases of actors. Nevertheless, by providing cues and 

scripts, which are legitimate forms of action, cognitive structures can come up with solutions 

for their problems (Campbell 1998, 382). The process of bricolage is one way to craft 

solutions to these problems. Additionally, these structures recombine available and legitimate 

models, scripts, concepts and cultural artefacts, which are embedded in their institutional 

environment. The result changes, as old institutional elements modify and recombine in new 

socially acceptable ways. Moreover, as the author highlights, actors construct their world 

views and devise strategies of action with the help of culture, which is a tool for these 

purposes (Campbell 1998, 383). 

 

When about it comes to collecting solutions and the way in which actors understand and 

judge them as important for solving problems, paradigms play the role of broad cognitive 

constraints. On the opposite, programmatic ideas are concrete, precise and policy-specific. 

Moreover, they are articulated by experts and policy-makers in the cognitive foreground. 

Nevertheless, paradigms constitute the ontological understanding about how the world works 

that resides in the cognitive backgrounds. Additionally, as the author mentions, these 

economic policies can be discovered in the curricula, or even seminal theoretical texts 

(Campbell 1998, 389). 

 

It is important to realize that paradigms do not have the same strength, and that some are more 

dominant than others. Nevertheless, the degree of institutionalization within universities, 

professional organizations or think-tanks that provide actors with a particular world order, is 

important (Campbell 1998, 390). 

The cognitive range of solutions is constrained by paradigmatic ideas. Furthermore, policy 

makers perceive this issue as something not only as instrumentally useful, but also as 

something that the public sentiment, as politically acceptable. The public sentiment constrains 

the normative range of solutions that actors perceive it. If it will not have political legitimacy, 

the solution may not be considered seriously, even if it is instrumentally effective.  Attitudes 

and normative assumptions of what is good or not, constitute the basis of the public 
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sentiment. The coherent and consistent set of issue positions are not constituted by the public 

sentiment because the public sentiment covers a wide range of issues. Moreover, the public 

sentiment is made up of assumptions that are held by segments of the general public, but other 

paradigms are thought by policy-makers or experts. These assumptions are recognized 

through constant feedback and public-opinion polls. Therefore, the invisibility of the public 

sentiment is not taken for granted (Campbell 1998, 392).  

 

In the frame of solutions, from policy problems to acceptable terms, with the help of 

transposition and bricolage, ideas provide symbols and concepts to various stakeholders. The 

ideas (which coincide or even protect cultural values) that are framed by experts or advisors, 

become most influential within many policy areas. With the aim to aggregate the public 

support for policy proposals, campaign speeches, press releases are appearing in the 

framework statements of the policy makers. Following this line of argument, it refers to 

values and opinions, which are reflected in the public sentiment. This explains why some 

stakeholders manipulate the public sentiment for their own benefits (Campbell 1998, 394). 

With the help of the strengths and weaknesses of historical and organizational 

institutionalism, as Campbell mentions, the focus can be on the different meaning of ideas and 

how they influence the policy making. In general, ideas have several roles. Firstly, they 

provide solutions to problems that persist within certain policies. Secondly, it is about 

constraining the normative and cognitive range of solutions, which are considered by the 

policy makers. Finally, as the author stresses, it is about the constitution of symbols and 

concepts. Various stakeholders legitimize policy proposals by constructing frames (Campbell 

1998, 398). The unintended effects of ideas that are taken for granted, are the focus of 

institutionalists. Moreover, the critique is that most of the scholars who take ideas seriously, 

neglect what is happening afterwards, how various actors use these ideas, as far as frames are 

concerned. 

 

Political messages are made on the basis of broad cultural themes. These messages are for 

public consumption.  Moreover, the broader culture is provided by raw messages, which build 

frameworks. Following this line of argument, there will be much debate among the framed 

messages (Campbell 1998, 398-399). When it comes to the combination of ideas, interests, 

and public policy the outcome will always be complex. 
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2.6 Concluding remarks 
 
Because of the complexity of the world in which we live and the constant change of social 

relations between actors, it is difficult to explain what is happening with the world through 

simple approaches. The goal of this chapter was to combine the theories of Cultural Political 

Economy and Social Fields and to exhibit how they can apply to the framework of the 

Regional Innovation Systems. The focus was on economic imaginaries in terms of RIS, which 

are embedded in national or transnational social fields. Also, social networks are regarded as 

nodes for local orders in different social fields. Networks do not focus only on actors, but also 

on the processes and mechanisms that determine the interaction between specific agents. In 

this regard, it allowed us to focus on specific regions, which are specific orders.  

 

We chose seven regions from different countries - Slovenia – Eastern region (Slovenia), 

Sumadija and Western Serbia region (Serbia), North-West region (Romania), North region 

(Republic of Moldova), South-East region (Ireland), Friuli-Venezia Giulia (Italy) and North-

West region (United Kingdom), as case studies, and they all have different levels of 

innovation. Additionally, considering the theoretical approaches toward the RIS, at this stage 

we considered the importance of describing of the four most important features of each 

country/region. The focus was on the general characteristic of the country/region, the role of 

institutions and legal framework, description of the research system, and the characteristic of 

the innovation level of the specific region. Besides of the general overview of how each 

system is being built and the way it operates, it allowed us to gain information regarding 

possible similarities and differences between regions.  

 

In addition, the weak and strong points of each region were assessed and that will help with 

developing the tools for the data collection process, which will trigger the characteristics 

specific to each case. Following this line of argument, one of the common weak point of all 

regions is the non-R&D innovation expenditures. Only for Romania and Moldova, the R&D 

and non-R&D expenditure is low. On the opposite pole is the collaboration of innovative 

SMEs with other stakeholders. Nevertheless, the only outlier is Moldova for which in most 

cases innovation products or processes are more frequently used in the internal processes of 

firms. This is just an example of how diversified the approach toward regional innovation 

systems can be. Nevertheless, this approach allows to have a clear understanding of the 

systems without undermining all important aspects. 
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3 Methodology 
 
In recent years, the field of innovation has increased its popularity among economic, political 

and social scientists, and in the literature, there are different approaches toward this issue. 

Although, it does not mean that the approaches from sociological, political, or economic 

fields do not complement each over, but they can be considered as being closely 

interconnected.  From an economic perspective, increased productivity and economic growth 

are the result of innovation (Gallie and Roux, 2008). Additionally, for firms, regions and 

nations, innovations could be regarded as the basis for becoming more competitive (Isaksen, 

2001). Rogers (2002) argues that the innovative economy is vital for achieving economic and 

social prosperity. Innovation is any knowledge, new or existing, that is introduced and used in 

socially relevant processes (Spielman et al., 2010). This issue emphasizes once again the 

importance of innovation, not only for the economy, but also for the society. Also, 

innovations have strong spillover effects on other firms. These positive externalities may 

change the evaluation of innovative activities from a social perspective (Czarnitzki and Kraft, 

2002). Normann (2012), stresses that innovation is a socially and territorially embedded 

interactive learning process. As mentioned earlier, this can be regarded as a good example of 

the interconnection between different layers of social and economic development. 

 

Rubach (2013) distinguishes between a linear and an interactive model of how innovations 

come about. The linear model lies on the assumption that development, production and 

marketing follow each other in time and sequence. The second approach toward innovations, 

the interactive model, stresses that these innovations occur in and between companies. This 

model emphasizes the cooperation and the need of feedback between companies and 

institutions. All these happen within innovation systems (Rubach, 2013:5). Traditional 

technology innovation can be labeled as a linear model and can be explained in two steps: 

technology-push and demand-pull factors, but there is no distinction between the demand and 

supply sides during the technology innovation period (Park, 2002). Meanwhile, Lundvall 

(2006) considers that innovation is not a linear process. It more like an interactive process, 

because of the interaction between customers, suppliers and knowledge institutions is crucial 

for the outcome. Strictly speaking, the interactive model is a more complex interaction 

between key actors who influence the innovative outcome in a particular milieu. Additionally, 

innovation is not a result of the development of a new idea of a single individual (Fassin, 
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2000). The development of new idea relies on the interaction of many specialists from many 

disciplines.  

 

The purpose of the Methodology chapter is to explore and explain the innovation 

phenomenon in the context of institutions, social networks, and cognitive frames, which are 

part of the social field theory. The theory explains the importance of the meso-level orders as 

the aggregation of economy, state, or civil society organisation; proximate, and distal fields; 

and following the process of meaning, interest, and identity. Form the methodological 

perspective, Fligstein and McAdam (2012, 164), point that the framework presented by them, 

poses four main challenges: 

 

• to define and verify the existence of a field 

• to differentiate between different strategic action fields (emergent, stable, and 

transforming) 

• to assess the critical relationship between any given field and external actors 

• to account for the role of social skill, and entrepreneurial action in a field 

 

To address these challenges, the thesis highlights the interaction of the three forces 

(Networks, Institutions and Cognitive Frames) in the context of regional innovation 

processes. we seek to explain the innovation processes in different regions by using mixed 

methods, both quantitative and qualitative. Also, due to the complexity of the theoretical 

framework, we combine Social Field Theory with the theory of Regional Innovation Systems. 

Consequently, to achieve the desired result of explaining innovation processes in-depth, we 

rely on the triangulation method, which is often perceived as a reliable tool that increases the 

validity of the results. Moreover, the triangulation method allows to better understand a 

particular problem, and to validate scientific knowledge (Denzin 1970). Therefore, the 

methodological part of the research is divided in several parts. Firstly, we conducted several 

semi-structured interviews which then were analyzed in-depth. Additionally, at this stage we 

were able to collect quantitative data. The participants (stakeholders from state agencies, 

business and academia who deal with innovation processes) had to score the issues that were 

emphasized during the interviews. Participants were selected with the of the “snowball” 

technique, which is used when members of a special population are difficult to locate (Babbie 

2008). Secondly, as a result of the first methodological approach, we were able to proceed to 
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the second offstage of the analysis: Fuzzy Set Analysis. Besides providing information about 

the necessary and sufficient conditions for Innovation (as an outcome), the analysis allows to 

test the validity of the results obtained from the interviews.  

 
3.1 Semi-structured interviews 
 
We conducted semi-structured interviews with relevant stakeholders from governments, 

businesses, and academia who are involved in innovation processes in the selected regions 

(countries). In the next sections, we detail how the semi-structured interview was constructed.  

 

Kvale (in Babbie 2008) mentions that the interviewing processes is composed of seven stages: 

 

1) To clarify the purpose of the interviews, and the concepts to be explored. 

At this stage, we acknowledged that the purpose is to test the developed tool (the interview 

guide), and the fact that we talk about innovations, institutions, networks, and cognitive 

frames, the latter three topics being social forces that determine innovation performance. 

 

2) Design 

We redesigned the CRIPREDE1 tool, according to the purpose of our research aim. With the 

help of this tool we analyzed RTD policy processes in several regions, which allowed us to 

identify weaknesses and strengths of economic development, and contingent opportunities. 

The tool allowed us to generate regional specific models for RTD. Within the tool, we also 

considered the social forces that explain the level of innovation in a particular region. 

 
3) Interviewing 

We conducted 7 interviews within each region of case-study with government, business, and 

academic representatives who are involved in the innovation process. As a result, at each of 

the interview, there were present stakeholders from state instructions, academia and 

businesses. The number of participants differed at each region: Slovenia – 6 persons; Serbia 

– 3 persons; Italy – 2 persons; Moldova – 3 persons; UK – 3 persons; Ireland – 3persons; 

Romania – 3 persons. Therefore, all the participants had knowledge about the innovation 

processes with their own region. 

 
                                                
1 Project “Creating RTD investment policy for regions in emerging and developed economies”, funded under the 
FP6-Support – Support for the coherent development of policies: specific programme under Strengthening the 
foundations of the European Research Area of the Sixth framework programme 2002-2006 
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4) Transcribing and coding 

After the semi-structured interviews were conducted, the interviews were transcribed and 

coded, which allowed us to focus on the next step. 

 
5) Analyzing 

Throughout this step we analysed the interviews and compared them with the results 

obtained through the Audit Tool in the fuzzy-set analysis. 

   

6) Verifying 

At this stage, as Kvale suggests, we verified the reliability, and validity of the materials. 

 

7) Reporting 

At this stage, we draw conclusions from the narratives studied and compare with the results 

of the qualitative comparative analysis. 

 

The interviews took place between May 2016 and February 2017, in each of the seven 

regions. We decided to go to each region, because of several important considerations: 

 

• We had to moderate the participants (stakeholders from government agencies, SMEs, 

and academia) 

• As stakeholders had to agree on a score for each discussed issue, my being there was 

needed to collect the data.  

• Anonymity, even if the topic of study is not sensitive, still some information obtained 

can affect the activity or the professional reputation of the respondents. 

 

Based on the theoretical framework of Social Field theory, we focused also on macro data 

from various reports such as Globalization Competitiveness Report, World Competitiveness 

Yearbook, Innovation Union Scoreboard, and Regional Innovation Scoreboard. As we will 

mention in the Operationalization chapter, we tested a number of indicators for each of the 

social force (institutions, networks, and cognitive frames), and innovation. Because the data 

focuses the macro aspects of innovation, institution, network, and cognitive frames structures, 

we used Factors Analysis (Principal Axis Factoring) to check the dimensionality of the 

indices. Therefore, the results pointed that each the selected variables for the four dimensions 

(innovation, networks, institutions and cognitive frames) constitute one particular factor. 
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If the chosen indicators constitute the same factor, our goal must be then to adapt and insert 

these three social forces in the Adaptive Model for Creating an RTD Investment Policy for 

Regions in Emerging and Developed Economies, within the context of the 6th Framework 

Programme of the European Commission, Integrating and Strengthening the European 

Research Area, Coherent development of research and innovation policies, “Regions of 

Knowledge 2”. This tool assists relevant stakeholders in the development of the “Regional 

Improvement Strategy”. This strategy addresses issues identified within the findings of the 

audit research, defines priorities and proposes concrete actions. Finally, we created a separate 

tool that relies on both the theoretical framework and the CRIPREDE project. The tool 

includes sixteen questions, four questions for each indicator. Within each question, the 

participants are asked to score on a particular issue. This will allow to further analyze these 

scores, by using the mean scores of each indicator. The scores will also help understanding 

the regional innovation process in the case studies. 

 
3.2 Qualitative Comparative Analysis 
 
The analysis of the data and of the proposed model is performed with the help of Qualitative 

Comparative Analysis, Fuzzy-Set Analysis. We used this method because in a comparative 

case study, the number of observations is too low in order to apply any other statistical 

method. Moreover, this approach allows to frame the causal complexity (Schneider 2009) and 

is suited for small-N comparative study, in which number of cases are limited or the 

researcher deliberately chooses a limited number of cases (De Meur and Rihoux 2002). 

Within the analysis, the method considers each individual case as a complex entity. Different 

aspects must be comprehended and not forgotten, which stresses the case-sensitive approach 

QCA uses. As a result, it constitutes both a strength and a weakness of the method (Rihoux 

2003, 352), because the inclusions or exclusion of a certain case can modify the results of the 

analysis (Goldthorpe 1997). 

 

It is stressed that this approach relies not only on empirical data, but also on the theoretical 

framework. As a result, the two are in a constant communication. The method starts with 

some a priori knowledge of a problem. Afterwards, it continues with the specification of the 

desired outcome for the selected cases (Mendel and Korjani, 2012). For that reason, the solid 

gradation in membership, and the set-theoretic reasoning can be used (Ragin 2008). As Ragin 

mentions, the gradation in membership will allow to scale the degree of non-membership, and 

membership for each case for a fuzzy-set. The process of calibration helps achieve the degree 
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of membership (Schneider and Wagemann 2012). Furthermore, each indicator can have their 

values anchored. For example, in the case of a four-value fuzzy-set, it will indicate the grade 

of the membership (0, 0.33, 0.67, 1, where 0 means non-membership and 1 fully membership 

of the fuzzy-set).  Consequently, a value of 0.2 indicates that the sets are more “out” than “in” 

in the membership, meanwhile a value of 0.7 would indicate that these are more “in” than 

“out” (Ragin 2008).  

 

Within this fuzzy-set analysis we are allowed to determine necessary and sufficient the 

presence or absence of conditions (or combination of conditions) for any particular outcome 

(Ragin 2006). QCA has the property of combining conditions that produce the outcome (the 

researched phenomenon). Therefore, different combinations can produce the same outcome, 

even though the context can influence the impact on the outcome (Rihoux 2003, 353). At the 

same time, the limitation of cases that the researcher has within the method, makes it difficult 

for him to select the appropriate conditions (Rihoux 2003, 359). In the case of this research, it 

will allow to see if institutions, social networks, and cognitive are sufficient or necessary 

conditions for innovation. Lastly, to be able to provide a numerical expression of the provided 

solutions, the consistency and coverage are at forefront. Consistency indicates how much is a 

combination associated with a given outcome. In addition, coverage determines the level of 

cover of an outcome by a condition or combination of conditions. 

 

As it was mentioned earlier, our goal is to focus on both quantitative and qualitative data. 

Therefore, this issue also implies that the interpretations of our results also must be in 

collaboration, in order to understand and explain the phenomenon. 

 
3.3 Limitations 
 
This ethnographic fieldwork has several weak points, that need to be addressed. Within each 

region we established contact with relevant stakeholders who deal with innovation processes. 

To increase the number of participants in our study, we also relied on the Snowball sampling 

technique. This technique allowed us to access actors that possess particular knowledge about 

the phenomenon (Biernacki and Waldorf 1981).  Despite having several problems, we fully 

acknowledge that this technique is more suitable for the purpose of this study. Additionally, it 

is difficult to persuade stakeholders to participate, especially in an environment where people 

interact with each other often. 
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At the same time, we are fully aware of the possible limitations of this research. Firstly, we 

acknowledge that in order to have more reliable results, the developed tool has to be applied 

to more regions. Therefore, in the future we plan to apply the tool in regions from different 

countries, which will offer more empirical knowledge on how institutions, networks and 

cognitive frames shape regional innovation systems, and the extent of their interplay in this 

process. It will allow to reinforce the novelty of the method in explaining regional innovation 

systems. 

 

Secondly, another limitation would be the fact it was difficult to encourage stakeholders to 

participate. Therefore, in the cases of Moldova and Romania there were difficulties in 

reaching relevant stakeholders, and even sometimes they ignored the invitation to participate. 

Even more, during some of the semi-structured interviews we had to moderate the discussion 

because of disagreements that lead to off-topic discussions which were distracting. 

 

Thirdly, we should acknowledge that the results cannot be generalized to groups with other 

characteristics, as the main goal was to speak with people who have knowledge of innovation 

processes in a particular region. Additionally, the findings were analysed at the group level. 
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4 Operationalization of the proposed theoretical framework 
 
We would like to start with a concrete presentation of the three social forces that will are a 

part of the operationalization. Within this chapter, we describe the conceptual framework for 

describing aspects of the approaches toward innovation processes that were described in 

previous chapters. The approach focused on the combination of Social Fields, in the 

framework of the Regional Innovation Systems. Therefore, as a result the three social forces 

will be part of the operationalization process 

 

Moreover, the importance of networks for actors and mechanisms for specific orders 

(understood as specific regions) has been highlighted. The description of the selected regions 

based on the four important features, allowed to gain important information that will be 

considered as the basis of this chapter. In addition, because of the presence not only of 

similarities, but especially because of the differences between the chosen regions, a more in-

depth analysis has to be carried out. 

 

Firstly, as stated in the previous chapter, all systems do not have to be regarded as static. 

Perceiving them as constantly changing and evolving allows us to understand how different 

actors interact. Moreover, these actors are part of a system. As in every system, these actors 

do not operate as sole entities. In order to survive and get access to resources (which are not 

solely material or tangible goods), these actors have to interact with each other. Therefore, the 

aspect of networking is at forefront. Following this line of argument, focusing on innovation, 

it will allow a specific system to operate on several levels: variation, selection, and 

replication. Nevertheless, actors are considered not individuals, but rather SMEs, institutions, 

or other relevant stakeholders, which makes the mezzo-level a primary focus for our analysis.  

 

Secondly, it was mentioned the role of Social Fields, especially in the context of innovation 

processes. The innovation processes are explained with the help of cognitive frames and 

institutions, or even network topography where a specific social field is the milieu within 

which these processes take place (e.g. markets). Therefore, the difference between 

stakeholders is not only in terms of economic indicators, but also of cultural background. 

Additionally, the Social Field theory operates with informal understandings where the 

interaction between actors is at forefront. In this regard, a particular focus will be on cognitive 

frames and on institutions. 
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Following this line of argument, to be able to have a narrower analysis of the causes for the 

development of innovation systems in specific regions with particular characteristics, this 

chapter is intended to focus on the operationalization of the concepts that are primordial for 

further analysis. To be more specific, within this chapter we operationalize four important 

concepts: networks, institutions, cognitive frames, and innovation that is considered as the 

dependent variable. This step is very important, due to the role it will have in the 

identification of the tool for the data collections. Nevertheless, it is one of the necessary steps 

that have to be addressed in the methodology chapter.  

 
Figure 4.1 Proposed model for Innovation outcome within regions 

 
Source: Author’s own drawing   

 
Another remark, that should be made regarding the model above, is that the interaction 

between these components takes place within the framework of the theoretical background: a 

link between Social Fields, Cultural Political Economy, and Regional Innovation Systems.  

 

In the following subchapters, a particular focus will be on networks, innovations, institutions, 

and cognitive frames from a measurement perspective. After presenting the literature related 

to the operationalization of the concepts, the next step is to focus on the quantitative and 

qualitative analysis of the proposed indicators. Nevertheless, it must be stressed that one of 
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the aims of this research is to combine quantitate and qualitative data, to have a broader 

understanding of the studied phenomena. It constitutes the basis of our analysis, but firstly it 

will allow us to develop a methodological tool for data collection. With this tool, we aim not 

only to collect data by highlighting the strong points of the regions, but also to identify where 

these could improve in term of innovation performance. As well, it will facilitate the 

comparative analysis, based on the specific indicators that will be used, not necessarily only 

those that were discussed in this chapter. 

 
4.1 Networks 
 
It has been debated that networks are one of the necessary ingredients for innovation. 

Following this line of argument, networks not only offer access to external knowledge, and 

resources, but also represent internal expertise and learning abilities. Moreover, they monitor 

and control the development of innovation processes (Powell et al. 1996). When the 

discussion is about economic competitiveness or about innovation, knowledge is of critical 

importance. Knowledge is stitched with the help of networks. These networks, firstly 

disseminate ideas and information and they provide access to markets, capabilities, and 

resources (Vonortas 2013, 578). In the Globalized economy, knowledge-intensive strategic 

partnerships have flourished in the past two-three decades (Vonortas 2013, 579). The 

relationship that links individuals, or other social units, but also interdependence in behaviour 

and attitudes linked to the configuration of social relations is dealt with social networks 

analysis (O’Malley and Mardsen 2008, 222).  

 

Research collaborations are important for successful production of knowledge-based 

economies. Being more specific, the successful production of knowledge, which leads to 

innovation processes (Schernegell and Hu 2011). The cultural capital triggers the social 

proximity and the role that it exerts. The role of social capital is defined by Balland (2012) as 

the degree of common relationships, which is supposed to diffuse informal knowledge and 

facilitate collaborations. As soon as relevant stakeholders are embedded in the social network, 

it triggers the process of information exchange. Therefore, networks have key roles in 

coordinating information flows (Lawton Smith and Waters 2011, 966).  

 

Before proceeding to the actual operationalization of networks, it is of high importance, firstly 

to explain regional characteristic. Within the CRIPREDE project of the 6th Framework 

Programme of the European Commission, the Adaptive Model for Creating a RTD 
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Investment Policy for Regions in Emerging and Developed Economies focuses on different 

aspects of regional development and emphasizes the role of different stakeholders in 

innovation processes. Consequently, we will focus on the network operationalization, 

considering both the qualitative and quantitative aspects: 

 
4.1.1 Qualitative operationalization 
 
1. How networks are organized (e.g. multi-sectoral, enterprises only or sector only) and to 

which extent do the networks contribute effectively to innovation performance? 
• Power symmetry (which nod is more powerful or more connected) 
• Openness to new actors (if the network is open to new actor) 
• Differences in clusters, sectors or individuals  

 
2. What are the strengths and weaknesses concerning cooperation between stakeholders 

within the region?  

• RTD relevant cooperation processes 

• Cooperation with regional stakeholders based on added value and best  

• Contribution of regional key actors to regional RTD performance 

• Functioning of networks relevant to regional RTD performance  

• Regionally located (groups of) enterprises having strong bonds / links with (being 

embedded in) the region concerning their RTD processes  
 

3. What are the strengths and weaknesses concerning cooperation between regional 

stakeholders and parties outside the region?  

• Cooperation with extra-regional stakeholders based on added value and best option  

• Functioning of regionally located enterprises in national and international cooperation  

• Effect of internal networks in the region on RTD and market performance outside the 

region 

 
4. Do stakeholders trust each other? 

• Trust within and outside the region 

 
Although the proposed operationalization is adapted to our research peculiarities, it does not 

mean that it comes in contravention with the overall literature background of networks 

analysis. To support this idea, in the following paragraphs we focus on the various approaches 

toward network analysis, with a strong emphasis on innovation processes. 
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It is considered that social networks influence the way ideas, innovations, or even norms 

come about. Moreover, the research dealing with social networks looks at individuals in their 

own social context. The influence of relationships with others on one's behaviour is also 

acknowledged. Following this line of argument, it can be stressed that the expansion of 

opportunities for learning and promotion of innovation processes is the result of networks 

(Kolleck 2013, 1). As the author mentions, social network analysis provides with empirical 

tools that capture social contexts and provide help for understanding the implementation and 

diffusion of innovations and social change. The difference between deduction and induction is 

being challenged by the network approach. Following this line of argument, network analysis 

highlights the relevance of relationships. The context in which individual SMEs or even 

institutions interact and shape the and how these stakeholders shape the context. 

 

The social distance between organizations can be measured in many ways. Connectedness, 

which refers to organizations belonging to the same component and whether it is in 

disconnected components. Geodesic distance is another measure of social distance, and it is 

the minimum number of steps, linkages, degrees, or edges, which have the role to separate 

two different organizations in a network. At the same time, some organizations stand out in 

terms of the number of links, which is measured by a centrality degree. Other organizations 

serve as gateways between groups of organizations or organizations (Vonortas 2013, 584-

585). Distance, average degree and graph density is shown by the indications of the degree of 

closeness of connections between organization within the network. 

 

When it comes to a comparison between partnership networks and firms in knowledge 

networks the number of direct links is fewer, which reflects the small network size (Vonortas 

2013, 587). Different types of proximity in different knowledge bases do not employ the same 

role. For example, social proximity is important for synthetic knowledge, which is negligible 

for analytical, and critical, as a substitute to formal training and cognitive proximity, for the 

symbolic knowledge (Matters 2012). Another aspect is that for the social proximity to pass is 

to focus on a more restricted collaboration, rather than on a large number of nodes within the 

network (Balland 2012, 744). 

In this regard, the focus can be on the centrality index, which can to capture the status of firms 

within a network. Moreover, it will consider the status of a firm in the Globalization network 

and its status in the local network. Thus, the degree of centrality transforms into the centrality 
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index. The centrality of individual firms is being measured by the number of direct links with 

neighbouring nodes. Moreover, when it comes to connections, it matters with whom these 

connections are, and not the number. Following this line of argument, the important part is 

that the firm’s status depends on the status of those that are linked with it. In short, when there 

are neighbours with higher status, it will boost the firm’s own status. But, the negative impact 

on the focal firm’s status can occur also because of powerful neighbours, because it might 

decrease the firm’s bargaining power (Vonortas 2013, 591).  

 

Recent developments of network analysis have brought new solutions to old problems. 

Furthermore, new models and methods for network analysis have appeared. Scholars 

recognized that networks are part of various entities, such as communities, individuals, or 

even policy domains. As O’Malley and Mardsen (2008, 223) pointed, there are two different 

networks models. The first one refers to the individual model, where the analysis is focusing 

on the individual level outcome, and the role of describing explanatory variables. 

 

Secondly, the relational level model is about modelling relationships between individuals in a 

network. This model treats its elements as multivariate dependent variables with individual 

linkages and ties. The network structure uses regularities in relational properties and 

characteristics of the units within the network (O’Malley and Mardsen 2008, 223-224). 

 

One or more sets of nodes, actors, and vertices, but also the relationship or social ties between 

them, constitute a social network. In this concern, the units or nodes are usually individual 

persons. Meanwhile relationships can be communication, trust, affect, influence and even 

conflict. Nevertheless, the attribute of data describing the actors/nodes or relationships is 

included in social network studies (O’Malley and Mardsen 2008, 224).  Furthermore more, 

O’Malley and Mardsen (2008, 225) argue that networks usually contain more sets of units or 

actors. The chances of innovation acceptance increase when there is present 

interconnectedness of actors, but not singular individuals. Therefore, the promotion of 

innovation diffusion and change of processes are fostered by social networks. From this point 

of view, social network analysis can promote innovation processes, if it deals with innovation 

promotion (Kolleck 2013, 2), which can be regarded as the basis for operationalization of the 

Network concept. 

Firstly, it is about the identification of existing, missing, possible, and realistic cooperation, 

but also the investigation of actors, structures, and network boundaries. Network structures 
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from previously defined fields are determined by social network analysis. Therefore, the 

network membership, but also the structural interconnections between actors are explained by 

this analysis (Kolleck 2013, 3). Secondly, the focus is on innovation potentials with the help 

of network development strategies. On one hand, focusing on network structures it fosters the 

development and diffusion of new ideas, and on the other it might reveal the “where” and 

“how” of structural conditions that enable development and innovation processes. Also, the 

“where” and “how” questions enable social network analysis to disclose the optimization of 

cooperation, but also the possibility and reasonability of alterations. The results obtained from 

the social network analysis could foster the structural change within various stakeholders 

(Kolleck 2013, 3). Thirdly, it is about coordination, information, and motivation promotion. 

This type of analysis can provide useful insights of knowledge transfer processes. Moreover, 

it can highlight the “places” where these processes happen and how they function. 

Nevertheless, issues regarding information, motivation or coordination become evident, but 

provide knowledge for the development potentials (Kolleck 2013, 3). Fourthly, the 

development of strategies to reduce uncertainties that relate to innovation processes are 

considered. It must be understood that the costs of information exchange are both material and 

social. Few of the reasons which could prevent actors to share information and knowledge are 

uncertainties, lack of confidence, but also the fear of reputation loss. Nevertheless, the results 

obtained from social network analysis constitute the basis for the identification of weaknesses 

in the knowledge transfer process (Kolleck 2013, 3). 

 

When it comes to the measurement of networks, they are measured with the help of surveys. 

Also, data which is recorded in archives is used by analysts (Marsden 1990).   Summarizing 

the above, said the author highlights which aspects had to be stressed within the 

questionnaire. Firstly, to focus on people within the ESD Network, in particular on efforts to 

contact, collaboration, idea exchange, cooperation, cooperation, and problem-solving. 

Additionally, the emphasis should be the contact frequency and quality for each relation that 

was previously mentioned. Moreover, it is important to specify the actors with whom there 

was established a high level of trust and close cooperation. Following this line of argument, 

the aspect of information diffusion and implementation of the interested program was also 

inquired. Questions such as development possibilities, desires, or even future prospects have 

to be addressed (Kolleck 2013, 3). 
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In order to summarize the rich literature on measurement of networks, Vonortas (2013, 596) 

proposes a number of indicators that would measure the network topography of a particular 

organization, which will be considered in the adaption for this research: 

 
Table 4.1 Topological properties of Networks 
Topological Properties Indicators 

Number of nodes Number of organizations in network  

Number of edges Number of connections between these 

organizations 

Average degree Number of other organizations which an 

organization is directly connected to 

Assortativity coefficient Index measuring organizations’ tendency to 

connect to other organizations with similar 

degree. Positive values suggest 

organizations connect to their kin (max 

value 1) 

Network density Share of all theoretically possible 

connections that have materialized (ratio of 

number of 

actual connections over the maximum 

number of possible connections) 

 

Network betweenness Index measuring the extent to which 

particular organizations lie ‘between’ other 

organizations in the network. Higher values 

suggest network connection is concentrated 

on a certain group of organization 

Number of components Number of directly or indirectly connected 

subgraphs (groups) in the network 

Size of largest component Number of organizations in the largest 

component 

Network diameter Largest number of connections separating 

two organizations (largest component) 

Average path length Average number of connections separating 
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two organizations (largest component) 

Transitivity Ratio of triangles to triplets in the network 

(largest component) 

Average clustering coefficient Index indicating the extent to which the 

organizations connected to a given 

organization tends to also be connected to 

each other (largest component) 

Source: Vonortas 2013, 596 

 
4.2 Innovations 
 
Because of the strong interrelatedness of productivity and competitiveness with national 

innovation performance, these phenomena are studied together (Carayannis and Grigourdis 

2014, 200). Even so, these are complex concepts and they must be considered from different 

perspectives. Nevertheless, scholars focus on two approaches, which are not mutually 

exclusive (Grupp and Maital 2001). The first approach focuses on indicators, while the second 

one refers to the modelling or econometric approach. Both approaches use public and private 

sources, such as national statistics, surveys to particular sectors, and databases of firms (Link 

and Welsh 2011). For that reason, the operationalization of innovations, must trigger the 

following aspects 

 
4.2.1 Qualitative operationalization 
 
1. Please assess the level of innovation within your region? 

• Capacity to innovate (if the region has the opportunity to innovate) 

• Businesses’ capacity to innovate (if enterprises in the region have the ability to invest 

their effort for innovation processes) 

• “Soft” and “hard” plans for development (presence or absence of regional legislative 

framework for development) 

• Commitment for development of the regional society 

 
2. What are the strengths and weaknesses concerning collecting, processing and 

disseminating innovation information (such as funding opportunities, potential 

partners, available know-how, technologies, etc.) in the region? 

• Access to the right information (that could lead to innovation process) 
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• Structured approach 

• Involvement of stakeholders  

 
3. What are the regional strengths and weaknesses concerning enterprises and R&D? 

• Dependency on R&D (if the region is dependent on R&D) 

• Specific RTD high-performers of sectors or clusters in the region 

• Dominant type of innovation 

• Innovation trends (present in the region) 

 
4. Is the final product oriented toward regional level? 

• Product orientation (to the regional/ national/ international levels) 

 

Nevertheless, when it comes to the selection of the indicators stated above, several 

characteristics have to be considered (Grupp and Maital 2001). Firstly, the indicators should 

be of comparable importance as measures of the studied concept and based on reliable 

statistics.  Secondly, the value of these indicators should last over time, and thirdly, they 

should be of relevance to medium and long-term policy issues. On the other hand, scholars 

highlight the qualitative aspects of the innovation concept, which makes it naturally 

impossible to quantify. Therefore, estimation with the help of drivers and outcomes of 

innovation is considered. One of the possibilities is to look at the composite index of 

innovation from input, process and performance measures (Carayannis and Provance 2008). 

Meanwhile in national economies R&D expenditures and patents come at forefront when 

measuring innovation. Innovation systems and governance contribute to economic 

development (Fagerberg and Srholec 2008). 

 

Most contemporary research that deals with the measuring innovation will focus the 

percentage of GDP spent on research and development as one of the classical benchmark 

indices (Roth 2010, 273). Scientific and technical R&D activities, which are appropriated by 

patents, constitute the basis of technological innovation promotion by public authorities. High 

technology, public research, and industrial sectors are the main targets of these strategies. 

Innovation can be considered as an extension of R&D policies, especially in the case of the 

OECD member countries. Nevertheless, even in-service economies, technologist and 

industrialist policies have been transformed in the service sector. The assimilation 
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perspective, as in the case of economic analysis, dominates the public policy of support for 

innovation in services (Djellal and Gallouj 2010, 281) 

 

One of the remarks that must be made is about the characteristics of these indicators. Some of 

the indicators are based on indices that are partial and indirect. It is because of the 

phenomena, which is intangible or not directly observable (Grupp and Schubert 2010). 

Moreover, another problem is that a part of the indices was developed for different purposes 

and might cause difficulties when included in an aggregated measurement. Another critique 

comes in the cross-country studies, because of the data availability and even in some cases 

their validity (Krammer 2009).  

 

The notion of innovation comes into existence when the novelty embodied in a technical 

system is unjustified. Moreover, not accepting this can underestimate the capacity for 

innovation in services. This error explains the bias of national and international indicators of 

R&D and innovation. Nevertheless, this error is in decline thanks to OECD manuals (Djellal 

and Gallouj 2010, 279). In Europe, the research and innovation policy has been renewed. To 

achieve this, efforts were made to underpin the technological base where insufficient proving 

environments in which innovative firms would flourish and grow. Once with the recognition 

of the critical importance of research and innovation ecology, a broader-based view of 

innovation has emerged. Moreover, as Blind and Georghiou (2010, 264) highlight, it is about 

the network of relationships between actors and the environment that structures those 

relationships. By open innovation, the authors refer to the ability to source knowledge 

developed elsewhere or to be a knowledge supplier. On the other hand, the concept of user-

driven innovation relies on the recognition of the role of users, either if they are 

organizational or individual. The European Innovation Scoreboard (EIS) can be considered as 

an aggregated innovation index with a high degree of international comparability that includes 

economy-wide measures (Carayannis and Grigourdis 2014, 202). The EU’s Broad-based 

Innovation Strategy identified ten actions for its innovation policy. These actions include 

demand-side, supply-side and other elements to create innovation-friendly markets and the 

use of both pre-commercial and general public procurement oriented towards innovative 

solutions (Blind and Georghiou 2010, 264-265). The FP7 research programe offered by the 

European Commission developed a dataset for innovation measurement. Not only the 

internationally comparability characterizes it, but also the inclusion of a wider range of 

innovational dimensions, such as knowledge or intangible capital. When the focus is solely on 
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the R&D indicator, other dimensions of innovation are omitted and important information is 

lost, which might influence Europe’s competitiveness (Roth 2010, 274). 

 

The firm’s knowledge, consisting of the general treatment of innovation as general knowledge 

capital, constitutes three categories: 1) computerized information, 2) innovative property and 

3) economic competencies (Roth 2010, 274). Work force training (human capital), brand 

names, and organizational design (organizational capital) constituting the economic 

competencies, are considered as crucial prerequisites for innovative processes in the 

manufacturing and service sectors. When it comes to the manufacturing sector, R&D 

investments are complementary to these investments. Meanwhile, in the service sector, for the 

enhancement of labor productivity, investments in economic competencies play a key role 

(Roth 2010, 274-275). 

 

The presence of invisible or hidden innovations (triggered by the impossibility of traditional 

indicators of innovation to embrace the reality) reflects the innovation gap (reflected in the 

underestimation of the directed efforts towards the improvement of the performance in 

economies) between actors. The gaps appear due to the fundamental nature of services and 

measurement errors associated with them (Djellal and Gallouj 2010, 278). Moreover, the 

innovation gap is explained by the authors as a measure between the reality in service 

economy and innovation (as it is captured and measured by the traditional indicators such as 

R&D and patents). It highlights the important aspect, which refers to discrepancies in the way 

the service economy innovates. Moreover, it highlights the presence of the hidden or invisible 

innovation, which has to be identified and supported by public policies. On the other hand, the 

authors also mention the visible innovation, which is defined as innovation that is captured by 

traditional indicators: R&D and patents. Moreover, it relies on two views (technologist and 

assimilationist) that see innovation, with the help of the scientific basis, as essentially the 

production of technical systems. Therefore, it can be concluded that when it comes to the 

comparison between service and manufacturing industries, services are considered relatively 

less innovative, even if they are associated with the adoption of information technology 

(Djellal and Gallouj 2010, 278). 

4.3 Institutions 
 

In the literature, the focus is also on the business environment. For the economic performance 

of networks that are on the regional level, the business environment plays a crucial role. It is 
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also stressed that business environments are more conducive to learn and innovate when the 

comparison is with others. Due to the complex role of institutions for the innovation 

processes, we consider that several aspects must be addressed: 

 

 

 

4.3.1 Qualitative operationalization 
1. What are the strengths and weaknesses concerning the role of the public authorities 

and/or intermediary organizations representing these authorities?  

• Identification of strong sectors () 

• Support from authorities (presence or absence of support for actors that innovate) 

• Type of authorities (which entities are responsible for innovation) 

 
2. Does your region have the capacity to attract talented people? 

• Mechanism of attracting (policies, incentives, etc.) 

• Improvements  

• Responsible stakeholders (which entities are responsible for attracting skilled human 

resources) 

 
3. Does your region have the capacity to retain talented people? 

• Mechanism of retaining (policies, incentives, etc.) 

• Improvements  

• Responsible stakeholders (which entities are responsible for attracting skilled human 

resources) 

 
4. What are the strengths and weaknesses regional innovation-policy?  

• Explicit innovation policy 

• Short-term, medium-term, and long-term objectives  

• Quality of research institutions (that deal with innovation) 

 

Three criteria should be met in order to be able to discuss about the existence and 

development of innovation systems: coherence, unified function, and discrimination (Lawton 

Smith and Waters, 2011). The first criterion, the coherence, is demonstrated by 

complementary competencies between agenda and development trajectories. Secondly, the 
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unified function, regards the aims or objectives, to which all elements of the system 

contribute. The third one, is bounded with the help of creation of the possibility of 

discriminating between the world and the systems, (Lawton Smith and Waters, 2011, 963). 

Nevertheless, increased employment and competitiveness, economic growth, or productivity 

growth are economic objectives of the innovation policy. Following this line of argument, the 

focus is on the determinants of innovation, and not on consequences of the innovation 

processes (Edquist, 2004). The exploitation of existing universities and other research 

potential is the basis for the economy development strategies of local government bodies 

(Benko, 2001, 158). Furthermore, private and public entities are involved in R&D investment, 

which is another argument in favor of regulatory interference – a necessity mechanism 

(Chaminade and Edquist, 2006). 

 

Long-term sustainable growth is the aim of economic policies. Because of the problems that 

occur once with the ageing of the labour force, but also the increased competition for limited 

natural resources, actors have to focus on greater effectiveness. The key to this dilemma 

might be in innovation strategies. These strategies should take into consideration three 

aspects: 1) a holistic approach for an effective European strategy; 2) an improved 

responsibilities distribution among national, regional, and European levels; and 3) new 

governance structures to solve Globalization challenges (Blind and Georghiou 2010, 264)   

 

The systemic approach is a fundamental principle for the policy design guidance. The right 

framework conditions should be put in place by creating a favorable environment. This 

environment will promote competition and will safeguard the access of firms to markets, 

finance and skills. It is possible for the promotion to happen even if the framework is not 

specifically targeted for young firms. What governments can do, is to redress specific barriers 

faced by young innovative firms, especially the aspect of their lack of access to finance 

(Dewatripont, van Pottelsberghe de la Potterie and Veugelers 2010, 272). 

 

Currently, performance is reduced to growth and productivity and it could be the foundation 

for national and international policies that support innovation (Djellal and Gallouj 2010, 280). 

This hypothesis allows to have two scenarios for a given innovation effort, differentiating on 

the levels of performance achieved. In the first scenario, which corresponds to high economic 

performance for a given visible innovation effort. Nevertheless, it may give a wrong 

perception of a high output of a country’s visible innovation effort, when a part of the 
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performance is explained by invisible innovation (Djellal and Gallouj 2010, 280). On the 

other hand, the second scenario takes into account the weak economic performance or growth. 

Nevertheless, the situation is more unfavourable, because the level real innovation is higher 

than the indicators point out. It highlights the issue of the ineffectiveness of the combination 

between invisible and visible innovation efforts. Therefore, innovation and R&D is 

everywhere, also invisible innovation and R&D, except in performance statistics (Djellal and 

Gallouj 2010, 281). 

 

In order to enable young innovators to raise financing or to access new markets and to 

appropriate the returns from newly acquired market positions, the authors emphasize the need 

for effective intellectual property rights protection. Also, the development of private venture 

capital markets should be supported by public policies. In this regard, the private venture 

capital is improved by the efficiency of public funding. The public funding is considered an 

instrument for tackling the financial market failure, especially in the case of young innovative 

companies (Dewatripont et al. 2010, 272).  

 

However, innovations and their incentives are provided by direct R&D support and by the 

creation of markets for innovation processes or even innovation as outcome. Nevertheless, the 

regulatory incentives are critical (Foster, Hilden, and Adler 2006). Following this line of 

argument, the specification of particular product qualities, the creation of new markets the 

intentional forcing of technology, the demand for the development of entirely new products or 

processes and the creation of barriers have an influence on innovations. Being more specific, 

these mechanisms influence the appearance of incentives and potential for innovation. 

Scholars, relying on sustainable arguments, argue that regulations have both positive and 

negative impacts on innovation (Foster, Hilden, and Adler, 2006, 124). In other words, the 

implications which are done with the help of specific regulations can either foster or restrict 

growth and expansion. Formal and informal rules, but also procedures that are deployed by 

states and bureaucratic organizations are regarded by historical institutionalists as institutions. 

Nevertheless, one of the most important aspects for the power of ideas is the support received 

from several actors, such as business communities, unions, political parties, political and 

intellectual elites and the amount of institutional access of these actors in the critical policy-

making arenas (Campbell 1998, 379). Moreover, another aspect of interest for historical 

institutionalists is the way in which policy making is constrained by the protection and 

centralization of political elites, or even by relationships between branches of government. 
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Formal institutions, new policy tools, or government agencies are outcomes of the policy 

ideas which are used by policy makers. However, this limits the policy options, but remaining 

close to the indication that institutions are the critical policy-making constraints, and not 

ideas. At the same time, not so much attention from traditional historical institutionalism was 

made on the importance to have policies adopted in accordance with the values and norms of 

a society, in comparison to the normative constraints (Campbell 1998, 380). 

 

4.4 Cognitive frames 
 

The empirical work shows that is organized around national societies or cohesive subnational 

groupings. Even more, as DiMaggio (1997, 267) highlights, the empirical work is manifested 

in many domains. DiMaggio (1997, 268) argues that even if culture has the property to 

constrain and enable, the literature does not offer many details about the conditions under 

which these processes happen. On one hand, it is considered that the cultural embeddedness in 

everyday practices and language constrains people in imagining alternative arrangements, On 

the other hand, cultural elements the ones that help to pursue valued ends. If economic 

indicators are regarded as conventional approaches in explaining the innovation processes, 

then cognitive frames are not considered as such. By triggering cognitive frames, the attempt 

is to go beyond traditional approaches, but also to embed the already existing ones. For that 

reason, we consider that it is essential to focus on: 

 

4.4.1 Qualitative operationalization 
 

1. What are the strengths and weaknesses of the culture and attitude of the population 

concerning creativity, and entrepreneurship?  

• National characteristics (do the national characteristics influence creativity and 

entrepreneurship) 

• Trend-setting, early adopters or have a rather conservative attitude  

• Mentality of the population in the region  

 
2. To what extent do the regional attitudes / culture enable the learning processes in the 

region? 

• Willingness to develop and adopt new approaches 

• Main characteristics of the population 
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3. Is competition seen as a positive or negative value for innovation processes? 

• Competition necessary (does completion play a vital role for innovation processes) 

 
4. What is the role of Globalization for the innovation processes? 

• Positive effects 

• Negative effects 

 

As it was mentioned earlier, cognitive frames are not seen as traditional explanatory factors 

for innovations. Additionally, the aspect of reality has to be considered. One of the 

characteristics of the social reality is that the laws applied to chemistry and physics do not 

apply and cannot describe it (Klüver and Klüver 2012, 146). When we refer to social reality, 

scholars see it as a permanent construction. It consists of social actors who function to certain 

social rules. Nevertheless, these rules are determined ideologies, world views and beliefs that 

are followed by social actors. Nevertheless, stakeholders usually change these rules. 

Moreover, the social processes, but also social actions highlight difficultness of this 

complexity (cf. Klüver 2009). Things that did not happen can be explained in some 

circumstances. Also, at specific positions the role of theories in the conceptual structure is 

primordial. Additionally, the replacement of one category of concepts by other, and not the 

replacement of one conceptual structure by another is important for the history of science. 

Being more specific, the authors stress the fact that the changes that occur, replace object 

concepts with process concepts (Barker 2011, 446). 

The evolvement of cognitive cooperation depends on the social insect groups rather than the 

human groups. It is possible since generic relatedness is higher in the former. Nevertheless, 

the evolution of cooperation is not only influenced by the generic relatedness which is just 

present, but additionally there are other factors that influence. Among these, costs and 

benefits of cooperation, probabilities of repeated interactions, conditional behaviors such as 

the "tit-for-tat" strategy of game theory, social control mechanisms can be mentioned (Sober 

and Wilson 1998). Considering these factors leads to extreme theorized considerations of the 

cognitive cooperation evolution. Nonetheless, substantial gains at minimal costs are produced 

by cognitive cooperation (Wilson, Timmel, and Miller 2004, 240).  The optimal group size 

can be smaller than the actual size of the group, which does not affect the cognitive 

cooperation because of its adaptive property. It is explained by the fact that, when it comes to 

certain tasks, these are best performed by a single individual, while the second would just 
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tangle. But, it might be a task for three persons and the fourth would get in the way. In this 

regard, it is expected that the cognitive cooperation to be context-sensitive, and in the same 

time protected by social control mechanisms to eliminate the potential for exploitation 

(Wilson, Timmel, and Miller 2004, 241). The characteristics of cognitive abilities (such as 

memory and vision) can be simple, effortless, natural and done unconsciously with little 

effort. The cognitive mechanisms make these so effortless abilities to be complex. Therefore, 

there is no need for instructions. These insights might apply to cognitive cooperation (Wilson, 

Timmel, and Miller 2004, 241). 

 

The cognitive development highlights three basic mechanisms: accommodation, assimilation, 

and equilibration (Klüver and Klüver 2012, 148). By accommodation, the authors refer to the 

process of new cognitive schemas in case the new perceptions cannot be adjusted into the old 

schemas. On the other hand, assimilation is about focusing on the new perceptions and adjusts 

into existing cognitive schemas. Nevertheless, the last mechanism – equilibration, is about 

generating equilibrium between the perception of the environment and cognitive schemas 

(Klüver and Klüver 2012, 148-149). Within the context of cognitive activities such as 

perception, attention, memory, and decision-making cooperation also take place. Moreover, 

the coordinated actions of more than one individual can increase the benefits of the cognitive 

processes (Wilson, Timmel, and Miller 2004, 226). 

 

In the literature, there is a strong focus on the role of cultural values. As mentioned in the 

previous chapter, the embedded characteristic of cultural values, but also of their property of 

slower change in comparison to economic policies (Uhlamer and Thurik, 2007, 162), make 

these important for the explanation of cognitive frames. The social, economic, and political 

differences in the period of transition can be explained by historical and cultural background 

(Adam, Makarovič, Rončević and Tomšič 2005, 16). 

 

Another possibility is to focus on the human development, because it focuses on economic 

growth. Moreover, the well-being has to be oriented toward desired societal ends (Magis and 

Shinn 2009, 22). Equity, which is the central factor for sustainability, comes with well-being. 
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4.5 Concluding chapter remarks  
 
The purpose of this chapter was not only to focus on the conceptual and operationalization 

debate of the concepts, but also to show the dependencies of these concepts on the theoretical 

model. Because of the rich literature on traditional measures of innovations, networks, 

institutions, and cognitive frames, my intention was to select and develop specific 

measurements that suit best the purpose of the research. The main thesis was built on the 

interplay between Regional Innovations Systems, Cultural Political Economy, and Social 

Fields. 

 

Within each system, actors want to acquire resources in order to survive. As it was stated, the 

focus is on the meso-level, which puts SMEs and institutions at the forefront of the analysis. 

Following these considerations, processes such as collection, processing, dissemination of 

RTD, but also the interactions of relevant stakeholders were deliberated. 

 

Also, the role of Social Fields was to highlight the importance of cognitive frames and 

institutions for innovation processes. Therefore, national culture, value system, trust, or even 

attitudes toward Globalization constituted primary aspects of cognitive frames. Nevertheless, 

some aspects of the institutional framework were also considered for the preparation of the 

methodological tool. 

 

In short, it has to be stressed that this chapter constitutes the ground for the development of 

the methodological tool that will allow proceeding with the data collection, highlighting both 

strengths and weaknesses of the chosen regions. In this chapter, we have operationalized the 

concepts that will allow for an in-depth analysis of each case by considering the similarities 

and differences of the regions. 
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5 The theoretical implication toward the description and analysis of the 

case studies 
 
This chapter, is the first step in understanding the selected cases in the context of the general 

characteristics of research systems, legislative frameworks, and innovation levels. This step 

contributes to the incorporation of specific cases in the framework of the Social Fields 

Theory, and Regional Innovation Systems theories. 

 

The starting point of discussion regarding the innovation strategies of countries (and 

afterwards with a more in-depth focus on regions) is that there currently is an integrated 

innovation strategy of the European Commission under Europe 2020 (European Commission 

2010). It aims to translate ideas into new goods and services, which generate growth and jobs. 

 

The large extent of rules, actions and institutions with the role of coordination of a certain 

place at regional level combines together under the concept of regional governance (Dodescu 

and Chirila 2012, 1178), which are designed for regional structures (Benz and Furst 2003). As 

mentioned earlier, there are differences between countries in terms of innovation 

development, and EU member states are not an exception. Regions from the EU member 

states have and will have not only in terms of outcomes, but even when the focus is on an 

earlier stage of the innovation development: different approaches toward governance of 

innovation, governance systems or institutional frameworks. 

 

In order to have a more explicit understanding of how the theory of Social Fields contributes 

to the development of Regional Innovation Systems, we focus on seven particular cases. Each 

region represents a country that has a different level of innovation development and is 

considered an innovation leader, strong innovator, moderate innovator, or modest innovator 

(European Innovation Scoreboard 2017) (see Table 5.1). 
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Table 5.1 Level of innovation 
Country/ 

region 

Ireland  United 

Kingdom 

Italy Romania  Republic 

of 

Moldova2  

Republic of 

Slovenia  

Republic 

of Serbia 

Level of 

innovation 

Strong 

Innovator 

Strong 

Leader 

Moderate 

Innovator 

Modest 

innovator 

Modest 

innovator 

Innovation 

follower  

Moderate 

Innovator 

Sources: European Innovation Scoreboard 2017 
 

As stated above, the aim of this chapter is to transpose the theories and show how they work 

in practice in this specific context. Following this line of argument, we constructed a 

schematic representation of how theories combine for the innovation (as outcome) to 

materialize in a region. 

 

Afterwards, we will focus on each region separately and explain how it works for each 

specific region highlighting its characteristics. Therefore, we will focus on six main points for 

each region, in order to combine the above stated theoretical approaches toward the process of 

innovation: 

 

1. General characteristic of the country/region.  

2. Institutions/ rules and laws – in the framework of the Social Field theory, the role of 

institutions for the regional innovation systems has been highlighted by many 

scholars. Hence, this particular aspect has to be considered. we will focus on the 

description of the main institutions that deal with innovation systems, but also with the 

regulations of the different aspects of the regulatory framework. As mentioned above, 

within the theory of social fields, the formal or informal rules and meanings have an 

important role in defining the interaction between different groups. For this purpose, 

we focus on the Index of Economic Freedom that focuses on four pillars of economic 

freedom: rule of law, limited government, regulatory efficiency, and open markets 

3. General characteristic of the research system 

4. Level of innovation – the general overview of the innovational situation within the 

country/region 

 

                                                
2 In the case of Republic of Moldova, EIS did not emphasize a specific level of innovation. Nevertheless, 
considering their competitiveness (GCR 2017) We can point that Moldova is a modest innovator 
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5.1  Slovenia – Eastern region 
General characteristic of Eastern Slovenia region 

 

Slovenia is divided into two cohesion regions (which are at a higher level). The two cohesion 

regions contain eight and four statistical regions respectively. The cohesion region Eastern 

Slovenia includes other eight statistical regions: Pomurska, Koroška, Savinjska, Zasavska, 

Posavska, Jugovzhodna Slovenja, and Primorsko-notranjska. The Western Slovenia includes 

four statistical regions: Osrednjeslovenska, Gorejska, Goriška, and Obalno-kraška (Statistical 

Office Republic of Slovenia 2015)3. Because Slovenia performs close to the EU average, it is 

a strong innovator. The strength of the innovation system relies in human resources, firm 

investments, and an innovation-friendly environment (Innovation Union Scoreboard 2017, 

65). On the opposite pole are finance and support, sales impacts, and innovators. 

 
The role of institutions and the legal framework 

 

The general overview of the economic freedom is that institutional weaknesses (inefficient 

judicial systems, and corruption) undermine the possibilities of long-term development. This 

aspect ranks Slovenia 38th out of 43 in Europe (Index of Economic Freedom 2015)4. The 

enforcement of private property rights is slow, even though they are constitutionally 

guaranteed. At the same time, the judicial system is sound and transparent but remains 

inefficient. Even if, the regulatory framework has undergone several reforms, the reform has 

slowed down. Within the aspect of general treatment of foreign and domestic investors there 

is equality between them, even though the judicial and regulatory systems can still impede 

investments. 

 

The research system 

 

In Slovenia, the top legislative body that is in charge of policy related to R&D is the National 

assembly. Moreover, the Committee for Education, Science, Culture, Sport and Youth and the 

                                                
3 Territorial units – Slovenia, http://www.stat.si/StatWeb/en/show-news?id=4927&title=Teritorialne-enote-in-
hi%C5%A1ne-%C5%A1tevilke-Slovenija-1.-januar-2015, accessed on 26.06.2015 
4Index of Economic Freedom – Slovenia, http://www.heritage.org/index/country/slovenia, accessed on 
25.06.2015 
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Committee for Economy also have the same prerogatives (ERAWATCH 2015)5. In order to 

execute the R&D and innovation policy, there are two responsible agencies. The first one, the 

Slovenian Research Agency, is responsible for the execution of public research financing, 

professional and independent selection/evaluation process of projects and programs, but also 

to monitor the research programs and the implementation of projects. Also, the Slovenian 

Technology Agency used to be in charge of programs that promote technology development 

and business R&D co-financing, but it merged into the new established agency SPIRIT (Javna 

agencija Republike Slovenije za Spodbujanje Podjetništva, Internacionalizacije, tujih 

investicij in Tehnologije – Public Agency for Entrepreneurship, Internationalization, Foreign 

Investments and Technology) January 2013. 

 

Level of innovation 

 

The East Slovenia region is considered as a moderate innovator, even if the country per se is a 

strong innovator. But, the West Slovenia is a strong innovator (Regional Innovation 

Scoreboard 2016, 16). The data from RIS highlights that the West region is doing better in 

comparison to the east region in terms of several important indicators. Following this 

argument, we can mention that even if the Eastern region is doing well in terms of innovative 

SMEs collaborating with others, business R&D expenditures, employment in knowledge 

intensive industries, and exports of medium and high-tech products, the innovation 

performance decreased compared to 2014 and 2015. Public R&D expenditures, sales of new 

product innovations, and EPO patent applications are seen as relative weaknesses. 

 

5.2 Serbia – Sumadija and Western Serbia region 
General characteristic of Sumadija and Western Serbia 

 

According to the Nomenclature of Territorial Units for Statistics (2010), Serbia is divided in 

two main regions (NUTS 1 level): Serbia-North and Serbia-South which are composed of five 

NUTS 2 regions: Vojvodina, Belgrade, Šumadija and Western Serbia, Southern and Eastern 

Serbia, and Kosovo and Metohija. The EIS report (2017, 74) states that even if Serbia is a 

moderate innovator, in recent years it has seen a significant improvement in terms of 

innovation performance. The report highlights that the biggest strength is in firm investments, 
                                                
5 European Commission, ERAWATCH – Platform on Research and Innovation policies and systems, Slovenia, 
http://erawatch.jrc.ec.europa.eu/erawatch/opencms/information/country_pages/si/country, accessed on 
25.06.2015 
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employment impacts and innovators. On the opposite end, there are the intellectual assets, 

innovation-friendly environment, and linkages. 

 

The role of institutions and the legal framework 

 

A closer analysis of the Index of Economic Freedom6 ranks Serbia on 37th place, next to 

Slovenia. Even so, the overall score is below world or regional averages. The report highlights 

that for the first time in 2016, the country saw improvements in the transition to a more 

market-driven economy. Gains occurred in aspects such as freedom from corruption, 

monetary freedom and investment freedom. Nonetheless, this success only highlights the need 

for a sustained commitment to deep institutional and structural reforms. 

 

The research system 

 

According to the ERAWATCH report (2013)7, the Serbian research system is centralized 

under the rule of the Ministry of Education, Science and Technological Development 

(MESTD), which is one of the few public funding body in Serbia. Investment priorities are 

research and innovation. Based on practices, project financing is based on open competition 

for R&D and innovation projects. As a result, we can state that the long-term orientation of 

the government is to have competitive and not institutional funding of R&D activities. 

Nevertheless, these cannot be regarded as mutually exclusive. Additionally, the government 

has seven priorities in the domain of science and technology, among which is to recognize 

and integrate the business R&D sector into the national innovation system.  

 

Level of innovation 

 

According to the Regional Economic Development Agency for Sumadija and Pomoravje 

(REDASP), the region has five priority areas8: 

1. development of small and medium-sized enterprises and entrepreneurship;  

2. human resource development; 
                                                
6 Index of Economic Freedom – Serbia, http://www.heritage.org/index/pdf/2015/book/index_2015.pdf, accessed 
on 14.06.2017 
7 European Commission, ERAWATCH – Country report, Serbia, 
http://erawatch.jrc.ec.europa.eu/erawatch/opencms/information/country_pages/si/coun, accessed on 14.06.2017 
8 Regional Economic Development Agency for Sumadija and Pomoravje - http://www.redasp.rs/mission-and-
vision.p41.html, accessed on 15.06.2017 
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3. infrastructure development;  

4. tourism development  

5. the development of the rural areas.   

According to the Regional Chamber of Commerce in Kragujevac, on the import side 

predominates the manufacture of transport equipment - 22.9%, the manufacture of machines 

and equipment - 17.7%, the manufacture of chemicals and chemical products - 14.7% the 

manufacture of basic metals and standard metal products - 11.2%.  On the export side - 

Manufacture of other machines and equipment - 13.8%, manufacture of basic metals and 

standard metal products - 13.4%, manufacture of electrical and optical equipment - 12.5%, 

manufacture of food products and beverages - 12%9. 

 

5.3 Romania - North-West region 
General characteristic of Romania and North-West region 

 

Romania is fragmented in eight important regions: North West, Center, North East, South 

East, South Muntenia, Bucharest - Ilfov, South West Oltenia, and West (Regional Innovation 

Scoreboard 2014, 11). Mostly because of the economic decline that began in 2011, Romania 

currently is a modest innovator. This argument is sustained by the fact that Romania is 

performing below the EU average on all dimensions (Innovation Union Scoreboard 2016, 69). 

Relative strengths are in innovation-friendly environment, sales impacts, and human 

resources, meanwhile weaknesses in Innovators, firm investments and finance and support. 

(Innovation Union Scoreboard 2017, 64). The North-West region ranks second in terms of 

productivity of level in private active SMEs, and the region has a better development in 

comparison to other counties in Romania. Moreover, the weight of the turnover is higher than 

the national average (North West Regional Development Agency 2006). 

 

The role of institutions and the legal framework 

 

In the case of Romania, the progress of implementing reforms, and improving the business 

environment is uneven. Also, problems related to the unpredictability of the regulatory system 

influences foreign investors’ choice of doing business. Additionally, the problem of 

corruption is persistent at the level of the government, which undermines the rule of law 

                                                
9 Regional Economic Development Agency for Sumadija and Pomoravje - http://www.redasp.rs/economy-and-
the-human-resources.p38.html, accessed on 15.06.2017 
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(Index of Economic Freedom 2017)10. The enforcement of the commercial regulations is not 

consistent. When it comes to the market, even if the government does not discriminate or 

screen against foreign investment, the judicial and regulatory systems hinder foreign 

investors. 

 

The research system 

 

The Romanian research system is structured in several levels: political, inter-ministerial 

coordination, policy-making, consultative bodies, public funding, research performance, and 

researchers (ERAWATCH 2015)11. The political level is represented by the Commission for 

Education, Science, Youth and Sport of the Senate, and the homonymous Commission of the 

Chamber of Deputies. Their role is to debate and approve draft laws related to science, 

education, sport, and youth. The second level, represented by the National Council for 

Science and Technology Policy has the role to coordinate research, development and 

innovation (RDI) policies among key actors. At the policy-making level, the Ministry of 

National Education (MEN) elaborates and coordinates the implantation of the national RDI 

strategy. The coordination can be made only for those plans that are under its budgetary 

control, those of the Romanian Academy of Science or other ministries. The consultative 

bodies, consist of the National Council for Scientific Research, National Council for 

Development and Innovation and the Romanian Committee for Research Infrastructures. 

Nevertheless, MEN has a number of additional councils. The national R&D institutes and the 

institutes from the Romanian Academy are at the fifth level. The research performers levels 

incorporate public research organizations, universities, private research organizations, and 

companies with R&D activities. Lastly, the number of full time equivalent researchers is 

several times smaller than the EU average. 

 

Level of innovation 

 

The regional performance group highlights that, in Romania, each region is a modest 

innovator (Regional Innovation Scoreboard 2016, 16). In 2014, the Bucharest – Ilfov region, 

                                                
10 Index of Economic Freedom – Romania, http://www.heritage.org/index/country/romania, accessed on 
15.06.2017 
11 European Commission, ERAWATCH – Platform on Research and Innovation policies and systems, Romania, 
http://erawatch.jrc.ec.europa.eu/erawatch/opencms/information/country_pages/ro/country, accessed on 
25.06.2015 
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was a moderate innovator (Regional Innovation Scoreboard 2014, 16). Following this line of 

argument, the region that we are interested (the North-West region) is a modest player in 

terms of innovation performance. Even though the regional innovation potential is relatively 

strong (third among the eight regions of the country), the expenditures on R&D and 

innovation from the public and business sectors, but also the non-R&D innovation 

expenditures are at the 10-17% of the EU average (Regional Innovation Monitor Plus 2015)12. 

Moreover, the innovation performance of SMEs is far from reaching the EU average (10%). 

Most of the region’s SMEs are concentrated in Cluj, Bihor, and Maramures. On the opposite 

pole are Bistrita-Nasaud, and Salaj 

 
5.4 Republic of Moldova - North region 
General characteristic of Republic of Moldova and North region 

 

According to the Republic of Moldova’s regional development law, there are six main 

regions: North, Center, South, Autonomous Territorial Unit of Gagauzia, Chisinau 

Municipality, and Transnistria. Compared to other developing countries, Moldova has a 

relative high level of innovative companies. It highlights the fact that even if the innovation in 

companies is high, in most cases it will be implemented for internal use and rarely for the 

market or industry (Duca 2013). Moreover, another characteristic is that most of the R&D 

investment goes for the company itself. As a result, the R&D process is oriented for internal 

purposes. Nevertheless, the total R&D spending is at 0.037% of the total GDP. 

 

The role of institutions and the legal framework 

 

When it comes to the rule of law, corruption is embedded in many public institutions. The 

judiciary system is vulnerable, which affects the economic freedom that is still not 

institutionalized yet (Index of Economic Freedom 2017)13.  In terms of regulatory efficiency, 

the lack of transparency and the burden of bureaucracy increase the cost of formation and 

operation of private enterprises. Additionally, even if the financial sector is stable, it is still 

shallow, while structural impediments generate a constrained financial intermediation.  

                                                
12 European Commission, Regional Innovation Monitor Plus – North West region, 
https://ec.europa.eu/growth/tools-databases/regional-innovation-monitor/base-profile/north-
west-0, accessed on 26.06.2015 
13 Index of Economic Freedom – Republic of Moldova, http://www.heritage.org/index/country/moldova, 
accessed on 15.06.2017 
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The research system 

 

The research system in Moldova is characterized by its rather highly centralization. The 

Moldovan Academy of Sciences (ASM) is the main implementation actor within the 

innovation process (ERAWATCH 2015)14. The role of the Government is to approve the 

R&D budget, while the Parliament approves R&D and innovation laws. The management of 

almost all public R&D and innovation funding programs occurs though the executive body of 

the ASM, the Supreme Council for Science and Technological Development and its 

subordinated bodies or agencies: Centre for Fundamental and Applied Research Funding, the 

Centre for International Projects and the Agency for Innovation and Technology Transfer. 

The National Council for Accreditation and Attestation plays a vital role, because it accredits 

research organizations, thus only those organizations that are accredited are eligible for public 

R&D funding. The research institutes and the higher education institutions (though not all are 

performing R&D) that are part of the ASM are in the category of research performers. 

 

Level of innovation 

 

The development of the North region, depends mostly on the municipality of Balti, which is 

placed geographically at the center of the region. But the municipality needs a more focused 

approach in terms of investments at regional level, for a bigger influence on this territory. 

Because of its geographical and economic positioning, Balti is an industrial and cultural 

center, but also a transport node, which integrates the urban localities of the region in a 

relative independent socio-economic system (The National Arrangement Territory Plan). 

Moreover, the North region is categorized as multifunctional in terms of functional 

importance. The investments are generally from private sources, meanwhile the local and 

government budgets account only 8-14% of the total amount. Besides the traditional branches, 

foreign investments are in the banking, fuel, construction materials, food and machine 

building sectors15. 

 
 

                                                
14European Commission, ERAWATCH – Platform on Research and Innovation policies and systems, Republic 
of Moldova,  http://erawatch.jrc.ec.europa.eu/erawatch/opencms/information/country_pages/md/country, 
accessed on 26.06.2015 
15 North Regional Development Agency, http://adrnord.md/pageview.php?l=ro&idc=228&id=562#idc=231&, 
accessed on 27.06.2015 
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5.5 Ireland – South-East region 
General characteristic of Ireland and the South-East region 

 

Ireland is divided in two regions within the Nomenclature of Territorial Units of Statistics 

(NUTS): Border, Midland and Western region, and South-East region (Regional Innovation 

Scoreboard 2014). Currently, the country has a relatively strong performance in terms of 

innovators and human resources and attractive research system. Meanwhile, employment in 

knowledge-intensive activities and exports of knowledge intensive services are the strongest 

indicators (Innovation Union Scoreboard 2017, 50). On the opposite pole there are finance 

and support, intellectual assets, and linkages. The economy of the South-East region is based 

on agriculture, manufacturing and services, tourism, fishing and aquaculture (The Irish 

Regions Office 2015)16. Additionally, most of the manufacturing industry is foreign-owned. 

The region has three third level education institutes and a highly educated labor force. The 

network of region-wide industry and technology parks, makes this region attractive for 

investment. 

 

The role of institutions and the legal framework 

 

On the Index of Economic Freedom for 201717, Ireland is ranked on the 9th place of a total of 

186 countries. At a first glance, this aspect can highlight one of the reasons why Ireland is a 

strong innovator. Moreover, in Europe, Ireland ranks third out of 43 countries. The four main 

pillars that characterize institutions and the legal framework are: rule of law, government size, 

regulatory efficiency, and openness of markets. Property rights and freedom from corruption, 

which constitute the first pillar, are well protected and the interests are secured. Also, issues 

regarding property rights, judicial system, or common law are protected (Index of Economic 

Freedom 2017). Even due to domestic, and international challenges, Ireland managed to 

commit its policies to the open-market. These well institutionalized policies facilitate 

Globalization trade and investment flows. 

 

 

 

 
                                                
16 The Irish Regions Office – Regions of Ireland: the South-East, http://www.iro.ie/south_east_region.html, 
accessed on 26.06.2015 
17 Index of Economic Freedom – Ireland, http://www.heritage.org/index/country/ireland, accessed on 14.06.2017 
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The research system 

 

In Ireland, the research system is centralized and offers regions little or even no involvement 

in policy development (ERAWATCH 2015)18. The two government ministries, the 

Department of Jobs, Enterprise and Innovation, and the Department of Education and Skills, 

are the primary funding sources for research. The Research Prioritization Strategy launched 

by the Government focuses on several priority areas, including science and technology. This 

strategy is linked to the national Science Technology and Innovation policy, which led to 

changes in the governance system, but also among the funding agencies and the ways in 

which these interact. 

 

Level of innovation 

 

As mentioned earlier, Ireland is a strong innovator, but its regions are not equal in terms of 

innovation output. The Border, Midland and Western regions and the South and Eastern 

regions are strong innovators (Regional Innovation Scoreboard 2016, 16).  Multinational 

firms undertake most of the R&D business, mostly around the Dublin area in the Higher 

Education Institutions (HEIs) and foreign-owned firms (Regional Innovation Monitor Plus 

2015)19. R&D expenditure is below the EU average, which highlights the for the “fourth 

level” technological research and skills development. In addition, a bigger focus should be 

oriented toward the stimulation of R&D investment in indigenous sectors and geographically 

dispersed R&D activities. 

 
5.6 Italy -  Friuli-Venezia Giulia region 
General characteristic of Italy and Friuli-Venezia Giulia region 

 

Italy is classified as a moderate innovator. Best performance is achieved in terms of 

intellectual assets, attractive research systems, and innovators (Innovation Union Scoreboard 

2017, 53). On the other hand, aspects such as linkages, finance and support, and firm 

investments perform bellow the EU average. Nevertheless, Italy has increased the innovation 

                                                
18 European Commission, ERAWATCH – Platform on Research and Innovation policies and systems, Ireland, 
http://erawatch.jrc.ec.europa.eu/erawatch/opencms/information/country_pages/ie/country?section=Overview&su
bsection=BasicChar accessed on 24.06.2015  
19 European Commission, Regional Innovation Monitor Plus – Southern & Eastern Region  
https://ec.europa.eu/growth/tools-databases/regional-innovation-monitor/base-profile/southern-eastern-se-region, 
accessed on 26.06.2015 
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performance from 78% in 2008 to 83% in 2015 (Innovation Union Scoreboard 2016, 58). 

 

The role of institutions and the legal framework 

 

The rule of law is characterized by secure property rights. On the other hand, the organization 

of new investment and production still requires a big bureaucratic process (Index of Economic 

Freedom 2017)20. Additionally, the inefficient public administration means higher 

entrepreneurial costs. The informal sector is present at a high level, mainly because of the 

complexity of the regulatory framework, and high cost of conducting business. Most of the 

sectors are open to investments and there is no general screening. 

 

The research system 

 

The National Research Council is the largest scientific public organization in Italy. (European 

Commission 2017)21. Among its priorities is transfer, promote, carry out, spread and improve 

research activities sectors of knowledge growth and of its applications for the scientific, 

technological, economic and social development. It is represented through the territory of 

Italy by a network of institutes. These institutes diffuse the available competences and 

facilitate contacts and cooperation with local organizations and firms. 

 

Level of innovation 

 

The Regional Innovation Scoreboard (2016) defines Friuli-Venezia Giulia as a strong 

innovator, even if the innovation performance dropped by 10% compared to 2014 and 2015. 

The report highlights that in comparison to the EU 28 there are relative strengths in SMEs 

with marketing or organizational innovations, SMEs with product or process innovations, and 

SMEs innovating in-house. Moreover, SMEs with product or process innovations, SMEs 

innovating in-house, and exports of medium and high-tech products are also a strength of the 

region. Nonetheless, there are public R&D expenditures, innovative SMEs collaborating with 

others and tertiary education attainment. 

 
 
                                                
20 Index of Economic Freedom – Italy, http://www.heritage.org/index/country/italy, accessed on 14.06.2017 
21 European Commission, Research and Innovation Observatory – Horizon 2020 Policy Support Facility, 
https://rio.jrc.ec.europa.eu/en/organisations/national-research-council-cnr , accessed on 14.06.2017 
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5.7 United Kingdom – North-West region 
General characteristic of United Kingdom and North-West region 

 

The United Kingdom has 12 regions: North East, North West, Yorkshire and the Humber, 

East Midlands, West Midlands, East of England, London, South East, South West, Wales, 

Scotland, and Northern Ireland (Regional Innovation Scoreboard 2014, 11). The large number 

of regions within the United Kingdom has caused uneven development levels. The United 

Kingdom is an innovation leader (Innovation Union Scoreboard 2017, 69). Attractive research 

systems, employment impacts, and human resources are considered the best performing 

dimensions. Regarding international scientific co-publications, innovative SMEs 

collaborating with others, non-EU doctorate students, and venture capital investments, the 

United Kingdom has relative best performance, while innovators, finance and support, and 

intellectual assets are the weak dimension.  

 

The role of institutions and the legal framework 

 

The United Kingdom scores 76.4 on the Economic Freedom Score, which places the country 

on the 12th place in 2017. The economy relies on its open trading environment, strong rule of 

law and an advanced financial sector (Index of Economic Freedom 2017)22. Moreover, the 

efficient business environment is a result of relative liberal labor market. The regulatory 

environment is efficient and transparent, as anyone can open a business in less than week. 

Additionally, it can be highlighted that the protection of property rights is efficient, and the 

country has an established rule of law. Nevertheless, the financial sector is one of the most 

competitive in the world, even if the government still has stakes in some banks. 

 

The research system 

 

The current focus is on translation of knowledge into innovation and new and improved 

products. To achieve these goals, the research system is divided in two important levels: 

political and operational. The political level embeds actors such as the Parliament, the 

Government’s Chief Scientific Adviser, the Council for Science and Technology, the Select 

Committees and sub-Committees of the House of Lords, House of Commons, and the 

                                                
22 Index of Economic Freedom – United Kingdom, http://www.heritage.org/index/country/unitedkingdom, 
accessed on 14.06.2017 
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Parliamentary Office for Science and Technology (ERAWATCH 2015)23. On the operational 

level, besides the Department for Business, Innovation and Skills, which has connections with 

the Government Office for Science, Higher Education Funding Council for England, and 

Research Councils, Innovate UK (formerly known as the Technology Strategy Board) is an 

important actor. The aim of Innovate UK is to ensure that the business itself promotes the 

technology and innovation. In addition, Innovate UK has the responsibility for delivering 

regional initiatives, with the help of Local Enterprise Partnerships for local innovation 

support. Nevertheless, there are several more Government departments that have significant 

research responsibilities.  

Among key research performers, there are the Research and Technology organizations, 

Government laboratories, Research Council institutes, the private sector and the Higher 

Education sector (mostly consisting of UK’s universities). 

 

Level of innovation 

 

The region that we are interested in, North-West, is a strong innovator (Regional Innovation 

Scoreboard 2016, 16). The innovation outputs in the region are focused on businesses that 

introduce existing products, aligning with the UK average. Nevertheless, once the products 

and processes are introduced, the performance will fall within the bottom three regions 

(Regional Innovation Monitor Plus 2015)24. Because R&D investments are mostly 

concentrated in a small number of large firms, the discrepancy between inputs and outputs 

may be structural. As an example, a pharmaceutical firm is responsible for around one-third 

of all R&D activity in the North-West region. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
23 European Commission, ERAWATCH – Platform on Research and Innovation policies and systems, UK, 
http://erawatch.jrc.ec.europa.eu/erawatch/opencms/information/country_pages/gb/country, accessed 25.06.2015 
24 European Commission, Regional Innovation Monitor Plus – North West region, 
https://ec.europa.eu/growth/tools-databases/regional-innovation-monitor/base-profile/north-west, accessed on 
26.06.2015 
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6 Analysis: the qualitative approach towards understanding Regional 

Innovation Systems. The Case Studies 
 
In previous chapters, we explained how social forces, such as institutions, networks and 

cognitive frames, interact and influence different processes in in our case regional innovation 

systems. Therefore, in the following chapter we pay closer attention to the in-depth analysis 

of the Eastern region in Slovenia (Novo mesto), Sumadija and Western Serbia region 

(Kragujevac), North-Western region in Romania (Cluj-Napoca), North region in Moldova 

(Balti), South-Eastern region in Ireland (Waterford), Friuli-Venezia Giulia region in Italy 

(Trieste), and North-West region in the United Kingdom (Cumbria). The analysis was done 

with with the help of the Atlas.ti Qualitative Data Analysis & Research Software. 

 

Ultimately, the aim of this thesis is not only to determine the strengths and weaknesses of 

each region in particularly, but also to understand how the social forces interact within the 

context of innovation processes. Therefore, for each region we constructed a model that 

shows how various codes that represent different social forces interact, by relying on our 

primary hypothesis that social forces are not solitary units, but an interplay of these social 

forces in explaining the regional innovation social fields. 

 

Additionally, the proposed tool (which allowed the collection of both qualitative, and 

quantitative data) constructed based on the CRIPREDE tool, helps distinguishing these 

aspects and allows gathering other relevant information for the analysis and explanation of the 

phenomenon of innovation within the region. Moreover, by applying the tool, we were able to 

gather indicators that were ultimately used for the Fuzzy-Set Analysis, the second stage 

analysis of the social field of innovation. Furthermore, the indicators constitute a summary of 

the results from the interviews that took place, on different aspects related to innovation 

performance, institutions, networks, and cognitive frames. 

 

6.1 Eastern region in Slovenia (Novo mesto) 
 

As it was mentioned in previous paragraphs, the aim of the analysis was to seek the 

connections between three social forces in terms of innovation performance. As a result, 

within each model we included those codes that were part of at least two code families. 

Additionally, the software colors each code according to the number of associated quotations. 
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As a result, the code transforms to blue, as the number of links to the code increases (e.g. 

Figure 6.1). 

 

Following this line of argument, as it can be observed in the graph, the main framework of the 

discussion was fixed on several main topics: authorities’ strengths and weaknesses; 

businesses’ strengths and weaknesses; academia’s strengths and weaknesses; the strengths 

and weaknesses of collaboration; capacity to attract talents and the weakness of networks. 

Nevertheless, the tool does not neglect other important particularities of the social forces in 

the perspective of the regional innovation systems. 

 

Figure 6.1 Interplay of social forces in the Eastern region of Slovenia 

 
Source: Semi-structured interview in Novo mesto with stakeholders 
 

The discussion with the stakeholders from the region pointed that the region is a successful 

region because of its innovativeness. The participants mentioned that there is a regional 

development program, which has guidelines for research and innovation. Additionally, Novo 

mesto is a good place that has the possibility to attract and retain people with job positions 

and competitive salaries. Additionally, the region offers a good quality of life, safety and good 

connections with other cities, but not in as of the public transportations. The public 

transportation is not well developed, therefore private transportation is preferred. 

 

To sustain this argument, the participants mentioned concrete things that translate into the 

successfulness. As such, within the region there are several big companies in the automotive 

and pharmaceutical sectors. The presence of important sectors within the region, and having 
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big capabilities, result into high end value. Therefore, the presence of big companies in the 

region makes it exported oriented, with a special emphasis on international level: 

 

“The region is very export oriented” 

“Especially the big companies are 90%. The orientation is international” 
 

Companies assist the state with financial resources, which creates a good premise for 

government-business cooperation. Nevertheless, the presence of different industries within 

the region, industry-institution collaboration and trust contribute to the successfulness of 

the innovation performance, although it does not go beyond the region:  

 

“The companies at the industrial level are in good relations and also the bigger 

companies are not competitors and they don’t have any problems with sharing information or 

trusting each other.” 

 

On the other hand, the relationship with the business is more complex, but it does not hinder 

the importance. Prior to that, a special emphasis ought to be on the regional Chamber of 

Commerce, an institution that plays a vital role in representing the national authorities for the 

innovation performance. Even more, the regional Chamber collaborates with the national 

Chamber of Commerce on various projects at regional and extra-regional levels. Following 

this line of argument, the Chamber offers an environment where companies can develop and 

boost the innovation performance in the region. Therefore, the Chamber offers tenders for 

innovation and increases the visibility of innovation by offering basic public information. The 

stakeholders mentioned that the Chamber has a good model for promoting innovation, which 

makes people more aware of the importance of innovations have in their daily lives.  As the 

participants pointed out, another strong point of the region is that there is a business 

incubator, which offers support and national financing for various enterprises.  

 

Moreover, the performance of authorities also relies on the relationship with academia and 

businesses. As the participants mentioned, in the past there was an intensive focus on study 

programs. Public authorities and academia created the necessary conditions for the 

development and establishment of faculties according to the needs of the region, and 

prepared new programs based on faculties that have at their disposal a High-Performance 
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Computer, which can be used for advanced research, but also can contribute to the 

development of innovative products.  

 

However, at the sub-region level, policies regarding the human capital are not performing to 

the maximum capacity, because the population is not growing very fast. This creates two 

other problems. On one hand, the region is characterized by the presence of over-educated 

people, but at the same time there is a lack of engineers, because the region has a basic 

industry: 

 

“… We have lack of engineers. And this is the problem, because our industry is a basic 

industry, with engineer companies, and we don’t have enough. If you ask for engineers, 

nobody will be out of job…” 

 

On the other hand, there are not enough people dealing with innovation. To solve this issue, 

stakeholders focus on people from abroad that are culturally compatible. At the same time, 

even if the authorities created good conditions for many institutions that support innovations, 

the problem is that these institutions are not innovators.  

 

Additionally, the region is characterized by the absence of the institutes, which is associated 

with the absence of research and development capabilities. One of the explanations is that 

private entities (e.g. private faculties) cannot apply for public tenders, which means that 

there are still problems. Moreover, the participants pointed that because the authorities tend 

to centralize things (to have everything in the capital), there are no universities with 

tradition in the region. The government is also not thinking of developing any laboratories in 

the region. Following this line of argument, the interviewees pointed out that the authorities 

do not listen to the recommendations that come from the region. Therefore, the region is not 

seen as a partner. At this stage, the region is not a priority, hence the collaboration of 

enterprises with the government is not good:  

 
“The national authorities they do not understand that this region as a partner, as we 

discussed. That this region is not a priority at all at the national level and they do not listen to 

us.” 
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Even more, further difficulties arise when preparing patent documentation, which highlights 

the bureaucracy for innovation protection. As a result, the stakeholders emphasized the 

presence of a big administration: 

 
“…in the expense of protection of these innovations is very high for small companies 

and the process is very long, so at the end of the process maybe you already change your 

products so many small companies do not decide to apply for the patent or model.” 

 

The centralization does not only refer to the academic sphere, but also to the centralization of 

financing. The idea of it, is that the all programs are merged in the national program. 

Additionally, the participants pointed that not having a systematic financing also hinders the 

development of the region. But even so, not all the financing is freely available and it takes 

effort to collect the necessary information. Additionally, the lack of financial resources causes 

difficulties for smaller companies in terms of financing. 

 
“Lack of financial resources, I think this is the biggest problem. Because this 

financing is not systematically organized” 

 
As it was mentioned in the previous chapter there is a regional development program, but as 

the participants pointed out, there is no innovation policy. Therefore, the absence of an 

innovation policy is the cause why there is no big impact in terms of innovation performance. 

 

As the participants described, the overall situation is that within the region there are bad 

conditions for development, especially for SMEs. As the stakeholders mentioned, the region 

does not have an insight of the small companies. Nevertheless, the authorities’ lack of insight 

about small enterprises within the region does not impact how the business milieu interacts. 

Following this line of argument, big companies have departments for R&D. Additionally, 

these companies have resources to invest (including their own knowledge), and achieve good 

results. Big enterprises have the capacity to support innovation, which means that the region 

depends on them in terms of innovation development. Another aspect, is that these big 

companies in the region do not see each other as competitors, which enables information 

sharing between them. The good relationship at the industrial level is comprehended as a 

suitable relation model, because it focuses on different networks that are within in. Hence, the 

industry collaborates with small enterprises and try to innovate or to have a company–

institute cooperation, because cooperation is perceived as a need in the region.  Good 
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collaborations are associated with the presence of academics in entrepreneurship, as lecturing 

for companies is one of the ways through which this relationship is consolidated.  

 

However, the presence of big companies in the region is only one side of the story. The 

second part refers to small enterprises and the problems they face in the region. Innovation in 

the region is dependent on the big companies and their funding. The region is characterized 

by a small number of SMEs which contribute to the not-so-big entrepreneurial experience in 

the region. Therefore, the problems of financing small companies are associated with the fact 

that they do not have R&D capacities and departments. Furthermore, the relationship 

between SMEs and government is not as good as it could be. This relationship is 

characterized by not having a good link between the two, and being seen as a one side 

connection.  

 

Even if the information (funding opportunities, seminars, etc.) is available at the Regional 

Chamber of Commerce, enterprises do not search there for information, and prefer to rely on 

their sources, even though it takes some effort to gather the relevant information. At the 

same time, SMEs have with patent applications. The bureaucracy for innovation protection 

creates difficulties in preparing the necessary documentation. Additionally, it is expensive 

for SMEs to protect their intellectual property and a lot of them try to cover the costs, which 

in the case of the SMEs are high. Even more, they cover it because the technologies are 

developing fast or because these companies are part of a supply chain and the patent can 

disclose their idea. Therefore, innovation if is actually happening, then there are high chances 

that these will not be reported: 

 
“… in that way, you can disclose the main idea in this innovation and we don’t like to 

do that. And very often we cover this innovation by not showing around at all.” 

 

Within the region the environment is limited to the IT industry, which means that most 

companies are not competitors. This can have negative effects, such as determining these 

companies to not seek constant improvement and become non-innovators. As the participants 

pointed out, competition is crucial to the process of innovation and regional development. 

 

The presence of different faculties in the region constitutes a strong point for the region, 

whose education programs constitute a point of attraction. However, the participants pointed 
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out that the best students leave for the capital. Through their research institutes, these faculties 

used to be the main contributors to patent filings because most of the research and 

development in the region was done by universities and research institutes. However, those 

patents were not financially successful and, as a result, there is not much research, and 

development left. That is also accompanied by the lack of institutes. 

 

Until now, the emphasis was on the interconnection between public institutions, businesses 

and academia. As the participants highlighted during the semi-structured interview, the 

cognitive aspect of the region is also at forefront in explaining people’s attitudes toward 

development. People have strong ideas, therefore they are creative. As the participants 

pointed, critical thinking is even more important. Additionally, they prefer to work, and in 

most cases, they have a second job. In many cases, the extra job stimulates the spread of the 

grey economy in the region. In terms of entrepreneurship, people would prefer a stable job, 

instead of starting/ becoming an entrepreneur.  

 

At the same time, the participants pointed out that technology implementation leads to the 

creation of a supportive environment. Furthermore, the presence of innovation is a key driver 

of the global market, where stakeholders face a better competition. Globalization offers a 

bigger access to knowledge, where you have to be innovative in order to be successful.  

 
Graph 6.1 Scores for Innovation and Social forces for Eastern Slovenia region 

 
Source: Semi-structured interview in Novo mesto with stakeholders 
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The discussion among the stakeholders has highlighted a developed aspect of networking and 

cognition and less developed aspects of innovation and institutions. Within networks, 

cognitive frames and social forces we can notice that the stakeholders consider that these 

aspects have same level of development, without any outliers. The only aspects that have the 

highest score are attitudes toward learning, competitions, and globalization, but the other 

aspects are in the proximity. But, at the innovation and institutional levels, the opinions show 

that there is a discrepancy in terms of how certain aspects work or not in the region. 

Therefore, even if the region has a high capacity to attract and retain talented people, it does 

not perform well in other issues that could be detrimental for innovation development. 

 

6.2 Sumadija and Western Serbia region (Kragujevac) 
 
As the stakeholders pointed out, the region has a tradition of R&D, and the existing 

infrastructure is part of infrastructure inherited from previous decades. 

 
“We used to have R&D here during socialist age, and this was very large and research 

city…. the tradition is strength I would say ...” 
 

Even so, Serbia is a moderate innovator. Nevertheless, it does not mean that this case is not 

important, on the contrary. The case of Sumadija and Western Serbia is essential because it 

allows us to test the tool on a region that is considered a moderate innovator. Additionally, the 

analysis shows how various forces interact in terms of innovation processes in the region. 

Before explaining the state of affairs, it is important that the interplay of the innovation 

performance is linked to several aspects: authorities’ strengths and weaknesses, business 

strengths and weaknesses, academia strengths and weaknesses, collaboration strengths and 

weaknesses, culture strength and weaknesses, capacity to attract strength and weakness, 

capacity to retain strength and weakness, trust. 
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Figure 6.2 Interplay of social forces in Sumadija and Western Serbia 
 

 
Source: Semi-structured interview in Kragujevac with stakeholders 
 
One of the first, and most important observations within the model is that the interrelation of 

the authorities, business, and academia is close-fitting. Furthermore, we can observe that there 

are clear differences between the strength and weakness aspects of the interplay between the 

stakeholders. Even so, to have a clear understanding of the complexity that arises within the 

interactions between the social forces within the region, the stakeholders explained the role of 

the authorities. Therefore, it was highlighted that the region has a vision:  

 
“… We have identified possibilities, we talked about, but shows possibility.  We showed some 

progress in identifying some possibilities good practices, some good leaders. That’s great, but 

we haven’t done anything specific. We are having goal, mission, vision…” 

 

This aspect helped them to identify the possibilities, and good practices that would determine 

a better innovation performance in the region. Even more, it is associated with the fact that the 

region has a goal, or a good mission. Nevertheless, as the stakeholders highlighted, presence 

of a goal and mission, is also associated with the fact that the region has a good level of 

cooperation. 

 

A specific importance for the region has the Regional Development Agency. On one hand, it 

serves as an information point for relevant stakeholders, which means that it is a mechanism 

for cooperation. On the other hand, it serves as support for innovation centres and SMEs that 

receive support for networks with the aim for development. Additionally, the interviewees 
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have highlighted that the creation of a business incubator helped a lot the SMEs in the 

region. As a result, because the Government creates legal support, the region has 

cooperation mechanisms. These, not only refer to the business incubator, but also to the 

presence of ICT clusters, with the purpose of information sharing, and focus on innovation, 

even if the tradition of the stakeholders’ cooperation is recent. Therefore, alliances are created 

at the national level, which can be seen as the formal networks. The participants also 

underlined that authorities promote the entrepreneurial life, emphasizing the opportunities 

within the region. They are looking for finances or even having innovation initiatives. As we 

can see, this aspect shows how the regulatory framework can create a good basis for network 

development and how it can contribute of the interplay of social forces within regional 

innovation system. As such, we see the involvement of institutions, networks, and the 

cognitive aspect.  

 

All these aspects combined are contributing to the development of the local environment, not 

only by accentuating that the level of competitiveness is higher in larger cities, but also allows 

to create conditions for families, thus contributing to the captivity of attraction and retaining 

talented people.  

 

In the university city of Kragujevac, the openness of all stakeholders to collaboration 

determines to have a government-academia relation. Additionally, as the participants 

highlighted, there is a focus on higher education. The authorities try to stimulate students 

and researchers to come to universities. Hence, the implication of the authorities is reflected 

in the increase in the number of researchers, the quality of the programs. Also, authorities 

have the aim to be good in reproducing the new trends. As a result, the goal is to encourage 

more people to contribute to the IT sector, which is associated with the presence of IT 

companies.  

 

On the contrary, the participants pointed that there are a lot of things that could be improved, 

because the current situation is not good, and hinders the innovation performance. Therefore, 

there is no innovation policy. Even RDA’s vision is not long-term, which can also be said 

about the objectives of stakeholders. Even more, the region is focused on manufacturing (even 

if it has a tradition of R&D) which means that it has a less developed innovation level. 

Therefore, it makes the environment closed, as the products in the region are not even 

oriented to the national level.  Even so there is some inertia for innovation in the largely 
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deficient industry, but in order to perform at high levels, innovation needs a well-developed 

industry. In this regard, within the discussions it was pointed that there are meetings between 

relevant actors, but these meetings lack outcomes, because nothing is done afterwards:  

 
“We meet regularly, we talk about, yet again maybe we should do something concrete 

in future. I mean it’s OK about openness to cooperation. But we haven’t made something 

anything concrete. We talk, we know each other. we have very important suggestions from 

every side, but …” 

 
For example, the collaboration between different institutions is bad due to cultural 

problems. More specific the “political affiliation” shapes the relations between different 

institutions, thus creating disagreements regarding how things should be done. 

 

The same aspect can be applied to the relationship of authorities, and the enterprises in the 

region. From the authority’s side, the level of R&D investment is low. Only a very low 

percentage of the GDP is oriented toward Science and Development, which makes R&D 

expensive for small enterprises. Another problem is that the entrepreneurial has no 

influence on the GDP investments. As mentioned earlier, stakeholders meet, but nothing 

more happens. From the entrepreneurial sector the explanation is that between the two actors 

there is no trust, and the relationship is characterized by misunderstanding from both sides:  

 
“It’s not an issue. In case of firms and local authorities, there is a basic … they don’t 

know… misunderstanding… they don’t understand the basics of the specifics of the IT 

industry or the environment in which they function, just discourse ... that’s the main reason of 

mistrust” 

 

Additionally, the relationship is characterized by the absence of motivation, and presence of 

barriers for enterprises at micro and macro levels. In the end, the relationship with the 

academia is also troubled by the lack of communication and the absence of sufficient 

financing. Nonetheless, cooperation is in most cases profit-based and most good 

collaborations are based on personal relationships. Hence, the informal networks are at 

forefront.  

 

Although we mentioned some strong and weak points of the entrepreneurial milieu in the 

Sumadija and Western region, we consider that a bigger focus is essential, especially since the 
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region has a business incubator. The stakeholders pointed out that the incubator offers support 

for SMEs through various means: education, trainings and discounts for the working space. 

Furthermore, the incubator is the place where innovation happens. The interviewees 

mentioned that especially the IT companies make innovation part of the region. Even more, 

the entrepreneurship is not fixed to a particular sector, but it is multi-sectoral because people 

are open to this idea and they seek   the entrepreneurial life. 

 

When it comes to the academic sphere, within the region there are connection of the academia 

- business sectors. Even more, both parties are open to cooperation, which results the 

university’s participation in spin-offs. Also, the enterprise sector in the region has a good 

vision. 

 

The good vision does not necessarily mean that they can follow the global trends. The 

discrepancy between the vision and the global trends, determines the entrepreneurial aspect, 

which needs improvements. Following this line of argument, the stakeholders pointed out that 

everything remained at the same level and that SMEs do not have enough money to do 

research. Moreover, another harmful aspect is that enterprises are focused on outsourcing, and 

even when the product is out of the country, the name of the Serbian company is not known. 

Furthermore, the focus on outsourcing means that the companies do not produce much of the 

innovation. Lastly, another important aspect is that collaborations between enterprises are 

not as good as in the case of the universities, even though not all academics are linked to 

enterprises. 

 

Following this line of argument, there is not only a good collaboration between universities, 

but also the collaboration with local authorities. Therefore, academia trusts various clusters 

in the region, though is conditioned by the type of the cluster. Nevertheless, the stakeholders 

also emphasized the fact that a part of the innovation comes from the academic institutions. 

Even more, the innovation that exists in the region is based on the industry-academia 

collaboration. Both industry and academia have the main component of any innovation: 

knowledge. Therefore, a strength of the region is that there are academic institutions, which is 

an effect of authorities’ focus on education and attracting people to universities. Thus, part of 

the graduates is returning to work in the research field. Therefore, there are created some 

temporal mechanisms of attraction and retaining talented people:  
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“There are some possibilities because it’s quite large town, let’s say no city and the people 

that are coming from other parts of country, nearby cities, tend to stay here for a while to get 

into some IT companies…” 

 
Among these mechanisms, the participants pointed out that the presence of qualified 

specialists can also be seen as a mean of attraction. Additionally, the local environment can 

be seen as a mechanism by providing opportunities for family. 

 

The academic sector, in present is in stagnation. As in the case of the institutional, and 

business sectors, the level of quality does not grasp any improvements. The available 

intellectual opportunities are not enough to make people stay in the region because 

successful students tend to leave to places that are more challenging.  

 

As it is argued, cognitive framing is an important part of the formation of any social field. The 

case of Sumadija and the Western Serbia region is not an exception. The in-depth analysis 

indicated several key directions of the regional culture and how it might hinder or facilitate 

the development of the innovation performance in the region. The general remark is that 

people in Sumadija and Western Serbia are adaptable and creative. They are open to the idea 

of entrepreneurship and see possibilities in learning new information and sharing it. Hence, 

this standpoint directs to the idea that people want to gain information: 

 
“…young people are more open about the idea of entrepreneurship than they were 

before. There are much more opportunities to talk about to share ideas and listen to some 

successful stories. Some success has been made in the past in terms of their own freedom, 

especially if they are on faculties, they consider the idea of being creative and entrepreneurial 

themselves.” 

 

At the same time, the cultural framework can also stagnate the improvements within a region. 

Following this idea, the participants mentioned that the population fears innovation because 

of misunderstanding the IT sector. Furthermore, because of their old habits, people are not 

prone to take risks, which explains why they fear new things, but also why they are satisfied 

with what they have.  
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Finally, it is important to highlight that, within the region, the idea of competition can have 

both positive and negative connotation of innovation processes, depending on the context. 

Competition should stimulate innovation processes, but when competitors are better, 

competition is seen as a bad thing. As for globalization, it is a necessary driver for innovation, 

and the global market needs innovativeness. Therefore, in order to embrace innovativeness in 

the region, improvements are vital for further development. Firstly, everything starts with the 

improvement of education. Secondly, this improvement must emphasize two directions: the 

inclusion of mandatory IT subjects and engineering skills. As the participants consider, these 

two aspects of the educational system could boost innovation performance and 

competitiveness in the region. 

 

As it was demonstrated, the complex reality of the regional innovation system determines the 

participation of all the relevant stakeholders, but also the combination of all three social forces 

regardless of the innovation development level. It was pointed out that the Sumadija and 

Western Serbia region have a moderate level of innovation performance. In conclusion, the 

stakeholders agreed on scores that are in accordance to what was mentioned during the semi-

structured interview: 

 
Graph 6.2 Scores for Innovation and Social forces for Sumadija and Western Serbia region 

 
Source: Semi-structured interview in Kragujevac with stakeholders 
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The case of the Sumadija and Western Serbia region shows weaker coefficients for innovation 

and social forces. At the same time, several aspects can be mentioned. Firstly, the role of 

authorities in innovation performance is the highest among all regions in the sample. 

Therefore, the stakeholders think that public authorities have an important role in the 

consolidation of innovation performance, even though they consider that the level of 

innovation the region is low. Besides the role of public authorities, the way networks are 

organised suggests that stakeholders put a high value on cooperation, while the perception of 

competition as something positive has the highest score. 

 
6.3 North-Western region in Romania (Cluj-Napoca) 
 
Macroeconomic data shows that the North-West region in Romania is a modest innovator. 

Therefore, my intention is to get an insight into the processes undergoing in the region, from 

the perspective of social fields. As a result, the analysis of the semi-structured interview with 

the stakeholders has pointed out some particularities, especially in terms of the weaknesses of 

the region. Nevertheless, before going into these details, the general picture focuses on several 

aspects: collaboration, networks, character weakness, character strength and resources 

strength. 

 
Figure 6.3 Interplay of social forces in the North - West of Romania 

 
Source: Semi-structured interview in Cluj - Napoca with stakeholders 
 
As we can see, collaborations are at forefront of the interplay between the social forces in this 

social field of innovation. At a glance, there are several aspects that were emphasized as being 
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important. Firstly, there is a significant number of academia–state collaborations. However, 

the in-depth analysis pointed to the fact that in most cases these collaborations are superficial 

and forced by the state:  

 
“Yes, in principle it makes you collaborate with other universities. That's all at national level, 

that is, state. If it's about the University itself, then it does not work” 

 
In short, participants believe that they are more likely to hinder rather than help the 

development of other actors within the social field. Even if they have the power to change 

things, including the aspects that could help innovation development, the power applied by 

the authorities is perceived in a negative way. As a result, authorities tend to lose credibility. 

On the other hand, as the stakeholders highlighted, authorities do not offer support for SMEs, 

or the feedback is not consistent. Authorities do not want to assume responsibilities, 

associated with two features. Firstly, they are considered as weak operators for SMEs, and 

secondly with the fact that are not determined in their actions. In this manner, as underlined in 

the semi-structured interview, the authority’s undecidedness to act, is seen a weakness for this 

particular region. 

 

This explains why universities prefer collaborations with other universities and choose from 

what is available. However, businesses try to focus on collaborations with businesses that 

have similar activities, and again this issue is associated with the fact they have to choose 

from what is available on the market. Additionally, the aim is to find actors that could 

complement, and diversify the innovation activities. The region also works with foreign 

products, which means that it needs to seek new knowledge from external cooperation. 

 

Additionally, the discussion revealed that trust is one of the main points of interest for how 

collaborations and networks are formed in the region. More explicit, the participants 

highlighted that partnerships based on trust result in good collaborations: 

 
“Every time you start to make a partnership agreement, you rely on trust, if not ....” 

 
Good collaborations are associated with common interests, and resources. Additionally, the 

analysis revealed that resources are associated with partnerships which are grouped. 

Additionally, we can stress that partnerships form on the basis of resources’ availability. 

Therefore, these are the main ways in which networks are formed within the regional 
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innovation system. Furthermore, universities are the mean attraction. The availability of many 

varied faculties is associated with the presence of qualified work force, including people with 

academic and business background. Also, the strong academic sector has a positive effect on 

the quality of research and development. 

 

If until now, the discussion focused on collaborations and networks, it does not mean that 

other aspects are less important. As a result, the character of the people in the region also 

emerged into the discussion. The participants mentioned both positive and negative 

characteristics that, in their opinion, either help or hinder the development of innovation 

processes within the region. At a first glance, they mentioned the issue of good qualifications. 

Participants consider that people are keen to learn and that when they do it, they have the 

opportunity to become good experts in various fields, which is good for development in 

general. However, people are also perceived as “following the wind”. This fact can be seen as 

both as a strength and weakness. From the positive perspective, people tend to be adaptable to 

the new global trends, which can make them more competitive on national and international 

markets. This leads to the issue that authorities have the means to attract talented people by 

creating job opportunities. Furthermore, financial resources and the presence of good 

universities are means of attraction for talented people who increase the quality of the 

research institutes. Companies also have the means to talented attract people by investing in 

people.  

 

At the same time, the characteristic of “following the wind” goes in line with the weakness of 

the authorities, which do not have medium or long-term visions, and with the fact that every 

new government has new short and long-term objectives: 

 
“We can adapt … This is also a weak point. You go where the wind takes you ...” 

“The Government changes - both long-term and short-term goals are changing 

…What we really know about the medium term and overcome the terms.” 

 

This makes companies and universities to adapt to new realities, both at national and regional 

levels. Everything is based on national priorities, but the problem is that these priorities 

oscillate. From the negative perspective, this shows a lack of stability, which means that 

certain skills, policies and visions do not have enough time to develop. Therefore, the 

innovation process is disturbed by the lack of stability and coherence. Furthermore, objectives 
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are constantly changing, while the actors who are responsible for innovation development 

hinder the innovation potential of the social field. The participants also pointed out that 

development policies are not good, because they bring nothing new to the existing realities of 

the innovation system.  

 

Additionally, when it comes to the characteristic of the local population, the interviewees 

described it as “not willing to work”, even if it comes in association with the fact that the 

local population is described as being creative. In many cases the creativity of people, is seen 

more as a discomfort for the companies, because afterwards companies need to reward the 

workers for additional capabilities. In addition, workers realize that they can skip 

intermediaries and that they can work directly with the parent company. Consequently, 

creativity is considered as something that can hinder companies and their development.  

 

The scores given by the participants show no discrepancies. Therefore, we can emphasize that 

these go in line with the discussions and with the analysis of the semi-structured interview 

(see Graph 6.3).  

 
Graph 6.3 Scores for Innovation and Social forces North - West region in Romania 

 
Source: Semi-structured interview in Cluj-Napoca with stakeholders 
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As in the case of the previous two regions, the innovation level and institutions have low 

scores in comparison to the level of networks, and cognitive frames. If most of the scores are 

situated in the range of two, the role of public authorities has the lowest score, meanwhile the 

capacity to attract has three. Nevertheless, production orientation received the lowest score. 

For other social forces, only trust, network organization and globalization do not follow the 

trend. In the case of networks and trust the score is lower than for globalization, where the 

score is maximum.  

 
6.4 North region in Moldova (Balti) 
 
Since its independence, the emerging Moldovan economy has faced different stages of 

development as it transformed itself towards a market economy. One of the main indicators of 

modern and successful economies is technological innovation performance. There is no single 

recipe for boosting the “innovativeness” of the economy, but nevertheless there can be 

considered some initial steps. Therefore, the tool we developed aims to uncover some insights 

that, if properly implemented, could be a “game changer” in the local context. Innovation 

performance does not appear overnight, but it is a rather scrupulous process which includes 

social interaction on different levels.  

 

To summarize the semi-structured interview, we constructed a network of the families and 

codes that are interconnected. Therefore, the main families are: collaboration, human 

resources strength, improvements, SME strength and authority weakness (see Figure 6.4). 
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Figure 6.4 Interplay of social forces in the North of Moldova 

 
Source: Semi-structured interview in Balti with stakeholders 
 

The analysis of the participants’ discourses revealed that they focus mainly on several aspects: 

collaboration, SMEs strengths, authority weaknesses, human resources strengths, human 

resources weaknesses, and improvements. Collaboration was the most frequent family that 

appeared in the narratives of the interviewees within this general representation of the 

interplay of social forces. Hence, in most cases, collaboration appeared in the context of 

SMEs strengths and authority weaknesses. In the case of collaboration and SMEs strengths, 

the stakeholders referred to the fact that collaborations come at forefront in the case of 

preparing specialists.  

 

This thing is possible because it is associated with the fact that companies in the region have 

resources, including the human resources. Additionally, what the narratives show, is that the 

region has a strong business–academia link, which is associated with the node help of the 

enterprises. The role of academia is to prepare human capital for the future market accession. 

Naturally, the help from authorities for enterprises and academia additionally relies on the 

involvement of the Academy of Sciences and the Agency of Innovation and Technology 

Transfer. However, the experts also mentioned that there is an absence of unity among 

stakeholders, and low level of information: 

 
“Informing ... I think it is not that weak, but below the level. Information is very 

cumbersome because, as I said before, there is no centre or a ... a structure or institution that 
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would work on the given chapter to unite researchers from different domains, to disseminate 

this information ...” 

 

The discussions revealed that the link is not so strong, because innovations are not visible, 

even if there are present. In most cases, businesses are the ones that innovate but the problem 

is that they do not share the innovations. In this regard, a lot of innovations remain for internal 

use only. As a result, when a company has specialists, it has the innovation potential, but the 

innovation potential is absent in the academic sphere. This can be both a strength and a 

weakness. It is a strength when a company innovates, grows its market potential, and sets new 

standards for competition. These new standards have to be accepted by others in order to be 

able to compete, but also to grow the potential of the market. But it is a weakness when a 

company innovates and does not share its innovations, which can hinder the development of 

the region. In short, in the region there are strong businesses that have innovation potential 

but most likely they will use it only internally. This creates conditions for an unhealthy 

competition, which is a current characteristic of the region. There is mutual help between 

academia and business, but trust is higher among universities than among companies. 

Therefore, the sense of trust is lost, which is seen as one of the key factors for a fruitful 

collaboration for innovation development. Participants pointed out that one of the reasons for 

the lack of trust between academia and the business environment is the lack of the economic 

resources within the region. 

 

Additionally, the other aspect that also refers to the society is that both universities and 

businesses depend on the available human resources. Though the quality of human resources 

is not only perceived as a strong aspect of the region, but are seen a weakness. For example, 

the fact that the region is relying on the human resources it means that there are specialists 

who can contribute to the development of the innovation performance in the region. 

Ultimately, even if many specialists are trained through collaborations, the region is lacking 

young experts, which is associated with no real development in innovation, and technologic 

transfer: 

 
“… are innovative, but they are quite mature, they are elderly people…” 

 

Alongside with the aspect of attracting young scientists, is a matter of improvement. 

Therefore, the weakness of the region does not only rely in the absence of expertise of the 
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young generation, but also in the idea that the region is not able to attract more talent. In this 

regard, there were pointed several causes why the region not have the capacity of attracting, 

and retaining the human capital. The interviewees mentioned that the region is lacking 

financial resources, which is associated with the lack of students. The number of students is 

decreasing due to old policies that do not work in the new realities. Secondly, the discussions 

revealed that experts in the North region are lacking motivation which is part of a broader 

perspective of the possibilities abroad, including the financial perspectives. Consequently, the 

economic resources are the play a primordial role in the innovation processes in the region. 

Therefore, economic investments are a mean of addressing these particular issues, because 

people need to be rewarded and motivated and innovation needs investments.  Furthermore, 

this aspect is a cause the policies/ strategies, and the fact that even the population can be 

described as being creative, it is lacking the economic resources to innovate. 

 
“People are very creative. Another point is that they have no resources and cannot implement 

- that's another problem.” 

 

At the same time, they are entrepreneurial, and open to innovation. For example, there are 

knowledge transfers to other European countries. 

 

Another aspect highlighted by the stakeholders, was the aspect of collaboration and the 

strength of transnational projects. Therefore, as the narratives show, transnational projects 

are part of collaborations outside the region, especially among the academia. Furthermore, 

state agencies also cooperate among each other but also with various NGOs. Though, it is 

important to mention that the academia-state institution cooperation is weak, and the reason 

for that is that universities do not trust state institutions. The importance increases, because 

through these transnational projects occurs knowledge transfer that is an important factor for 

innovation performance through exchanges of human capital. The projects are either funded 

by the European Union or the Moldovan Academy of Science.  

 

As the discussions revealed, these aspects are interconnected and show how different social 

forces interplay in various contexts.  For example, the discussions highlighted that there is an 

interaction between institutions and networks, with cognitive frames appearing in some 

aspects of the discussion. More explicitly, we refer to the weaknesses of the institutions and 

networks that determine the low level of innovation development in the region. Therefore, for 
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the QCA analysis we are considering not only testing the presence of the conditions, but also 

to focus on their absence in order to explain the absence of innovation. Nevertheless, the 

stakeholders agreed on scores that represent the innovation performance, institution, networks 

and cognitive frames – social forces. The scores are represented in the spider web diagram, 

and several considerations must be emphasized. The Moldovan North region, followed the 

trend set by previous regions. Therefore, the stakeholders agreed that the cognitive frames 

aspect is stronger in comparison to other forces that the tool had the aim to provide. There are 

two outliers that received the lowest score: enterprises and R&D and the capacity to retain 

talented people. Other questions about innovations, institutions and networks have a value of 

two, which means that for these particular issues there is space for improvement. 

 

Graph 6.4 Scores for Innovation and Social Forces in the North region in Moldova 

 
Source: Semi-structured interview in Balti with stakeholders 

 

6.5 South-Eastern region in Ireland (Waterford) 
 
Being a strong innovator would determine having a different innovation system than other 

regions, or at least to have other determinants and other social realities that impact the 
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regional innovation performance. Following this line of argument, the discussions with the 

stakeholders from the South-East highlighted a more complex model of how do the social 

forces construct the innovation social field. Therefore, the discussions accommodate 12 main 

points: infrastructure strength, SMEs strength, authorities’ strength, human resources strength, 

competition, cluster strength, culture, authorities’ weakness, culture weakness, SMEs 

weakness, networks, research institution cooperation, SMEs cooperation and trust (see Graph 

9). Therefore, as in the case of the previous regions, the focus is in presenting both a general 

and detailed picture of the status-quo of the innovation performance within the South-East 

region. 

 

 
Figure 6.5 Interplay of social forces in South-Eastern Ireland 

 
Source: Semi-structured interview in Waterford with stakeholders 
 
One of the key understandings of the innovation social field, is to acknowledge the influence 

(either positive or negative) of public authorities. One of the aspects, is the infrastructure, 

more specifically its strengths and weaknesses. The positive aspect of the region is the 

presence of good infrastructure. The presence of good infrastructure, e.g. the 

interconnectivity of roads, is associated with abundant job opportunities. Additionally, it can 

be argued that job opportunities are a result of the fact that the region is characterized by a 

great mix of multinational corporations. This aspect is regarded as a strength of the public 

authorities, due to their capabilities to attract these companies, but also a strength of the 

companies. We will focus on the latter in the following paragraphs. As so, the authorities 
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created a positive premise for the development of the human assets. More explicitly, the 

presence of a highly-skilled work force, is linked to the quality of graduates in the region: 

 
“I think it's great that we have such a high skill `work force that makes this hugely attractive 

as a country for foreign direct investment, for indigenous companies. The skill levels, not just 

in terms of technical level for the complexity of entry level it's really high in this country.” 

 
Firstly, it was stressed that the educational perspective is important, which is associated with 

the fact that the government supports and invests in education.  

 
“… if you talk about education which is different than learning, from the education 

perspective there is greater engagement within education…” 

 

Additionally, when the more educated and skilled is the population, than it is an attraction for 

companies, especially for the ones that operate abroad. Secondly, in terms of education skills, 

the role of the authorities again is at the forefront. Consequently, participants pointed out that 

the authorities are involved and guide the setup of institutes that produce highly-skilled 

graduates. Even more, this is also associated with setting a good foundation for good 

institutes and with a high-tech software industry, which is a leader in innovation performance 

within the South-East region. As a result, these aspects are part of a larger understanding why 

this region has the capacity to attract talented people. The participants also highlighted the 

presence of a good working environment (e.g. job opportunities for both local, and outside 

the region graduates), international recruits and local environment, which ultimately 

depend directly or indirectly on the authorities. Furthermore, the authorities create 

investments opportunities. This is a good driver for outside interaction. Additionally, these 

two are associated with how communities are connected with the outside of the region, 

which also plays a vital role. 

 

As mentioned earlier, even with the creation of investment opportunities, the main concern of 

stakeholders regarding the role of the authorities, is that institutions have set up an 

environment with no innovative thinking which is discouraging for new start-ups. As a 

result, innovation is also discouraged because of the “poor mentality of the local 

government” and future development is slowed down.  
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“… try to create the environment that's the bone and fleshes and regards there is no 

absolutely innovative thinking in the minds of the local authorities…” 

 

Another aspect, is the shortage of skills, which makes it difficult to find key people, 

especially those with science and engineering degrees. Essentially, the authorities lack the 

capacity to bridge the existent opportunities and the skill needs. There is also a shortage of 

R&D in the industry. Additionally, in terms of innovation policy, the stakeholders mentioned 

that there are limited public resources for initiatives. Overall, even if the authorities are 

trying to do something, the direction is perceived as being wrong. Therefore, this means that 

there is still a lot of work to do to improve the level of development and innovation 

performance. 

 

Moreover, the role of companies is also important. Companies help the region in several 

ways. Firstly, enterprises attract innovators by promoting talented people and encouraging the 

remote work. Secondly, through the presence of a good quality of life that the region offers, 

enterprises can promote the region. More explicit, the two aspects are good means of region 

promotion. 

 

During the discussions, stakeholders pointed out that companies have great capabilities and 

they are considered the drivers of innovation. Firstly, the analysis pointed that companies in 

the South-East region understand the needs the of the market. Additionally, the semi-

structured interview revealed that companies focus on opportunities and by doing this, they 

embrace new technologies. Even so, it is not enough to have the newest technology, but the 

idea is also to focus on the skills of employees and to train the staff. Secondly, the 

stakeholders pointed that the region is characterized by a high mix of multinational 

companies. The presence of multinational companies strengthens the position of outside 

regional collaboration, in the sense that their presence is associated with the focus on the 

export. Another strength of the enterprises in the region is that SMEs are willing to 

participate in the post-production development. Even if these are part of a chain, the 

companies also want to focus on other processes, in order to diversify the final products. 

 

Even though the region is an innovation leader, the stakeholders also highlighted some 

weaknesses of enterprises. One of the main issue pointed out within the discussions is that 

companies in the region, especially the multinationals, do not have R&D activities. On the 
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other hand, when it comes to smaller enterprises, these are doing some but not a lot of 

research and development. Additionally, the industry and the multinational companies do not 

deal with R&D. Stakeholders mentioned that in terms of innovation performance, there is a 

gap between the academic and industrial innovation. Hence, there is a need for the 

improvement of collaborative R&D. A possible explanation for the fact that multinational 

companies do not focus much on R&D is that the region has too many sister companies. 

These companies have close affiliations with other companies and are subsidiaries of a larger, 

parent enterprise. As a result, smaller companies face competition from sister companies, 

which encourages them to focus more on the R&D. Additionally, the stakeholders 

emphasized that companies have a lack of understanding (do not collaborate) not only 

between the companies that are present in the region. Nevertheless, the lack of understanding 

with other companies, triggers the communication with education institutions.  

 

Another aspect of the status-quo in terms of how the social forces act, the stakeholders 

highlighted the importance of networks and collaboration, which are important promoters of 

innovation performance. To have a clearer vision how do these operate, we can highlight that 

networks and collaborations are organized in several layers. Firstly, there are the networks 

created between companies. The region has a strong cluster of foreign companies, which is 

associated with the fact that there is a regional focus on the development of clusters. These 

clusters allow companies to interact with each other, and contribute to the development of the 

innovative potential of the region. This enables a community that has connections outside 

the region. All these, allow both national and foreign companies to have a good cooperation 

and a strong links between them. The presence of strong links and cooperation transposes 

into having the possibility of transferability of different resources such as innovation, 

knowledge and human resources. Furthermore, the analysis stressed that companies also 

collaborate with education institutions. One of the main aims of these collaborations is to 

focus bridge the skills gap in order to get trained and highly-skilled employees. Therefore, it 

would be easier to train them for the needs of the market. Enterprises are investing in 

graduates by creating innovation partnerships. This means that companies cooperate with 

research institutions, while research centres collaborate between themselves. If there would 

be a push for the idea of collaboration and of the awareness of the need for collaboration, 

the collaboration between centres would be very hard to accomplish. At the same time, there 

are two main causes why people realized the need of collaboration. Participants mentioned the 

presence of non-competitive basis, and that people do not fear competition anymore. 
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Competition is seen as a positive stimulus for the diversification of collaborations.  

Nevertheless, these are not the only factors that determine the awareness of collaborations. 

Within the region, people are aware that there is a need for interaction. Even more, 

interaction does not come alone, as people realized the importance of sharing. That is why 

for example they use events as an opportunity for sharing relevant information. This would 

not be possible if people would fight for the same “piece of pie”. Also, one of the main 

pillars of collaborations is trust. The participants highlighted that trust is based on common 

goals and underlined the fact that people trust people, not institutions. Stakeholders pointed 

out that people are key actors for successful networks, because the networks are specific.  

 
“I trust people. Do I trust organizations? No. But as in, you know do I say well when I was in 

the enterprise board, when everyone in the board trusts everyone. No. I trust (name of 

person). So, you know, what do I mean by trust in this context by the way is trust them to 

deliver, I trust them not to steer us wrong and I trust him to take a more that I am saying 

right?” 

 
They rely on the trust of people, and thus the trust is rewarding in creating various 

collaborations. As a result, networks are a means of information dissemination.  

 

Innovation networks in the South-East region are more personality-based and less process-

based. Therefore, networks bring companies together, but the communication between 

enterprises and other actors is not good enough. If the specific context determines 

authorities and companies to cooperate, it enables an entrepreneurial milieu that attracts 

foreign investments in the region. The economic crisis had a vital role, it was a catalyst for 

collaboration processes in the region. The recession encouraged people to engage more into 

entrepreneurship and to become more willing to take risks. The development of new 

products is seen as a fight against the effects of the recession. 

 

On the other hand, there are also instances when collaborations with the state do not bring the 

desired outcomes. For example, in academia, most of the networking is project-based and 

relies on informal networks. The people who participate in a specific project organize these 

networks. If the state becomes a “broker”, these networks tend to be less successful. So, at 

this point we can talk about a same industry-higher education institution network, but not 

about a sector network. 
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Nonetheless, the role of culture has to be considered also when it comes to certain habits of 

the population such as the cultural resistance towards innovation. Therefore, the population 

has to understand that “innovation is an opportunity, not a cost”.  Until recently, creativity 

was limited by the mundane jobs, but that is changing. Thanks to foreign cultural influence, 

the young generation wants to try new things and people become internationally focused, 

which means that they are exposed to positive environments. At this stage, the participants 

pointed out the importance of entrepreneurial and collaboration skills, and how good 

assimilation levels help people adapt to new challenges. Also, because necessity is a driver for 

innovation, it can also trigger innovation to become part of people’s mind-set.  

 

The semi-structured interview, and the in-depth analysis in Waterford with the stakeholders 

has emphasized several primordial aspects in terms how do the social field of innovation 

operates in the context of the three social forces. Each of these families include a number of 

codes that are interconnected with different type of relations. Additionally, these 

interconnections show the interplay of the social forces in the context of the Regional 

Innovation Systems and show how these contribute to the innovation performance. Hence, the 

case of the South-East region can be summarized as follows: 
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Graph 6.5 Scores for Innovation and Social forces in the South-East region 

 
Source: Semi-structured interview in Waterford with stakeholders 

 
The scores for the South-East region are mostly good, as the region is a strong innovator. 

Stakeholders have pointed out several aspects that are the strongest in the access to innovation 

information; product orientation; attracting, and retaining talented people; cooperation of the 

regional stakeholders outside the region; people’s attitudes toward learning; competition; 

globalization. On the opposite pole, there is only the role of the public authorities for the 

innovation processes. Compared to other regions, the role of public institutions is at the same 

level, except the regions in Moldova and Serbia, where the stakeholders attributed higher 

scores. 

 
6.6 Friuli-Venezia Giulia region in Italy (Trieste) 
 
The analytical framework for the Friuli-Venezia Giulia region relies on several important 

considerations that were emphasized during the semi-structured interview with the relevant 

stakeholders from the region (see Figure 6.6). The interplay of social forces in the regional 

innovation operate around the concepts of institutions strength, networks, authorities’ 

weakness, trust weakness, technologic weakness and companies. 
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Figure 6.6 Interplay of social forces in the Friuli-Venezia Giulia in Italy 

 
Source: Semi-structured interview in Trieste with stakeholders 
 
One of the characteristics of the region is that the region is known for the institution strength. 

Therefore, as the discussions revealed, the stakeholder mentioned that in the region there 

many research institutions.  As a result, besides the possibility to develop R&D, it is a reason 

why the region has the capacity to attract PhD and postdoctoral students:  

 
“I think this region is very attractive because there are so many research institutions. So, it’s 

very attractive to PHD students or for postdoc that may spend here a limited amount of 

time…” 

 
This issue can positively contribute to the innovation performance of the region, and it can 

bring an added value to the research that is done in research institutes. Nevertheless, the PhD 

students do not have access to the industry because there is no understanding the need of 

collaboration with higher education institutions from the industry side. Hence, the innovation 

policy should address networking for research, and the need to form mobility between 

academia and industry. This aspect is explained by the fact that there is no scientific culture 

that could promote the importance of R&D, and among the companies that are not depended 

on it, or have limited possibility to invest in research: 

 
“Here there is a limited capability of companies to invest in research or probably a limited 

view on the perception, on the advantages on being innovative.” 
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Additionally, the high number of research institutions within the region, creates a favorable 

climate for innovation. Hence, there are several aspects that are associated with the number of 

institutions: high density of researchers, dense area of knowledge and good knowledge 

exchange. Any processes, or any interactions within various contexts are determined by the 

human capital. Even more, the research strength of any region or country relies on the 

available human capital. The number is always associated with the quality therefore the 

availability of researchers is an important determinant of innovation performance. As a result, 

the participants pointed out that density of researchers in the region is also associated with a 

high density of research that is done on various topics that boost the innovativeness of the 

region. It means that the region does not only have the human capital, but it also has the 

capacity to innovate with the human resources it has. So, being a high-density area of 

knowledge the region does not only conserve the knowledge, but rather the close location of 

research institutes allows to have a good possibility for knowledge exchange. The exchange 

does not only occur between research institutes, but also between companies. For example, a 

good example of collaboration with the industry in various projects creates positive premises 

for knowledge and technology transfer. Ultimately, the participants mentioned these aspects 

are short-term attractions for newcomers. Consequently, authorities should consider 

attracting companies for long-term periods. Moreover, smart specialization strategies are also 

important for attracting companies. Additionally, the strategies are dependent on the 

availability of funding. Nevertheless, the participants mentioned that research institutions 

are well connected among themselves and also   with the public, because the researchers and 

the people are interested in in spreading the findings from different studies. Therefore, both 

the researchers and the public are willing to know what is happening in the region.  

 

The discussions highlighted that in terms of networking, the primary focus within the region 

relies mostly on state institutions and research institutions. In both cases we speak mostly in 

terms of weaknesses rather than strengths. From the institutional perspective, there is a lack of 

connection strategy between different specializations, a lack of connection of authorities 

and the fact that institutions do not see the utility in networks. Even if there is not present a 

connection strategy between specializations, there is one strategy for different regions. This 

strategy is shared among different priorities, including different regions. Therefore, it shows 

that authorities do not have a more in-depth approach toward development, in order to 

consider the particularities of the region. Instead, the authorities could underline and work on 
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the priorities of each region. Moreover, considering that the region as a closed system 

explains why the authorities are not networked: 

  
“Authorities, I guess, there is a weakness that usually they think the region is a closed system, 

and they try just to have an impact in the region to look for the needs in the region, to look 

offers in the region. And this is not correct in the global system. That is a strong limitation, 

that everything is taught inside the region.” 

 
Authorities do not see the utility of networks because there is a bad linkage of the 

institutions, based on their previous experiences and the difficulties they had during 

cooperation projects. From the perspective of the research institutions, the participants 

stressed that the region is characterized by lack of connection with companies and 

industries. Furthermore, as the discussants pointed out, competition is a necessity for the 

industry, and is part of the innovation process. Meanwhile, it might also bring some negative 

effects as uneven competition. 

 

In the case of the relationship between authorities and companies within the region is seen as 

a complex one, it mostly focuses on the negative aspects. The most important aspect in the 

region, is that authorities do not create an attractive climate for companies. The discussions 

revealed a number of causes why companies do not see the benefits. Among the factors that 

contribute to the creation of barriers, are taxes and bureaucracy. This is a burden for 

companies, especially when it comes in the first years of their existence. Therefore, there are 

more possibilities for start-ups in other regions, because authorities offer help for the 

development of entrepreneurship, together with facilities for SMEs during their first years of 

existence. Furthermore, this aspect translates into a lack of initial help for SMEs, and limit to 

the options for long-term stay in the region. Nevertheless, the situation is that the authorities 

offer low support for SMEs. As result, we can state that authorities hinder the relationship 

with the SMEs in the context of innovation performance, rather to boost their activities and 

create favorable premises for R&D. This can be explained by the lack of the of the 

entrepreneurial culture. Hence, the region is a non-fertile area for creative entrepreneurship.  

 

Additionally, the discussion with the stakeholders revealed that the absence of trust also 

determines how authorities and companies interact. Therefore, because there is no funding 

opportunity, the relationship between the two actors is characterized by the absence of trust: 
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“The issue of trust is something that is not considered here. They (companies) are not 

considering now, is just to survive. This is a little bit against the trust. Because they need big 

funds for the research in the industry. This is something that gives no space to create trust.” 

 
Furthermore, the absence of funding causes low linkages for high technologic development 

and lows level of scientific technologic culture of the relations between the relevant actors in 

the region.  

 

Based on the discussions, stakeholders had to agree on scores (see Graph 6.6) 
 

Graph 6.6 Scores for Innovation and Social forces Friuli-Venezia Giulia region 

 
Source: Semi-structured interview in Trieste with stakeholders 

 
Compared to other regions, stakeholders have a polarized opinion of the way things are 

working in the region from an innovation perspective. Firstly, we see that there are three 

aspects that have the lowest score after the consensus of the stakeholders. The role of public 

authorities, the capacity to retain talent and trust between stakeholders are the weakest 

indicators in the region. However, attitudes toward learning are the strongest indicators in the 
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context of this regional innovation system, but creativity and entrepreneurship receive a lower 

score. 

 

6.7 North-West region in the United Kingdom (Cumbria) 
 
Different Regional Innovation Systems have their specifics that determine how social forces 

interact to achieve innovation performance. The semi-structured interview in the North-West 

region of the United Kingdom followed the idea of specific regional characteristics. 

Therefore, the analysis highlighted that there are several main points which determine how 

the innovation processes occur with the region: informal networks, formal networks, 

collaboration, capacity to attract, capacity to retain, culture, business weakness, and weakness 

of the capacity to attract (see Figure 6.7). 

 
Figure 6.7 Interplay of social forces in the North-West region in the United Kingdom 

 
Source: Semi-structured interview in Carlisle with stakeholders 

 
As in the case of the South-East region from Ireland, we can see the complexity of the social 

forces in terms of explaining the regional innovation system in the UK North-West region. At 

the same time, the complexity of the main features is easy to understand when the in-depth 

analysis is at forefront. Therefore, the stakeholders pointed out the importance of formal and 

informal networks, when it comes to explaining various processes in the region. As such, 

both networks strongly rely on trust. Trust causes strong personal relations which, in turn, 

cause institutional relationships. 
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 Therefore, the presence of a commerce chamber offers the possibility of having cross-sector 

networks. At this stage, we can notice that there are sector networks, which are an effect of 

the actors’ working together who see it as a benefit for innovation. Additionally, the 

chamber of commerce has the role of organizing different networking events, which are seen 

as part of the formal networking.  As a result, we can understand that the region is 

characterized by strong social contacts, which highlights their importance for both informal 

and formal networks including the fact that personal relations are the framework for 

businesses: 

 
“...people ask us about the relationships and they talk about the so corporate 

relationships, things like that and institutional relationships is being strong, what I say is the 

strength in a place like this, this particular region is the personal relationships, because that 

actually translates themselves into frameworks for business.” 

 

Even more these are seen a basis for the presence of the collaborative work in the region. 

 

Moreover, as the stakeholders mentioned, collaboration is an important aspect in every 

innovation system. Following this line of argument, the spirit of working together is part of 

the cultural heritage of people living in the region. The region also has a spirit of competition. 

The in-depth analysis also pointed out that people in the region are creative, which helps 

entrepreneurship, even if the level of entrepreneurship is low in the region. This is explained 

by fact that even if the youth is more willing to adapt to new realities, because they tend to 

think globally, people are generally less ambitions.    

 

One of the strengths that were highlighted in the semi-structured interview, is that the region 

has sector networks because the sectors are strongly connected. Therefore, as the participants 

mentioned, the idea of the presence of a strong leadership is reiterated. Therefore, the region 

is well-developed. The presence of strong leadership in association with various sectors that 

operate within the region, such as iron, steel, ship building, technology, nuclear, coal, tourism, 

energy, farm, etc. make the region a branch economy, and to have good sectors. Moreover, 

this aspect is a cause why there is a direct employment possibility for people from, and 

outside the region. Even more, it is associated with the fact that the region as an actor is not 

perceived as threat on the national level. It constitutes both a strength, and weakness. On one 

hand, it is associated with the acceptance at the “big table” of collaborations with other 
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regions that are more developed. On the other hand, not being perceived as a strong actor it 

shows the development level of the region, a in a less favourable position compared to other 

regions in the UK.   

 

Additionally, the presence of strong sectors is associated with two important aspects that are 

linked to either business strength, or business networks. Firstly, the participants mentioned 

that different sectors that operate within the region are associated with the presence of funds, 

which encourage innovations. This is also a business strength, because companies have 

access to financial stimulus that can be oriented toward the development of new products and 

improve current processes. Secondly, the stakeholders highlighted that the region (country) 

has the necessary infrastructure for people to commute. Furthermore, the possibility to 

commute was mentioned as a cause of having business networks, because may businessman 

have the possibility to travel long distances in short period of times. On the other hand, the 

limited market the low entrepreneurial culture, which is associated with weak 

entrepreneurship, is a weakness of the business framework in the region.  

 

Consequently, the presence of strong sectors generates a good business milieu for big 

companies. As a result, we speak about the large companies in the region offer funds to 

encourage of innovation. There is a business support framework that encourages innovation in 

the region. Another aspect of the entrepreneurial frameworks in the region is the presence of 

human capital from other regions that engage in entrepreneurship in association with the 

creativity of the people. Furthermore, the region is also characterized by a good survival rate 

of businesses. During the discussions, the stakeholders highlighted that SMEs, and more 

specifically the small engineering companies are part of the innovative market in the region. 

Lastly, the presence of networked businesses, which are associated with the business to 

business interaction are a strength of the region. At the same time, the interconnectedness of 

businesses relies on personal relations. The possibility of entrepreneurs to commute through 

the country, as mentioned earlier, helps networks multiply and grow.  

 

As in the case of other focus-groups and regions, the stakeholders pointed out the strong and 

weak points of the capacity to attract talent that could contribute to the regional innovation 

performance. As in other cases, the environment plays an important role and it is associated 

with a good lifestyle:  
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“It always comes to the life style of this sort of things. They choose to come here because it is 

good life” 

 
Also, the region is seen as magnet for talented professionals. An interesting aspect that came-

up, is that innovation itself is seen as a mean of attracting talented people. Therefore, if there 

is innovation in a region than this can be seen as a strong argument to come to that certain 

region. However, there are also weaknesses in the region that hinder the capacity to attract 

talent. For example, the stakeholders mentioned that the main problem is not attracting 

talented people, but rather to create conditions for other family members. Also, expensive 

mortgages can be another argument against moving to work in the region. Another drawback 

of the region is that it does not have enough economic migrants, which means that not enough 

talent is going there. As the stakeholders said, the lack of economic migrants hinders the 

possibilities to diversify the market. Even more, it is important to mention that the IT sector is 

facing important shortcomings in the region. The absence of a strong IT limits the market, but 

the sector is works well with employees who can work remotely, which also brings an 

advantage for the capacity to attract professionals in the region. As such, in Carlisle the IT 

sector is not so well developed which means that the North-West region has only to lose in 

terms of the capacity to attract talents. 

 

Nevertheless, in the case of retaining talented people, the discussions highlighted that the 

attractive environment, which is associated with a good life are part of the retaining 

mechanisms that the region has at its disposal. Additionally, the region through the presence 

of big companies, and the offer of job opportunities can retain those that are already in the 

North-West part of the UK. Also, the presence of appetencies among the population, because 

it is easier in being entrepreneurial in present, than it used to be. 

 

During the semi-structured interview participants pointed out other relevant aspects of the 

social forces interplay in the regional innovation system. The market is not competitive 

enough, especially because the region is known to make final products. As a result, there is a 

stimulus for the innovation policy in order to have the regional innovation development. 

Following this line of argument, the general feeling of the participants was that innovation 

must be linked to a strong university sector. Even more, the stakeholders mentioned that there 

is an improvement in the academic sector. 
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Even if the region has innovation activities, these are not promoted, partly because the 

universities are “young”, though are not as strong as wished. Furthermore, the region does not 

have a Regional Development Agency. Even more, the region has a small number of 

inhabitants, especially youth. In terms of career development, the region is not very attractive 

which and means less people are willing to move there for work. Therefore, the stakeholders 

agreed that the development of the region is headed toward a wrong direction.  

 

The stakeholders were able to highlight the strong and weak points of the region. Most 

importantly, the stakeholders explained how the social forces interact when it comes to 

innovation. Hence, they agreed on the scores that are in accordance of the in-depth analysis. 

 
Graph 6.7 Scores for Innovation and Social forces in North-West region 

 
Source: Semi-structured interview in Carlisle with stakeholders 

 
Within the semi-structured interview, the stakeholders indicated a very strong network, which 

comes into accordance with the importance of trust and networking in the region. 

Additionally, the access to innovation information, the role of pubic authorities and the 

regional innovation policy have the weakest score. Therefore, we hypothesize that these 

aspects can hinder the development of innovation performance. Only production orientation 
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and the capacity to attract talent received a higher score. Meanwhile, when it comes to 

cognitive frames, all indicators received a score of three, which indicates that this aspect is 

more developed than institutions and innovation performance. 

 
6.8 Concluding remarks 
 
In terms of methodology, the first step was to analyse the content of the semi-structured 

interviews conducted with stakeholders in each region. Additionally, the designed tool 

allowed us during the semi-structured interviews to obtain quantitative data during the semi-

structured interviews, which later was used for the Fuzzy-Set analysis, in testing the 

necessary, and sufficient conditions for innovation as outcome.  

 

The role of the semi-structured interviews was to acquire knowledge from relevant 

stakeholders about innovation performance and the way the social forces shape them in the 

regions. Even more, the semi-structured interview helped us collect numerical data for further 

analysis. 

 

Nevertheless, the qualitative analysis pointed out some common patterns that the various 

regional innovation systems share, even if they have different levels of innovation 

performance. Even these shares some common characteristics, the differences lie in the 

innovation performance. Nonetheless the details are the ones eventually considered as the 

“game changer”. Furthermore, the content analysis emphasized that each of the 7 regional 

semi-structured interviews relevant stakeholders pointed that each region has strengths and 

weaknesses in terms of authorities, business and academia, society and their collaboration 

within the social fields. Following this line of argument, it is important to present the key 

finding for each region to see the particularities of the regions that have different type of 

innovation level. 

 

Slovenia, even if it is a strong innovator (IUS 2017), that is not enough to make the Eastern 

part to follow the trend, therefore the region is still a moderate innovator (RIS 2017). 

Following this line of argument, the semi-structured interview in Novo mesto allows to 

understand the regional level of innovation. Hence, the discussions were about several main 

topics: authorities’ strengths and weaknesses, businesses’ strengths and weaknesses, 

academia’s strengths and weaknesses, collaboration strengths and weaknesses, capacity to 

attract talents and networks weakness. Even if the region is successful, some aspects of the 
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interplay of the social forces are excellent. The presence of big companies, which are export 

oriented and collaborations on different levels constitute strong points. On the other hand, the 

lack of people, the lack of financial support for small enterprises and the fact that people are 

creative but don’t innovate are the main weaknesses of the regional development. 

Consequently, the stakeholders say that in their region the institutional dimension is the 

weakest, followed by the level of innovation, networks and cognitive frames. 

 

In the second region, Sumadija and Western Serbia region is a modest innovator (IUS 

2017) The semi-structured interview emphasized the main family groups around which social 

forces interact: authorities’ strengths and weaknesses, business strengths and weaknesses, 

academia strengths and weaknesses, collaboration strengths and weaknesses, culture strengths 

and weaknesses, the strengths and weaknesses of the capacity to attract, strengths and 

weaknesses of the capacity to retain, trust. The region has strengths and weaknesses that 

determine the innovation performance. The stakeholders pointed out that the government 

provides legal support and there are mechanisms for cooperation. Therefore, the general 

feeling is that the promotion of the entrepreneurial life is important. Nevertheless, the role of 

the small enterprises is reduced and government investments in R&D are very low. Moreover, 

as the stakeholders pointed out, even if there are meetings between all of the stakeholders, 

these do not result in something concrete. Therefore, the innovation performance was 

perceived as the weakest aspect. Second to last place are the institutions, followed by 

networks, while cognitive frames have the best score among all. 

 

Following these two regions, we focused on the North-Western region in Romania. 

Romania is a modest innovator, as well as the region. In the semi-structured interview, 

participants pointed that the regional innovation system is characterized these several main 

aspects: collaboration, networks, character weakness, character strength, and resources 

strength. The interviewees emphasized that within the region there is academia-state 

collaboration and that in most cases these partnerships are based on trust. Additionally, the 

collaborations between businesses are based on similar activities, and they contribute to the 

gain of new knowledge, also from the external cooperation. People are keen to learn new 

things, but they nevertheless lack medium and long-term visions. This aspect is also true for 

the authorities that focus on short-term gains and do not have any long-term objectives. 

Though, from another perspective it makes people be adaptable. The stakeholders pointed out 
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that innovation is the weakest aspect of the region. Innovation is followed by the role of 

institutions, and networks, while cognitive frames are the strongest social force. 

 

The next case we analyzed is the North region in Moldova. Even if the Innovation Union 

Scoreboard does not provide any information about the level of innovation development in 

Moldova, other reports can easily point how Moldova is doing. Therefore, Moldova is a 

modest innovator, as well as the North region. Even if the model might seem oversimplified, 

it does not mean that it does not offer relevant information on how social forces interact to 

form the innovation system. Following this line of argument, the discussion of the 

stakeholders was focused on collaboration, the weaknesses and strengths of human resources, 

improvements for the region, SME strength and authority weakness. The interplay of forces 

pointed that in the region there is a business-academia link, which trains the necessary 

specialists. Even so, the region is characterized by the lack of young experts, because the 

region does not have the necessary tools to stop the brain drain. Following this line of 

argument, the stakeholders, when asked to evaluate the level of innovation and the three 

social forces, emphasized that innovation and institutions are the weakest aspects of the 

region. Networks comes in very close, followed by cognitive frames. 

 

Until now we presented the results for regions that have different levels of development, but 

still not the strongest. In the next study case, the South-East region in Ireland is a strong 

innovator. The discussions accommodate the following points: infrastructure strength, SMEs 

strength, authorities’ strength, human resources strength, competition, cluster strength, 

culture, authorities’ weakness, culture weakness, SMEs weakness, networks, research 

institution cooperation, SMEs cooperation and trust. As such, the region has a good 

infrastructure and a good mix of multinational companies. Furthermore, the region has a 

highly-skilled workforce, due to high-quality education. However, the region is characterized 

by a lack of understanding of the communication between companies, and education 

institutions. Additionally, some difficulties arise when the state interferes and tries to become 

a broker in the networking process of the stakeholders. The stakeholders pointed out that the 

South-East region is a place where people have to understand that innovation is not a cost, but 

rather an opportunity. Therefore, institutions and networks have the lowest scores. 

Nevertheless, it is important to mention that the scores were higher than in other case study 

regions. After that, innovation is placed close to networks and institutions, while cognitive 

frames have the best score among all. 
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In Italy, the Friuli-Venezia Giulia region is a strong innovator, even if the country is a 

moderate one. The stakeholders’ discussion pointed several important themes: institutions 

strength, networks, authorities’ weakness, trust weakness, technologic weakness and 

companies. One the strongest aspects of the region, is that it has at its disposal many research 

institutes. Therefore, the presence of research institutes makes the region an area with a high 

density of researchers, dense with knowledge and good knowledge exchange. Additionally, 

the region has a short-term capacity to attract talented people. Regarding the weaknesses, the 

stakeholders pointed out that when it comes to the authorities, they do create the necessary 

conditions for innovation. Among these, it was mentioned that the high level of bureaucracy 

and the lack of funding create an unattractive climate for the companies. In terms of the 

scores, the stakeholders agreed that institutions are performing the poorest. After institutions, 

networks come at forefront. Innovations, are placed second from the top, meanwhile cognitive 

frames the biggest score.  

 

For our last region, the North-West region in the UK, the Regional Innovation Scoreboard 

emphasized a strong innovative environment. Compared to other regions, the first impression 

is that the regional innovation system is less complex, because of the main areas on which the 

discussion with the stakeholders was focused: informal networks, formal networks, 

collaboration, capacity to attract, capacity to retain, culture, business weakness and the 

weakness of the capacity to attract. Nevertheless, the reality points that the RIS is not as 

simple as it might be. A big emphasis in the region is on both formal and informal networks. 

Moreover, the personal relations are the framework for businesses in the region. The 

businesses in the region have funds, which encourage innovation. Businesses, as other 

networks are linked to one another. Additionally, another strength is that the region has a 

good infrastructure, which allows people to commute. From the weakness perspective, is that 

academia is weak, and the fact that the number of people in the region is not high. 

Additionally, the problem is to create conditions for the families of those that move to the 

region. Therefore, translating the above mentioned in the context of score, institutions are the 

weakest. Innovation are second from bottom. Cognitive Frames are second on top, meanwhile 

the score is for networks. 
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7 Analysis: the quantitative approach toward understanding Regional 

Innovation Systems. The focus on sufficient and necessary conditions 
 
The interviews allowed us to analyse the specifics of each region with the help of the regional 

stakeholders, but also to gain a better understanding of what is happening in terms of the 

social forces and the sets that constitute them. Following this line of argument, we focused on 

several aspects: necessary and sufficient conditions for innovation as an outcome and 

nonetheless the absence of these conditions for the absence of innovation. We consider that 

this aspect is important, because as Rončević and Cepoi (2016) demonstrated, focusing on the 

absence of social forces is just as important as focusing on the presence of certain conditions 

in explaining innovation processes. 

 

To consider a condition as necessary or sufficient, we set the threshold of .75 for consistency. 

Additionally, we focused on the aggregated set (Institutions, Cognitive Frames, Networks), 

but also on each set that constituted these social forces. When it comes to the social forces, the 

analysis has highlighted the importance of networks for both necessary, and sufficient 

conditions (see Table 7.1). In the case of necessity, we see that presence of institutions and 

networks together results in explanation of the social field of innovation. Following this line 

of augment, the statement is backed by the scores for consistency and coverage.  

 
Table 7.1 SuperSubset relations for social forces 

 Relation Consistency RoN Coverage 

Institutions + Networks necessity 0.857 0.707 0.602 

Cognitive Frames* Networks sufficiency 0.883 0.755 0.689 

Source: Authors’ own calculations 

 
Additionally, we look at the sufficient conditions for innovation to happen in the selected 

cases (see Table 7.2): 

 
Table 7.2 Presence of Sufficient conditions for Innovation 
 Cons.Suf Cov.Suf PRI Cons.Suf(H) 
Institutions 0.753 0.729 0.625 0.727 
Cognitive Frames 0.695 0.900 0.503 0.633 
Networks           0.577 0.689 0.359 0.524 
Public Authorities 0.529 0.143 0.238 0.529 
Capacity to attract 0.837 0.737 0.725 0.788 
Capacity to retain 0.754 0.673 0.633 0.692 
Innovation Policy 0.971 0.263 0.941 0.971 
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Networks Organized 0.580 0.562 0.239 0.554 
Regional Stakeholders’ cooperation in region 0.502 0.486 0.209 0.469 
Regional Stakeholders’ cooperation outside 
the region 

0.852 0.825 0.725 0.807 

Trust 0.581 0.442 0.286 0.548 
Culture and Attitude for creativity and 
entrepreneurship 

 
0.694 

 
0.498 

 
0.368 

 
0.627 

Regional attitudes / culture enable the 
learning processes in the region 

0.629 0.980 0.396 0.545 

Competition 0.552 0.908 0.339 0.504 
Globalization 0.552 0.908 0.339 0.503 
Source: Authors’ own calculations 

 
The results show that only a few conditions comply with the threshold set by us: institutions, 

capacity to attract and to retain talented people, and regional stakeholders’ cooperation 

outside the region. Even if innovation policy has a strong consistency coefficient, the 

coverage is very low. Therefore, we omitted this condition, when referring to the sufficient 

conditions. 

 

In the case of necessary conditions, several important aspects have to be highlighted. Firstly, 

the cognitive frames are necessary for innovation in the case of our sample. This issue also 

highlights the aspect that three conditions from four, have very high consistency level. 

Following this line of argument, the attitudes of the population toward learning processes, 

how competition, and globalization are seen necessary conditions for Innovation. The analysis 

also shows that stakeholders’ cooperation outside the region is important and has to be 

considered in the process of explanation the innovation outcome. Therefore, it is both a 

sufficient and a necessary condition. 

 
Table 7.3 Presence of Necessary conditions for Innovations 
 Cons.Nec Cov.Nec RoN 
Institutions 0.729 0.753 0.884 
Cognitive Frames 0.900 0.695 0.791 
Networks 0.689 0.577 0.759 
Public Authorities 0.143 0.529 0.952 
Capacity to attract 0.737 0.837 0.930 
Capacity to retain 0.673 0.754 0.896 
Innovation Policy 0.263 0.971 0.997 
Networks Organized 0.562 0.580 0.818 
Regional Stakeholders’ cooperation in region 0.486 0.502 0.791 
Regional Stakeholders’ cooperation outside the region 0.825 0.852 0.927 
Trust 0.442 0.581 0.864 
Culture and Attitude for creativity and entrepreneurship 0.498 0.694 0.904 
Regional attitudes / culture enable the learning processes    
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in the region 0.980 0.629 0.681 
Competition 0.908 0.552 0.608 
Globalization 0.908 0.552 0.608 
Source: Authors’ own calculations 

 

The situation is opposite when the outcome and the conditions are negated. Therefore, as we 

can observe in Table 7.4, all three social forces are sufficient for the absence of Innovations in 

these regions. 

 
Table 7.4 Absence of Sufficient conditions for the absence of Innovations 
 Cons.Suf Cov.Suf PRI Cons.Suf(H) 
not Institutions 0.851 0.866 0.778 0.762 
not Cognitive Frames 0.933 0.780 0.909 0.890 
not Networks 0.805 0.717 0.722 0.727 
not Public Authorities 0.660 0.929 0.553 0.576 
not Capacity to attract 0.862 0.920 0.799 0.780 
not Capacity to retain 0.828 0.878 0.778 0.712 
not Innovation Policy 0.770 0.996 0.615 0.617 
not Networks Organized 0.759 0.773 0.663 0.670 
not Regional Stakeholders’ cooperation in 
region 

0.718 0.731 0.604 0.646 

not Regional Stakeholders’ cooperation 
outside the region 

0.904 0.920 0.856 0.819 

not Trust 0.725 0.822 0.630 0.643 
not Culture and Attitude for creativity and 
entrepreneurship 

 
0.758 

 
0.878 

 
0.677 

 
0.707 

not Regional attitudes / culture enable the 
learning processes in the region 

0.984 0.677 0.980 0.984 

not Competition 0.920 0.588 0.873 0.868 
not Globalization 0.920 0.588 0.878 0.868 
Source: Authors’ own calculations 

 
Furthermore, what we can see if we consider each set separately, only three of them (role of 

public authorities in offering relevant information, stakeholders’ cooperation within the region 

and trust) do not perform to the required standard, one from the institution dimension and two 

from the network one.  

 

In the case of the absence of necessary conditions, we acknowledge that most of them are 

necessary, but not as many in the of the sufficiency. Consequently, what we can say is that 

networks, regional attitudes toward learning, competition and globalization are only 

sufficient, and not necessary. The absence of stakeholders’ cooperation in the region is not 

sufficient, nor necessary for the absence of the innovation performance (Table 7.5).  
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Table 7.5 Absence of Necessary conditions for the absence of Innovations 
 Cons.Nec Cov.Nec RoN 
not Institutions 0.866 0.851 0.781 
not Cognitive Frames 0.780 0.933 0.929 
not Networks 0.717 0.805 0.794 
not Public Authorities 0.929 0.660 0.240 
not Capacity to attract 0.920 0.862 0.770 
not Capacity to retain 0.878 0.828 0.732 
not Innovation Policy 0.996 0.707 0.269 
not Networks Organized 0.773 0.759 0.688 
not Regional Stakeholders’ cooperation in region 0.731 0.718 0.653 
not Regional Stakeholders’ cooperation outside the region 0.920 0.904 0.847 
not Trust 0.822 0.725 0.577 
not Culture and Attitude for creativity and 
entrepreneurship 

0.878 0.758 0.588 

not Regional attitudes / culture enable the learning 
processes in the region 

0.677 0.984 0.987 

not Competition 0.588 0.920 0.947 
not Globalization 0.588 0.920 0.947 
Source: Authors’ own calculations 

 
Therefore, we can conclude that the absence of the social fields undermines the social fields 

of innovations. But is this the entire picture that the tool allows to see? In order to answer this 

question, we performed two additional analyses (TruthTables and SuperSubset) in QCA, to 

get more details of how do social forces shape the social fields of innovation. 

 

The origin of the TruthTable is in the formal logic.  The difference from a simple standard 

matrix relies in the meaning of each row (Schneider and Wagemann 2012, 92). If in a 

standard matrix a new row would denote a new case, in the TruthTable it denotes one of the 

possible combinations of conditions. Additionally, the TruthTable’s central role is to analyze 

the set-theoretic sufficiency relation (Thiem and Dusa 2013).  Following this line of 

argument, to get more information, we analyzed the data by performing four TruthTables: all 

social forces, and separately each condition (see Tables 7.6; 7.7; 7.8; 7.9): 

 
 
Table 7.6 TruthTable for the Social Forces 
Institutions Cognitive 

frames 

Networks  OUT n  Incl. PRI Cases                         

1 1 1 1 1 0.898 0.816 Waterford                     

0 1 1 1 1 0.816 0.000 Novo mesto                     
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0 0 1 0 1 0.354 0.000 Carlisle                      

0 0 0 0 4 0.280 0.000 Cluj, Kragujevac, 

Balti, Trieste 

Source: Authors’ own calculations 

 
Table 7.7 TruthTable for the Networks 
Networks 

Org. 

Outside 

Stake 

Coop. 

Trust Stake 

Coop. 

OUT  n Incl. PRI Cases   

0 1 0 0 1 1 0.847 0.701 Waterford                               

1 0 1 1 0 1 0.613 0.086 Carlisle                                

0 0 0 0 0 5 0.366 0.021 Cluj, Kragujevac, Balti, 

Trieste, Novo mesto 

Source: Authors’ own calculations 

 
Table 7.8 TruthTable for the Institutions 
Public 

Auth. 

Attract  Retain Innov. 

Policy 

OUT n Incl. PRI cases                                  

0 1 1 0 1 1 0.925 0.872 Waterford                              

0 0 1 0 0 1 0.738 0.152 Novo mesto    

0 0 0 0 0 5 0.282 0.017 Cluj, Kragujevac, 

Balti, Carlisle, Trieste 

Source: Authors’ own calculations 

 
Table 7.9 Truthtable for the Cognitive Frames 
Creativity Attitude Competition Globali

zation 

OUT n

  

Incl.  PRI cases               

0 1 1 1 0 2 0.734 0.482 Waterford, Novo 

mesto 

0 1 0 0 0 1 0.678 0.093 Trieste             

0 0 0 1 0 1 0.434 0.055 Cluj                

0 0 1 0 0 1 0.382 0.051 Kragujevac          

0 0 0 0 0 2 0.360 0.046 Balti, Carlisle 

Source: Authors’ own calculations 
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7.1 SuperSubset Analysis 
 
If in the case of the TruthTablethe aim was to provide the sufficient conditions, the 

SuperSubset function provides the tools to test the necessary conditions (Thiem and Dusa 

2013, 64). The advantage of this function is that it removes the risk of leaving potential 

interesting results undiscovered.   

 

In the case of sufficiency, networks come at forefront. In combination with cognitive frames 

they have a consistency of .883, and a coverage of .689. Therefore, the combination of the 

two social forces results in a sufficient condition for innovation in the proposed model for the 

regional innovation systems. 

 

At the beginning of the chapter we highlighted that we set the threshold of the consistency at 

.75. In the case of the SuperSubset analysis, what does it allow to see are the possible 

combinations of the necessary conditions for innovation. Therefore, we additionally added a 

threshold for the coverage (at .75), because for example if the threshold at .5, then there are 

138 possible combinations. In this regard, having the threshold set at .75 for both consistency, 

and coverage the number of combinations reduced to 16 (see Table 12). This does not only 

contribute to a narrower picture, but also to a bigger explanation power of the combinations. 

 
Table 7.10 SuperSubset relations for Innovation 
 Incl. RoN Cov. 

Outside Stakeholders’ Cooperation 0.825 0.927 0.852  

Outside Stakeholders’ Cooperation*Attitude 0.825 0.927 0.852  

Outside Stakeholders’ Cooperation*Competition 0.825  0.927 0.852 

Outside Stakeholders’ Cooperation*Globalization  0.825 0.927 0.852  

Outside Stakeholders’ 

Cooperation*Attitude*Competition  

0.825  0.927 0.852 

Outside Stakeholders’ Cooperation*Attitude* 

Globalization 

0.825 0.927 0.852  

Outside Stakeholders’ Cooperation*Competition* 

Globalization 

0.825 0.927 0.852  

Outside Stakeholders’ 

Cooperation*Attitude*Competition*Globalization 

0.825 0.927 0.852  

Public Authorities*Outside Stakeholders’ Cooperation 0.805 0.928 0.849  
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Public Authorities*Outside Stakeholders’ 

Cooperation*Attitude   

0.805 0.928 0.849 

Public Authorities*Outside Stakeholders’ 

Cooperation*Competition  

0.805 0.928 0.849 

Public Authorities*Outside Stakeholders’ Cooperation* 

Globalization 

0.805 0.928 0.849  

Public Authorities*Outside Stakeholders’ 

Cooperation*Attitude*Competition 

0.805 0.928 0.849  

Public Authorities*Outside Stakeholders’ 

Cooperation*Attitude* Globalization 

0.805 0.928 0.849  

Public Authorities*Outside Stakeholders’ 

Cooperation*Competition*Globalization 

0.805 0.928 0.849  

Public Authorities*Outside Stakeholders’ 

Cooperation*Attitude*Competition*Globalization 

0.805 0.928 0.849 

Source: Authors’ own calculations 

 

The table highlights several aspects in terms of explaining the social fields of innovation in 

the region case studies. Firstly, the role of the stakeholders’ cooperation outside the region. A 

closer look at the SuperSubset table, this condition is present in all combinations. Therefore, 

the linkage of the stakeholders with parties outside the region is important for innovation to 

occur. Secondly, the focus is on the moment when the social networks (cooperation with 

actors outside the region) and cognitive frames meet. Here we can highlight the relationship 

with competition seen as a positive value, globalization and attitudes toward learning. 

Thirdly, the analysis highlighted that not only the combination of the two social forces is 

important, but also institutions come intro forefront, represented by the role of public 

authorities. So, the SuperSubset analysis emphasized the role of institutions in combination to 

networks, to cognitive frames, networks and cognitive frames together. However, cognitive 

frames represented by attitudes toward learning, competition as a positive value, and 

globalization.  

 

7.2 Absence of combinations for absence of innovation 
 

The case of absence of social forces for explaining the absence of the social field of 

innovations was interesting because of the results from the analysis of the sufficient and 
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necessary conditions. Additionally, the combination of the conditions, the absence of these 

conditions to be more explicit, has emphasized the complexity of the phenomena. Therefore, 

if in the case of the presence of the conditions the threshold for coverage had to be set at .75 

in order to get 16 combinations from 138. In the case of the absence, if the threshold is set at 

.75, then we got a total of 77. At the threshold of .8 – 60; .85 –53, and .9 – 25. Otherwise, 

there were no combinations of consistency - .75 and coverage - .95.  

 

As the in the case of the SuperSubset analysis, the analysis of the negated conditions has 

emphasized several aspects that should not be omitted. Firstly, as in the case of the presence, 

the absence of regional stakeholders’ cooperation with outside parties is at forefront. From the 

total 25 combinations with the threshold of .75 of the consistency, .9 of coverage, it was 

present in 23 (see Table 13). Therefore, translating this result would mean that the absence of 

outside cooperation is a necessary condition for the absence of innovation. Secondly, the 

attention was oriented toward the fact that from the total 12 conditions that formed the social 

forces, 9 appeared in the analysis. This issue leads to the third conclusion, which relates to the 

interplay of the social forces in the context of their absence in explaining the absence of 

innovation. As a result, among the strongest scores received is the combination of the network 

and institution forces. More explicitly - capacity to attract talent, innovation policy and 

outside cooperation conditions. Additionally, strong coefficients have the combinations of the 

three social forces (including cognitive frames). Namely, we speak about the capacity to 

attract, innovation policy, outside cooperation conditions, creativity and attitudes toward 

learning. Nonetheless, the role of public authorities must not be neglected, because in the 

combination that it appears the consistency has a score bigger than .75.  At the same time, the 

conditions from the cognitive frames social force, additionally end up in constituting 

necessary conditions for innovation. Consequently, the conditions such as attitudes, 

competition and globalization are an important aspect that have to be considered. Even if 

these conditions appeared not so often as the other conditions, this does not mean that they 

should be neglected in the final consideration in explaining the absence of innovation 

processes. 

 

7.3 Concluding remarks 
 
The analysis of both qualitative, and Qualitative Comparative Analysis (QCA) re-iterated 

several important points in explaining regional innovation systems, while focusing on the 
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necessary and sufficient conditions. In the line of the complexity of the regional innovation 

systems, we were able to consider the presence of certain conditions for innovation outcomes. 

Therefore, the goal was to highlight the sufficient and necessary conditions for innovation 

performance. Additionally, besides the presence with the help of QCA, we also tested the 

absence of the same conditions for the absence of innovation in a region. Subsequently, 

considering that the method allows to operate with the presence/absence of the outcome and 

conditions, we considered of utmost importance to see what determines both the presence and 

absence of innovation in the regions. Nonetheless, this approach allowed us to obtain insights 

into the general level, by focusing on the main conditions, and on the in-depth level by 

focusing on the sub-conditions.  

 

In the case of the of the main conditions, the analysis highlighted that networks are a 

necessary and sufficient condition for innovation. Furthermore, in the case of necessity, 

networks in combination with institutions are at forefront. The results also pointed out that 

cognitive frames are a necessary condition for innovation as an outcome for our cases studies. 

Also, the sub-conditions that form cognitive frames are necessary conditions. Therefore, the 

importance of attitudes of the population toward learning, competition as a positive aspect and 

importance of globalization within the cognitive framing come at forefront. Additionally, the 

analysis emphasized that stakeholders’ cooperation outside the region is necessary, and 

sufficient condition for innovation. As a result, we can stress that the extra-regional 

cooperation contributes to the level of the innovation performance in the context of regional 

innovation systems. 

 

Furthermore, the TruthTable provided more in-depth knowledge of the sufficient conditions 

within the 7 regions. Hence, the results underline that networks, and institutions are sufficient 

in case of South-East Ireland, meanwhile for cognitive frames, none of the regions show any 

significant result. Furthermore, the SuperSubset function provided the tools to test the 

necessary combination of conditions. The results accentuated 16 combinations of necessary 

conditions for innovation. The importance of these combinations, is not only that they 

determine the necessary conditions for innovation, but also because the consistency, and 

coverage was high (above the .75 threshold). This offers more empirical significance toward 

the obtained results. Furthermore, a special role has the stakeholders’ cooperation outside the 

region, which is part of the network condition. It appears in all 16 combinations of the 
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analysis. Moreover, the results show that there is an interaction of the three social forces, 

which determines the complexity of the innovations processes. 

 

As mentioned, the method allows to test the absence of conditions for the outcome. Of utmost 

importance is the issue of explaining the absence of innovation performance. The negated 

analysis emphasized that every negated condition, except the role of public authorities in 

offering relevant information, stakeholders’ cooperation within the region, and trust, is 

sufficient to have the absence of innovation. Furthermore, in the case of necessity, the result 

indicated that the absence of networks, regional attitudes toward learning, competition, 

globalization and stakeholders’ cooperation in the region are not necessary conditions for the 

absence of innovation. 

 

In the case of negated conditions to test the absence of innovation the situation is similar to 

the presence of these conditions for the presence of innovation. More precisely, we had to 

raise the consistency to .75, and coverage to .9 in order to get 25 combinations. If the 

threshold of coverage was lowered, we got more than twice of possible combinations. 

Following this line of argument, from the 25 possible combinations, 23 of them contained 

stakeholders’ cooperation outside the region. Therefore, we can indicate that the absence of it 

is of utmost importance for the absence of innovation within the case studies that we had.  

The analysis of the semi-structured interviews and the QCA underlined that the weaknesses in 

the social forces lead to difficulties in having innovation performance. As we could observe in 

most of the studied regions, the main focus was on the weaknesses that the regions have in 

explaining innovations through the framework of the social forces. Therefore, the results 

obtained from the fuzzy-set analysis similar to the findings from the semi-structured 

interviews conducted in the seven regions. During these semi-structured interviews, 

stakeholders highlighted that the absence or the underdevelopment of these social forces, 

determine the level of the innovation (lack of) performance in the regions.  

 

Following this line of argument, relying on the in-depth data analysis and on the information 

from the stakeholders, we constructed a model of a good practice for the Regional Innovation 

performance: 
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Figure 7.1 Model for Regional Innovation Performance 

 
Source: Authors’ own analyses 
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8 Final thoughts: the importance of Social Fields in the context of the 

Regional Innovation Systems 
 
The social and economic complexity of the modern world emphasizes the need of constant 

improvements for regions to remain competitive and innovative. Moreover, in the context of 

decentralization processes, the discussion of the reconfiguration of spatial formations through 

economic and cultural transformations are at the forefront. Following this line of argument, 

Regional Innovation Systems are seen as particular social fields, which are embedded in a 

broader environment. Furthermore, the field is a local order or a social arena where the actors 

interact. This aspect goes along with sociological economy, where economic processes are 

explained with the help of social structures on individual actions. As such, considering the 

social field theory, the emphasis is on the three social forces – institutions, networks, and 

cognitive frames in a comparative study of 7 regions.  

 

The focus on the social forces also points to the interplay of the actors within these fields, 

who contribute to the regional economic development and innovation processes. As such, this 

dissertation aimed at answering the question if these social forces contribute to the 

development of a Regional Innovation System and what are their mechanisms to achieve that. 

The added value of the dissertation is that it builds a tool that can address the social 

complexity of innovation processes within different regions, which will allow to have a 

universal approach regardless of the regional innovation development level. More explicitly, 

the tool did not only have the aim to describe how regions perform in terms of innovation, but 

also to point the strong and weak points of the regional characteristics. Additionally, 

alongside the theory of social fields, the aim was to demonstrate that the interactions of the 

actors are embedded in any social field of innovation relying on the three social forces. 

Hence, we wanted to see if the absence of particular conditions in explaining the scarcity of 

innovation performance is as important as their presence in the case of developed innovation 

systems. 

 

To be able to answer the three research questions, we divided the dissertation in several 

chapters. Firstly, we addressed the theoretical framework of regional innovation systems 

and social fields. Secondly, the next step was to focus on the methodology, and 

conceptualization chapters. alongside with the theoretical framework chapter, these 

constituted the background for the data collection. Hence, considering the three social forces 
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from the framework of the social field theory and the context of the regional innovation 

system, we were able to build an explanatory model for the innovation development. 

Furthermore, the model we proposed revealed that innovation processes from the RIS 

perspective should not be perceived as one-dimensional, but rather as processes that require 

stakeholders to consider the use of various types of capital to innovate. The empirical research 

is dived in two complementary stages: data collection and data analysis. The tool that was 

built for gathering data for the qualitative in-depth analysis, and at the same time to get the 

empirical data in order to test the necessary and sufficient conditions for innovation as 

outcome. In the case of the qualitative method, we organized 7 regional semi-structured 

interviews with stakeholders from state institutions, business and academia who are dealing 

with innovation processes and have relevant information about the particular regional 

innovation system. 

 

As the results show, the social forces are a special component for explaining innovation 

processes in the selected case studies. At the same time, we were not aware about what 

happens when some regions are not as developed as others. Therefore, by performing the 

analysis of the absence of these conditions in the region, we demonstrated that the explanatory 

power is greater. Additionally, the results emphasized the importance of almost of each 

condition in terms of necessity and sufficiency. Meanwhile, when the focus was on the 

presence of conditions, the results showed consistency when these were combined. When the 

conditions were tested separately, their significance disappeared. Nevertheless, we discovered 

that the differences in the power of effect might emphasize a crucial point: in order for a 

region to develop its innovation capacity, the above-mentioned conditions are both necessary 

and sufficient. When a region achieves a certain level of innovation the effect of these 

conditions diminishes. Additionally, we can hypothesize that the social forces develop 

together with the innovation performance. Therefore, future research also is needed to test this 

aspect, where not only the social forces influence how innovation develops, but also to test the 

way a developed innovation system affects the interplay of social forces.  

 

As the results pointed, all three hypotheses were confirmed. Even more, the two methods 

employed, emphasized several particular aspects of the three social forces. In the case of 

networks, the stakeholders’ cooperation outside the region is at forefront. For the institutional 

perspective, availability (collection, dissemination and processing) of information of the 

public authorities. Nevertheless, the analysis also pointed that within the cognitive frames 
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social force, it is important to focus on seeing competition as a positive value, culture 

enabling learning new things and globalization as a positive aspect for innovation processes.  

 

Even if the two methods employed in the analysis are different, they are complementary. 

Therefore, the results of both analyses not only do not contradict each other, but the 

combination of both brings new insights on how various regional innovation systems work. 

Following this line of argument, even if at first sight the regional development level is 

different, some universal particularities were found with the help of the analysis tool. In short, 

the results urge relevant stakeholders to an approach toward innovation that is beyond simple 

economics, because these can improve or hinder the innovation performance of the region. 

Nonetheless, the results offer insights for regional mechanisms within the innovation 

performance with the focus on the presence or absence of necessary and sufficient conditions. 

The results presented at the regional level are in accordance with the results obtained in other 

studies at the national level (Rončević and Modic 2011; Rončević and Modic 2012; Rončević 

and Cepoi 2016; Cepoi and Golob 2017). Therefore, it is important to see that the same logic 

is applied in the context of regional innovation systems as in the case of national innovation 

systems. The obtained results do not contradict, but emphasize the robustness of the model. It 

is important to point that even current tendencies to focus on decentralization, and more often 

regions are regarded independent social-political frameworks, though the role of national 

innovation system remains important. Nonetheless, the model considers the particularities of 

the specific social fields (either national or regional), and supports the sufficient and 

necessary factors in the complex context specifics. 

 

The developed tool and its application in the context of different regional innovation systems 

showed that the social forces matter for the development of innovation. Even more, it allowed 

us to show the interplay of social forces.  

 

In previous researches, authors addressed innovation by focusing on a particular aspect. In our 

case, we managed to demonstrate that it is important to look at innovation processes, 

regardless of the level of development through the framework of institutions, networks and 

cognitive frames.  

 

All in all, we consider that the results present valuable assets for policy-makers, both at 

regional and national levels, who consider planning innovation systems. They should consider 
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the complexity of the local social order by focusing on the social forces that define the 

premises for development. Additionally, they need the necessary tools to facilitate the 

interactions between actors, so that they contribute to the development of innovation 

processes. 
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9 POVZETEK V SLOVENSKEM JEZIKU – ABSTRACT IN 

SLOVENIAN LANGUAGE 
 
Družbena omrežja kot dejavnik inovacij 
 

V novi lokalno-globalni medsebojni povezavi nacionalne države izgubljajo svoj vpliv in 

legitimnost (Robins 1999), medtem ko ekonomske in kulturne transformacije preoblikujejo 

prostorske formacije. Poleg tega sta nova globalna kompleksnost in prestrukturiran družbeni 

red vplivala na to, da je država izgubila svojo prevlado. Brez dvoma sta tehnološka in 

komunikacijska ekspanzija oslabili vlogo države, vendar pa ima nacionalna država še vedno 

dovolj moči za oblikovanje različnih družbenih redov, ki delujejo znotraj nje. V skladu s to 

argumentacijo je izredno pomembno, da se na nacionalne države ne gleda samo v smislu 

fizičnih geografskih enot, ampak tudi z upoštevanjem strukturnih in semiotičnih transformacij 

v kontekstu globalno-lokalnih dogovorov (Cepoi in Golob 2017). 

 

Zaradi spreminjajočih se okolij sistem ne more preživeti brez prilagoditvene zmogljivosti in 

dinamične naložbe. Zaradi tega se inovacijski sistem šteje za pomemben vidik operativne 

dejavnosti. Inovacijski sistem je makroekonomska enota nacionalnih gospodarstev in je lahko 

bodisi podjetje, industrija ali regija (Kastelle 2009). Razumevanje inovacijskih struktur se ne 

sme opirati na percepcijo kot statični proces. Inovacijska struktura je v stalnem razvoju, ki 

spodbuja kreativne in destruktivne procese v realnem gospodarstvu. Raziskave v nacionalnih 

inovacijskih sistemih so pripeljale do razvoja regionalnih inovacijskih sistemov (Cooke 

1992). Za vsako makro enoto obstaja poseben inovacijski sistem. 

 

V skladu z globalnimi trendi se regije bolj oprijemajo pomembnosti oblikovanja političnega, 

gospodarskega in socialnega okolja. Kot rezultat ima regionalna raven pomembno vlogo pri 

oblikovanju ustreznega socialno-ekonomskega okvira za razvoj inovacij, ki veljajo za enega 

od gonil razvoja (Dodescu in Chirila 2012). Poudarek ni samo na lokaliziranem učenju, 

temveč tudi na intra- in interregionalnih pretokih znanja, ki razkrivajo pomen regionalne ravni 

znotraj inovacijskih sistemov. Za vsak RIS obstajajo trije glavni elementi: viri informacij o 

vrednostni verigi; poslovne storitve, ki temeljijo na intenzivnem znanju; in regionalne 

inovacijske pobude. Ti vplivajo na absorpcijsko sposobnost podjetij, ki vpliva na njihovo 

inovacijsko uspešnost (Lau in Lo 2015, 100). V okviru RIS je poudarek običajno predvsem na 
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tem, kako podjetja izvajajo inovacijski proces in kako se izvaja njihovo poslovanje. 

Interakcijski kontekst navadno spremljajo interakcije s konkurenti, dobavitelji, strankami, 

sistemi vrednot, socialnimi in kulturnimi vprašanji, zunanjimi institucijami in vladnimi 

politikami. Posledično na spodbude absorpcijske zmogljivosti vpliva zunanje okolje. Zelo 

pomembno je razumeti, kaj se dogaja v podjetju, saj lahko njegova absorpcijska zmogljivost 

vpliva na učinkovitost katerega koli RIS (Lau in Lo 2015, 110). Inovacija, ki temelji na 

poslovnih inkubacijskih dejavnostih, lahko podpira rast in razvoj grozdov MSP, saj se 

inkubatorji zanašajo na prenos tehnologije, tako da se lajša pojavitev MSP. Vloga start-up 

podjetij je po eni strani podpirati RIS, in po drugi strani spodbujati ideje ter inovacije 

(Herliana 2015, 158), obe vlogi pa sta medsebojno povezani.  

 

Za današnja podjetja ustvarjanje inovacij predstavlja nekaj temeljnega, zlasti zaradi izzivov, 

ki jih prinaša znanje. Še več, različni akterji morajo zagotoviti in zavzeti konkurenčno 

prednost, ki jo imajo (Nowacki in Bachnik 2016, 1577). V sedanjem času njihove prakse in 

procese oblikujejo novi poslovni modeli, spreminjajoče se preference potrošnikov ali 

prelomne tehnologije. V dobi odprtih inovacij se mora vloga MSP povečati, inovacijske 

interakcije ali sodelovanje pa so že del kulture MSP, ki želijo spodbuditi svoje inovacijske 

zmogljivosti v državah v razvoju in nastajajočih gospodarstvih (Zeng et al. 2010, 181). 

Chesbrough (2006) odprto inovacijo opredeljuje kot »uporabo namenskih prilivov in odlivov 

znanja za pospeševanje notranjih inovacij in širitev trgov za zunanjo uporabo inovacij«. Sprva 

je bila razumljena kot sodelovanje med dvema podjetjema, ki sta odprla notranji proces 

inovacij. Lahko se obravnava kot nasprotje zaprtemu inovacijskemu modelu, kjer notranje 

razviti izdelki in storitve ostanejo v podjetju (Chesbrough 2012). Obstajajo vsaj trije 

dejavniki, ki so paradigmi odprte inovacije pomagali pridobiti uspeh med strokovnjaki. Prvi 

dejavnik je razumevanje, da inovativne ideje prihajajo izven podjetja. Drugič, okvir odprtih 

inovacij gradi na ideji poudarjanja pomembnosti izzivov, s katerimi se podjetja soočajo pri 

vračanju njihovih inovativnih prizadevanj. Tretjič, v ospredju je bila študija, katere rezultati 

so pokazali, da je vloga poslovnega modela posredovati med tehničnimi vložki in 

gospodarskimi koristmi tehnologije, s strukturiranjem tega, kako je podjetje ustvarilo in zajelo 

vrednost s specifičnega trga (Westa, Salter, Vanhaverbekec in Chesbrough 2014). Chesbrough 

poudarja, da ima koncept odprte inovacije kljub vsemu še vedno prostor za razvoj. Ta koncept 

opredeljuje vlogo različnih deležnikov v inovacijskem procesu (Chesbrough 2012, 26). 

Posledično so inovacijske skupnosti v ospredju v kontekstu odprtih inovacij. Relativno novo 

področje raziskovanja ponuja nove priložnosti za obogatitev odkritij, in sicer tako na področju 
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empiričnega kot teoretičnega razvoja v odprtosti in razumevanju inovacijskega procesa 

(Westa et al. 2014, 810). 

Raziskovalna vprašanja, hipoteze in cilji raziskave 
 

Ob upoštevanju pomembnosti razumevanja, da je mogoče inovacijske procese obravnavati kot 

kompleksne dejavnosti, s poudarkom na potrebi po sodelovanju, je naše primarno 

raziskovalno vprašanje: 

 

1. Kakšni so učinki družbenih mrež na stopnjo inovativnosti? 

 
Potemtakem hipoteziramo, da so družbene mreže pogoj za sistem inovacij, da ustvarijo 

ugodno okolje za oblikovanje in širjenje inovacij znotraj določene regije. 

 

V okviru te disertacije pristopamo k regionalnim inovacijskim sistemom kot analitični enoti 

za raziskovanje inovacijske uspešnosti regionalnega okolja. Upoštevamo tudi okvir družbenih 

polj, kot sta ga predlagala Fligstein in McAdam (2012), v kontekstu sedanjih gospodarskih in 

socialnih okolij. To nam omogoča, da razumemo medsebojno prepletanje deležnikov, prenosa 

znanja, kar spodbuja gospodarski razvoj, hkrati pa to omogoča uporabo zbranih vpogledov v 

empirični raziskavi in njihovo preoblikovanje v merljive rezultate. V tem oziru je namen 

disertacije združiti teoriji družbenih polj in regionalnih inovacijskih sistemov, da bi 

ponazorili, kako ti dve združujeta in tvorita družbeno podlago za razlago inovacijskih 

procesov v okviru regionalnih inovacijskih sistemov (Rončević in Modic 2012). Poleg tega 

se, z vključevanjem teorije družbenih polj v okvir inovacijskih sistemov, naslanjamo na 

sekundarna raziskovalna vprašanja: 

 

2. Ali imajo institucije vpliv na regionalni inovacijski proces? 

 

H2:  Institucije imajo pozitiven vpliv na regionalni inovacijski proces. 

 

3. Ali kognitivni okviri vplivajo na regionalni inovacijski proces? 

 

H3:  Kognitivni okviri so pogoj, ki vpliva na regionalne inovacije. 
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Raziskava prav tako upošteva medsebojno prepletanje treh družbenih sil pri alternativni 

razlagi inovacijskih procesov, z vključevanjem vidikov različnih družbenih polj na regionalni 

ravni. Poleg tega študije primerov predstavljajo različne stopnje inovativnosti, zato se 

osredotočamo na robustnost modela, ki ga predlagamo. 

 

4. Ali medsebojno prepletanje družbenih sil oblikuje regionalni inovacijski proces? 

 

H4:  Vzajemno delovanje treh družbenih sil oblikuje sistem inovacij, da ustvari ugodno 

okolje za oblikovanje in razširjanje inovacij v določeni regiji 

 

Cilj raziskave je razviti in preizkusiti trdno orodje, ki bo deležnikom omogočilo ne le da 

vidijo prednosti in slabosti regije, ampak da tudi zaznajo, katere vidike inovacijskega procesa 

je potrebno upoštevati. 

Da bi odgovorili na ta raziskovalna vprašanja in dosegli predlagani cilj, se v naslednjih 

poglavjih osredotočamo na sledeče: najprej zagotavljamo splošni okvir regionalnih 

inovacijskih sistemov (RIS); nato se osredotočamo na vlogo družbenih mrež znotraj RIS; v 

nadaljevanju se bolj poglobljeno posvečamo teoriji družbenega polja; nazadnje pa so v 

ospredju študije primerov, ki so vključene v okvir zgoraj omenjenih teorij. 

 

Teoretični okvir 

Pojem polja se uporablja v številnih disciplinah, kar pomeni, da bi lahko bil za sociologe 

vodilni koncept za interaktivno študijo skupnosti (Wilkinson 1970, 312). Izraz "polje" se 

lahko nanaša na konfiguracijo, ki jo sestavljata predmet in njegov kontekst; na kontekst 

predmeta; na strukturo ali strukturni proces; in drugo. Hkrati pa se ta izraz nikoli ne nanaša na 

predmet sam. Vsako polje ima več značilnosti. Prvič, okolje in posameznik v okolju tvorita 

neločljivo enoto ali polje. Drugič, polje ni statično. V teku časa se vedno spreminja in deluje. 

Nazadnje, sestavna značilnost polja je novost, naj gre za naključno dogajanje ali ustvarjalnost 

(Wilkinson 1970, 313). Trgi so tako politično kot družbeno konstruirani. V tem oziru socialne 

konstrukcije odražajo kulturo države in njeno zgodovino razrednih odnosov, kot tudi vladne 

intervencije (Fligstein 2001). Kljub temu se kapitalistični nacionalni sistem lahko razume kot 

celota. Po tej argumentaciji je ena od teorij, ki upoštevajo determinante inovacijskih procesov 

na različnih ravneh, teorija strateških družbenih polj (Fligstein in McAdam 2012). Ta okvir 

nam omogoča pristop k interakciji med akterji in družbenimi okolji kot socialnim območjem 

ali lokalnim redom. Prisotnost pravil in skupnih pomenov opredeljuje interakcijo med bolj ali 
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manj močnimi kolektivnimi skupinami (Fligstein 2001; 2008). Zaradi tega se osredotočamo 

na okvir družbenih polj, kot sta ga predlagala Fligstein in McAdam (2012), v kontekstu 

sedanjih gospodarskih in socialnih okolij. To omogoča razumevanje medsebojnega prepleta 

deležnikov, prenosa znanja, kar spodbuja gospodarski razvoj, hkrati pa omogoča uporabo 

zbranih vpogledov v empirični raziskavi in njihovo preoblikovanje v merljive rezultate. Tako 

teorija družbenih polj, kot trdita Fligstein in McAdam, temelji na treh prvobitnih značilnostih: 

poljih strateškega delovanja, zakoreninjenosti v širšem okolju in iskanju načina ter ohranitvi 

reda v katerem koli polju. Prva značilnost se nanaša na rede mezzo ravni, ki veljajo za 

podlago organizacijskega življenja v gospodarstvu, državi ali civilni družbi. Drugič, 

zakoreninjenost v širšem okolju sestoji iz bližnjih in distalnih polj. Zadnja značilnost sledi 

pomenu, interesu in procesu oblikovanja identitete. Potrebno je poudariti, da se socialni 

koncept zakoreninjenosti in ekonomski model delovanja nahajata na različnih konceptualnih 

ravneh. 

 

Poskusi združevanja teorij družbenega polja in inovacijskih okvirov so relativno novi. 

Najdemo lahko zelo malo raziskav, ki pojasnjujejo tehnološke inovacije na podlagi 

medsebojnega prepleta treh družbenih sil: institucij, mrež in kognitivnih okvirov. Prve 

poskuse tega je mogoče najti v člankih, ki sta jih napisala Rončević in Modic (2011; 2012) in 

raziskujejo regionalne inovacijske sisteme v okviru družbenih polj. Po njunem mnenju je v 

nedavnem intelektualnem razvoju poudarek na kompleksnosti družbenega življenja, ki jo 

prinašata globalizacija in tehnološki razvoj. Poleg tega je razvoj povezan s premikom k 

večnivojskim odgovornostim socialnih in ekonomskih politik. Rončević in Modic sta 

empirično verificirala vpliv družbenih sil na družbena polja tehnoloških inovacij (Rončević in 

Modic 2011, 326). 

 

Z ozirom na teorijo družbenih polj, raziskava upošteva tri družbene sile (mreže, institucije in 

kognitivne okvire) pri alternativni razlagi inovacijskih procesov, z vključevanjem vidikov 

različnih družbenih polj na regionalni ravni. Posledično v okviru te disertacije pristopamo k 

regionalnim inovacijskim sistemom kot analitični enoti za raziskovanje inovacijske uspešnosti 

regionalnega okolja. 

 

Metodologija 

Namen poglavja o metodologiji je raziskati in razložiti fenomen inovacije v kontekstu 

institucij, družbenih mrež in kognitivnih okvirov, ki so del teorije družbenih polj. Teorija 
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pojasnjuje pomen redov na mezzo ravni kot so združitev gospodarstva, države ali organizacije 

civilne družbe; bližnjih in distalnih polj; in sledenje procesu pomena, interesa ter identitete. Z 

metodološkega vidika Fligstein in McAdam (2012, 164) poudarjata, da okvir, ki ga 

predstavljata, izpostavlja štiri glavne izzive: opredeliti in preveriti obstoj polja, razlikovati 

med različnimi polji strateškega delovanja (nastajajočimi, stabilnimi in preoblikovanimi), 

oceniti kritično razmerje med poljubnim poljem in zunanjimi akterji ter upoštevati vlogo 

socialnih spretnosti in podjetniško delovanje v polju. 

 

Za obravnavo teh izzivov disertacija izpostavlja interakcijo treh sil (mrež, institucij in 

kognitivnih okvirov) v kontekstu regionalnih inovacijskih procesov. Razložiti poskušamo 

inovacijske procese v različnih regijah, in sicer z uporabo mešanih metod, tako kvantitativnih 

kot kvalitativnih. Zaradi kompleksnosti teoretičnega okvira združujemo tudi teorijo družbenih 

polj s teorijo regionalnih inovacijskih sistemov. Za dosego želenega rezultata poglobljene 

razlage inovacijskih procesov se zanašamo na metodo triangulacije, ki se pogosto dojema kot 

zanesljivo orodje, ki povečuje veljavnost rezultatov. Poleg tega metoda triangulacije omogoča 

boljše razumevanje določenega problema in potrditev znanstvenih spoznanj (Denzin 1970). Iz 

tega razloga je metodološki del raziskave razdeljen na več delov. Prvič, izvedli smo več 

polstrukturiranih intervjujev, ki so bili nato podrobno analizirani. Poleg tega smo v tej fazi 

zbirali kvantitativne podatke. Udeleženci (deležniki iz državnih agencij, podjetij in 

akademskih krogov, ki se ukvarjajo z inovacijskimi procesi) so morali oceniti vprašanja, ki so 

bila izpostavljena med intervjuji. Udeleženci so bili izbrani z uporabo tehnike »snežne kepe«, 

ki se uporablja, kadar je težko najti pripadnike specifične populacije (Babbie 2008). Drugič, 

kot rezultat prvega metodološkega pristopa, smo lahko nadaljevali na drugi del analize: 

analiza mehkih množic. Poleg zagotavljanja informacij o potrebnih in zadostnih pogojih za 

inovacije (kot rezultat), analiza omogoča preverjanje veljavnosti rezultatov, pridobljenih z 

intervjuji. 

 

Analiza podatkov je bila izvedena v dveh korakih. Najprej smo izvedli in analizirali 

polstrukturirane intervjuje z ustreznimi deležniki iz vlad, podjetij in akademskih krogov, ki so 

vključeni v inovacijske procese. Kot študije primerov smo izbrali sedem regij z različnimi 

stopnjami inovacijske uspešnosti: Vzhodna regija Slovenije (Novo mesto), Šumadija in 

Zahodna Srbija (Kragujevac), severozahodna regija v Romuniji (Cluj-Napoca), severna regija 

Moldavije (Balti), jugovzhodna regija na Irskem (Waterford), Furlanija-Julijska krajina v 

Italiji (Trst) in severozahodna regija v Združenem kraljestvu (Cumbria). V drugem koraku 
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smo izvedli kvalitativno primerjalno analizo, da smo testirali potrebne in zadostne pogoje za 

inovacije. 

Omejitve 

Hkrati se popolnoma zavedamo možnih omejitev te raziskave. Prvič, zavedamo se, da je 

potrebno za bolj zanesljive rezultate razvito orodje uporabiti v več regijah. Zaradi tega 

nameravamo v prihodnosti orodje uporabiti v regijah različnih držav, kar bo ponudilo boljše 

empirično znanje o tem, kako institucije, mreže in kognitivni okviri oblikujejo regionalne 

inovacijske sisteme ter o obsegu njihovega medsebojnega prepleta v tem procesu. To bo 

omogočilo okrepitev novosti metode pri razlagi regionalnih inovacijskih sistemov. 

 

Drugo omejitev predstavlja dejstvo, da je bilo težko spodbuditi sodelovanje deležnikov. Iz 

tega razloga je v primerih Moldavije in Romunije prišlo do težav pri doseganju ustreznih 

deležnikov, ki so včasih celo ignorirali povabilo k sodelovanju. Še več, v nekaterih fokusnih 

skupinah smo morali moderirati razpravo zaradi nesoglasij, ki so vodila k neumestnim in 

motečim razpravam. 

 

Nazadnje moramo priznati, da rezultatov ni mogoče posplošiti na skupine z drugimi 

značilnostmi, saj je bil glavni cilj v diskusijo vključiti ljudi, ki poznajo inovacijske procese v 

določeni regiji. Poleg tega so bile ugotovitve analizirane na ravni skupine. 

 

Rezultati 

Kvalitativna analiza je izpostavila nekatere skupne vzorce, ki so značilni za različne 

regionalne inovacijske sisteme, četudi imajo različne ravni inovacijske uspešnosti. Celo tem 

so namreč skupne nekatere značilnosti, razlike pa ležijo v inovacijski uspešnosti. Kljub temu 

so podrobnosti tiste, ki na koncu štejejo kot »pravila igre«. Poleg tega analiza vsebine kaže, 

da je vsak relevanten deležnik iz sedmih regionalnih fokusnih skupin izpostavil, da ima vsaka 

regija prednosti in slabosti v zvezi z oblastmi, podjetji in akademskim okoljem, družbo in 

njihovim sodelovanjem znotraj družbenih področij. V skladu s to argumentacijo je pomembno 

predstaviti ključne ugotovitve za vsako regijo, da lahko vidimo posebnosti regij, za katere so 

značilne različne inovacijske ravni. 

 

Čeprav je Slovenija močan inovator (IUS 2017), to ne zadošča, da bi vzhodni prostor sledil 

trendu, zato je ta regija še vedno zmeren inovator (RIS 2017). V skladu s to argumentacijo 

fokusna skupina v Novem mestu omogoča razumevanje regionalne ravni inovacij. Glavne 
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teme razprave so bile naslednje: prednosti in slabosti oblasti, prednosti in slabosti podjetij, 

prednosti in slabosti akademskega okolja, prednosti in pomanjkljivosti sodelovanja, 

zmožnosti pritegniti talente in šibkosti mrež. Tudi če je regija uspešna, so nekateri vidiki 

vzajemnega prepleta družbenih sil odlični. Prisotnost velikih podjetij, ki so izvozno 

usmerjena, in sodelovanja na različnih ravneh predstavljajo pomembne vidike. Po drugi strani 

pa so glavne pomanjkljivosti regionalnega razvoja pomanjkanje ljudi, pomanjkanje finančne 

podpore malim podjetjem in dejstvo, da so ljudje ustvarjalni, vendar ne inovativni. Posledično 

deležniki pravijo, da je v njihovi regiji najšibkejša  institucionalna dimenzija, sledijo pa ji 

stopnja inovacij, mreže in kognitivni okviri. 

 

Šumadijo in zahodno Srbijo znotraj druge regije lahko označimo kot skromen inovator (IUS 

2017). Fokusna skupina je poudarila glavne skupine, v okviru katerih družbene sile vzajemno 

delujejo: prednosti in slabosti oblasti, prednosti in slabosti podjetij, prednosti in 

pomanjkljivosti akademskega okolja, prednosti in slabosti sodelovanja, prednosti in slabosti 

kulture, prednosti in slabosti zmožnosti privabljanja, prednosti in pomanjkljivosti zmožnosti 

ohranjanja, zaupanje. Regija ima prednosti in pomanjkljivosti, ki določajo inovacijsko 

uspešnost. Deležniki so poudarili, da vlada zagotavlja pravno podporo in da obstajajo 

mehanizmi za sodelovanje, zato velja splošen občutek, da je spodbujanje podjetniškega okolja 

pomembno. Kljub temu je vloga malih podjetij zmanjšana, naložbe vlade v raziskave in 

razvoj pa so zelo nizke. Poleg tega, kot so poudarili zainteresirani, tudi če pride do srečanj 

med vsemi deležniki, to ne rezultira v ničemer konkretnem, zato je inovacijska uspešnost 

dojeta kot najšibkejši vidik. Na predzadnjem mestu so uvrščene institucije, ki jim sledijo 

mreže, medtem ko imajo kognitivni okviri najboljši rezultat med vsemi. 

 

Po teh dveh regijah smo se osredotočili na severozahodno regijo v Romuniji. Romunija je 

skromen inovator, kar velja tudi za severozahodno regijo. V fokusni skupini so udeleženci 

poudarili, da je za regionalni inovacijski sistem značilno več glavnih vidikov: sodelovanje, 

mreže, šibkost značaja, moč značaja in moč virov. Sogovorniki so poudarili, da znotraj regije 

obstaja sodelovanje med  akademskim okoljem in državo ter da v večini primerov ta 

partnerstva temeljijo na zaupanju. Poleg tega sodelovanje med podjetji temelji na podobnih 

dejavnostih in prispeva k pridobivanju novega znanja, tudi s strani zunanjega sodelovanja. 

Ljudje se želijo naučiti novih stvari, vendar jim primanjkuje srednjeročnih in dolgoročnih 

vizij. Ta vidik velja tudi za oblasti, ki se osredotočajo na kratkoročne koristi in nimajo 

dolgoročnih ciljev. Po drugi strani pa ljudje postanejo prilagodljivi. Deležniki so poudarili, da 
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so inovacije najšibkejši vidik regije. Inovacijam sledi vloga institucij in mrež, medtem ko so 

kognitivni okviri najmočnejša družbena sila. 

 

Naslednji primer, ki smo ga analizirali, je severna regija v Moldaviji. Čeprav Sistem 

kazalnikov uspešnosti za inovacije ne zagotavlja nobenih informacij o stopnji razvoja inovacij 

v Moldaviji, druga poročila jasno kažejo stanje v Moldaviji. Moldavija je skromen inovator, 

kar velja tudi za severno regijo. Tudi če se model zdi preveč poenostavljen, to ne pomeni, da 

ne nudi ustreznih informacij o tem, kako družbene sile sodelujejo pri oblikovanju 

inovacijskega sistema. V skladu s to argumentacijo je bila razprava deležnikov osredotočena 

na sodelovanje, pomanjkljivosti in prednosti človeških virov, izboljšave v regiji, moč MSP in 

slabosti oblasti. Vzajemen preplet sil je pokazal, da v regiji obstaja povezava med podjetji in 

akademskim okoljem, ki usposablja potrebne strokovnjake. Kljub temu je za regijo značilno 

pomanjkanje mladih strokovnjakov, saj regija nima potrebnih orodij za zaustavitev bega 

možganov. Na podlagi tega argumenta so deležniki, ki so bili zaprošeni za oceno stopnje 

inovativnosti in treh družbenih sil, poudarili, da so inovacije in institucije najšibkejši vidiki 

regije. Tem so zelo blizu mreže, nato pa sledijo kognitivni okviri. 

 

Do sedaj smo predstavili rezultate za regije, za katere so sicer značilne različne stopnje 

razvoja, ampak niso najmočnejše. V naslednji študiji primera jugovzhodna regija na Irskem 

predstavlja močan inovator. Razprave se vrtijo okoli naslednjih točk: moči infrastrukture, 

moči MSP, moči oblasti, moči človeških virov, konkurenčnosti, moči grozdov, kulture, 

šibkosti oblasti, šibkosti kulture, šibkosti MSP, mrež, sodelovanja raziskovalnih institucij, 

sodelovanja MSP in zaupanja. Kot taka ima regija dobro infrastrukturo in dobro mešanico 

multinacionalnih podjetij. Zaradi visokokakovostnega izobraževanja ima regija tudi 

visokokvalificirano delovno silo. Kljub temu je za regijo značilno pomanjkanje razumevanja 

komunikacije med podjetji in izobraževalnimi ustanovami. Poleg tega se pojavijo nekatere 

težave, ko država posega in poskuša postati posrednik v procesu mreženja deležnikov. 

Deležniki so poudarili, da je jugovzhodna regija kraj, kjer morajo ljudje razumeti, da 

inovacija ne predstavlja stroška, temveč raje priložnost. Zaradi tega imajo institucije in mreže 

najnižjo oceno. Kljub temu je pomembno omeniti, da so bile ocene višje kot v drugih študijah 

primerov. Po tem sodeč se inovacije umeščajo blizu mrež in institucij, medtem ko imajo 

kognitivni okviri najboljši rezultat med vsemi. 
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V Italiji je regija Furlanija-Julijska krajina močan inovator, čeprav je država dokaj zmeren 

inovator. V razpravi z deležniki so bile izpostavljene številne pomembne teme: moč institucij, 

mrež, šibkost oblasti, oslabitev zaupanja, tehnološka slabost in podjetja. Eden najmočnejših 

vidikov regije je, da ima na voljo veliko raziskovalnih inštitutov. Na tej podlagi regija 

predstavlja področje z velikim številom raziskovalcev, poleg tega je napolnjena z znanjem 

oziroma dobro izmenjavo znanja. Poleg tega ima regija kratkoročno sposobnost pritegniti 

nadarjene ljudi. V zvezi s slabostmi so deležniki izpostavili, da ko gre za oblasti, one ustvarijo 

potrebne pogoje za inovacije. Pri tem je bilo omenjeno, da visoka raven birokracije in 

pomanjkanje financiranja ustvarjata neprivlačno okolje za podjetja. Z vidika ocen so se 

deležniki strinjali, da institucije delujejo najskromnejše. Institucijam sledijo mreže. Inovacije 

so na drugem mestu od vrha navzdol, medtem ko so kognitivni okviri dobili najvišjo oceno. 

 

V zvezi z našo zadnjo regijo, severozahodno regijo v Združenem kraljestvu, Regijski 

sistem kazalnikov uspešnosti poudarja močno inovativno okolje. Prvi vtis kaže, da je v 

primerjavi z drugimi regijami regionalni inovacijski sistem manj kompleksen, in sicer zaradi 

glavnih področij, na katera je bila osredotočena razprava z deležniki: neformalne mreže, 

formalne mreže, sodelovanje, zmožnost privabljanja, zmožnost ohranjanja, kultura, šibkost 

poslovanja in šibkost sposobnosti privabljanja. Kljub temu realno stanje kaže, da RIS ni tako 

preprost, kot bi lahko bil. Velik poudarek v regiji je tako na formalnih kot neformalnih 

mrežah. Poleg tega so osebni odnosi okvir za podjetja v regiji. Podjetja v regiji imajo 

sredstva, ki spodbujajo inovacije. Podjetja so, kot druge mreže, medsebojno povezana. Poleg 

tega je prednost tudi ta, da ima regija dobro infrastrukturo, ki ljudem omogoča, da se vozijo 

na delo. Z vidika slabosti je potrebno izpostaviti, da je akademsko okolje šibko, in da število 

ljudi v regiji ni visoko. Poleg tega težavo predstavlja kreiranje zadovoljivih pogojev za 

družine tistih, ki se preselijo v regijo. Torej, če zgoraj omenjene  ugotovitve prevedemo v 

rezultate, so institucije najšibkejše. Inovacije so druge od spodaj. Kognitivni okviri so drugi 

na vrhu, medtem ko gre najvišja ocena mrežam. 

 

Analiza tako kvalitativne kot kvantitativne primerjalne analize (QCA) je ponovno 

poudarila več pomembnih dejstev pri razlagi regionalnih inovacijskih sistemov, pri čemer se 

je osredotočila na potrebne in zadostne pogoje. Na podlagi kompleksnosti regionalnih 

inovacijskih sistemov smo lahko obravnavali prisotnost določenih pogojev za rezultate 

inovacij, zato je bil cilj osvetliti zadostne in potrebne pogoje za inovacijsko uspešnost. Poleg 

tega smo s pomočjo QCA testirali tudi odsotnost teh pogojev za odsotnost inovacij v regiji. 
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Glede na to da metoda omogoča izvedbo s prisotnostjo/odsotnostjo rezultata in pogojev, se 

nam je zdelo izredno pomembno, da ugotovimo, kaj določa tako prisotnost kot odsotnost 

inovacij v regijah. Tako nam je ta pristop omogočil vpogled na splošnejši ravni, s poudarkom 

na glavnih pogojih in poglobljeni ravni, z osredotočanjem na pod-pogoje. 

 

V primeru glavnih pogojev je analiza poudarila, da so mreže potreben in zadosten pogoj za 

inovacije. V primeru nujnosti so mreže v povezavi z institucijami v ospredju. Rezultati so tudi 

pokazali, da so kognitivni okviri nujen pogoj za inovacije, kar je razvidno iz naših študij 

primerov. Tudi pod-pogoji, ki tvorijo kognitivne okvire, so potrebni pogoji, zato so v ospredju 

pomembnost odnosa prebivalstva do učenja, konkurenca kot pozitivni vidik in pomen 

globalizacije znotraj kognitivnega okvira. Poleg tega je analiza poudarila, da je sodelovanje 

deležnikov izven regije nujen in zadosten pogoj za inovacije. Kot rezultat lahko poudarimo, 

da izvenregionalno sodelovanje prispeva k ravni inovacijske uspešnosti v okviru regionalnih 

inovacijskih sistemov. 

 

Poleg tega je Resničnostna tabela (TruthTable) zagotovila bolj poglobljeno znanje o zadostnih 

pogojih znotraj sedmih regij. Na tej podlagi rezultati kažejo, da mreže in institucije zadoščajo 

v primeru jugovzhodne Irske, medtem ko za kognitivne okvire nobena od regij ne kaže 

kakršnega koli pomembnega rezultata. Poleg tega je funkcija SuperSubset zagotovila orodja 

za testiranje potrebnih kombinacij pogojev. Rezultati so poudarili 16 kombinacij potrebnih 

pogojev za inovacije. Pomembnost teh kombinacij ni le, da določajo potrebne pogoje za 

inovacije, temveč na njihovo pomembnost nakazuje tudi konsistentnost in visoka pokritost 

(nad pragom .75). To omogoča večjo empirično signifikantnost pridobljenih rezultatov. Poleg 

tega ima posebno vlogo sodelovanje deležnikov izven regije, ki je del stanja mreže. Ta se 

pojavi v vseh 16-ih kombinacijah analize. Poleg tega rezultati kažejo, da obstaja interakcija 

treh družbenih sil, ki določa kompleksnost inovacijskih procesov. 

 

Kot že omenjeno, izbrana metoda omogoča testiranje odsotnosti pogojev za rezultat. Izredno 

pomembno je razložiti odsotnost inovacijske uspešnosti. Izključevalna analiza je poudarila, da 

je vsak negirani pogoj, razen vloge javnih organov pri zagotavljanju ustreznih informacij, 

sodelovanja deležnikov znotraj regije in zaupanja, zadosten za odsotnost inovacij. Poleg tega 

je v primeru nujnosti rezultat pokazal, da odsotnost mrež, regionalnih odnosov do učenja, 

konkurence, globalizacije in sodelovanja deležnikov v regiji niso nujni pogoji za odsotnost 

inovacij. 
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V primeru negiranih pogojev za testiranje odsotnosti inovacij, je situacija podobna prisotnosti 

teh pogojev za prisotnost inovacij. Natančneje, morali smo povečati konsistentnost na .75 in 

pokritost na .9, da bi dobili 25 kombinacij. Če je bil prag pokritosti nižji, smo dobili več kot 

dvakrat možnih kombinacij. V skladu s to argumentacijo je, od 25-ih možnih kombinacij, 23 

izmed njih vsebovalo sodelovanje deležnikov izven regije. Zatorej lahko navedemo, da je 

odsotnost le-tega izjemnega pomena za odsotnost inovacij v naših študijah primerov. 

 

Analiza fokusnih skupin in QCA kažeta, da slabosti družbenih sil povzročajo težave pri 

uspešnosti inovacij. Kot smo lahko opazili v večini preučevanih regij, je bil glavni poudarek 

na pomanjkljivostih, ki jih imajo regije pri razlagi inovacij v okviru družbenih sil. Tako so 

rezultati, pridobljeni z analizo mehkih množic, podobni ugotovitvam iz fokusnih skupin, 

izvedenih v sedmih regijah. V fokusnih skupinah so deležniki poudarili, da odsotnost ali 

nerazvitost teh družbenih sil določata stopnjo (pomanjkanje) inovacijske uspešnosti v regijah. 

 

Zaključki 

Družbena in ekonomska kompleksnost modernega sveta poudarja potrebo po nenehnih 

izboljšavah, da regije lahko ostanejo konkurenčne in inovativne. Poleg tega je v kontekstu 

procesov decentralizacije v ospredju razprava o rekonfiguraciji prostorskih formacij skozi 

ekonomske in kulturne preobrazbe. V skladu s to argumentacijo se regionalni inovacijski 

sistemi obravnavajo kot posebna družbena polja, ki so zakoreninjena v širšem okolju. Polje je 

lokalni red ali družbena arena, kjer akterji medsebojno sodelujejo. Ta vidik je povezan z 

ekonomsko sociologijo, kjer se ekonomski procesi razlagajo s pomočjo socialnih struktur pri 

posameznih dejanjih. Ob upoštevanju teorije družbenih polj je v primerjalni študiji sedmih 

regij tako poudarek na treh družbenih silah - institucijah, mrežah in kognitivnih okvirih.  

 

Zato smo ob upoštevanju treh družbenih sil iz okvira teorije družbenih polj in konteksta 

regionalnega inovacijskega sistema uspeli zgraditi eksplanatorni model za razvoj inovacij. 

Poleg tega je predlagani model pokazal, da inovacijskih procesov s perspektive RIS ne bi 

smeli dojemati kot enodimenzionalne procese, temveč bi jih morali obravnavati kot procese, 

ki od deležnikov zahtevajo, da upoštevajo uporabo različnih vrst kapitala za inovacije. 

 

Poudarek na družbenih silah kaže na medsebojni preplet akterjev znotraj teh področij, ki 

prispevajo k procesom regionalnega gospodarskega razvoja in inovacij. Doktorska disertacija 
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je stremela k odgovoru na vprašanje, ali te družbene sile prispevajo k razvoju regionalnega 

inovacijskega sistema in kakšni so njihovi mehanizmi za dosego tega cilja. Dodana vrednost 

disertacije je, da oblikuje orodje, ki lahko v ozir vzame družbeno zapletenost inovacijskih 

procesov v različnih regijah, kar bo omogočilo univerzalen pristop, ne glede na raven 

regionalnega inovacijskega razvoja. Natančneje, namen tega orodja ni le opisati, kako regije 

delujejo v smislu inovacij, temveč tudi izpostaviti močne in šibke točke regionalnih 

značilnosti. Poleg teorije družbenih polj je bil cilj predstaviti, da so interakcije akterjev 

zakoreninjene v kateremkoli družbenem področju inovacij, opirajoč se na tri družbene sile. 

Tako smo želeli ugotoviti, ali je odsotnost posebnih pogojev pri razlagi pomanjkanja 

inovacijske uspešnosti enako pomembna kot njihova prisotnost v primeru razvitih 

inovacijskih sistemov. 

 

Kot kažejo rezultati, so družbene sile posebna komponenta za razlago inovacijskih procesov v 

izbranih študijah primerov. Predhodno nismo vedeli, kaj se zgodi v primeru, ko nekatere 

regije niso tako razvite kot druge. Zato smo z analizo odsotnosti teh pogojev v regiji dokazali, 

da je razlagalna moč večja. Poleg tega so rezultati poudarili pomembnost skoraj vsakega 

pogoja, v smislu nujnosti in zadostnosti. Medtem ko je bil poudarek na prisotnosti pogojev, so 

rezultati pokazali konsistentnost, ko so bili ti kombinirani. Ko so bili pogoji testirani ločeno, 

je njihova signifikantnost izginila. Kljub temu smo odkrili, da lahko razlike v moči učinka 

poudarijo ključno ugotovitev: da lahko regija razvije svojo inovacijsko zmogljivost, so zgoraj 

omenjeni pogoji tako potrebni kot zadostni. Ko regija doseže določeno stopnjo inovativnosti, 

se učinek teh pogojev zmanjša. Poleg tega lahko domnevamo, da se družbene sile razvijajo 

skupaj z inovacijsko uspešnostjo. Zato so za testiranje tega vidika potrebne tudi raziskave v 

prihodnosti, saj na razvoj inovacij ne vplivajo le družbene sile, pač pa je potrebno tudi testirati 

način, kako razvit inovacijski sistem vpliva na medsebojno delovanje družbenih sil. 

 

Rezultati kažejo, da so bile vse štiri hipoteze potrjene. Še več, obe uporabljeni metodi sta 

poudarili več posebnih vidikov treh družbenih sil. V primeru mrež, je v ospredju sodelovanje 

med deležniki izven regije. Za institucionalno perspektivo, je v ospredju razpoložljivost 

(zbiranje, razširjanje in obdelava) informacij javnih organov. Kljub temu je analiza opozorila 

tudi na to, da se je v okviru družbene sile kognitivnih okvirov pomembno osredotočiti na to, 

da se konkurenco dojema kot pozitivno vrednost; kulturo kot nekaj, kar omogoča učenje 

novih stvari; in globalizacijo kot pozitiven vidik inovacijskih procesov. 
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Čeprav sta uporabljeni metodi analize različni, se dopolnjujeta. Tako rezultati obeh analiz ne 

le da niso v nasprotju, ampak njuna kombinacija prinaša nove vpoglede na delovanje različnih 

regionalnih inovacijskih sistemov. Čeprav je raven regionalnega razvoja na prvi pogled 

drugačna, so bile s pomočjo orodja za analizo ugotovljene nekatere univerzalne posebnosti. 

Na kratko, rezultati spodbujajo ustrezne deležnike, da pristopijo k inovacijam, ki presegajo 

preprosto ekonomijo, saj te lahko izboljšajo ali ovirajo inovacijsko uspešnost regije. Rezultati 

ponujajo tudi vpoglede v regionalne mehanizme znotraj inovacijske uspešnosti, s poudarkom 

na prisotnosti ali odsotnosti potrebnih in zadostnih pogojev. Rezultati, predstavljeni na 

regionalni ravni, so konsistentni z rezultati, pridobljenimi v drugih študijah na nacionalni 

ravni (Rončević in Modic 2011, Rončević in Modic 2012, Rončević in Cepoi 2016, Cepoi in 

Golob 2017). Tako je pomembno vedeti, da se ista logika uporablja v kontekstu regionalnih 

inovacijskih sistemov kot tudi v primeru nacionalnih inovacijskih sistemov. Pridobljeni 

rezultati niso v nasprotju z modelom, ampak raje poudarjajo robustnost modela. Pomembno je 

poudariti, da celo ob trenutnih težnjah osredotočanja na decentralizacijo in bolj pogostega 

gledanja na regije kot neodvisne družbeno-politične okvire, vloga nacionalnega inovacijskega 

sistema ostaja pomembna. Navsezadnje model upošteva posebnosti specifičnih družbenih polj 

(bodisi nacionalnih ali regionalnih) in podpira zadostne ter potrebne dejavnike v kompleksnih 

specifičnih kontekstih. 

 

Razvito orodje in njegova uporaba v kontekstu različnih regionalnih inovacijskih sistemov sta 

pokazala, da so družbene sile pomembne za razvoj inovacij. Še več, to nam je omogočilo, da 

prikažemo medsebojni preplet družbenih sil. V prejšnjih raziskavah so avtorji inovacije 

obravnavali s poudarkom na določenem vidiku. V našem primeru smo uspeli pokazati, da je 

pomembno inovacijske procese obravnavati ne glede na raven razvoja v okviru institucij, 

mrež in kognitivnih okvirov. 

 

Vsekakor menimo, da rezultati predstavljajo dragocena sredstva za oblikovalce politik, ki 

razmišljajo o načrtovanju inovacijskih sistemov, tako na regionalni kot nacionalni ravni. 

Upoštevati bi morali kompleksnost lokalnega družbenega reda, s poudarkom na družbenih 

silah, ki opredeljujejo predpostavke za razvoj. Poleg tega potrebujejo potrebna orodja za 

olajšanje interakcij med akterji, tako da prispevajo k razvoju inovacijskih procesov. 
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Annex 
 
Semi -structured interview 
 

Introductory questions 
 
1. Who are the entities responsible for innovations in the region? 

2. In your region, to what extent do companies have the capacity to innovate? 

3. Within your region the ownership of business is more private or more owned 

by the state? 

4. On a daily basis, you within your institution/ business, what is the nature of 

your tasks: manual vs. intellectual? 

5. On a daily basis, you within your institution/ business the nature of tasks: 

routine vs. creative?  

6. Do future changes have to rely more on the emphasis of the development of 

technology? 

7. Is it important to a person to think up new ideas and be creative? 

8. Is the protection of environment more important than economic growth? 

  



 

 

Questions on Regional Innovation Profile 
 
 
Question 1  
 

5. Please assess the level of innovation within your region? 

 
Examples of important aspects concerning regional profile:  
Capacity to innovate 
 
 
 Strengths: 

 
 
 

 

 Weaknesses: 
 
 
 

 

 
 

If you should translate all these strengths and weaknesses into ONE score 
on a range of 1-4 (four being maximum / most desirable), what would 
your score be for the level of innovation? 
 
 
Score:  1 2 3 4  
                    
 
 
 Any additional comments concerning the motivation of 

the score? 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
  



 

 

Question 2  
 
What are the strengths and weaknesses concerning collecting, processing 
and disseminating innovation information (such as funding opportunities, 
potential partners, available know-how, technologies, etc.) in the region? 
 
 
Examples of important aspects concerning collection, processing and 
dissemination of information characteristics:  
Access to information, Relevant stakeholders involved in the process 
 
 
 Strengths: 

 
 
 

 

 Weaknesses: 
 
 
 

 

 
 

If you should translate all these strengths and weaknesses into ONE score 
on a range of 1-4 (four being maximum / most desirable), what would 
your score be for the process concerning collecting, processing and 
disseminating innovation information in the region? 
  
 
Score:  1 2 3 4  
                    
 
 
 Any additional comments concerning the motivation of 

the score? 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 



 

 

Question 3  
 
What are the regional strengths and weaknesses concerning enterprises 
and R&D? 
 
Examples of important aspects concerning RTD characteristics of 
firms situated in the region:  
Employment in R&D, R&D-characteristics (dependence on and 
performance in R&D, innovation and entrepreneurship, access to funding 
and cooperation, pro-active market approach) of individual enterprises, 
sectors and clusters, etc. 
 
 
 
 Strengths: 

 
 
 

 

 Weaknesses: 
 
 
 

 

 
 

If you should translate all these strengths and weaknesses into ONE score 
on a range of 1-4 (four being maximum / most desirable), what would 
your score be for the strengths and weaknesses concerning enterprises 
and R&D in your region? 
 
 
Score:  1 2 3 4  
                    
 
 
 Any additional comments concerning the motivation of 

the score? 
 
 
 

 

 
 



 

 

 
Question 4  
 
Is the final product oriented toward regional level? 
 
Examples of important aspects concerning product orientation:  
National level, Export.   
 
 Strengths: 

 
 
 

 

 Weaknesses: 
 
 
 

 

 
 

If you should translate all these strengths and weaknesses into ONE score 
on a range of 1-4 (four being maximum / most desirable), what would 
your score be for the final product orientation toward regional level? 
 
 
Score:  1 2 3 4  
                    
 
 
 Any additional comments concerning the motivation of 

the score? 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 
 ‘Spider web’ diagram of scores on Regional Profile 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Q4 

Q1 

Q3 

Q2 

Plot the scores of questions 1 - 4 in the ‘spider web’ diagram 

Legend:  
 
Scores 1-4.  
 
1 being 
minimum/ most 
undesirable  
 
and  
 
4 being 
maximum / 
most desirable.  
 
Internal ‘ring’ = 
score 1. 
 
External ‘ring’ = 
score 4.  
 



 

 

Questions on Institutions 
Question 5  
 

1. What are the strengths and weaknesses concerning the role of the public 

authorities and/or intermediary organizations representing these 

authorities?  

 
Examples of important aspects concerning strengths and weaknesses 
concerning the role of the public authorities and/or intermediary 
organizations representing these authorities:  
Presence of strong sectors, Support of R&D opportunities, Formal and 
informal trainings 
 
 
 Strengths: 

 
 
 

 

 Weaknesses: 
 
 
 

 

 
 

If you should translate all these strengths and weaknesses into ONE score 
on a range of 1-4 (four being maximum / most desirable), what would 
your score public authorities and/or intermediary organizations 
representing these authorities? 
 
Score:  1 2 3 4  
                    
 
 
 Any additional comments concerning the motivation of 

the score? 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 



 

 

Question 6  
 

2. Does your region have the capacity to attract talented people? 

 
Examples of important aspects concerning capacity to attract 
talented people within the region:  
Professional Development, Rewards and Recognition, Migration Policy, 
Integration, etc. 
 
 Strengths: 

 
 
 

 

 Weaknesses: 
 
 
 

 

 
 

If you should translate all these strengths and weaknesses into ONE score 
on a range of 1-4 (four being maximum / most desirable), what would 
your score be for the capacity to attract talented people within the 
region? 
 
 
Score:  1 2 3 4  
                    
 
 
 Any additional comments concerning the motivation of 

the score? 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

Question 7 
 

3. Does your region have the capacity to retain talented people? 

 
Examples of important aspects concerning capacity to retain talented 
people within the region:  
Professional Development, Rewards and Recognition, Migration Policy, 
Integration, etc. 
 
 
 Strengths: 

 
 
 

 

 Weaknesses: 
 
 
 

 

 
 

If you should translate all these strengths and weaknesses into ONE score 
on a range of 1-4 (four being maximum / most desirable), what would 
your score be for the capacity to retain talented people within the region? 
 
 
Score:  1 2 3 4  
                    
 
 
 Any additional comments concerning the motivation of 

the score? 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

Question 8  
 

4. What are the strengths and weaknesses regional innovation-policy?  

 
Examples of important aspects concerning innovation policy within 
the region:  
Long-term objectives, Innovation vision 
 
 Strengths: 

 
 
 

 

 Weaknesses: 
 
 
 

 

 
 

If you should translate all these strengths and weaknesses into ONE score 
on a range of 1-4 (four being maximum / most desirable), what would 
your score be for the innovation policy within the region? 
 
 
Score:  1 2 3 4  
                    
 
 
 Any additional comments concerning the motivation of 

the score? 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
‘Spider web’ diagram of scores on Institutions 
 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Q8 

Q5 

Q7 

Q6 

Plot the scores of questions 5 - 8 in the ‘spider web’ diagram 

Legend:  
 
Scores 1-4.  
 
1 being 
minimum/ most 
undesirable  
 
and  
 
4 being 
maximum / 
most desirable.  
 
Internal ‘ring’ = 
score 1. 
 
External ‘ring’ = 
score 4.  
 



 

 

 
Questions on Networks.  
 
Question 9  
 
How networks are organized (e.g. multi-sectoral, enterprises only or 

sector only) and to which extent do the networks contribute effectively to 

innovation performance? 

 
Examples of important aspects concerning network organization in 
the region:  
Power symmetry, Openness to new actors, Differences in clusters, sectors 
or individuals 
 
 
 Strengths: 

 
 
 

 

 Weaknesses: 
 
 
 

 

 
 

If you should translate all these strengths and weaknesses into ONE score 
on a range of 1-5 (four being maximum / most desirable), what would 
your score be for the network organization in the region? 
 
 
Score:  1 2 3 4  
                    
 
 
 Any additional comments concerning the motivation of 

the score? 
 
 
 

 

 
 



 

 

 
 
Question 10  
 

1. What are the strengths and weaknesses concerning cooperation between 

stakeholders within the region?  

 
Examples of important aspects concerning cooperation between 
stakeholders within the region:  
Key actors, Cooperation, Representation, Operation Contexts 
 
 Strengths: 

 
 
 

 

 Weaknesses: 
 
 
 

 

 
 

If you should translate all these strengths and weaknesses into ONE score 
on a range of 1-4 (five being maximum / most desirable), what would 
your score be for the strengths and weaknesses concerning cooperation 
between stakeholders within the region? 
 
 
Score:  1 2 3 4  
                    
 
 
 Any additional comments concerning the motivation of 

the score? 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

Question 11  
 
What are the strengths and weaknesses concerning cooperation between 
regional stakeholders and parties outside the region? 
 
Examples of important aspects concerning cooperation between 
regional stakeholders and parties outside the region:  
Added value, Differences in National and International Cooperation, 
Intermediaries 
 
 
 Strengths: 

 
 
 

 

 Weaknesses: 
 
 
 

 

 
 

If you should translate all these strengths and weaknesses into ONE score 
on a range of 1-4 (four being maximum / most desirable), what would 
your score be for the strengths and weaknesses concerning cooperation 
between regional stakeholders and parties outside the region? 
 
Score:  1 2 3 4  
                    
 
 
 Any additional comments concerning the motivation of 

the score? 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
  



 

 

Question 12  
 
Do stakeholders trust each other? 
 
Examples of important aspects concerning trust for the interaction 
for innovation processes within the region:  
Trust within and outside the region 
 
 
 Strengths: 

 
 
 

 

 Weaknesses: 
 
 
 

 

 
 

If you should translate all these strengths and weaknesses into ONE score 
on a range of 1-4 (four being maximum / most desirable), what would 
your score be for the role of trust  for innovation process within the 
region? 
 
 
Score:  1 2 3 4  
                    
 
 
 Any additional comments concerning the motivation of 

the score? 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

‘Spider web’ diagram of scores on Networks 
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Plot the scores of questions 9 - 12 in the ‘spider web’ diagram 

Legend:  
 
Scores 1-4.  
 
1 being 
minimum/ most 
undesirable  
 
and  
 
4 being 
maximum / 
most desirable.  
 
Internal ‘ring’ = 
score 1. 
 
External ‘ring’ = 
score 4.  
 



 

 

Questions on Cognitive Frames 
 
Question 13  
 
What are the strengths and weaknesses of the culture and attitude of the 
population concerning creativity and entrepreneurship? 
 
Examples of important aspects concerning strengths and weaknesses 
of the culture and attitude of the population’s creativity and 
entrepreneurship within the region:  
National and Regional characteristics 
 
 
 Strengths: 

 
 
 

 

 Weaknesses: 
 
 
 

 

 
 

If you should translate all these strengths and weaknesses into ONE score 
on a range of 1-4 (four being maximum / most desirable), what would 
your score be for the culture and attitude of the population’s concerning 
creativity and entrepreneurship? 
 
 
 
Score:  1 2 3 4  
                    
 
 
 Any additional comments concerning the motivation of 

the score? 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 



 

 

Question 14  
 
To what extent do the regional attitudes / culture enable the learning 
processes in the region? 
 
Examples of important aspects concerning attitudes / culture the 
regional learning processes:  
Willingness to adopt new approaches 
 
 
 Strengths: 

 
 
 

 

 Weaknesses: 
 
 
 

 

 
 

If you should translate all these strengths and weaknesses into ONE score 
on a range of 1-4 (four being maximum / most desirable), what would 
your score be for role of regional attitudes / culture for the regional 
learning processes? 
 
 
 
Score:  1 2 3 4  
                    
 
 
 Any additional comments concerning the motivation of 

the score? 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 



 

 

Question 15  
 

Is competition seen as a positive value for innovation process?  
 
Examples of important aspects concerning competition as a value for 
innovation processes within the region:  
Importance of solidarity  
 
 
 Strengths: 

 
 
 

 

 Weaknesses: 
 
 
 

 

 
 

If you should translate all these strengths and weaknesses into ONE score 
on a range of 1-4 (four being maximum / most desirable), what would 
your score be for competition as a positive value within the region? 
 
 
Score:  1 2 3 4  
                    
 
 
 Any additional comments concerning the motivation of 

the score? 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

Question 16  
 

5. What is the role of globalization for the innovation processes? 

 
 
Examples of important aspects concerning globalization for 
innovation processes within the region:  
Access to knowledge, Competition with foreign companies, Access to 
new markets, Accessibility of information, etc. 
 
 Strengths: 

 
 
 

 

 Weaknesses: 
 
 
 

 

 
 

If you should translate all these strengths and weaknesses into ONE score 
on a range of 1-4 (four being maximum / most desirable), what would 
your score be for the role of globalization for innovation process within 
the region? 
 
 
Score:  1 2 3 4  
                    
 
 
 Any additional comments concerning the motivation of 

the score? 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

‘Spider web’ diagram of scores on Networks 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Additional information on questions  
 
This appendix provides detailed information on each important aspect. The information can 

be used as support for identifying strengths and weaknesses as well as for the scoring process.  

 
 
Question 1  
 
Please assess the level of innovation within your region? 
 
Additional questions 
 
1.1.     Is innovation processes part of your region? 

1.2.     In your region, to what extent do companies have the capacity to innovate? 

1.3. Is the region situated relatively close to national cultural centers and recreational 

opportunities? 

1.4. Are the regional stakeholders able to identify needs and opportunities for innovation 

and entrepreneurship? 

Q16 

Q13 

Q15 

Q14 

Plot the scores of questions 13 - 16 in the ‘spider web’ diagram 

Legend:  
 
Scores 1-4.  
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minimum/ most 
undesirable  
 
and  
 
4 being 
maximum / 
most desirable.  
 
Internal ‘ring’ = 
score 1. 
 
External ‘ring’ = 
score 4.  
 



 

 

1.5. Is there a coherent, structured information management system/process that covers 

collecting, processing, disseminating and monitoring needs concerning innovation 

relevant information such as funding opportunities, potential partners, available know-

how, technologies, etc.? 

1.6. What is the situation concerning planning for development of new areas: ‘soft’ plans 

(procedures have to be started yet or are on-going) as well as ‘hard’ plans (procedures 

that are successfully finished)?  

1.7. Do the entrepreneurs in the region show, compared to the national level, a 

commitment to contributing to the development of the local / regional society?   

 
Question 2 
 
What are the strengths and weaknesses concerning collecting, processing and disseminating 
innovation information (such as funding opportunities, potential partners, available know-
how, technologies, etc.) in the region? 
 
Additional questions 
 
2.1. Do the relevant persons, groups, organizations and networks have access to the right 

information?  

2.2. Is this access part of a structured (organized) approach?  

2.3. Are the right stakeholders involved in processing information (based on need: 

representatives of authorities, enterprises, universities, education, etc.)? 

2.4. How this process can be improved? 

 
 
 Question 3  
 
What are the regional strengths and weaknesses concerning enterprises and R&D? 
 

Additional questions 
 
3.1. Are there individual enterprises with a high dependency on RTD? 

3.2. Are there specific (potential) RTD high-performers of sectors or clusters in the region? 

3.3. Are there any specific / dominant types of innovation in the region? 

3.4. What are the innovation trends over the last decade? 

 
Question 4  
 
Is the final product oriented toward regional level? 



 

 

 
Additional questions 
 
4.1. Is the final product oriented toward national level? 

4.2. Is the final product oriented toward export? 

4.3. Is it in accordance to the main objectives of the regional development plan? 

 
 
Question 5 
 
What are the strengths and weaknesses concerning the role of the public authorities and/or 
intermediary organizations representing these authorities?  
 

Additional questions 
 
5.1. Have the regional authorities identified (potential) strong sectors, clusters and 

enterprises in the region? 

5.2. Is the offered support coherent, complete and consistent?  

5.3. Does the support effectively address the specific needs of new entrepreneurs? 

5.4. Which stakeholders (e.g. universities, intermediary organizations) have the authorities 

actively involved in these support-processes and what are their roles? 

5.5. Do institutions actively facilitate and stimulate the search and development of R&D 

opportunities based on synergy: win-win situations? 

5.6. Do they effectively support identifying and addressing opportunities outside the 

region: both national and international? 

5.7. Do they provide formal/informal trainings? 

 
Question 6 
 
Does your region have the capacity to attract talented people? 
 

Additional questions 
 
6.1. Which are the mechanisms through which the region attracts talented people? 

6.2. How can these mechanisms be improved? 

6.3. Who are the actors that contribute to attracting talented people in the region? 

 
 
Question 7 
 
Does your region have the capacity to retain talented people? 



 

 

 

Additional questions 
 
7.1. Which are the mechanisms through which the region retains talented people? 

7.2. How can these mechanisms be improved? 

7.3. Who are the actors that contribute to retaining talented people in the region? 

 
Question 8 
 
What are the strengths and weaknesses regional innovation-policy?  
 

Additional questions 
 
 
8.1. Is there an explicit innovation vision or is such a vision part of other documents? 

8.2. Which innovation objectives are formulated? 

8.3. If long-term objectives are formulated: are short and medium-term objectives 

formulated for project phases as well?  

8.4. To what extent are the SMART (Specific, Measurable, Acceptable, and Realistic) 

objectives specified in time?  

8.5. Are regional plans covering all regional innovation issues?  

8.6. Which (other) plans (technological, industrial, science, spatial) are relevant to RTD 

issues and RTD performance?  

8.7. Are all regional, national and international weaknesses/bottlenecks, strengths and/or 

opportunities addressed?  

8.8. Which organizations are involved (national, regional, municipal authorities, 

clusters/sectors of industry, individual companies, other stakeholders) in the planning 

and or the decision-making process and how? 

8.9. How strong is the protection intellectual property? 

8.10. How would you assess the quality of research institutions? 

 
 
Question 9 
 
How networks are organized (e.g. multi-disciplinary, enterprises only or sector only) and to 

which extent do the networks contribute effectively to innovation performance? 

 

Additional questions 



 

 

 
9.1. Are the networks considered effective concerning power symmetry, openness to new 

actors and ideas, creation of knowledge spill over and transfer to allow informal 

learning processes? 

9.2. Are there present large differences between different clusters, sectors or individual 

enterprises concerning how linked / bonded they are to the region, why, and what are 

the consequences for innovation processes and performance? 

9.3. Who is has the leading role in organizing various network alliances? 

 
Question 10 
 
What are the strengths and weaknesses concerning cooperation between stakeholders within 
the region?  
 

Additional questions 
 
 
10.1. How well (based on satisfaction and output) do regionally located enterprises 

cooperate with knowledge institutes within the region, regional authorities, higher 

education and, intermediary organizations?  

10.2. Which stakeholders are leading specific modes of cooperation (science led, policy led, 

industry led) and how effective are these designs for innovation performance? 

10.3. Is new cooperation developed based on the principle of added value and best solution? 

i.e. are regional partners chosen / involved because they have a clear added value for 

innovation development and actually represent the best option for cooperation 

(compared to potential partners outside the region) 

10.4. Have key actors (individuals and organizations) been identified? 

10.5. Are key actors representing all main innovation relevant stakeholders such as 

universities, authorities, enterprises or civil participants? 

10.6. Do key actors operate within different contexts (mix of informal contacts and strong 

attachment, different networks) to allow quick identification of innovation needs and 

market opportunities? 

 
Question 11 
 
What are the strengths and weaknesses concerning cooperation between regional 
stakeholders and parties outside the region?  
 



 

 

Additional questions 
 
11.1. Is new cooperation developed based on the principle of added value and best solution? 

i.e. are extra-regional partners chosen / involved because they have a clear added value 

for a innovation development and actually represent the best option for cooperation 

(compared to potential partners inside the region)? 

11.2. What significant differences are there between different clusters, sectors or individual 

enterprises concerning national and international cooperation and what are the 

consequences for innovation performance?   

11.3. How does cooperation with (and regional networks involving) others e.g. universities 

and intermediary organizations stimulate and facilitate access of regional enterprises, 

clusters and sectors to national and international collaboration? 

 
Question 12 
 
Do stakeholders trust each other? 
 

Additional questions 
 
12.1. What is the role of trust for the interaction outside the region for innovation process? 

12.2. Can trust between relevant stakeholders be perceived as an important or not so 

 important component for the innovation process? 

12.3. How trust between relevant stakeholders be improved? 

 
 
Question 13 
 
What are the strengths and weaknesses of the culture and attitude of the population 
concerning creativity and entrepreneurship?  
 

Additional questions 
 
13.1. What are the national characteristics of the population? 

13.2. Are they e.g. trend-setting, early adopters or do they have a rather conservative 

attitude?  

13.3. Does the mentality of the population in the region deviate from national 

characteristics?  

 
Question 14 
 



 

 

To what extent do the regional attitudes / culture enable the learning processes in the region? 
 
Additional questions 
 
14.1 Are organizations, clusters, networks, groups and individuals willing to develop, try 

and adopt new approaches (technology and routines) even if current results are 

satisfactory (e.g. always aiming at continuous improvement)? 

14.2. What are the main characteristics of regional attitudes/ culture?  

 
 
Question 15 
 
Is competition seen as a positive or negative value for innovation process?  
 

Additional questions 

 
15.1. Is competition necessary for innovations? 

15.2. Do you consider that reward is necessary for the innovation process? 

15.3. What is the role of solidarity for the development? 

 
 
Question 16 
 
What is the role of globalization for the innovation processes? 
 

Additional questions 
 
16.1. How globalization affects the innovation process? 

16.2. Can you name the positive effects that it has on innovation processes in the region? 

16.3. Can you name the negative effects that it has on innovation processes in the region? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

Transcripts of the semi-structured interviews 
 
Slovenia – Eastern region 
Do future changes have to rely more on the emphasis of the development of technology? 
 
Resp4. Technologies are developed, whether we need new technology or just implementers? 
 
Resp3. I think it's more important to create 
 
Resp1. I will answer for the implementation of new technologies extremely important, and it 
creates some supportive environment with which the tut can implement, the pods themselves 
will not be able to handle everything micro and the small company does not miss it 
 
Resp4. I also agree with oscillating paradigm, the development of new technologies is very 
important, but whether or not we are losing the idea that basic knowledge is again developing 
also very important integration into the regions. As a faculty, I can stagnate over the base of 
the paradigm we are trying to develop new technologies to the fundamental network 
 
Resp1. The development of new technologies is its mandatory for implementation. When you 
start to implement the technology, bring some knowledge ... that you can then reach new 
technologies 
 
Is it important to a person to think up new ideas and be creative? 
 
Resp1. Very important 
Resp2. I would also add the critical thinking 
 
Please assess the level of innovation within your region? 
 
Resp1. It does. If to rate from 1 to 4, it’s 4 definitely. There are many innovative companies in 
the region that are innovating on the basis … without the innovation in the region it wouldn’t 
be as successful as it is 
 
Resp3. Since the large part o the national part of the added value is produced around here I 
think it is a strong innovativeness 
 
Resp2. It is also important that innovation are recognized on national levels. Innovation from 
the region 
 
VC. What would be the strengths and weaknesses of the capacity of the region? 
 
Resp3. Focus on automotive and pharmaceutical  
 
Resp2. A strength is the high end value. Weakness – lackness of micro and small enterprises. 
Mostly we are depending on big companies 
 
Resp4. This the previous weakness, I guess 
 



 

 

Resp2. At the moment this is not a problem. The problem will be when something will 
happen with the big companies. We have 4-5 very important companies for the region, and 
the problem will be when something will happen to one of the them 
 
Do we have people for small and medium companies? It’s a challenge. I am asking because 
the employment level is relatively high, how to have a sector of small and medium 
enterprises, what thing is competencies and another thing is to actually have the people, to 
work in this companies 
 
Resp3. I think most people prefer stable jobs, as opposed to be entrepreneur .. so I see a bad 
thing. Schools teachers moved, they could be entrepreneurs 
 
Resp2. One challenge of employment, you have a lot of overeducated 
 
Resp.4. not properly educated 
 
Resp.2 This is the biggest problem, and we have lack of engineer. And this is the problem, 
because our industry is basic industry, with engineer companies, and we don’t have enough. If 
you ask for engineers, nobody will be out of job, only if … 
 
Resp.1 Only if he doesn’t want to work 
 
Resp2. Yes, this is the problem 
 
Resp5. Sorry to be late. I am coming from the automotive industry and here something 
happens around. Yes, as mentioned we just have big companies. The fact is that also in 
Europe, the most purposive innovation companies are the big companies. 70% of all 
innovations in Europe, is coming from the automotive sector. It’s surprising, but it is a fact. 
70% of all patents and innovations are coming from the automotive sector, no pharmacy or IT 
or something like that 
 
Borut: In IT it is even problem to have innovation, especially in software. You can’t patent 
software  
 
Resp3. IBM has a lot of innovation, but they are not in Europe, so this is the biggest initiative  
 
Resp5. And if you look at the structure, because we have our own regional chamber of 
commerce, and every year they have a tender for the innovation in Slovenia, and it is very 
easy to see who are the best innovators every year with golden or silver prices, and the effect 
is that the biggest innovations are coming from the biggest companies. The fact that they have 
the capacities to support the innovation process. Not only inventions, but all that product that 
comes to the market, that costs a lot of money. It is not easy for the smaller companies to do 
 
Resp3. There are many things that can be drastically improved so it’s definitely not a 4 
 
All agree on 3 
 
What are the strengths and weaknesses concerning collecting, processing and 
disseminating innovation information (such as funding opportunities, potential partners, 
available know-how, technologies, etc.) in the region? 



 

 

 
Resp3. We have an environment in the business incubator, which offers some support, which 
is not as good as it could be, as good as you could see somewhere else. But there is definitely 
some support, and the ecosystem it is very small and mostly limited to the IT. Schemes are 
also present they have national tender or finances but again it is not freely available that one 
can really on. It is some time available for some. There is some ecosystem but developed on 
the EU funding 
 
So it would be more closed information than rather everybody would have access to it? 
 
Resp3. It takes some effort to gather the information 
 
what you think is the case? 
 
Resp3. I think it is the case that we still did not finish the transition from the former socialist 
economy. The economy is still socially, but the thing is that is affected by those times and the 
system 
 
Would this be structural economy, as mentioned big companies, and big companies have big 
resources. I don’t know a company with 10.000 employees can afford to have 1-2 people who 
are going just through this type of information because it benefits the company. Sometimes it 
seems that this type of support is not necessary for smaller companies. Could this be the 
issue? 
 
Resp.4: in the chamber of the commerce we have this type of information but as said big 
companies don’t search this kin of information within the chamber of commerce, because 
they have their own information, strong enough. As for smaller companies, it is harder to get 
to them to tell them we have information, come and get it. That means that somebody wants 
to for us to make connection with the other companies, we do that. But it is not enough … 
 
Resp3. Advertised ? 
 
Resp4. Yes 
 
Borut. So there is infrastructure, but there is lack of interest or knowledge about the 
infrastructure? 
 
Resp.1. there is more companies that very often don’t recognize the importance.. 
 
Resp4. Innovativeness process 
 
Resp2. Supportive part. They think that this is something weak, it’s not for us. Many times. 
And they … 
 
Resp 1. They don’t even think about innovation, because they don’t have any interests for this  
 
Resp 4. Usually they are only few people working, and they don’t have time to deal with 
papers. But if we are looking for some calls to even try of course 
 



 

 

Resp1. There is huge administration out there, they get some money. This is very small 
amount, there is no sense for them. For example, small calls in the Horison, they get 50.000 of 
euros and for that they should have a huge administration. And in the end all this money goes 
to the company that specialize to such tenders 
 
Borut: but the general information is this about communication between big companies, 
actors and so on? As far as you could observe of course 
 
Resp3. It’s public 
 
Resp5. Maybe there is some weakness. For example in the automotive industry, we are not 
the producer of the vehicles, we are the producers of some parts, supplier of the chain and our 
innovations are often connected with some technological and it’s so easy to make a lot of 
entertainment or even to prepare patent documentation, because if you like that you should 
some pictures, in that way you can disclose the main idea in this innovation and we don’t like 
to do that. And very often we cover this innovation by not showing around at all  
 
Resp4. Also in the expense of protection of these innovations is very high for small 
companies and the process is very long, so at the end of the process maybe you already 
change your products so many small companies do not decide to apply for the patent or model 
 
Maybe because they don’t have the resources to go through the process 
 
Resp4. Yes, also the financial resources 
 
Resp.3. Do your patent doesn’t function yet? 
 
Resp4. No 
 
Resp. 2: for some companies not, because some companies are thinking in that way. The 
technology is developing so fast. So if I make patent one thing, the competence will overdrive 
me somewhere else. So it’s better to bring this kind of this new things, not to spend time 
 
Resp.4. you can have your patent in Europe, but if you want protection, you have to make 
your protection in each and every country, one by one. And this is very expensive 
 
Resp5. It is interesting the topic of patents, I am also a member of the national research and 
development agency. I am a member of the board of that agency as ARRS, as Borut used to 
be, and at the last meeting we discussed about the patents, and this future research they 
realized that the number of the patents has gone down, and we discussed about that. The fact 
is that in the past it was very popular especially for the research institutes, not for the 
companies, to make some research, some .. not innovation, to prepare some ideas and to 
patent it immediately. For that it is very expensive and they have the public money for that, 
but they spent a lot of money for that. But there is no income as the result of the patents. And 
now it is not popular anymore, and the number is declining. None of these institutes have 
been successful selling their rights … marketing 
 
How it could be improved this process of dissemination? 
 
Resp.2: I don’t have a solution 



 

 

 
Reps5. The idea about those tenders of innovations, the regional chambers of commerce it is a 
good idea maybe also at the national level. Because the winners at the regional level they can 
compete with this innovation at the national level, at the national chamber of commerce. 
Maybe also at this national level would be a bit more that something, national prize, not just 
the national prize of the chamber of the commerce, but a national prize for innovation. Every 
year there is an event, but this is only a one day event but afterwards everything remains the 
same, maybe it could on national tv or other media to prepare more information about those 
innovations. There is a brochure every year, one page for every innovation and that’s it  
 
Resp 4. It was on the national tv and national newspapers, two years now the national award  
 
Resp1. Are we talking about popularization of this or are we talking about support 
environment ? if we are talking about the support environment, the leader of the regional 
agency which will have some steps 
 
Resp2. The chamber is also there very important, because the chamber has a very good model 
for promoting innovation. This is very good, and the promotion is better and better each year, 
and also more and more people are aware of the importance of innovation. This part is 
improving and is getting better. The second part is how to help small companies how to make 
a patent or something like that. And here are the financing, this is the problem. Because 
nobody will finance you to develop that kind of surrounding to make a promotion to each 
companies and to help the company how to make a patent. I think, I don’t find a good case in 
Europe so far. This is the question of money, because supporting company needs money and 
country, the state doesn’t give money for some regional  
 
Resp5. It’s about 3 old information that in Slovenia it is around 400, institutions, body groups 
or other groups of people and companies which only support the innovation processes. 
Altogether 5000 people employed in those 400 bodies. They are not innovators, they just 
support innovation. Can you imagine how much money … at the beginning it looks a new 
idea, great idea to organize new institutes, new department or whatever, but at the end of the 
day, they have money for their own salaries, nothing else. And there is no money for real 
support of the innovators. 5000 people they have job, but no outcome. But is very spread all 
around 
 
Resp 1. I think that at the basic level we have good information, which does not always arise 
to be used at random, there is a problem. This is what the Chamber of Labor is doing is a 
good promotion, regional and national level. But as the final product, how to get a micro-little 
pace, did not start a more intense thinking. With innovation, there are no 2 cleves. Then there 
are various technological institutes, what are technological patches. We are in our area, they 
are not. 4 developers in NM are 4-15 employees, which is a mistake. The innovation deals 
with 1 - 0.1. At the level of the 2 institutions, we are together, we are not the most 
representative of the most representative intuition of technological innovation in the region, 
which is not in correlation with the number of support. I need to focus more on the 
willingness to get 10 all the general knowledge that they know nothing, we do not find any 
specialist that would know really some good advice to help 
 
What are the regional strengths and weaknesses concerning enterprises and R&D? 
 



 

 

Resp4. As we already said, there are few big companies, that have very developed R&D 
departments, so they are drying this region.as for the smaller companies, we really don’t have 
a good insight, but usually there is from 10 people, one is trying to work on something costly 
effective and it comes innovation out of that. It doesn’t have an r&d department so … 
 
Resp5. The other problem, the weakness is that e don’t have faculties with longer tradition or 
university, and most of the research and development is done at the universities and institutes, 
and all those universities and institutes are mostly, 90 % the capacity of research are 
concentrated in Ljubljana, in center. And the never had the idea to establish a department, or 
laboratory, in other regions. In the past the machinery faculty,-  mechanical engineering, they 
used to have one programme here, teaching (study) programme,  for 30 years. But they never 
had the idea to establish a laboratory here, or something like that, just close of the factory, 
never. And now after 30 years, they’re gone, because we decided in the region to establish our 
own faculties according to the needs of the economy, or industry. And now they are gone, we 
have other institutes, in Ljubljana, a lot of them, nobody had... they didn’t have the idea to do 
that in this region, so we don’t have a research and development capacities that are directly 
supported by the public money everything is concentrated in Lj, some of them in Maribor, but 
very little in gorizia, and now  
 
 
Resp5. New story, new particularly, that started about 10 years ago, establishing at FIS, and 
m=now faculty of technology, and faculty of industry and engineering. All of those faculties 
are at the beginning, we are still in the kindergarten 
 
Rep3. We don’t have big expensive research equipment, except of the HPC at FIS. There 
have been very few public tenders in Slovenia that would have allow the purchase of the 
infrastructural research equipment 
 
BorutL now there are actual no in this national perspective  
 
 Resp3. We get research money, but it is basically for salaries, and it is not really to buy 
expensive research equipment. 
 
Resp1. We have also HPC machine, for 4 years now at the faculty of technologies and 
systems for engineering, but we cannot do anything in the region. This is the second problem. 
We are private, we cannot apply for a public tender, for public money. We are always treated 
like private, and it is very hard to get public research programme. We have some capabilities 
here,  but maybe we are not smart enough to collaborate with other parties. The things that we 
made huge progress with, in the last years and we are going in the right direction, but still I 
see a lot of problems 
 
Resp3. The enterprises mostly depend on their own funds, so unless they have dedicated 
funds for research. I think it is very good because, the money is well spent like (DPV and 
KRKA), the results are very good, given the actual business results 
 
Resp5. The fact is that KRKA the pharmacy industry, they invest in R&D more than all the 
companies in Slovenia. I think 1/3of the money for R&D 
 
Resp3. It is very good for big companies, but .. 
 



 

 

Resp.5. It is very good for big companies, but not so good for small companies, and not good 
at all for universities and faculties. I mean not good at all for the public money. We spent and 
pay a lot in the national budget, but we don’t get .. 
 
 Resp3. There is 1/3 of national research funding being generated in spent here so.. 
 
All agree on 4 
 
Is the final product oriented toward regional level? 
 
More exposed to export 
 
Resp4. Region is very export oriented  
 
Resp5. especially the big companies are 90%. The orientation is international 
 
All agree on 4 
 
What are the strengths and weaknesses concerning the role of the public authorities and/or 
intermediary organizations representing these authorities?  
 
Resp 4. Lack of financial resources, I think this is the biggest problem. Because this financing 
is not systematically organized. Severopretmorska is much better case than Prekmurje. 
Prekmurje is linked to bankruptcy stories, and is marked with crisis of regional development 
agency  
 
Resp 5. I think that the weakness of that is that all funds national and coming from Europe, 
Ljubljana wants to have the whole influence on that money, the centralization. Slovenia is 
formally divided into the western part and eastern part, but the fact is that all this money is 
coordinated and distributed by Ljubljana. About 2-3 years ago when there have been prepared 
new programmes till 2020 we were very optimistic about the preparing of the development 
also of the new programmes in this regions, but at the end of the day, all those programmes 
have been merged into some national programmes 
 
Borut: the good programmes went to the west, and now we are left with the left-overs 
 
Resp 5. I would say 1 because we really don’t have so much influence, but it was promised at 
the beginning. Now everything is coordinated from Ljubljana. At the end of 2020 there will 
be a huge problem because we will not be able to spend all this money for the eastern part. I 
know what is happening after that. How many they will spend for roads or highways, 
railways, and things like that  
 
Everybody agrees for one 
 
Does your region have the capacity to attract talented people? 
 
Resp5. Yes 
 
Resp4. Yes, it has, but … 
 



 

 

Borut: OK, you attract people by offering the opportunity to work on interesting projects 
 
Resp4. By jobs 
 
Resp2. The region is different than NM, NM is very attractive but in the end it doesn’t show 
this in the figures. The population is growing very slowly, growing but slowly. The situation 
in the region is the opposite, especially if we look at the two sub-regions, are the depressive 
part of the Slovenia.  
 
Borut: how do we attract people? Are jobs enough? 
 
Resp4. No, alos the opportunity to leave 
 
Resp3. Quality of life 
 
Borut: is NM which is the economic center, is it attractive for talented people? 
 
Resp3. There are jobs that are ok 
 
Resp2. I think …. 
 
Resp4. It depends on age, maybe for someone who is 30 yeas old is not attractive enough as 
for someone who has 40 and more, and has children, I think our region is more attractive 
 
It is in a way lifestyle, opportunities? 
 
Resp4. Safer 
 
Resp2. For me we have Opera, 50min away, we have a stadium for football, basketball, also 
45min away 
 
Resp3. But everything is by car, we can’t sit on the bus that goes every 15min and go there 
 
Resp4. You should go by train, it will take half of day  
Resp5. The education is also very important, I think that we have very good basic education, 
high-schools, gymnasium, technical center is also very good. In the last years also good 
opportunities for the faculties. Quite a lot of people who wouldn’t stud in the past, who didn’t 
try to move to Ljubljana, they started now, started with the study 
 
Resp3. Because the jobs are bounded, the housing prices are also high, it’s not good for 
someone to come here and start looking for a job. One has to find a job first and than come 
here, it’s kind hard .. 
 
Does your region have the capacity to retain talented people? 
 
Resp3. Best students still go to Ljubljana, some Maribor and many of them stay there. 
  
Resp2. Still retaining where? In Novo mesto we are retaining them very well, in Belakraijna 
not good at all 
 



 

 

Res1. We are working very hard 
 
Resp2. Yes, but how many people from the region there goes 
 
Resp3. The talents 
 
Reap2. How many people will be there newly employed  
 
Resp1. If we can think of this, we will have enough self-critical primers enthusiasts in 
Slovenia with January, he has to go to the service, Celje, Maribor, I do not speak Kelner ... 
 
Resp3. Good salary, education 
 
Resp1. So, there is one such zone or some touristic ... There (the other region) industry is ... 
something is happening. Companies here ... have a lot of ideas about what's going on 
 
Resp3. If we compare to the rest of Slovenia, it’s a 4, if it is Silicon valley … 
 
What would be the strengths and weaknesses of our regional innovation policy? Does 
one exist? Is it a national one? 
 
Resp3. We don’t have a regional government so there isn’t a regional policy. We don’t yet 
have an innovation policy 

How much do we have of our own abilities to do anything for the regional development 
programme? It’s been years since we .. 

REsp1. We have a regional development program, although this is a nice, indifferent set of 
projects that are known, not directly for the region, research and innovation, directly 
connected to innovations, but then the set of projects is in the murder this is not a favorable 
partition ... 

Ideas, no executive power 

Resp3. There is a strategy for me, a centralized domain of some form, capable of doing this, 
some ideas written for the strategy, but it did not evolve at the REC at the fate of years, that is, 
the more eyes 

Resp1. The Center for the Development of Research and Innovation, formalized the pac based 
on this RDP, here work is working, it would be ambitious to have one strategy 

Resp5. It’s a huge problem also at the national level we don’t have innovation policy. Right 
now there is a discussion with Ljubljana at the national level how to incorporate innovation in 
a new research& development and innovation law, because we have only a law about 
research. And in our research and innovation strategy in Slovenia there are strong guide lines 
about establishing central innovation policy but there is no policy.  

Resp3. So it’s fragmented.  

The score is 1. 



 

 

How networks are organized and in which extends do they contribute effectively to 
innovation performance? For example enterprises are connected to different sectors, are 
open to new actors to enter the game and so on. 
 
Resp5. We can put entrepreneurship incubator, that’s a good network. Also, our company (we 
are a huge company) we’ve got an excellent partner from that incubator and we do a very 
sophisticated program together HGB automated candid vehicles. So there is infrastructure. 
We have many different networks. I think this part is ok. 

Resp2. Also big companies have a lot of small companies that work for them and they try to 
innovate all the time 

Like clusters? 

Resp2. Yes, they have to  

Resp4. It can be improved, but at least 3 

The score is a 3. 

What are the strengths and weaknesses concerning cooperation between stakeholders 
within the region, between key actors, representatives and so on. For example how the 
academia cooperates with the state and with businesses? 
 
Resp 3 .There is cooperation. We have people from faculties participating in entrepreneurship, 
innovation programs,  lecturing for companies, we have joint  projects. I think that the 
regional cooperation is really good. We don’t have ivory towers 

 We can’t afford them, Ljubljana won’t pay for them. 

Resp3. We have to cooperate in order to do a lot 

Resp.4. We have, but I t could be much better. 

Resp5. And also some representatives from the industry the members of some boards of some 
institutions,  as I am a member of a management board that , research agency, I was delegated 
for my membership there was coming from the regional chamber of commerce, and then was 
the national  
 
If we’re talking about the government in Slovenia we instinctively think about the national 
government. How is the cooperation with the local governments, because here we have only 
regional … Because we see that you don’t need municipalities, because of the system. How 
does it work? In which fields do you cooperate the businesses? We know higher education, 
but we need in which the businesses cooperate with the municipalities? Is it like permits for 
land? 

Resp2. Yes 

The score is a 3 

How about the cooperation between the regional stakeholders and the partners outside 
the region?  Do usually key actors cooperate with somebody from the other part of 
Slovenia or from outside of the country?  
 



 

 

Resp2. We, the chamber of commerce, we do cooperate with the national chamber of 
commerce. And with other regions in this competition for the biggest enterprise in Slovenia, 
so we do cooperate with them 

Resp1.Our director is also a member of the automotive  management of the eastern reseaarc h 
and innovation … CDI 

Resp.4 another projects, bigger projects are from other regions 

Resp1. Dekan je clan universitetne …. 
 

Resp2.Also the companies from pharmaceutical industry, they have to cooperate with the 
institutes outside the region, inn order to save money. So in a way they have to cooperate 
because within the region we don’t have institutes. It’s for their automation 

So the cooperation of the cooperation regional actors with the outside the region 

Resp3. But if the national stakeholders is also national government,  it’s not so great 

REsp5. I recall that the national authorities they do not understand that this region as a partner 
, as we discussed. That this region is not a priority at all at the national level and they do not 
listen to us  

Resp2. As we have such good the don’t need … they have to work with companies, bcecause 
they partially finance them 

The score is a 3 

 

Do stakeholders trust each other? The key actors that are dealing with the innovation 
processes, do they trust each other?  
 

Resp2. Within the region, yes. Outside the region … (nu prea) 

Resp1. In general yes 

Resp4. There are specific problems  

 Resp5. the companies at the industrial level are in good relations and also the bigger 
companies are not competitors and they don’t have any problems with sharing information or 
trusting each other. That’s a good point. Otherwise business is the priority. That’s good that 
we have different type of industry here 

Resp2. And others should learn from the industry 

Score – 3. 

What would be the strengths and weaknesses regarding the culture and the attitude of 
the population regarding creativity and entrepreneurship within the region? Do people 
want to be entrepreneurs? 
Resp2. We were not educated in the spirit to be creative , at least until 90s I think 



 

 

Resp5. people are creative but on the other side they don’t have much entrepreneurship 
experience. People are creative because they have to survive and this region is not rich in 
natural resources. I think they are creative people, and also in the history we have few very 
strong ideas, but in the end the automotive industry here … we have a very strong idea, and 
also realization. But in the end we don’t have enough SMEs, this is the problem. But people 
are creative 

Resp1. Whoever wants to dealt every thing is a creature, it must be creative, an Internet based 
component. Its innovation is to be the same under the roof, what other area of NM is not 
needed (the new institute), people will be a service, but something is going on. If he loses his 
job he will not be off the road, he will look for a job to get added work because he is already 
doing an extra job 

Resp2. Grey market 

Resp5.identity with a high level of creativity. first of all they prefer to work and they are not 
lazy  

it’s a 3 

To what extend do the regional attitudes and culture enable the learning processes in the 
region? For example, people’s desire to adapt new approaches, new themes? 
 
Resp5. They used to be very adaptive. For example 30 years ago companies that came to 
Novo Mesto were prepared to learn French, new technologies, everything, and are very 
adaptive. Now they are ready to learn English and maybe German,  in KRKA they are willing 
to learn Russian and new technologies. I think they’re quite adaptive. Also the biggest high 
school center in Slovenia is very technical and industrial oriented 

If I may add, I see a difference between a person that is teaching a thing in Novo Mesto gets a 
much lower score than the same person teaching the same thing in Nova Gorica for the simple 
reason that in Novo mesto they are interested in technics, and a lecture that is highly evaluated 
in other environments, is not positively evaluated here, because of the background and the 
interest of the students. So we have to change these courses. To adjust them to these interests. 
So this technical culture you can feel it as a professor  

Resp3. There are several strong technical middle-schools, high-schools for 30 years so is very 
strong 

Score – 4. 

Can competition be seen as a positive value for innovation processes? 
Resp5. Yes. 

Resp4. It’s crucial. Yes. 

Ce negodo bo ispotazil konkucrenco, to je za nase regije  

Score - 4 

What is the role of globalization for innovation processes? What would be the strengths 
and weaknesses of the process if globalization? 
 
Resp2. You don’t innovate if you’re not there anymore, you have to innovate to be successful 



 

 

REsp5. The innovation is the key driver in the global market. You can’t compete on the 
global market with the people get low salaries but you can compete with better projects and 
better solutions  

1: what about access to knowledge? 
 
REsp2. Access knowledge is bigger 
 
Resp5. It is used 
Score 4 

Resp2. If you take out the two biggest companies in the region, the region is very empty 

Resp5. In the the term of innovation there are 3 

Resp2. They have great influence on the innovation in the region 

Big companies had to travel to Bosnia to attract. It is the same now (Resp5) 

Resp5. I think now we are at the same position, we need people from the other parts, ex-
Yugoslavia is very good back-up for us 

The cultural incompatibility isn’t big so 

Resp5. Yes. We know each other 

Resp4. We have different perception of economic capabilities of salaries. If we have work 
proposal for Bosnia for example, but are you satisfied with 600 euros? But not people from 
other parts of the Slovenia  

Resp3. So it’s labor for lower paying job 

 

Serbia – Sumadija and Western Serbia region 
 

Assess the level of innovation in this region? 

Resp1. I am a person from academia, partly I am supposed to talk about that, partly not, and I 
wouldn’t say that innovation is well developed as an infrastructure here. There are some steps 
in that directions, among each other these kind of projects and initiatives from the ministry 
like innovation prizes in the last 2-3 years, we applied in that innovation prize as a group but I 
wouldn’t say that the situation is bright. There is kind of inertia in our community but as you 
see the group sitting here, business innovation center, ICT cluster, they are working much on 
it on that part, in this local community but as a country, as a government, I would say that 
there some steps taken in the last 2-3 years regarding IT. I am from the computer science field 
so we recognize those steps, but they are trying to involve more people into IT. But they are 
trying to do it like top down approach not bottom up. So they are trying to interest more 
people into universities to come, they try to find the financial to put into the education of 
computer science they are not much on the lower levels like primary and secondary education 
and that what should be improved as well. If you want a better entrance or input into 
academia. As a result, our group doubled, last year but as a quality nothing changed. We just 



 

 

got students of worst capacity. But what should be improved is the engineering skills in the 
secondary education level. 
 
Resp2. The Government or authorities should include IT subject obligatory in the elementary 
schools from the next year. I think 5th or 6th grade. Regarding IT companies, there are 
programmers of quite good quality so that they could be competitive on the market. But 
regarding innovation, there is fear among population among global of anything that it’s new. 
There is significant level of basics misunderstanding of possibilities, and that something that 
Information Technology can bring them to make their life easier. I think the basic problem is 
in the understanding. 
 
In the sector other than Information technology, what is level of innovation? 
 
Resp1. I would also say that as an addition the majority of our IT companies do some kind of 
companies do some sort of outsourcing. You know the reasons perhaps. This is Balkans, we 
have good quality of reproducers of programmers of standard kind. But the innovative thing is 
something that can be described as people like fear. And another problem is the industry that 
was largely devastated in the 90s and there is inertia in putting innovation into something that 
is already devastated and should be brought into the same environment it used to be 
 
Resp3. It’s not everything bad, that is why I am pointing … we have policy, some strategy, 
some laws we have institution network development like business innovation center, clusters, 
like Academic institutes, departments and faculties. Even we have some HPC centers. But on 
the implementation level, on the financing level it’s different situation 
 
Resp1. the level of communication between academia and industry  
 
Resp3. is not so good and is not bad in sum 
 
Resp4. Market coordination in the business incubator, business innovation centre. We are 
dealing with young people, and start-ups and we involve whole process, from idea to profit. 
My opinion is that we can talk about actual level. I think on the micro-level, the state, my 
answer is two, micro (this region) including agency of development, academic Universities 
and chamber of commerce - 3. Talking about innovations, from level motivations of 
innovations, process from innovation to idea to the profit. In this way are talking about 
barriers in micro and macro level. We can do better everywhere and every time, in sport, 
business .. 
 
Resp1. It encourages many things, it happened recent in the local level. So I would like the 
local community grows up as something that happens in the northern part of our country, novi 
sad for example, I would like to encourage people with a greater score, that are working on 
that 
 
Res2. I would say 2 because it’s more realistic we have identified possibilities, we talked 
about, but shows possibility.  We showed some progress in identifying some possibilities 
good practices, some good leaders. That’s great, but we haven’t done anything specific. We 
are having goal, mission, vision… it is not 1 because we are not that bad 
 
score of all respondents for this question is 2. 
 



 

 

What would be strength and weaknesses in collecting, processing and dissemination of 
innovation information example finding opportunities, potential partners and funding 
available etc.? 

Resp2. There are some possibilities for funding. there are but for border regions, rather than 
central region, as I think. There are some EU funds, but they demand stuff that is with 
expertise of certain level 
 
Resp1. Writing proposals  
 
Resp2. There are initiatives for collaboration economies, sector of any kind, and academy, but 
I don’t know we actually in this region have any project of that kind. So we had to work, as 
we had successful example, but we here we haven’t reached that level of cooperation between 
sector and academy which can provide with actual applying and maybe getting some funds. 
The agency here (for development) great effort to inform us about various opportunities and 
funding for everything, but somehow we haven’t reached that level of expertise in writing 
projects or something like that. Easier to find the partner participating also in that kind so we 
can actually use resources to give us information about. I don’t have many numbers, but my 
general feeling whenever some interesting opportunity is presented there is mostly same 
group of people, institutions that are generally interesting in something. Not very widespread. 
And they may share the information among themselves and that’s ok, but I don’t know if 
other subjects are showing much of an interest 
 
Resp4. Each of the institutions, sectors are living the culture of the same people, of the same 
… also in the innovation sector, same actors always same. Like we are living in a niche. 
There is not much communication and cooperation. 
 
Resp1. In academia, European Commission recognized in the FP7 that they gave much 
money to basic research and in the end they did not have the results they wanted but they 
want more work places, to open opportunities and new stuff. And basic research does not give 
you that direction. They recognized that they should put more effort in corporation of 
academia and industry. That is recognized here 
 
score of all respondents for this question is 2. 
 

What are regional strengths and weaknesses in enterprises especially in research and 
development area ? 

Resp1. We used to have R&D here during socialist age, and this was very large and research 
city. My supervisor for my Ph.D. thesis professor founded the Computational mechanics in 
this region that was innovative stuff worldwide. That’s what we have and we have the 
tradition of where I grew up, my academic career that was the group of people that had the 
continuity until 90s and then the continuity was lost like 2-3 generations of engineers are lost 
in the dark or maybe abroad, so what we need to .. the tradition is strength I would say, and 
the weaknesses that now we should put more effort in quality and more people to return here 
to work on research, because the large automotive industry had institutes, we have only 
manufacturing here regarding automotive industry the research is performed somewhere else, 
in Torino, and we have manufacturing here. In those times that I have mentioned we had 
institutes of the current industry and expertise in that area, in computer modelling 
What about entrepreneurship in R &D? 



 

 

Resp1. Not at all. Manufacturing and auto sourcing, no innovation. They have projects, 
Horizon and FP7 projects, they are of great example 
 
Resp.4 I think that there are possibilities for that but I don’t  know if it money support for 
mass production  
 
Resp3. I think that the R&D is too much expensive for the SMEs in the global, but in 
particular … I know (name of the company), it is a great job. They produced  some products 
for medicine, like some stands  
 
Resp1. Actually they do no produce 
 
Resp3. You are right. They produced pre-products. This is very important. It is a small firm a 
spin-off company from the economic faculty, sorry from mechanical engineering   faculty of 
Engineering. But in global areas R & D is too much expensive for small firm 
Resp2. The score would be score because there are some examples of ideas 
 
Resp3. I would like to say about development, in this room all of us are dealing with young 
people, we try to make life going better in the quality of life and work. If we talk about 
development our main role as business incubator to make new firms, like agency for 
development, if we talk about researching they don’t have enough money to research, but if 
talk about development it depends on support networks. we are one point for support like 
Agency, like Universities, Chamber of Commerce, Business incubator. I am presenting over 
40 micro small firms because we produced over 40 start ups in our incubator. I know exactly 
the problems in those firms, form financing to making profits. The point is, can we solve 
these problems? On hand one we can like education, trainings, working space in our center, 
offering discounts on prices, but on the other hand we don’t have influence in level of 
investment (state), GDP.. I am talking about state investment in Science development - 0.3%. 
this is first thing most important. Just 0.3% 
 
Resp1. From my perspective, we have some connections with enterprises. Since the 90s we 
have a tradition for Institute of Water resources, and before Electric power industry in Serbia. 
We had collaboration with them and we do some innovations for them and also producing 
research, but this is only small example, the majority of people fro mother departments of my 
faculty and parts of the university do not have anything with the enterprises, just producing 
papers, and they are not very profitable. What I have mentioned is for the state level, not the 
region 
 
Resp4. We have something, but we don’t do anything 
 
score of all respondents for this question is 1. 
Is the final product that is produced is oriented to regional or national level? 

Resp1. We are talking mostly about It out sourcing, so the companies do not have their 
names, they rent people 
 
Resp4. Not oriented on the national level, because the demands align certain level of 
awareness of possibilities, to finance it. So here … 
 
Resp1. They earn for life, is good enough for them, in an environment where it is difficult to 
earn for life and they are satisfied with that. They want to put more people into getting into 



 

 

the idea that they can do their own thing better than to work for somebody else. How to do 
that is partly tradition, partly inertia. You can do better. I know among my students of 
computer science, in the last 7-8 years, there are 2-3 companies that are embedded from the 
students. Novi sad they had more opportunities, I don’t know where. Not sure from where. 
The names of the companies are not mentioned outside the country, because they rent people 
 
Resp4. In the automotive industry they are on the level tier 2, teir 1 
 
score of all respondents for this question, concerning regional level is 1. 

 
What are the strengths and weaknesses concerning the role of public authorities and 
intermediary organization in providing opportunities in form of support for R & D 
providing formal or informal trainings, project writing and so on?  

Resp2. I don’t know about project writing because in faculties or some institutions there are 
people who know how to do that, on one hand. On the other hand investing in R & D is at 
small level. There can be made some suggestions, some tax reliefs should be done for 
companies that are not developed, and to reinvest or invest their profits in R & D.  
Question: Something positive about how do they help? Its question for everybody. 
 
Resp2. I think that something that the region agency does and that is informing about 
possibilities and giving support for those who want to apply. And projects because depends 
on funding or something like that.  
 
Resp4. On the level of projects preparing depends on programs, they have open calls but for 
the innovation matter, it is always on the matter possible enterprise and academic institutions. 
For research center  
 
Rep2. Because innovation is something somebody must know the existing process and 
products and has the knowledge or the idea to improve it. That comes from industries and 
experience or academia where you share the different use. It needs to be synergy of 
everything. Role of public authorities and media should be bigger than it is. We are doing 
something, yet again how real progress has been made 
 
score of all respondents for this question is 3. 
 

Does the region have capacity to attract talented people for professional development, 
recognition, integration and so on? 

 
Resp1: I can tell in perspective of young people, students. The success stories I know. There 
are some possibilities because it’s quite large town, let’s say no city and the people that are 
coming from other parts of country, nearby cities, tend to stay here for a while to get into 
some IT companies, It depends on size of city because they maybe have more social life and 
activities there.  
 
Resp2. From smaller cities, but transfer from bigger cities, like novi sad, where is much work 
or Belgrade 
 



 

 

Resp1. They do not only depend on job opportunities, but in the IT they do have job 
opportunities here, and the people tend to stay from smaller cities. But it is the same as people 
from Kragujevac are coming to Belgrade. But we are talking from the IT perspective, but for 
other kinds of stories …  
 
Resp2. There are many people from smaller cities that came here in the last couple of years, 
that’s in general. The IT has that aspect that you don’t have to be somewhere where is the job. 
I really can’t say that there is a job there will be job for the IT software developers or 
something like that in the next how many years 
For people from smaller cities, it depends on job opportunities that they are offering. Example 
people form tribal areas are coming for jobs. It can be looked from different angles like young 
people with families it’s ok environment for them; there is job something about the IT. 
Region has capacity to attract people from smaller cities but compared to bigger cities, it as 
not much. Because everybody would go to Novi sad 
score of all respondents for this question is 2. 
 
Does the region have capacity to retain people? 

Resp2: It depends on their motives. I think no because the environment for talented people is 
more competitive in bigger cities, there on the source of the information and everything else 
which is bigger than around here. And salaries I think are bigger there than here 
 
Resp1. Our most successful students do not stay at university. Maybe it’s an answer to both 
questions, they stay a little bit at university or at the company, and eventually in couple of 
years Microsoft Belgrade 
 
Resp2. Or maybe  Silicon Valley or something like this. 
 
Resp1. But does the Microsoft Belgrade has the capacity to retain? I don’t know. For talented 
there are some capacities, for most talented people we don’t have capacity 
 
Resp2. Because for them it’s not just about financial challenge, it’s about the intellectual 
challenge, which is also a very important fact for them and it’s much greater .. 
 
Resp1. For most talented people that’s the only one 
 
Resp2. To prove themselves and to build something new 
 
 
score of all respondents for this question is 2. 
 
What are strengths and weaknesses of regional innovation policy? Is there any regional 
innovation policy? 

Resp4.  At regional level no. 
 
Resp1. Innovation, research nothing. At national level they do have the 0.3% thing.  
 
Resp3. Unfortunately, its true.  
 
Resp1. They kept something at the good will 



 

 

 
But, if we look at long term objectives and innovation vision and all? 
Response: No.   
 
score of all respondents for this question is 1. 
 
How networks are organized? Particularly enterprises, sectoral and to which extent 
these networks contribute to factors regarding Innovation policy? 

Resp4. We have mostly cooperation mechanisms, here in Serbia, here in region, especially 
our clusters, so we have a networks of several cluster, depending on sectors as a kind of 
cooperation network so we can say that it is a strength,  
 
Resp1. And they are very good.  
 
Resp4. We have an alliance on the national level, that cooperate on very good level, and we 
have 5 ICT clusters and we have very high level of cooperation, networking and sharing 
experience information and everything and some things exist even for the IT. People there 
basically like to share and to exchange ideas and everything. I think that’s very great 
Resp1. And they also propose to Govt. regarding IT, education sense, legal support and or 
suggestion for some framework 
score of all respondents for this question is 3. 

 
What are strengths and weaknesses of Cooperation between stakeholders? Do they 
cooperate? Do key actors cooperate with each other or not? 

Resp2: We meet regularly, we talk about, yet again  maybe we should do something concrete 
in future. I mean its ok about openness to cooperation. But we haven’t made something 
anything concrete. We talk, we know each other. We have very important suggestions from 
every side, but .. 
 
Resp1. Recently the Government, they started 2 years ago, so those cluster od not have 
tradition like german cluster of 200 years. This is a new stuff that it is like it is, the agency 15 
years, has the tradition. But the ICT cluster perform very well regarding their age 
Resp4. We (rda) do cooperation with innovation centers, joint projects  
 
Resp1. But with local authorities you can say that if you have cooperation, I don’t know. 
Local authorities, different structures  
 
Resp2. I think that they are still finding out what’s all the things we can actually do, so in that 
manner we will identify possibilities and ways of collaborating maybe in the future. We had 
support well organizing that projects so it was very good collaboration with local authorities 
on that level, but as I see we are jumping from one activity to another basically erasing 
awareness, possibilities and that initial fear of technology, maybe in the future we will have it 
better identified 
 
Resp1. Recently we had good collaboration with local entities. We don’t know how the IT 
will grow within this country, we are all on that way we should use it the best way we can but 
we can always do better 
 



 

 

 Resp3. I would like 3 because ff we are talking about progress between 10 years ago, if we 
are talking about our collaborations, between stakeholders, my opinion is collaboration today 
is much better today. 
 
Resp1. We have the infrastructure, but the question regards the infrastructure so we talk with 
each other 
 
Resp4. We know how to cooperate when it comes to that way to cooperate it’s small efforts 
Resp3. Our personal collaboration is very good, we know each other.  
 
Resp4. But its not to be good only at personal level.  
 
Resp1. It should be institutional.  
 
Resp3. It’s cultural problem, we have have very good contacts, collaboration, but between 
institutions it’s not like that. We have very good collaboration with agency, university, ict 
cluster 

score of all respondents for this question is 3. 
 

What are strengths and weaknesses concerning cooperation between regional 
stakeholders and entities that are outside of region? i. e. any differences between 
national level and even outside of the country? Does it give any added values? 

 
Resp2. I can tell you in the terms of those cross-industries that we have, cooperation  also 
among ICT clusters but that’s one type of stakeholders, but progress has been made. We have 
dialogue with institutions. I don’t know, let’s may be discussed with other peoples. 
 
Resp1.University collaborations always comes 1st. So we have collaboration between 
universities should but there is more raw level like enterprises is much different things, 
they’re much worse 
 
Resp4. Not familiar with this subject, but if I try to be in their shoes the profit is in their 
leaders, they have the opportunity to make the profit with some enterprise from Vojvodina or 
from the South of Serbia, they will make cooperation, but if they will not, they will not have 
cooperation. That’s the same situation with the enterprises from abroad. But if we talk about 
institutions and authorities its difficult because everything is connected with politics and 
that’s the main catch. If you are on the right side, you will do everything you want, if you are 
not on on the right side you will always have a problem 
 
 Resp1. Strength is their example but it is very specific but weakness is …. 
 
Resp2. I was talking about cooperation of cluster at national level, not regional 
 
Resp1. But it’s among regions 
 
score of all respondents for this question is 2. 
 

Do stakeholders trust each other? For example, do you have trust inside the regions 
among actors? Is there any trust when they cooperate? 



 

 

Resp2. It depends which actors you have in mind. inside cluster there are different entities, 
firms that have their own professional goals, so they can collaborate and that’s ok, but first 
thing that comes it’s their own business and responsibilities. In the terms of the relation of 
clusters and academia, or working with the support organization I think that there is trust.  It’s 
not an issue. In case of firms and local authorities, there is a basic … they don’t know…. 
Misunderstanding… they don’t understand the basics of the specifics of the IT industry or the 
environment in which they function, just discourse .. that’s the main reason of mistrust, 
because it’s not ... it’s a bit little bit different industry. So you really have to put an effort to 
understand the concepts. So I think there is a little bit. They don’t trust each other as they 
don’t understand each other thoroughly, doubts exist and misunderstanding for basics, 
specifics and environment in which they function; is in existence.  
score of all respondents for this question is 2. 
 
Do you think that the people in this region are creative to be made entrepreneurs so they 
would have knowledge like it would be part of their characteristics? 

Resp2. There are ideas, good ideas and much more than couple of years ago.  
Resp1. But there is fear  
 
Resp2. and lots of challenges to come. But people are capable of thinking on their feet and to 
adapt to various things. So I think that they are creative  
 
Resp3. This is statistics. You said fear. I would like to say risk. On scale of 1-100, Serbia is 
on 88. Our culture, we are people, we don’t like risk. Responsibilities. This is culture, old 
habits 
Resp1. And social past, you did not have risk, the government took the risk 
 
Resp3. This is only about fear and risk. In our region, in our situation, our people the best, I 
am talking about students, young students 
 
Resp1. If you’re putting them into another environment, far away from relatives, only young 
people – great success. But in this  
 
Resp3. We can talk about motives. Motivation  
 
Resp4. Creative yes, entrepreneurial not yet 
 
Resp1. Not yet 
 
Resp4. I think it’s a different issue 
 
Resp2. There was a lecture and there were many young people. Maybe some are shy, but from 
my experience young people are more open about the idea of entrepreneurship than they were 
before. There are much more opportunities to talk about to share ideas and listen to some 
successful stories. Some success has been made in the past in terms of their own freedom, 
especially if they are on faculties, they consider the idea of being creative and entrepreneurial 
themselves. Couple of years ago it was what that does really mean? And now we have very 
specific programmes, institutions, some entities where you can go and try inform yourself 
about possibilities and what people did, what they’ve learnt. It wasn’t like that before. So it’s 
changing, but I don’t know how many of them will take the lead into that. It’s good as an 
idea, they might think about it, they might think about finding their own agency, firm 



 

 

 
 Resp4. I think that we are not still to be on a level of 3. A lot have been made in the last 15 
years, but there is a lot to do 
 
Resp1. What I get from the question is the general idea. The general idea of what we are and 
what we want to accomplish. If we say that we are not that good, and we do not have the 
capacity to be good. It’s not good for me. If we say we are not good now, because of the 90s,  
the wars, situations and stuff, but we are creative, and we are good and if that’s the idea of the 
whole questionnaire that we answered, I would like that questionnaire. But if the idea is that 
we are not good, the community is not good, as people we do not have capacity, to 
accomplish … 
Resp4. We are creative, but afraid of entrepreneurship 
Resp2. Many people give themselves entrepreneurial life, in terms of agriculture. I think that 
we can find some interesting niches, and that people are trying to find their own way. 
Entrepreneurship is not in the blood 
score of all respondents for this question is 2. 
 
What about regional cultures and attitudes making people enable to learn new 
capabilities, to adopt new approaches? 

Resp2. we are the people who what to know everything. I think. I don’t know people who, 
market has opened and internet, and everything. New solutions, and people want to learn to be 
competitive in knowledge and everything. The other part is the population who just goes with 
the flow, and who wants to go is raging for possibilities, to know, to try, to increase their 
skills or knowledge in any possible way, or I don’t care 
Resp1. There is no middle ground 
Resp2. That is maybe the reason why on the meetings there are the same people. Who wants 
to know will know, will find a way  
 Resp4. Because of the reason that you already said, half of them is one size .. 
Resp2. But maybe I will say 3, because great new ideas occurred and it’s something that 
comes from the wider knowledge, high school, faculty or some institution that can give and 
people see possibilities in learning and share information. Recently co-working space has 
opened in Kragujevac and we have more lectures like that and  
Resp1. We are a university city, which is very important for the town to have the university  
Resp4. But it is from another point of view, we are talking about the region, other 
municipalities that are smaller and the average is lower than here. The situation of the smaller 
towns makes me come to live here in the city  
 
score of all respondents for this question at regional level is 2. 
 
Is competition see positive value for innovation process? 

Resp1. Perhaps you can say about the companies in the cluster 
Resp2. But they are not competitive, because the have their own business, so they don’t 
compete.  
Resp1. It should stimulate innovation processes. In academia we got the competition from the 
faculty of engineering. We were first to teach computer science, and then the faculty of 
engineering got their own thing last year, personal I saw it as a good thing. More people 
involved in the it, means more people to work with the companies in the cluster and more 
talented people come to teach, but some of my colleagues did not see that. But it’s more or 
less the axiom of capitalism. It should be  



 

 

REsp2. I think it is a good thing, because someone gives you something and you see if you 
can do it better and you see where you are in  the relation to other actors on the market or 
whatever, and it’s not good thing if competition is not as good as you. Its not just to be a 
better but it’s to improve in time, it’s a process that we challenge each over to improve 
ourselves, and product, environment or something.  
score of all respondents for this question is 4. 
 
What is role of globalization in innovation process? Does it improve or influence 
innovation process? 

Resp2. Yes. It does, because whatever we want to create and go to global market you have to 
be innovative, to find different ways to make your own space in the market. 
Resp1. But as we do not have much innovation. These innovations I know, it helps.  
Resp2. It is a necessity in a way  
Resp4. Maybe we don’t have the capacity to follow those globalization trends, but we are 
aware of the necessity  
Resp1. Maybe a 3 because we have those local things, it’s not only 
score of all respondents for this question is 3. 
 
 
Romania - North-West region 
 
VC. 2-3 cuvinte despre ce este vorba. Noi dezvoltăm o unealtă de cercetare, care permite să 
focalizăm, să identificăm punctele forte și slabe de dezvoltare a unei regiuni (nu contează de 
unde – din ce țară) și ideea e ca noi să adaptăm această unealtă pe trei forțe: instituții – social 
network – relațiile  între diferiți actori și cognitive frames – cât de  deschiși sunt oamenii în 
privința la idei noi din exterior si așa mai departe și să explicăm procesul de inovare în Cluj-
Napoca, Regiunea Nord-Vest a României. O să fie un studiu comparativ, sunt mai multe țări 
și astăzi o să fie primul focus grup și dacă aveți ceva. ..Doriți mai multe detalii, puteți oricând 
să mă contactați la adresa email, telefon… Discuția de azi va fi înregistrată, dar totul îi 
anonim , nu o să folosesc nici un nume, iar datele vor fi păstrate în secret. Poate aveți ceva 
întrebări înainte ca să purcedem? Nu? OK, o să încep cu întrebări simple de bază și după aia 
deschidem discuții și le complicăm.  
 
Ce sarcini predomină în cadrul instituției sau întreprinderii din care faceți parte: fizice sau 
intelectuale? 
 
PARTICIPANȚII 1,2,3 – Intelectuale 
 
VC . Intelectuale. De rutină sau e bazat mai mult pe creativitate? 
 
Participantul 2. De rutină 
 
Participantul 3. De creativitate 
 
Participantul 1.  O combinație în care predomină creativitatea.  
 
VC. In general, cum credeți, sunt necesare schimbări în societate, întreprinderi și așa mai 
departe, care să fie bazate pe dezvoltare tehnologică 
 



 

 

Participant 1  Absolut. Da, este nevoie de o societate bazată pe tehnologie și atunci e nevoie 
de schimbări. 
 
 CV. Care ar fi importanta creativității și a ideilor noi pentru o persoană în viața de zi cu zi , 
de exemplu. 
 
Participant 2. Depinde de domeniul în care lucrează, dar cred că orice persoană indiferent de 
locul de muncă poate beneficia de prezența creativității. În primul rand te menține tânăr, iar 
dacă ne referim la locul de muncă ele pot duce la o avansare.  
 
Participantul 1  Te ajută în activitate, În proporție de 20-25 la sută este inclusă în activitate 
deja   
 
Participantul 3. Nimic nou. 
 
CV. Și cum considerați, protecția mediului înconjurător este mai importantă decât creșterea 
economică? De exemplu pentru o regiune. 
Participantul 3. Da.  
 
CV. De ce? 
 
Participantul 1. Mie mi se pare că protecția mediului este o … un sens sau un deziderat, care 
vine după ce nivelul social permite acest lucru – nivelul social și nivelul economic.  
 
CV. Vă rugăm să evaluați nivelul de inovare în interiorul regiunii. Cum considerați 
regiunea Nord-Vest din punct de vedere inovativ. Și aici mă refer la … nu numai la 
inovare tehnologică dar și la idei noi și așa mai departe. Usual staff…. 
 
Participanta 1. Vorbim de perspectiva instituției ori ne referim la general? 
 
CV.  Da, la general 
 
Participantul 2. Daca luăm domeniul IT în ultimii 10 ani în regiunea aceasta , Timisoara, unde 
are o înflorire, se dezvoltă intens, atunci cred că da.  
 
Participantul 1. Da, domeniul dat se dezvoltă în Timișoara și zona aceasta .. E un alt nivel de 
organizare. Puternică. 
 
Participanta 3.  Nu se aude 
 
Participantul 1. Inovația după sine atrage mai mulți bani,  mai multe investiții 
 
CV. Considerați în general că inovațiile sunt caracteristici de bază pentru regiunea Nord-
Vest?  
 
Participantii 1, 2 Da 
 
Participanta 3. Nu 
 
Participantul 1. Comparativ cu alte regiuni – DA.  



 

 

 
Participantul 2. Eu as zice că e vorba  politicile din altă parte, de la Bucuresti  
 
CV. adică de la nivel central 
 
Participantul 1. Aici e o grădină mai influentă de aplicare a lor. Există un mediu mai propice.  
 
CV. Si ași considera că întreprinderile din regiune au capacitatea de inovare? Au posibilitate? 
 
Participantul 2. Dacă zicem că comparativ cu zona Bucuresti regiunea Nord-Vest  - Da. 
Comparativ cu zona Moldova și Sudul aicia sunt mai multi bani si automat există și putere de 
idei, de implementare 
 
Participantul 1. Mie mi se pare că inovarea are un teren propice în zona de Nord sau de Nord-
Vest  dacă  este tinută… ținută în frâu poate de companiile care vin si investesc aici, dar nu 
investesc în centrele de cercetare.  Nu investesc in R and D, ci doar în execuție.  
 
CV. OK 
 
Particpant1. Potențial… oameni sunt buni, sunt bine pregătiți, doar că nu li se cere să facă așa 
ceva, și chiar dacă fac, nu sunt neapărat încurajați.  
 
Participanta 3. Dacă omul nu este încurajat  - nu o s-o facă niciodată.  
 
Participantum 2. Noi am inceput să lucrăm pe partea de HM, am inceput prin a echilibra 
foarte bine relația departament-companie și am lăsat un pis HM un pic în spate. Acum o să 
avem în 2016 cea mai mare investiție de HM și o să lucrăm exact cu universitatea, cu oamenii 
din universitate , oameni care au istorie și în planul acesta economic., în întreprenoriat. Ei au 
fost în universitate și acum sunt în întreprenoriat  sau au fost în antreprenoriat și acum sunt în 
universitate, deci au gustat din ambele laturi, și îi apreciez atât de mult, pentru că cercetarea îi 
mult mai calitativă. Și cercetarea făcută de ei față de mine atreprenorul  e la o calitate și la o 
altețe mult mai mare  și e foarte usor după ce este sistematizat și pot să iau de acolo de ce am 
nevoie.  
 
Participant 1. Da, acești oameni sunt bine pregătiți.  
 
CV: Sunt oare actorii regionali capabili să identifice nevoile și oportunitățile de inovare și 
antreprenoriat în regiune?  
 
Participantul 1,2,3 Da. 
 
Participantul 2 Da, asa mi se pare după câte comunic cu aceștia.  
 
CV. Există  un sistem structurat de management al informației în , un proces coerent, 
care acoperă colectarea , procesarea si diseminarea și monitorizarea nevoilor privind 
inovarea de informații relevante cum ar fi oportunitățile de finanțare, potențiali 
parteneri, know-how, disponibile tehnologii etc. ? 
 
Participantul 2. Există diverse…. Diverse școli și prezentări, Cluj Inovation day, alte 
organizate nu neapărat de primărie sau … organizate cu ajutorul companiilor la care se 



 

 

prezintă  aceste oportunități, dar nu cred să existe un sistem informatic de management  bine 
stabilit. Nu cred.  Deși se… mi se pare că acum se investește puternic în  Cluj, Făuraș, Smart, 
în care se va dori acest lucru.  
 
CV. Crezi că ar contribui  la dezvoltare un astfel de sistem? 
 
Participantul 1. Da. Sigur că da, pentru că oamenii ar fi mai doritori să facă , dacă ar ști ce 
trebuie să facă, cum pot să facă, și cu ce pot să facă.  
 
CV. OK. Care este situația în ceea ce privește planificarea pentru dezvoltarea noilor domenii. 
Genul dacă există planuri soft, cum ar fi proceduri începute  și care încă sunt în curs de 
derulare,  precum și planuri hard – proceduri care sunt deja finalizate cu succes? Strategii, 
poate, dacă cunoașteți.  
 
Participantul 1. Nu 
 
CV. Arată oare antreprenorii din regiune comparativ cu nivelul național angajamentul de a 
contribui la dezvoltarea societății locale, regionale? Deci dacă ați compara cu alte regiuni din 
țară. Antreprenorii se implică mai mult sau nu? 
 
Participantul 2. Mi se pare că fiecare multinațional , fiecare companie de IT din Cluj are si un 
program social. Investește  în … fie niște spectacole, fie în construirea unui parc, fie în 
organizarea unor evenimente care se fac alături de comunitate . Și un exemplu pe care îl 
cunosc concret este LIDL, care a donat bani pentru repararea unui spital și construirea unei 
grădinițe. Plus spectacole de teatru in fiecare lună. 
 
CV. Alte exemple. Ok  ne intoarcem un pic la nivelul de inovare. Care ar fi punctele forte ale 
potențialului, ori a ceia ce este în regiune  
Participantul 2. Sunt mai multe facultăți în luj și sunt mai multe investiții străine. 
 
CV. În țară din extern.  
Participantul 2. Plus toată stimulația asta creată în jurul Clujului ca pol al IT –ului în 
România.  
 
CV. Puncte slabe care ar fi? Ce ar putea fi îmbunătățit? 
 
Participantul 2. La puncte forte avem puțin de spus și este inoportun … Să nu uităm că 
Timișoara este…. La puncte slabe – e vândut totul, e dezagregat totul, este extraordinat de 
costisitor să-l faci.  
 
Participantul 1. La puncte slabe – lipsa parteneriatelor cu învățământul superior. Se fac puține 
investiții în produsele proprii.  Atât în IT, cât și în alte domenii.  Că lucrăm ceea ce ne dau 
alții din afară, dar nu dezvoltăm produsele noastre proprii.  Și este posibil ca atunci când 
investițiile se vor retrage, să nu mai avem locuri de muncă.  și se să se dezvolte.  
 
Partenerul 2. Sunt studenți, și crează dezechilibru pe piața de muncă , cei ce au terminat 
facultatea… 
CV.Ok . Sunteti deacord? 
 
Participanta 3. Referitor la studenți – DA.  



 

 

 
CV. deci considerati că cei care au terminat deja și tot rămân în Cluj afectează negativ? 
 
Participantul 1. Da. Pentru că lor nu li se transmite corect … vorbesc din prisma cine este 
angajat în permanență la noi si … oamenii nu sunt informați… Are două facultăți terminate și 
stă la îndoială, pentru că lor nu li se spune, că dacă ai terminat facultatea poti să angajeze pe 
șef pe student. Ei nici odată n-o să vină să lucreze pentru tine cu dărnicie pentru că tu îi dai 
300 de euro  când poți să-i dai 700 de euro, și eu niciodată nu voi fi multumit pentru omul 
care nu dă randament.  Iată de exemplu cel care este angajat ca ajutor de bucătar… el stie că 
după un an și ceva să ajungă bucătar. Acela muncește  ca să ajungă bucătar, că acolo va 
mânca paine.  Și un….. care devine economist… Ce economist.. ce, că termină și ….. 5 mii.  
 
Participanta 3. Dacă termină…. 
 
Participantul 1. Ei toți termină, că dau bani… Nu poți să dai 25 mii și să nu termini… 
 
CV. În cazul dacă ar trebui să traduceți toate aceste puncte forte și puncte slabe într-un singur 
scor pe un interval de la 1 la 4 , unde 4 ar fi scorul maxim preferențial, care ar fi scorul Dvs 
pentru nivelul de inovare? Ideea e că trebuie să discutați și să veniți cu o singură cifră.  
 
Participantul 1, 2,3 . DOI. 
 
CV. Aveti ceva sugestii suplimentare ce țin de motivația punctajului. De ce 2? 
 
Participanta 3. E de încurajare. 
 
Participantul 2. E un minim. De fapt mai sus de minim.  Se poate mult mai bine, dar suntem 
mai sus de minim.  
 
CV. Care sunt punctele forte și punctele slabe în ceea ce privește colectarea, prelucrarea 
și difuzarea informațiilor  cu referire la domeniul inovațiilor. Cum am discutat anterior, 
cum ar fi oportunități de finanțare, potențiali parteneri de dezvoltare , abilitatea de 
know how, tehnologii, în regiune? 
 
Participanta 3. Da nu există un astfel de managenent pe regiaune.  Există la nivelul 
companiilor, există ceva birouri, care se ocupă de astfel de informații și informare.. periodic, 
sau deschid nustiu ce scoli….Dar aflăm la o săptămână după ce a fost lansată competiția… 
 
Participantul 2. Dar totuși înainte ca să se încheie. 
 
Participanta 3. Da 
 
Participantul 1. Lumea este reticentă… Lumea își caută singură proiecte…. 
 
Participanta3. Este important pentru România în general…. Viteza cu care se transmite 
informația.  Ca uneori e suficientă o simpla accesare… si dacă nu i se oferă acces…  
 
CV. Considerati că persoane relevante, grupuri… au acces la informațiile potrivite sau nu? 
Participanta 3. Nu… Da…. Depinde 
 



 

 

CV. Deci nu este ceva sistematizat, bazt mai mult pe personal. 
 
Participantul 2. Da 
 
Participantul 1. Dacă o să cauți – o să găsești.  
 
CV. Deci nu există o abordare structurată ca să ințeleg? 
 
Participantul 2. Aici există și comunicarea de la persoană la persoană… telefonul fără 
fir….Când pot săți dea și informații și oameniii mai zic, că unte poți să acceseze fonduri 
europene, și că cică peste noapte se îmbogățește, dar de fapt  nu este așa… când stai să 
povestești cu cine concret despre așa ceva…. 
 
CV. Cum credeți, în procesul de procesare a informației  sunt implicați actorii potriviți, 
gen selectați pe bază de necesități , reprezentanți ai autorităților, întreprinderilor, 
universităților, instituțiilor de educație etc.? 
 
Participantul 3.  Din perspectiva mea ca muncitor la o întreprindere de stat pot să zic că 
persoanele impicate în acest proces au prea multe obligațiuni și interese și când se anunță o 
competiție, fac un simplu forward, dar ar trebui să fie o cercetare…. Să se ofere careva 
informații suplimentare…mai specifice domeniilor.   
 
Participantul 2. Persosnele implicate sunt de format vechi.. 
 
Participanta 3. Nu chiar așa vechi… 
 
Participantul 2. Nici o opera’ie nu poate fi realizată fără ele…. 
 
Participanta 3. Trist….. 
 
CV. Cum ar putea fi îmbunătățit procesul acesta de transmitere , colectare și așa mai de parte 
… de informație? 
 
Participantul 2. Implicare, eforturi mai multe din partea oamenilor  angajați în acest proces.  
 
Participantul 1. Eu cred ca se poate de făcut multe în procesul acesta. Trebuie să vezi factorul 
motivant , factorul de neutralitate.  Explic. Ai anumite abilități. Ce te motivează să dai 
randamentul? 
 
Participanta 3. Ce? 
 
Participantul 1. Nimic. 
 
Participanta 3. Cum adică nimic? 
 
Participantul 1. Da ce te motivează pe tine să funcționar al statului? 
 
Participanta 3. Ca funcționar? 
 



 

 

Participantul 1. Da. Să faci o pauză, să mergi acasa, că mâine sigur, serviciul e același, … 
Doar o secundă…. Nu mă refer la tine… Ma refer doar la un funcționar de stat. 
 
Participanta 3. Iți explic. Se face ceva in sensul acesta. Se motivează de pe proiecte. Există tot 
timpul ceva în sensul acesta.  
 
Participantul 1. În orice instituție? 
 
Participantul 3. Cel puțin în cele universitare. 
 
Participantul 2. Universitatea tehnică din Cluj …. 
 
Participanta 3. Multumesc. În universitate ia o regie pe proiecte, care inseamnă 20-30 la sută 
din proiect. 
 
Participantul 1. Ca să vă ofere un mediu universitar acolo.  
 
Participanta 3. Imi pare rîu… Nuștiu ce să zic… 
 
Participantul 1. Deci la ordinea de zi… în cazul tău este să-ți creezi factorul motivant, care să 
– l legi fie de universitate, fie de factorul … de momentul economic privat, care să fie bazat 
pe comision.. sau ceva.. de genul acesta.  
 
Participantul 3. Asta e si ideea. Că toate proiectele acestea câștigate….. 
 
Participantul 1. Și voi ce primiți dacă rezolvați? 
 De exemplu mie mi-a furat oglinda un boschetar și am mers la poliție ca sa cer un certificat, 
că mi-a fost furată ca să dau la Casco… Și mi-au zis să nu-i bat la cap…. 
 
Participantul 1.. Deci are un scop. Acela are serviciu, nu-și pierde serviciul, statul il 
menține…Asta e la nuivel de oglindă….  
 
Participantul 2. Bineințeles…. 
 
Participanta 3. Eu zic că da, ai nevoie de motivație, dar ai nevoie și de persoane competente în 
chestia asta. Indiferent despre ce este vorba. 
 
Participantul 2. Da, o persoanăincompetentă poate fi ceva grav.  
 
Participantul 1.. Aici mai este un aspect.. de asimilare a sistemului. Te asimilează sistemul, ori 
tu schimbi sistemul. Exact  așa omul care merge la muncă în străinătate se piartă frumos pe 
stradă, nu mai claxonează, nu mai înjură, ajunge frumos la muncă. Dar vine înapoi și virează 
cel mai tare mașina,. Iși pune roțile… și se schimbă total…. 
 
Participantul 2. Da, bineînțeles… 
 
Participantul1. Acolo sistemul este atât de puternic, că l-a asimilat. Vine și gata…. 
 
Participantul 2. Trebuie să schimbi sistemul aicea. Se poate … încet-încet…. 



 

 

Participantul 1. Pui trei oameni buni…… Nu zic, și o sămânță încolțește. Dar șansele sunt 
foarte mici dacă pui 3 oameni buni … într-o instituție… Pune 3 polițiști buni într-o secție – i-
o dat afară pe toți trei… au arătat la televizor… 
 
Participantul 3. Asta e cu siguranță. Sunt cazuri… lecții. Deci s-a dus un tânăr… las să fie 
pădurar.. Are nevoie să faci silvicultură… A făcut silvicultură, a venit acasă.  S-a dus pe 
parcelușa lui, iar acolo se defrișa la greu. S-o sesizat și s-o dus la nenea șeful. Și acela a zis: 
măi băiatule, dacă nu pleci, te aranjăm.  
 
Participantul 2. Simplu 
 
Participanta 3. Da. Și a rămas să fie defrișare mai departe.  ȘI cazuri de acestea sunt multe. 
 
Participantul 1. E în discuție.  
 
CV. deci ne întoarcem la punctele forte și labe ale sistemului care există sau nu există  de 
colectare, prelucrare, diseminare și așa mai departe . de exemplu ai zis despre internet… 
 
Participanta 3. Bun, teoretic ai acces la această informație. Dacă ai fi angajat ca să faci chestia 
asta.. să colectezi informația și s-o transmiți mai departe… ai putea.  
 
Participantul 1. Ai informație… N-ai informație… Nu-ți taie nimeni accesul la informație. 
 
Participantul 2. Care este informația – asta este deja partea a doua.   
 
CV. Deci să înțeleg, nu mai sunt puncte forte. Atunci care sunt punctele slabe.  
 
Participantul 1. E vorba de caracterul balcanic… 
 
CV. Care ar fi…. 
 
Participanta3. De zici caracter balcanic… Zi caracter latin…Nu, că până la urmă și 
spaniolii…. și italienii….Sunt un pic mai civilizați… Un pic… Așa e…  
 
CV. Deci comportamentul… gândirea… 
 
Participantul 1. Mentalitatea.  
 
Participantul 2. Dar principalul este că nu există motivație. Cel din sistem nu este motivat să 
facă acest lucru. Și să fie mai bun în ceea ce face.  
 
Partcipant 3. Dacă nu-ți faci treaba… la revedere… La stat…. 
 
Participant 2. Trebuie să devii profesionist… Omul nu știr să facă de toate.  
 
Participantul 1. Primește si face forward la mailul acela… Iși ia și comisionul…. 
 
CV. revenim din nou la exercițiul cu un scor de la 1 la 4.  
 
Participantul 1. Un scor de la 1 la 4 pentru chestiua asta? Doi 



 

 

 
Participantul 2. Doi 
CV. Sunteți de acord toți? 
 
Participantul 1. Da. Si dacă ne comparăm ca și țară cu restul țărilor din lume.. în vestul  
 
Participantul 2. Si cu Africa… Corea de Nord…. 
 
Participantul 1. Nu, nu, rămâne așa.  Doi. 
 
CV. care sunt punctele forte și punctele slabe în ceea ce ține de implicarea 
întreprinderilor în cercetare- dezvoltare regională.  
 
Participantul 1. Sunt multe facilități. dar nu sunt motivat deloc. Să fiu si eu motivat să dau 
bani la o scoală cum a dat  cineva. Știi despre ce motivație este vorba, nu? 
 
Participantul 2. Reducere de impozit 
 
Participantul 1. Reducere de impozit.  Deci nu faci absolut nimic. Doar că nu-ți dă banii statul 
ție, că îi dă dincolo și … Dar o facilitate reală nu există în spate… Ca să mă încurajeze ca să 
fac cercetare.  
 
Participant 2. Aici întreprinderile nu investesc în cercetare ci doar în oameni… în executanți 
perfecți, care să execute… pentru că omul care gandește are idei și trebuie ocupat..  
 
Participant 1. Dece? Sunt companii care încurajează acest lucru. 
 
CV. Cunoașteți? 
 
Participant 1. De exemplu noi suntem în căutare de 6 luni de un CO care să corespundă 
nivelului nostru de dezvoltare și de așteptare a acționarilor. Pentru că eu nu angajez oameni 
mai proști ca mine. Pot doar mai deștepți…. 
 
CV. poate cunoașteți întreprinderi care sunt foarte dependente de procesul de cercetare? In 
Cluj sau în regiunea Nord Vest. 
 
Participant 2. După câte știu eu companiile  de aici din Cluj nuprea își dau interes în produsul 
propriu.  
 
Participantul 2. Fac doar mentenanță. 
 
Participantul 1. Dar să faci mentenanță aici în Cluj … 
 
Participantul 2. Exclude asta, că trebuie s-o faci pentru mersul companiei… 
 
Participantul 1. Păi da, ca să mergi mai departe….Nici măcar R and D – că e lăsată pentru alte 
orașe… 
 
Participant 2. Tu nu împărtășești chestia aia. Nu mă ajută cu nimic dacă știu cum tu…. 
 



 

 

Participantul 1. Nu, nu…  Ma refer la companiile acestea din IT.  Dacă vând un produs al lor 
– el tot nu se face la Cluj, iar dacă nu vând un produs al lor – totul se face prin minister.  
 
Participant 3. Știu compania INDO, din Cluj, da e CDS, ei au proiecte cu ESA – agenția 
spațială europeană . Sunt axați destul de tare pe cercetare . Colaborăm foarte mult cu ei. Dar 
apropo, care e scopul, - să ai un produs și să-l vinzi. 
 
Participantul 2. Corect 
 
Participant 3. Totuși se investește în cercetare, dar…. 
 
Participant 2. Atâta timp cât n-ai un produs propriu, nu ai ce cerceta. Doar execuți ceea ce îți 
dau alții. 
 
Participant 1. Dar nu se face așa… Hai să cercetăm… să facem noi tehnologii…. Descoperi ca 
să faci bani… 
 
Participant 3. Cu toate acestea, la nivel național sau internațional se investește  pe partea de 
researches…. Există acolo  un minim de efort, să zicem așa.  dar momentan… 
 
CV. Încă de la început ați menționat că în Cluj, sau în regiune IT ar fi unicul domeniu în care 
… sau  cel mai dominant domeniu de inovare. În afară de IT ar fi un alt domeniu? 
 
Participantul 2. În Cluj? 
 
CV, În Cluj, sau în general în regiune.  
 
Participant 2. Cluj… e la nivel cu București.. La nivel mondial.. Noi concurăm la nivel 
mondial… 
 
CV. Care ar fi tendințele de inovare pe parcursul ultimului deceniu? 
 
Participantul 2. IT-ul și …… IT-ul 
 
CV. Poate vă gândiți și știți ceva puncte forte în privința implicării întreprinderilor în 
cercetare dezvoltare R and D.  
 
Participanta 3. Puncte forte… 
 
CV. Dacă există. 
 
Participanta 3. Ziceam mai devreme pe domeniu de lansare de proiecte, finanțări  …dintre 
cele naționale și europene,  se dorește o colaborare între instituție și universități .. 
Participantul 2. Pai dacă finanțarea este mică  comparativ cu finanțarea europeană …. Și 
contact cu POC… 
 
Participanta 3. Nu ne mai pornim iar cu POC-ul… 
 
CV. Ce e cu POC-ul?, da, cică Pocul… 
 



 

 

Participantul 2. Două programe dintre astea… 
 
CV. Poate aflu ceva interesant… 
 
Participant 2. Ce e POC-ul – program european de cercetare   
 
Participant 3. Bazat pe idea de smart. 
 
CV.OK 
 
Participanta 3. S-au pornit proiectele acestea cu o sumă anumită  de bani, în principiu pentru 
ași construi …. Comunicație, transport, construcții . Și a fost o chestie dintre acestea…. 
Universitatea: hai să scriem, hai să scriem…. Toate facultățile, Departamentele vre-o trei 
săptămâni-o lună am stat și am muncit ca proștii, ca cei care au depus proiectul să fie declarați 
neeligibili.  Pentru că cei din conducere, care au primit documentul nu s-au gândit să se 
informeze corespunzător. Cei de la conducere nu s-au gândit…. 
 
Participantul 2 . Să se voteze corespunzător. 
 
Participanta 3. A fost o porcărie POC-ul. Dar există astfel de susținere,,, și cercetare.. 
 
CV. Din nou un scor de la 1 la 4.  
 
Participantul 1. Îmi place 2. 
 
Participantul 1. 2, da 
 
CV. Poate totuși 3 sau 4 
 
Participanta 3. Că nu suntem chiar … 2 e de mediu.. Cu ritmul acesta poate ajungem…. La 
zece. Se poate si alte cifre? 
 
CV. Nu doar 1, 2. 3 sau 4. 
 
Participantul 2. De ce asa? 
 
CV. Inițial am pornit să fie 5.  
 
Participantul 1. Și atunci mijlocul era 3 
 
CV. Da, de aceea am hotărât așa – ori e spre rău ori e spre bine. 
 
CV. În general, produsele care sunt făcute, sau elaborate, sau dezvoltate  aici în regiunea 
Nord Vest sunt orientate spre nivelul regional? Sau.. 
 
Participantul 2. Produsele care sunt comandate din afară se fac pentru în afară.  
 
CV. Deci pentru exterior? Exteriorul României. 
 



 

 

Participant 2. Da. Foarte puține firme au produsul lor. Un exemplu ar fi Casper… Produse 
făcute în România prin efort extern. Și atât. Produs de efort la noi se vinde foarte bine. 
 
CV. Care ar fi punctele forte? Motiv că este orientat… Sau slabe…Bine.. Hai puncte slabe. 
Care sunt punctele slabe că produsul este orientat spre exterior? 
 
Participantul 2. Că nu se vinde aici… 
 
CV. Bine, dacă am traduce orientarea produsului  spre nivel regional, care ar fi scorul? 
 
Participantul 1. 1 
 
Participantul 2 . 2 Îmi place 2.  
 
CV. trebuie să fie într-un final unanim.  
 
Participanta 3. E 1. 
 
CV. OK, de ce 1, de ce 2? 
 
Participantul 1. E uni, ce mai… 
 
CV. Nu e vorba cine mai mult votează… 
 
Participantul 1,3. Păi s-a convins.  
 
CV. Ok , deci care ar fi motivația, de ce unu? 
 
Participantul 1. Pentru că produsele de fapt nu sunt destinate regiunii…  
 
Participanta 3. Sunt prea puține… 
 
Participantul 1. Acele produse care sunt destinate regiunii sunt prea puține ca să compenseze.. 
ca să ne ducă la 2. 
 
CV. Ok. Care sunt punctele forte și punctele slabe în ceea ce privește rolul autorităților  
și / sau organizațiilor intermediare  care reprezintă aceste autorități  
 
Participanta 3.  În ce? 
 
CV. Dezvoltarea regională, procesul de inovare. 
 
Participant 1. Nu știu, n-am intrat pe ele la direct… 
Participantul 2. Odată ce ai intrat în sistem, odată ce ai învățat  cum să faci – e OK. Sunt 
aceiași oameni, e aceiași politică..  Mai schimbi un pic ceva, dar lucrurile merg.. Nu apare 
nimic nou, nu se mișcă nimic nou sub soare.. Preferă să se schimbe sistemul ca să îngreuneze 
treaba  … Cu un efort considerabil din partea ta.. consider..  
 
CV. Considerați că autoritățile au identificat potențialul R and D . Ceva sectoare poate, 
grupuri.. întreprinderi care sunt importante pentru regiune, pentru dezvoltarea regiunii… 



 

 

 
Participant 1. Nu se ține cont de  potențialul regiunii. Se ține cont de direcția națională. Dacă 
România trebuie peste 100 de ani să ajungă țară pentru crescut banane, atunci  degeaba 
suntem țară de creșcut roșii sau de făcut tractoare, că toate politicile  o să se dea cheș pe 
bananie.  Și atunci asta vine în conflict cu ceea ce crezi tu că ar fi bine să se finanțeze în Cluj  
 
Participantul 2. Eu aș vrea să spun altceva. Politicile naționale sunt destul de oscilante ,  din 
păcate. Cam din patru în patru ani , din 5 în 5 ani trebuie să te adaptezi. 
 
CV. Considerați că efortul oferit din partea autorităților este coerent, complet, consistent? 
Participantul 1. Nu  
 
CV. Deci nu oferă suport consistent? 
 
Participantul 2. De exemplu în domeniul nostru avem vre-o 5 instituții care vin cu control….. 
Bine, sunt vre-o 40 care pot să vină, dar vin de obicei aceste 5. Deci când vine un control nici 
una nu-ți vine să te ajute. Îți vine să … Nici una nu zice: văd că operezi asta nu chiar bine, dă 
să te învăț  cum să optimizezi… Nu. Îți găsește partea vicioasă  te pedepsesc.   Dacă întrebi la 
instituția respectivă la Cluj, la iași și la Timisoara – la toți trei va difera răspunsul. Toți dau 
răspuns diferit. 
 
Participanta 3. Da, ei nu-și asumă  responsabilități. 
 
Participantul 2. E foarte - foarte interpretativ totul…  
 
Participanta 3. Astra pentru că nu sunt hotărâți… 
 
Participantul 2. Îs și slabi operatorii.  Dacă ai sta un pic în fața lor… că nu ai putere ,,, n-ai 
chef de judecată… 
 
CV. Credeți că cei care vor să înceapă un bussines – noii antreprenori sunt sprijiniți în mod 
eficient? Deci primesc ajutorul.. Dacă cineva ar dori să vină să  -și deschidă o afacere.. 
 
Participanta 3. Noi zicem o chestie…  dacă nu ne ajută, măcar să nu ne încurce…  
 
Participantul 1. E exact asa cum zice el .. Deseori nu te ajută cu nimic, dar te lasă să faci..  
 
Participantul 2. Acum mii de companii mici stau ca să ajungă să fie finanțate. Problema e că e 
greșită aici toată chestiunea asta și ei așteaptă  subvenții de stat. Nu ori ce merită să fie 
finanțat. Aici e problema. Tu vei trage mijloace, dar nu știi cum să faci  firma cum să meargă. 
Ai accesul ușor  la finanțare dar numai pe hârtie se primește situația respectivă  
 
Participantul 1. Si atunci zice lumea că e discriminare.. De ce nu mă lași? 
Participanta 3. Păi nu…ar trebui puse niște criterii …  
 
Participantul 1. Au mai fost si altele… Când se accesau fonduri europene și nu te verifica 
nimeni,  
 
Participantul 2. Ultimul timp de ce s-a blocat? 
 



 

 

Participanta 3. De ce? Am auzit că toată chestia asta se neagă. Tot….. Tot…. 
 
CV. Ce părți interesate, în afara… sunt implicate activ  de către autorități în astfel de procese? 
Și care sunt rolurile lor. De exemplu, implică universitățile sau organizațiile intermediare… 
 
Participantul 1. Eu nu am cunoștință…. Mi se pare că acolo îs firme, firme.. Instituția aia are 
doar import, nu vorbește cu cealaltă,  De exemplu la noi ...  nu vorbește cu   comisia 
consumatorilor, nu știu unul de altul..  Vin amândoi, verifică aceiași chestie.. Vin amândoi și 
încearcă să te amendeze unul peste regulile celuilalt. Deci nu este o corelare în nimic. Nu-s 
bune.  
 
CV. Facilitează instituțiile în mod activ și stimulează oportunitățile  de cercetare și dezvoltare  
bazate pe sinergie ….  
 
CV. Sprijină în mod eficient identificarea și abordarea oportunităților  în afara regiunii? O 
participare ori o implicare la nivel național… sau chiar și exterior, adică în afara țării… 
 
Participantul 1. Eu cred că odată ce ai prins ciolanul, îl ții pentru tine.  
 
Participantul 2. Nu se mai implică nimeni.  
 
CV. Cunoașteți poate ceva treninguri  oferite de către instituții de stat  sau workshop-uri 
formale 
 
Participantul 2. Da, bineînțeles, cum să nu ofere.  Partea a doua e ce pot ei oferi. Primăriile au 
contract pentru a angajarea oamenilor care nu au momentan serviciu, primăriile sunt obligate 
să ofere cursuri de recalificare. Sau pentru persoanele defavorizează, sau pentru  persoanele 
cu handicap.     
 
CV. dar problema e mai mult în calitatea, nu cantitatea…În calitatea a astfel de programe 
formale, informale 
 
Participant 2. Cunosc un caz că se făcea înscriere, se făceau poze cu cursanții și acolo se oprea 
procesul . Și în raport punea poza – a făcut cursurile…  
 
CV. Revenim un pic la punctele forte și slabe. Despre rolul autorităților. Care ar fi punctul 
forte.  
 
Participantul 1. Care sunt punctele forte aici? Faptul că au autoritate.  
 
Participantul 2. Au puterea de a face ceva. Dacă ar fi bună chestia aia, ar putea s-o aplice . 
Sunt în măsură s-o aplice – asta e altceva. Și nu în aspect pozitiv.   
Participantul 1. Puncte slabe. La noi autoritățile au credibilitatea unui copil de 3 ani.  Sau 
influența copilului de 3 ani. Dacă te obligă – o să găsești o soluție să ocolești chestia asta.  
 
CV. de la 1 la 4? Cum ați caracteriza rolul autorităților publice și a organizațiilor 
intermediare? 
 
Participantul 1. Ceva se face, dar nu se face cum trebuie.  
 



 

 

Participantul 2. Ceva se face. 2. Îmi place 2. 
 
 
CV. Deci mai mult spre rău decât spre bine.  
 
Participantul 1. Da.  
 
CV. Regiunea Dvs posedă capacitatea de a atrage oameni talentați? 
 
Participantul 2. Da 
 
CV. Care ar fi mecanismele? Cum ar atrage? 
 
Participantul 2. Învățământ superior și posibilități de angajare.  
 
CV. Cum ar putea fi îmbunătățite aceste mecanisme? 
 
Participantul 1. Mai multe facultăți.  
 
Participanta 3. Și atunci ai prea mulți studenți. 
 
Participantul 2. Mai multe locuri de muncă în domenii conexe. Clasă de mijloc nu mai prea 
există în România.  Există locuri de muncă pentru meserii.. Nu e obligatoriu să facă o 
facultate ca să se angajeze undeva.  La ce-i trebuie o facultate unui pantofar, ori unui 
depanator de frigider.  
 
Participanta 3 . de a mări capacitatea de a atrage oameni. 
 
CV. dar dacă vorbim despre cercetare,  dezvoltare procesele de inovare… un fel de brains 
game? Care sunt actorii care contribuie la atragerea oamenilor talentați în regiune? 
 
Participantul 1.  Autoritățile și cei care oferă locuri de muncă în IT, în special.  
 
CV. Deci ar fi multinaționalele, ori companiile care sunt aici prezente? În această regiune, da? 
Participantul 1. Da. 
 
CV. dacă vorbiți despre un punctaj de la 1 la 4? Ceea ce ține capacitatea de a atrage? 
Participantul 1.2,3. Trei. 
 
CV, Acum vorbim despre capacitatea de păstrare a oamenilor talentați.  Care ar fi punctele 
forte și slabe?  
 
Participantul 1. Puncte slabe. Atunci când devii prea bun nu mai doresc să te plătească la 
capacitățile tale . Când începi să ai idei creative, deja devii incomod. Poți să-ți dai seama că 
poți să lucrezi fără intermediari, poți să lucrezi cu firma – mamă care de obicei nu este la noi 
în România. Și poți să pleci. Și îți dai seama, că deși firma e străină, lucrurile se fac cu oameni 
de la noi ca la noi. De fapt firmele din romania te țin un anumit timp, nu la infinit. 
 
Participantul 2. Ca tu să pleci.  
 



 

 

Participantul 1. Da.  
 
CV. Și un punct forte sau alte slabe ale capacității de păstrare  
 
Participanta 3. Nu tocmai poți să-i numești talentați, ci mai bine zis îi formezi în direcția aia.  
Eu când mă gândesc la oameni de la noi mai mult….. 
 
Participantul 1. Chiar talentați. 
 
Participanta 3. Nu, dar sunt mai multe domenii… 
 
CV. Deci putem spune că formarea de capacități și așa mai departe este un mecanism de 
păstrare sau nu? Formarea profesională. 
 
Participant 2. Da, că este un dezavantaj să știi doar chestii pe care le doresc ei și pe care le-au 
realizat undeva. 
 
Participantul 2. Mi se pare un dezavantaj superspecializarea în ceva care nu se mai face 
altundeva. 
 
Participantul 3. E mentalitatea de român să știi tot rău, să faci tot rău. 
CV. Un punct forte a capacității de păstrare? Ce poate oferi regiunea Nord Vest și alte regiuni 
din România? 
Participantul 1. Bani. Cel mai mulți bani . cea mai in miză regiune este acea  care poate oferi 
cei mai mulți bani. Și la București  - mai multe locuri și mai bine plătite. 
 
CV. Afară de bani? 
 
Participantul 2. Calitatea umană. Oamenii. 
 
Participanta 3. Ce? 
 
CV. Care sunt mecanismele, cum păstrează? Revin la întrebarea aceasta. Cu are loc stoparea 
exodului de creieri?  Și cine contribuie? 
 
Participantul 1. Banii te țin. Universitatea nu te ține. 
 
Participanta 3. Da, bun, aicia e loialitate. 
 
Participantul 1. Da, dar să știi că nu am ajuns ca și popor la loialitate și acum alergăm doar 
după bani.  
 
CV. Dezvoltarea profesională? Posibilitatea de dezvoltare profesională ar fi un mecanism? 
 
Participant 1. Nu neapărat. Eu revin la ideea , că dacă devii prea bun devii incomod.  
 
Participantul 2. Dacă oamenii nu lucrează pentru  
 
CV. Un scor de la 1 la 4 pentru capacitatea de a păstra.  
 



 

 

Participant 1,2,3, Doi. 
 
CV. Totuși există tentative de a păstra , dar… 
 
Participant 2. Dar la noi se oprește în aceea, că nu prea se reușește.  
 
CV. care sunt punctele forte și punctele slabe ale politicilor de inovare în regiune? 
 
Participantul 2. Nuștiu dacă avem din astea.  
 
Participantul 1. Se atrag fonduri europene , și acum dacă ai luat fondul – trebuie să faci ceva.  
 
Dar nu cred că asta e  așa o mișcare organizată.  Sau nu știe stânga ce face dreapta.  
 
Participantul 3. Pai politicile ți le faci tu. Că ni o să vină cine să-ți zică: hai să facem ceva … 
 
Participant 2. Sunt politici de dezvoltare este clar. Dar ele nu sunt și politici de inovare. 
Dezvoltăm, dar dezvoltăm ceva cunoscut, nu  ceva inovativ. 
 
CV, În ce măsură sunt obiectivele smart specifice, măsurabile, acceptabile și realiste , 
specificate în timp? De exemplu, în n număr de luni trebuie să atingem …  
 
Participantul 1. Ele sunt trasate și cunoscute în mediul public, dar în mediul academic nu știu 
dacă se respectă.  
 
CV. Dar de obicei obiectivele pe nivel regional sau național  sunt mai mult pe termen scurt 
sau pe termen lung?  
 
Participantul 2, 3. Nu știm. 
 
Participantul 1. Nu știm. Se schimbă regimul - se schimbă și obiectivele pe termen lung, și 
cele pe termen scurt  
 
CV. Scurt, mediu? 
 
Participant 1. Nu ajung la noi. Ce cele pe termin mediu le știm într-adevăr  și se depășesc 
termenii. 
 
CV. Care sunt organizațiile implicate în  gen autorități, clustere sectoriale ale industriei, 
companii naționale, regionale, municipale, individuale etc în planificarea și procesul de luare 
a deciziilor  privind politicile de dezvoltare.  
Participant 2. Oriunde primăria e implicată. Și dacă ești mediu privat  nu poți să miști nimic 
inovativ dacă nu e implicată primăria. Există și actori  din mediul academic sau mediul 
antreprenorialului, dar nu poți să treci peste instituția statului.  
 
CV. poate ați avut de a face cu protecția proprietății intelectuale? Cât e de bine… sau cât de 
puternică este  protecția proprietății intelectuale aici în regiune? 
 
Participanta3. În principiu companiile particulare foarte des aplică pentru protecția drepturilor 
la protecția proprietății intelectuale.  Dar la instituțiile de stat, de exemplu la noi ,  nici nu ai 



 

 

personal calificat care să facă chestia asta.  Dar trebuie să se facă documentare… Pentru ca să 
scrii o teză… 
 
Participantul 2. Plus, se face în mediul privat și se aduce în cercetare.. Altfel nu se mai face… 
numai așa. 
 
Participantul 1. Se pot, se pot prelua, dar Se face individual, dar nu la nivel de universitate.  
 
CV. Cum apreciați calitatea instituțiilor de cercetare de aici din zonă? 
 
Participantul 1. Doi. 
 
Participanta 3. Calitatea? 
 
CV. Da 
 
Participanta 3.  Nu așa de mult, e  bună calitatea, numai că nu-s multe. Da, bine, fie doi. 
 
CV. Ar fi un doi, da? 
 
Participanții 1,2,3,. Da 
 
CV. Ok, bine. Și ce ține de politicele de dezvoltare. De la 1 la 4, care ar fi?  Acum ne 
întoarcem puțin la politicile de dezvoltare despre care discutasem un pic mai devreme. În 
regiune, dacă ar fi să le evaluați, care ar fi punctajul pe care l-ați da? Politicile sunt foarte 
slabe sau extraordinare. 
 
Participant 1. Cred că doi. Ele există dar nu se încadrează, nu sunt bine stipulate, nu se 
aplică…în termeni.  
 
CV. Cum sunt organizate rețelele multisectoriale. De exemplu doar întreprinderile sau 
numai sectorul și în ce măsură acestea contribuie în mod eficient la performanța de 
inovare în regiune. De exemplu simetria de putere, schimbul de actori, diferențiere în 
grupuri, sectoare, sau chiar persoane fizice. Poate sunt diferențe între actorii care sunt 
implicați  în general. 
 
Participanta 3. În inovare? 
 
CV. Da în procesul de inovare dezvoltare. 
 
Participanta 3. Din punct de vedere al instituției universitare  o parte a celora care oferă 
finanțare pune accent pe optimizarea resurselor umane, a infrastructurii, practic cumva te 
obligă să colaborezi cu alte instituții, autorități .. 
 
CV. Din punct de vedere al mediului de afaceri? 
 
Participantul 3. Nu știu în ce măsură voi colabora cu mediul dat.. 
 
Participantul 1. Există… Există, dar e ghidat de fiecare dată de interese .. de interesul 
economic. 



 

 

 
CV. Cine ar  … în cazul universității am înțeles – e Statul acela care… 
 
Participanta 3. Da, în principiu te determină să ei colaborări  cu alte universități. Asta totul e 
la nivel național, adică de stat. Dacă e despre Universitatea în sine, atunci nu colaborează.  
 
CV. Care ar fi punctele forte si slabe ale prezenței unei astfel de rețele ? 
 
Participant 3. Create între entități? 
 
CV. Da 
 
Participanta 3. Păi, suntem mai informați, mai…. Acesta e și scopul… 
 
Participantul 1. Asta duce la monopolie. 
 
Participanta 3. În ce sens? 
 
Participantul 1. Când se unesc toți atunci e monopol, nu mai ai libertate. Imaginează-ți că mă 
unesc eu cu toate restaurantele din lume și de mâine masa e 50 lei.   
Participanta 3. La cantină la noi se mănâncă de 7 lei.  
Pzrticipantul1. Păi mă unesc și cu cantina.  
CV. De la 1 la 4 care ar fi scorul pentru organizarea rețelelor  în regiune  
Participanții 1,2,3. Doi 
CV. Care sunt punctele forte și slabe în ceea ce privește cooperarea între părțile cointeresate 
în regiune. 
Participanta 3. Punctele forte.  
 
CV. De exemplu actori cheie, cooperare, reprezentare în contextul de cooperare… 
 
Participanta 3. Punctul forte. Faptul că există cooperare între actorii de interes. Puncte 
slabe…..  
 
CV. Alte idei, păreri…. Cât de bine în funcție de gradul de satisfacție și de ieșire 
întreprinderile la nivel regional cooperează cu instituțiile de cercetare și de învățământ din 
regiune? Instituții regionale, organizații intermediare? Cât de des au…. 
 
Participantul 3. Foarte des…Destul de des. Fiecare laborator de la noi are niște colaborări.  
 
CV. dar autorități regionale , companii? 
 
Participantul 1. Cu companii – Da. 
Participanta 3. Și cu autoritățile, Da . Și cu autoritățile cooperăm.  Deci există… dar sunt 
destul de superficiale.  
 
Participantul 2. Deci pe doi și jumătate. 
 
CV. care din părțile interesate  promovează moduri specifice de cooperare? Mă refer la științe, 
politici, industrie  și cât de eficiente sunt aceste modele pentru performanța de inovare?  Cine 
vine cu inițiative, cine sugerează idei noi? 



 

 

 
Participanta 3 . Aici depinde de caz, de model. Universitățile sunt interesate să colaboreze  în 
mod special, și economic,  În linii mari universitatea este cointeresată să colaboreze cu mai 
multe universități și să facă și input și rezervări.. 
 
CV. Relațiile noi de colaborare sunt dezvoltate în baza principiului  valorii adăugate și cea 
mai bună soluție ? Adică partenerii sunt aleși  regionali , deoarece aceștia au o valoare de 
cooperare în comparație cu alți parteneri?  
 
Participanta 3.Nu cred că se face așa. 
 
Participantul 1. Da, nu alegem. Ce este.  
 
CV. Pe parcurs ați identificat actori care sunt cheie? Cu care trebuie să cooperați? 
 
Participanta 3. Nu 
 
CV. Din partea Dvs? 
 
Participantul 1. Societăți  cu activități similare. 
 
CV. reprezintă actorii cheie toate părțile principale interesate de inovare cum ar fi 
universitățile , autoritățile, întreprinderi, participanți civili de exemplu. 
 
Participanta 3. Îmi vine greu să spun. 
 
CV. Actorii cheie – de unde fac parte, de unde …. 
 
Participanta 3. Aaaa, toate.. 
 
CV. Deci stat, bussines.  
 
Participant 2. Tot ce s-a spus mai înainte.  
 
CV. Deci societăți cu activități similare.  
 
Participant 2 , Nu  cu activitate complementară. Scuze. Ca să ne completăm activitatea..  
 
Participant 1. Da acestia sunt toți.  
 
CV. Cooperează actorii cheie în diferite contexte cum ar fi schimbul de contacte nonformale 
și atașament puternic față de diferite  rețele și așa mai departe pentru a permite identificarea 
rapidă a nevoilor de inovare și a oportunităților pe piață ? deci schimbul de idei are loc doar 
pe calea formală ori mergeți și pe calea informală de comunicare cu partenerii sau cu alți 
actori din alte domenii.  
 
Partenerul 1. La noi este si calea informală. 
 
CV. Din partea voastră? 
 



 

 

Partenerul 2. La noi e calea formală.  
 
CV. Poate de exemplu ieșiți în oraș și discutați ceva idei…cu niște prieteni care sunt din alt ..  
 
Partenera 3. Da, bun, așa , socializare și  schimb de idei… dar atunci când… dacă vrei  să faci 
ceva… 
 
CV. E calea formală. 
 
Participanta 3. Da. 
 
CV. care ar fi scorul pentru cooperarea între părțile cointeresate din regiune? Cât de bine 
cooperează ele?  
 
Participantul 2. Nu putem zice că nu este cooperare de loc, dar nici nu e mare…. Că e vorbă 
șu de bani și…  
 
Participantul 3. E vorba despre aceia cât colaborează… Că colaborează – bine…  
 
Participantul 1,2,3 -  Trei. 
 
Participantul 2. Uneori poate n-ai alt furnizor și n-ai ce face… 
 
CV. care ar fi punctele forte și slabe în ceea ce privește cooperarea între părțile care se 
află aici, în regiune, și cele extraregionale.  
 
Participantul 1. Interesul comun.  
 
Participantul 2. Cu Bucureștiul? Zi un punct forte dacă știi. De exemplu să-ți dea banii de care 
ai nevoie. 
 
CV. Deci dispun de resurse. 
 
Participantul 3. Eu când zic colaborare între regiuni…. (nu se aude) . de exemplu între 
Universitate și Universitatea tehnică din  Vaslui. Se fac…. Cu actori din afara regiunii… 
 
Participantul 2. Puncte slabe - Partenerii sunt de obicei concentrați 
 
CV. Si resursele sunt concentrate într-un singur loc? 
 
Participantul 2. Da.  
CV. Alte idei? Considerați că noua cooperare dezvoltată în baza principiului valorii adăugate 
si a celei mai bune soluții, adică sunt noii parteneri aleși pentru că aceștia au o valoare 
adăugată pentru inovare sau sunt de fapt cea mai bună opțiune pentru cooperare? 
 
Participantul 1. 50 la 50. 
 
CV. Deci este o combinație între ceea ce este mai bun si … 
 



 

 

Partenerul 1. Uite de exemplu în cazul……….. îți alegi un furnizor din extern,  pentru că este 
amplasat corespunzător și crește o legumă sau un fruct  poziționat destul de bine sau îmi aleg 
ca un participant la un proiect din fonduri europene    un partener pe care mi-l indică, pentru 
că dacă nu alegi de acolo îți întrerupe finanțarea.  
 
Participantul 2. Că nici n-o să refuzăm proiectul… 
 
CV.  Ce diferențe semnificative există între grupuri, sectoare sau întreprinderi individuale în 
ceea ce privește cooperarea națională și internațională.  Și care ar fi consecințele pentru 
procesul de inovare ? De exemplu două universități, dintre care una e pe plan național și alta e 
pe plan internațional undeva în afara țării. Ar afecta procesul de inovare, dacă de exemplu … 
Participanta 3. Da 
 
CV. În ce mod? 
 
Participanta 3. Se include în procese pe plan internațional. 
 
CV: Ceva exemplu? 
 
Participanta 3.  De exemplu în cadrul programelor Erasmus avem multe de învățat. Pentru 
universitate orice colaborare cu ei  avem ceva de luat. 
Participantul 2. În cadrul programului Erasmus Mundus toți au de câștigat. Mai ales cu 
universitățile franceze. Or, orice țară francofonă simbolizează  gazdă, care primește oameni, 
în jur de vreo 3 mii.  
 
CV. Credeți că această colaborare între voi afectează cumva întreprinderile din regiune într-un 
mod oarecare? Sau grupuri și sectoare din punct de vedere al colaborării naționale? 
 
CV. ce la 1 la 4  care ar fi scopul pentru cooperare între părțile interesate regionale și părțile 
din afara regiunii? 
 
Participanta 3 – eu zic că doi. 
 
Participantul 1. Trei. 
 
Participanții 2,3 . da, deci trei.  
 
CV. care este rolul încrederii între părțile implicate pentru procesul de inovare în 
regiune? Există oare încredere între  parteneri sau  între părțile care sunt implicate în 
procesul de inovare? Dezvoltare? Cooperare? 
 
Participanta 3. De fiecare dată când te apuci să faci un acord de parteneriat te bazezi  pe 
încredere, că dacă nu…. 
 
Participantul 2. Doi. 
 
CV, Ok, până la  un scor…. De exemplu încrederea  între părțile interesate care participă la 
procesul de cercetare, dezvoltare, inovare și așa mai departe să fie percepută ca o componentă 
importantă pentru însușii procesul acesta.  
 



 

 

Participanta 3. Aș vrea să zic că da, că dacă ești pățit  și nu știi dacă partenerul tău e de 
încredere, atunci nu mai poți purcede la … dar dacă ești în situația că trebuie să colaborezi cu 
acela, atunci închizi ochii și mergi… 
 
CV. Și care ar fi un punct forte, că uite eu am încredere în actorul X, sau actorul Y are 
încredere în mine. 
 
Participanta 3. Dacă ai de ales între mai mulți, îl alegi pe cel în care ai încredere.  
 
CV. Și un punct slab.  
 
Participantul 2. Încrederea este atât de importantă? Poți să rămâi pe loc dacă nu încerci să ai 
încredere. Nu încerci parteneriate cu…. 
 
Participanta 3. Poți să nu reușești să faci parteneriate dacă .. 
 
CV. Un scor pentru rolul încrederii pentru procesul de inovare în regiune.  
 
Participant  1. Tu vrei ca să se întâmple la nivel real… Există ca și o companie.. care are 
progrese de la an la an… Crește cu 10 la sută – de exemplu puterea brandului de la an la an . 
El zice- dacă vrei să crești real – ai nevoie de mine… Și real e că la noi în țară se crește cu 1-
2. Există progres , dar nu crești așa cum spun aceștia.  Încrederea …nu e cel mai bun… 
 
CV.  Ați fi de acord cu doi? 
 
Participant 1,2,3 . Da 
 
CV. Acum trecem la întrebări un pic mai distractive.  
 
CV. care sunt punctele forte și slabe ale culturii și atitudinii populației în ceea ce ține de 
creativitate și spiritul antreprenorial?  E deschis? Nu e deschis? 
 
Participant 2. Tinerii sunt deosebit de deschiși. 
 
Participantul 1. Par deschiși, dar statistic nu sunt suficient de deschiși. Comparativ cu alte 
țăro. 
 
Participant 2. Ba da…Ba da…. 
 
CV. care ați spune că sunt caracteristicile naționale  care sunt caracteristice populației în ceea 
ce privește creativitatea și spiritul antreprenorial.  
 
Participantul 1. Creativitate e multă… Nu vor să se implice.. Nu vor să muncească, nu vor să 
se dee de gol.  
 
CV. Credeți că populația urmează tendințele și sunt  primii care adoptă sau au o 
atitudine mai conservatoare față de  apariția inovațiilor?  
 
Participant 1. E vorba de bani. Că îți ei ultimul telefon foarte repede..  Adoptă… Consumă… 
 



 

 

CV. În regiune, modul de gândire a populației din regiune deviază sau se abate de la 
caracteristicele naționale? 
 
Participanta 3. Sunt mai înceți 
 
Participantul 1. Și mai oameni. Da… mai oameni. 
 
CV. dacă am pune pe un scor de la 1 la 4 cultura și atitudinea  populației față de inovații și  
spirit antreprenorial..? 
Participant 1.2, 3 .  Trei. 
 
CV. În ce măsură atitudinile și cultura regională asigură derularea procesului de  
învățare în regiune? De exemplu organizațiile, clusterele,  rețelele și așa mai departe 
doresc să se implice în   dezvoltare, încearcă să adopte noi abordări.. Chiar și dacă au.. 
rezultatele sunt bune, totdeauna încearcă să îmbunătățească ceva.  
 
Participantul 2. Unitățile comerciale, 
 
CV. Cum ați caracteriza atitudinea și cultura regională ? Sunt ceva caracteristici?  Zona Nord 
Vest 
 
Participant 2. Stabilitate. Ne palce și inovare. Dar accent se face pe stabilitate. Locul de 
muncă, viată… 
 
CV.  care ar fi un punct forte? La atitudinea regională în general… pentru procesul de 
învățare… 
 
Participantul 1. Punct forte pentru dezvoltare… Ce să fie? Buna pregătire. 
 
Participanta 3. Ne putem adapta. 
 
Participantul 2. Acesta este și un punct slab.  Te duci unde te duce vântul…  
 
CV. Și slab. 
 
CV. de la 1 la 4 care ar fi scorul pentru rolul  atitudinii și culturii regionale   
 
Participant 1,2,3. Trei. 
 
Participant 1. Deși toată lumea vrea să plece… 
 
CV. Să învețe lucruri noi… 
 
Participant 2. Și să câștige bani… 
 
CV. Ok. În regiune este oare văzută concurența ca o valoare pozitivă pentru procesul de 
inovare? 
 
Participant 1,2 . Da. 
 



 

 

CV. Cât de importantă ar fi solidaritatea? 
 
Participantul 2. Ar fi….. dacă ar fi… 
 
Participanta 3 . Foarte importantă.  
 
CV. este oare necesară concurența pentru inovație? 
 
Participantul 2. Sigur că da. 
 
Participantul 1. Absolut. Altfel ai monopol și…. 
 
CV. Recompensa? 
 
Participant 1. Da 
 
Participant 2. Eu zic da. 
 
CV. care ar fi punctul forte al prezenței concurenței pentru inovare. 
 
Participant 1. Grăbește lucrurile.  
 
CV. Altceva pozitiv sau negativ? De la 1 la 4? 
 
Participant 2. Dacă există în Cluj? 
 
Participant 1, 3 . trei. 
 
CV. Pentru ca concurența să fie văzută ca o valoare pozitivă.  
 
Participantul 1.2.3. Trei. 
 
CV. care este rolul globalizării pentru procesele de globalizare? 
 
Participant 2. Rolul globalizării este imens…  
 
Participantul 1. Globalizarea motivează… 
 
CV. Și cum afectează procesul de inovare? 
 
Participantul 1. Îl grăbește. 
 
Participant 2. Că vin chestii noi din afară,   
 
Participant 1. Îl direcționează…  
 
CV. efecte negative? 
 



 

 

Participant 1. Eu cresc culturile mele acum ca să pot să nu cumpăr de la ei.  Lucrez la logistică 
acum ca să pot să nu cumpăr  roșii din astea care sunt toată țara. Îți dau 20 de tone la un leu. 
Bun îmi dai  în Cluj, dar mie îmi trebuie în  toată țara. 
 
Participant 2. Ce e negativ că nu se lucrează cu producători locali, de aici din zonă.  
CV. Acestea au fost întrebările. Vă mulțumesc.  
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VC. Vă mulțumesc ca ați venit, că ați răspuns la solicitarea mea de a participa la acest focus-
grup. Discuția noastră va fi înregistrată dar va fi folosită doar în scop de cercetare. N-o să 
folosesc nici un nume ca nu cumva să încalc etica de confidențialitate și așa mai departe. Ca 
să înțelegeți despre ce e vorba – în 2-3 cuvinte – este vorba despre procesele de inovare care 
au loc în regiunea Nord din Republica Moldova și cumva încercăm să vedem care sunt 
factorii sociali care influențează acest proces de inovare. Ne-ar interesa să vedem cum este 
interacțiunea dintre diferiți actori, dintre… care este poziția Agențiilor, instituțiilor de stat și 
așa mai departe și pe parcurs o să vă dau câteva întrebări. Dacă puteți să dezvoltați cât e de 
posibil, cu cât mai multe detalii și la un moment dat o să vă rog să conveniți la o cifră. O să 
fie o întrebare , după asta o să trebuiască să discutați între voi, să dați un scor de la 1 la 4, dar 
pe parcurs o să vedeți despre ce este vorba. Să incepem cu ceva …. Cu ceva… Întrebări așa 
mai simple. 
 

Cum considerați, în ce măsură companiile din regiunea Nord din Republica Moldova posedă 
potențial de inovație. Credeți că companiile, instituțiile au potențial  

Participanta 1. Cel puțin la universitate potențialul nu este atât de înalt, dar noi tindem. Prin 
programele de studii, prin cursurile care sunt predate la universitate și prin însăți planurile de 
studii, care sunt la dispoziția studenților, atît a studenților, cât și a masteranzilor. Și procesul 
acesta de inovație și transfer tehnologic se simte pe zi ce trece tot mai mult. Ca factor, sau ca 
un factor foarte important, adică de viitor  
 
Participantul 2. Eu o să vorbesc după….Domnul director știe mai bine. Se ocupă în toată ziua 
de lucrurile ăstea.  
 
Participantul 3. Bine, vorbiți mai întai Dvs, si apoi eu să spun 
 
Participantul 2. Sunt întreprinderi care au acest potențial și încearcă să-l dezvolte, asa, din câte 
eu am observat. Multe întreprinderi încearcă să facă legătura cu universități, școli profesionale 
pentru a dezvolta capacitățile viitorilor specialiști si după care urmează respectiv și novarea, 
pe care o vor propune aceștia tineri, care sunt specialiști în domeniu. Însă aceasta nu se referă 
la toate întreprinderile din regiunea de Nord a Moldovei. Sunt întreprinderi, care poate că și 
au acest potențial, însă nu încearcă să-l dezvolte. Ei deja au oamenii, care deja sunt specialiști. 
Cam asta  
 
Participantul 3. În primul rând dl Cepoi va mulțumesc pentru interesul si atenția acordată 
Agenției Dezvoltării Regionale  pentru studiul pe care l-ați inițiat. Cu referire la întrebarea pe 
care ați pus-o. este un domeniu pentru noi destul de complicat. La ziua de azi, până ce nu  văd 
nici o dezvoltare reală în sectorul de inovare și transfer tehnologic. Pentru că prin aceasta 
vrem să facem cercetări, să inovăm  ca mai departe să fie predate agenților economici ca să 



 

 

economisească bani, timp și așa mai departe. Inovațiile prezintă un domeniu de interes sporit 
a Agenției dezvoltării regionale Nord chiar și la apelul, la concursul de propuneri de proiecte 
am încurajat Universitatea Alecu Ruso să creeze un parteneriat cu administrația publică locală 
(primăria Bălți) pentru depunerea unui concept de proiect finanțat de fondul național de 
dezvoltare regională privind crearea centrului de inovare și transfer tehnologic în baza 
Universității de Stat Alecu Ruso. Dacă la Chișinău ceva se mai face, că acolo este Agenția 
pentru Inovare și Transfer Tehnologic (AITT) care este partener cu noi, noi avem relații de 
parteneriat și cu Academia de Științe. În scurt timp, eu consider că în 2017 va fi reformată atât 
agenția, cât și Academia de Științe , adică din câte știu o să înceapă discuție publică și o să fie 
destul de mari schimbări. Pentru că în formula aceasta cum există toate etapele de inovare, de 
susținere a tinerilor savanți, sau a celor care sunt, la ziua de azi el nu este efectiv sau calitativ. 
Reieșind din aceasta  noi depunem multe eforturi. Aceasta chiar și este stipulat în Strategia 
noastră pentru dezvoltarea Regiunii Nord pe o perioadă din 2017-2020, 2016-2020 și aici 
punem un accent deosebit în domeniul inovării și nemaivorbind despre transferul tehnologic. 
Este un proces foarte complicat, dar fără care nu vom putea să mergem înainte. Aici vom 
primi asistența și de la High level  - fiecare minister acum are parte de asistență din partea 
Uniunii europene și pe lângă ministerul Dezvoltării regionale și construcțiilor este un consilier 
de înalt nivel, da, High level – Matia Berk, care  cândva a fost directorul agenției de 
dezvoltare regională în Croația și cu care am găsit limbă comună privind inovarea și transferul 
tehnologic. Și iată aici eu sper că noi vom dezvolta mai multe concepte de proiecte pe care le 
vom depune. Aici asistență avem chiar și cu Agenția de dezvoltare regională Vest din 
Timișoara, încheiem… putem să avem susținerea și a celor din Brașov, cred că și celor din 
Cluj. Nouă ne este mai ușor să comunicăm cu partenerii noștri din străinătate, pentru că aici 
practic nu funcționează nimic. Cu toate că pe lângă universitate a fost depus un efort și pe 
filiala Academiei de Științe care este pe lângă universitate, se întreprind niște măsuri pentru a 
ridica acest nivel și de ai… de ai coagula, să spunem așa. Mai mult ca atât de fapt…. De fapt 
pe lângă fosta uzină Lenin, astăzi este parcul industrial Răut – Societate pe acțiuni cu acțiuni 
de Stat in principiu sunt inovatori, dar ei sunt destul de matruri, ei sunt oameni în vârstă, care  
au lucrat permanent pentru tehnologii militare. Și iată aici există un așa….., dar asta nu este 
aceea ce ne dorim noi și ce am văzut noi la colegii noștri. Eu am fost în parcuri tehnologice și 
inovaționale în Cehia, în Polonia, în Letonia, în România,  - ii cu totul altceva… Chiar îmi 
doresc foarte mult  ca pentru utilizatorii noștri să avem un grup de   de cercetători, să-i 
susținem, ca aceștia să facă… să le schimbe un pic procesul de lucru, tehnologizarea. Ne-au 
demonstrat colegii noștri, că printr-o inovare, sau cercetare care s-a pus la dispoziție s-au 
făcut economii de sute de mii de euro anual și au produs profit de milioane de euro. Adica, 
sau rulajul s-a mărit cu milioane de euro. Iată aici este cel mai important, pentru că acum, cum 
se susțin cercetătorii noștri … Da noi avem institutul Selecția care în Bălți a existat de mult 
timp. Selecția se ocupă… este institutul care dezvoltă diferite soiuri de grâu și de alte furajere, 
da, care rezistă la insecte, la anotimp mai greu, în sol, și așa mai departe și … să spunem, fac 
diferite experimente pentru .. și vând aceste soiuri de grâu în alte țări, conform solicitărilor 
celora care dau comandă. Aici e clar că circa 60… 60-70% din forța de muncă se ocupă cu 
agricultura în regiunea noastră, dar în orice caz de aceea și s-a dezvoltat institutul. Dar noi ca 
țară agrară preponderent, aicea și s-a pus accentul mare. Dar odată cu distrugerea 
Uniunii…..Sovietice (am uitat și cum se cheamă) … Odată cu distrugerea Uniunii Sovietice 
noi am observat, că tot complexul acesta  care producea diferite componente pentru …… De 
exemplu uzina Lenin, care era inainte ,  acum Răut, ei produceau componente pentru 
submarine, și produceau diferite componente  
 
Participantul 2 Si acum produc 



 

 

Participantul 3. Da și acum produc, dar există anumite probleme, pentru că cu toate că e unica 
componentă care poate face pentru Federația Rusă , dar deja ei caută alte piețe de desfacere, 
dar ei au lucrat foarte intensiv cu India, dar India după sursele mele de informare vrea să 
treacă la componentele americane și ei au să se dezică la  aparatajul… de la aparatajul fost 
sovietic sau aparatajul din Federația Rusă. Si iată aici nu cred că…. .dacă și este adică cum 
am relatat, dar avem alte succese, alte realizări. În zonele economice libere există… avem 3 
zone economice libere în regiunea de dezvoltare nord. Cea mai dezvoltată este zona 
economică liberă din bălți, unde intrase peste 100 milioane euro sau dolari, au fost deschise 
mai mult de trei mii și jumătate de locuri de muncă, dar se mai extinde și în continuare. Acum 
vine cu o investiție de 30 mln euro și cu … aici tot este vorba de inovare, pentru că ei vin cu 
aparataj și cu linii avansate de muncă. În același context aș spune că și că învățământul dual 
care este pus acum, adică care activează deja întâile sau al doilea an  cu școlile profesional 
tehnice și cu universitatea de Stat Alecu Ruso, aici practic ar fi bine … aceasta tot ar fi o 
implementare  de inovare aceasta este educația adulților pe timp de viață și aceasta ar trebui s-
o preluăm de la germani, pentru că în momemtul acesta îi permiți lucrătorului în permanență 
să se autoperfecționeze, adică nu auto- dar si celor tineri, care vin din banca de studii, adică 
imediat, ei deja de la 14 ani pot să muncească pe liniile acestea performante . Am fost în 
Bavaria, regiunea Cam și am văzut cum de mici copii, practic de la 7-8 ani copiilor li se dau 
câte 3-4 opțiuni pentru ași alege profesia- adică ce le place? Frizer, masor, sau altceva, și la 
13-14 ani am văzut adolescenți, deja care montează sisteme de gaz, lucrează cu ferestrăul, fete 
am văzut, care sudează, Și sunt foarte importante momentele acestea, fiind că depinde doar de 
resursele umane  .  
 
VC O să ajungem și acolo.. Dacă ați putea cumva să identificați punctele forte și slabe în 
ceea ce ține de inovare în regiune. Care sunt forte, care sunt slabe? 
 
Participanta 1. Punctele forte, fiind colaborator al universității, eu cred că programele de 
schimb Erasmus, de mobilitate. Tot odată ca punct forte, după cum a spus și domnul mai 
devreme, sunt resursele umane. Totul pornește de la studenți, pentru că resursa în cadrul 
universității este studentul și ca punct slab – probabil , politicile, care sunt intârziat dezvoltate 
sau propuse sunt ca un punct slab. Pentru că aș spune ca este foarte bine când unele lucruri se 
dezvoltă mult mai repede , însăși teoria. Totodată ca punct forte aș spune chiar însușii 
procesul acesta inovativ  in domeniul IT, pentru că foarte mulți tineri in domeniul IT, pentru 
că foarte mulți tineri  se reorientează sau chiar orientarea directă către specialitățile din 
domeniul IT.  
 
CV. Alte păreri? Alte idei? 
 
Participantul 2. Un alt punct forte este înaintarea proiectelor. 
 
CV. Înaintarea proiectelor? 
 
Participantul 2. Ele sunt realizate de specialiști în domeniu de la intreprinderi chiar. Printre 
altele nu numai la Chișinău se face treabă, dar și la Bălți, inclusiv de la Academie de Științe 
filiala noastră de pe strada Pușchin. Anul trecut au fost inaintate 7-8 proiecte de transfer 
tehnologic.  Dintre care 2 precis au fost câștigate – un proiect de Moldagrotehnica și un 
proiect de la întreprinderea Ecobricheta din Bălți.  
 
Participantul 3. Acesta e cu finanțare din fondul pentru eficiență energetică.  



 

 

Participantul 2. La AITT a fost depus proiectul. Deci e din fondurile academiei de științe.  Din 
păcate suma de bani care era preconizată s-a micșorat, dar de aceea și mai puține proiecte au 
fost alese către finanțare.  
 
CV.  Resursele ar putea fi văzute ca un punct forte ori slab? 
Participantul 2. Un minus ar fi banii care sunt investiți  în proiectul respectiv.   
VC Investițiile 
 
Participantul 2,  Anul acesta din cate știu au fost 8 milioane, anul trecut suma a fost mai mică.  
 
Participantul 3. Vreau să spun că nu este o structură vizibilă care s-ar ocupa de acest domeniu 
în regiune. Pe țară, da, noi auzim… Academia de științe face atâta… De aceea a fost creată la 
Academie Agenția pentru Inovare și Transfer tehnologic , dar cred că totuși aicea este nevoie 
de o elaborare mai profundă. Pentru că având în regiune o universitate atât de puternică ca 
Alecu Ruso, chiar dacă s-au micșorat studenții practic de 2 ori pentru că avem 6 mii față de 12 
mii în anii precedenți , dar avem o analiză, de ce s-a micșorat. Dar în același moment noi…. 
Universitatea este un punct forte. Resursa umană as spune, este chiar un punct slab, aș spune. 
De ce? Pentru că mai mulți se orientează spre… și noi o să ne întâlnim cu acest proces destul 
de dureros care deja ne-a afectat, asta este migrația. Și tinerii, care pleacă la studii mai 
calitative, la condiții de trai mai bune, la burse europene , este evident că noi îi pierdem. Dar 
aici este nevoie de a crea astfel de condiții, ca să le arătăm… dar aici ...când o să ne 
aprofundăm în acest studiu, o să ne dăm seama că pleacă nu numai pentru că salariul este mic 
dar contează și aspectul politic, aspectul național și așa mai departe. Și iată aici, așa cum ne-
au învățat colegii noștri din Polonia, când am trecut niște cursuri pentru elaborarea strategiei, 
cea mai mare problemă este ca ții oamenii să-i… să-i ții în teritoriu, să-i…. de exemplu 
analiza noastră pe strategia ….strategia de dezvoltare 2010-2014 dacă nu mă înșel  și acum…. 
Noi am avut un milion și ceva în regiune, acum avem nouă sute nouăzeci și ceva de mii, adică 
se vede un exod real, și astea sunt date statistice, dar realitatea –i încă mai dură. Și reieșind 
din asta eu aș vedea ca Universitatea , adică, spunem noi, mediul academic, avem, apropo 
businesmani puternici care ei implementează în producere ori acolo unde ei sunt implicați , 
permanent aduc ceva nou, simplifică, fac investiții pentru… în domeniul inovării. Dar aceasta 
nu este vizibil. Noi vedem asta doar când le dau cum zicem noi , niște gramote – diplome… 
Dar în același moment nu sunt o unitate aici, cu toate că sunt convins că avem  mulți oameni, 
care permanent ceva inventează , lucrează la cercetări, cercetează, iar apoi demonstrează . Și 
aici ar fi bine ca să-i unim.. Nu este nimeni ca să se ocupe cu chestia asta, chiar dacă este 
reprezentantul Academiei de Științe și este filiala Academiei de Științe, pentru că aici trebuie 
un pic mai dinamic, mai puternic de coagulat aceste forțe.  
 
Participantul 2. Dnul director are perfectă dreptate. La noi nu este legătura asta între 
cercetătorul științific și întreprindere. S-au făcut niște cercetări, s-au lăsat acolo.. stau pe poliță 
undeva, au fost publicate niște rezultate, sau chiar și dacă  au fost brevetate… adică legătura 
asta este ea, dar este foarte mică. La Bălți, noi de exemplu, după cercetările pe care le avem 
conlucrăm cu fabrica de sticlă, unde le implementăm. Dar asta e numai o direcție. Sunt o 
sumedenie de direcții care nu pot fi implementate . În primul rând, chiar și unele întreprinderi, 
ele sunt mulțumite de ceea ce au și nu doresc sau se tem să modifice ceva.  
Participantul 3. Dați-ne voie să ne lăudăm…. Îmi cer scuze că vă întrerup, dar trebuie să 
plec… Noi suntem cu mulți pași înainte comparativ cu regiunea centru  și sud. În sud practic 
defel nu există această pătură , iar în centru poate doar datorită Chișinăului există, dar aici 
sunt oameni destul de puternici, dar încă o sarcină pe care trebuie de-o făcut asta este întinerit 



 

 

cercetătorii, adică de atras atenția la cercetătorii tineri pentru că sunt acei care au lucrat în anii 
80 și ei se mai mențin, mai inventează ceva, dar acei tineri nu sunt stimulați.  
 
CV. Și dacă ar fi traduceți la un scor de la 1 la 4, unde 4 ar fi cel mai dizerabil, toate aceste 
puncte forte și slabe, care ar fi scorul pentru inovare în regiunea dată – Nord? De la 1 la 4 – 1 
– cel mai puțin dizerabil, maximal – 4. Aici ar trebui să conveniț asupra unei cifre comune.  
 
Participantul 3. E complicat acum, pentru că ar trebui de discutat cu specialiștii din interior. 
Dar din viziunea mea  scorul nu-i mai mare de 2.  
 
Participanta 1. Da, eu tot mă gândeam între 2 și 3. Dar trebuie de discutat. De ce, pentru că 
sunt multe proiecte dintre acestea transfrontralire între zona Bașov și Bălți . Universitatea 
noastră după câte am înțeles dezvoltă un program de master în domeniul dreptului . Bine, 
astea tot pot fi privite ca inovații. Însă în domeniul științei și cercetării adică la nivel de 
learning sau nivelul acesta de învățare, însă mă tem să dau trei, pentru c mai mult 2 
corespunde.  
 
CV. Dumneavoastră? 
 
Participantul 2 Din cercetările care se fac, sunt totuși inovații în regiunea de nord  
 
CV. Adică vreți să spuneți că se fac chestii, dar nu intr-un mod…. 
 
Participantul 2. Depinde cum comparăm. Dacă luăm după densitate, adică după numărul de 
cercetători din zona de nord , de proiecte și inovațiile care sunt, și dacă luăm iarți proporția… 
cu alte regiuni… cu Chișinăul de exemplu, câți cercetători sunt, atunci s-ar putea de văzut 
concret, cam care este… 
 
Participantul 3. Locul 2 după Chișinău… 
 
CV. Tot e în jurul la doi. 
 
Participantul 2. Dar așa …  
 
CV. Încă o întrebare. Care sunt punctele forte și slabe în ceea ce ține colectarea, 
prelucrarea, difuzarea informațiilor cu privire la domeniul inovațiilor? Cum ar fi 
oportunități de finanțare, potențiali parteneri,  disponibilitate de know hou , tehnologii 
etc.  
 
Participantul 2. Aștept să spună colegii și după asta mă expun. Eu între timp citesc întrebarea. 
 
Participantul 3. Bine, dar eu voi răspunde. În primul rând noi avem Fondul pentru eficiența 
energetică, pe care în principiu… acestea sunt inovații destul de bune… chiar și pentru nivelul 
de bussines, chiar și pentru persoanele fizice, iată chiar pentru agenții economici, pentru că au 
posibilitatea de a accesa fonduri pentru ași .. asigura sau a avea o securitate pentru producerea 
de energie pe biomasă, energiei solare, energiei eoliene. Aceștia sunt deja pași reali și cu 
produse reale. Este fondul sau sursele, care se dau pentru Academia  de Științe și prin Agenția 
de Inovare și Transfer Tehnologic si deja se atribuie care concepte sau proiecte au trecut și 
vor fi finanțate pentru cercetători. Acestea sunt punctele forte.  



 

 

Punctele slabe sunt … în partea a doua a propoziției când ați spus că … informarea… eu 
consider că este nu că slab, dar sub nivel . Informarea este foarte anevoioasă pentru că cum 
am spus și anterior nu este un centru sau un … o structură sau o instituție care ar munci la 
capitolul dat să-i unească pe cercetători din diferite domenii, să difuzeze această informație , 
să fie mai auziți. da știm că cumva Universitatea organizează cu suportul Academiei de Științe 
odată în an o conferință științifico …. Dat în același moment eu am fost și invitat și partener la 
o asemenea conferință… îs destul de plictisitoare și asta i-am spus și Președintelui Academiei 
de Științe și reprezentanților lui aici, că pentru ca să faci o conferință științifică, contează ca să 
fie interesantă … să fie… să vină…. Aicea sunt mai multe momente, dar aici trebuie să 
depunem toți eforturi, a tuturor actorilor, care doresc să participe în acest proces, nu cu de-a 
sila, ci care doresc, și să-i dee o importanță și să facă un ape. Adică care e primul pas? 
De bătut la ușă și de dat de știre, că iată este cineva care dorește s-au unit eforturile si avem  
scopurile.. 1, 2 3. Și o să se audă prin țară și prin regiune. Doar  atunci o să înceapă sunetele, o 
să înceapă discuțiile , discuțiile publice. Adică trebuie să-și asume cineva rolul acesta.  
 
CV. Si dacă trebuie să plecați, poate convenim acum la o cifră de la 1 la 4 
 
Participant 3. Eu rămân pe aceia   poziție -2. 
 
CV. Eu va multumesc mult.  
 
Participantul 3. Ma bucur să vă cunosc. Dvs discutati cat doriți. daca doriți un ceai, o cafea…. 
Iar eu ca să termin ideea cu conferințele acestea. La noi cum se fac conferințele? Se întâlnesc 
cercetătorii , prezintă fiecare direcția lui de cercetare cu respectiv cu cercetările pe care le-a 
efectuat , însă din păcate, la conferințele pe care le-am observat eu la municipiul Bălți și 
Chișinău nu vin… ori practic foarte rar…. Nu vin reprezentanți de la întreprinderi și asta este 
minusul lor.  
 
Participant 2. Dacă luăm chiar România – alături aici – acolo poți să găsești. Vin chiar 
reprezentanți din alte țări – Azerbaidjan, India – vin la conferințe respectiv din partea 
întreprinderilor sau firmelor care produc unele materiale. 
 
Participanta 1. Poate din cauza că lipsește centrul acesta de transfer tehnologic , centrul de 
inovare, pentru că eu am fost la parcul ăsta Technopolis și am observat că Technopolis-ul într-
un fel cere de la Universitate ceia ce cer întreprinderile, și ceea ce cere industria. Adică 
cercetarea este într-un fel legată cu mediul acesta de producere, mediul de afacere, și atunci 
există legătura aceasta. La noi este doar Universitatea, și cum a spus vorbitorul anterior nu 
există legătură între cercetare și mediul de producere. Poate din cauza asta se explică…. 
 
Participantul 2. Nu știu…. La Chișinău din câte știu eu  este centru acesta de…. Parcul 
inovațional  
 
Participanta 1. Da, INVENTICA la USM  și la UTM tot ceva este  
 
Participantul 2. Întrebarea este care este aportul lor. 
 
CV. Dar spre exemplu în regiune, ați considera că ați avea acces , că este ușor să… că aveți 
acces la informațiile relevante care v-ar ajuta pentru domeniile dumneavoastră  
 



 

 

Participantul 2. Se organizează în orice caz seminare . În ceea ce privește înaintarea 
propunerilor de proiecte de exemplu la Orizont 2020, la celelalte proiecte care sunt din 
Republica Moldova – Instituționale, Transfer tehnologic . Apare informația pe site-ul 
Academiei . Deci de accesat se poate, principalul dorința să fie. În domeniul în care mă ocup 
eu… 
Dar deja ce fac la întreprinderi e o altă întrebare.  
 
CV. Cum ar putea fi îmbunătățit acest proces? De diseminare de informație, de colectare? 
 
Participanta 1. Cred că informare mai amplă și mai deschisă, pentru că probabil că totul 
pornește de la informare. Însă informarea pornește de obicei …. Sunt aceiași bani care nu sunt 
disponibili pentru … nu sunt accesibili pentru informare. Dacă ar fi toți informați,  toți actorii. 
 
CV. Deci ideea este că nu toți sunt informați. 
 
Participanta 1. Da, eu cred că problema pornește de aici. Informarea.  
 
CV: Și referitor la un scor – sunteți de acord cu cifra 2? Ar fi cu referire la disponibilitatea 
informației , tehnologiilor și așa mai departe în regiunea dată.  
 
Participanta 1. Eu dau 2. Însă stau și mă gândesc că omul, care a absolvit universitatea și este 
încadrat în câmpul de muncă de exemplu ca contabil, ori ca inginer, cât îi este persoanei date 
de accesibilă informația cu privire la toate afacerile acestea. N-aș spune că acolo este nici 
macar 2.  
 
Participantul 2. 2 
 
CV. Care sunt punctele forte și slabe în ce privește implicarea întreprinderilor în 
procesul de cercetare-dezvoltare regională. Considerați că se implică întreprinderile în 
cercetare-dezvoltare la nivel regional? 
 
Participanta 1. După câte știu Draxelmaier se implică. Pentru că și planrile de studiu sunt 
abordate… sunt ajustate conform cerințelor întreprinderii. Și asta deja este inovare.  
 
Participantul 2. Depinde la ce ne referim. Dacă ne referim la produs , ce produce, sau cum 
trebuie să se dezvolte capitalul uman.. dacă luăm legătura cercetător- întreprindere, asta la noi 
e…   
 
CV. Nu există. 
 
Participantul 2. Slab. Sau e foarte puțin. 1 cred.  
 
CV. Și poate considerați cumva, că implicarea este mai mult personală, în sens că e la nivel de 
întreprindere, ori se încearcă să se aducă un aport la nivel de extraîntreprindere  
 
Participanta 1. Asta se simte, eu cred, dacă la nivel de extraîntreprindere atunci când se dau 
exemple din alte întreprinderi. Cel puțin așa la Iași am observat. Cineva vroia să dezvolte așa, 
să spunem… niște jucării ori decorații din polistiren și nu știau cum să eficientizeze procesul , 
astfel că au preluat un aparat tehnic din Italia destinat pentru altceva și l-au ajustat pentru 
prelucrarea polistirenului și atunci…bine, asta nu-ti ia doar din ăstea … local și altele și tot 



 

 

este un proces inovativ . Nu e o inovație - inovație. E transfer tehnologic.  La noi cel puțin nu 
am observat asta. 
Participantul 2. La noi sunt câteva proiecte din regiunea de nord și au fost și anul trecut – 
adică este transfer tehnologic. Întreprinderile au putut să-și cumpere utilaj în baza banilor 
respectivi , respectiv să proiecteze, să elaboreze construcții noi , care tot consider că e să 
spunem un punct forte . Iar dacă luăm concret Dragselma-ul , legătura dintre întreprindere și 
Universitate  este în aceea că la universitate pregătesc capitalul uman și studenții care sunt 
deja prin anul 3-4 ei încearcă să optimizeze procesele care sunt în întreprindere. Nu știu dacă 
le putem pune la inovație… 
 
CV. Dar mult la cercetare-dezvoltare… 
 
Participantul 2. Însă sunt, în cadrul Dragselmarului studenți de-ai noștri care încearcă să  
elaboreze diferite echipamente inovative, să spunem așa, care să modifice ceva în procesul de 
producere. Din câte știu chiar s-a realizat lucrurile acestea.  
 
Participanta 1. Mi-am mai amintit ceva de extensiunea de la Iași , care este un program de 
studiu, care pregătește specialiști în licență și ceva master … Dar mai mult mă refer cred că la 
fizică și inginerie. Acolo respectiv tot e inovație, deoarece vin insăși cercetătorii, de ce nu, 
pentru că sunt din cadrul academiei, din cadrul instituțiilor de învățământ superior , ei fac un 
stagiu de practică…au fost câțiva care au făcut un stagiu de practică în Franța și iau bunele 
practici și adică iau procesele inovative de transfer tehnologic, tot dacă le-am putea așa numi , 
însă, din păcate ,  nu sunt sigură că toți acei care studiază acolo , aici la noi la universitate, din 
cadrul extensiunii  să rămână ca specialiști, să activeze în domeniul respectiv anume în zona 
asta de nord , e discutabil, ar trebui încă cel puțin 4-5 ani ca să se vadă, să se aprecieze 
procesul acesta.  
 
Participantul 2. Iar eu aicea pe masă chiar am o teză din care întreprinderea Dragselmar a 
obținut o inovare, o optimizare, dar nu pot să vă arăt că e material confidențial.  
CV. Există domenii specifice dominante de inovare în regiune. Deci,  pe care se pune mai 
mult accentul.   
 
Participanta 1. Am observat la catedra matematică și informatică – acesta este domeniul IT. 
De ce? Pentru că foarte multe companii americane semestrial, sau trimestrial, ori nu știu cum 
acolo dezvoltă niște conferințe, și de ce nu, încadrează în activitate studenții din anii terminali 
3-4, astfel încât să fie pe domeniul lor de activitate. 
 
Participantul 2. Este și în fizică, inginerie, fizică, chiar aceiași filologie tot este direcție de 
cercetare la noi , la universitate chiar… Economia, acum, anul acesta se încearcă să se 
acrediteze o direcție nouă de cercetare  - Economie durabilă în domeniul agriculturii. 
Pedagogia… Aceste sunt de fapt direcțiile, dat fiind faptul, că universitatea noastră are mai 
multe domenii . Plus la asta este institutul Selecția , respectiv în domeniul agriculturii  
CV. Poate ați observat că în regiune se investește mai mult în agricultură ori în IT ori alt 
aspect se încearcă să se dezvolte  
 
Participant 2. Cu investițiile stăm foarte prost. Cercetările se fac deja pare - mi-se din 
deprinderea unor savanți care anterior s-au ocupat de lucrurile acestea. Așa ca să vândă apoi 
ideea acesta se întâmplă foarte rar.  Chiar de exemplu să luăm Selecția – acolo ceva se 
studiază, se fac anumite cercetări, dar uitați-vă pe piață - consumatorul ori omul de la țară 
procură semințe nu de la selecția, ci marea majoritate – din alte părți, de peste hotare, de la 



 

 

producători de la noi. Înseamnă că ceva se întâmplă. Sau materialul este scump, sau calitatea 
nu este aceea. Chiar acum, astă iarnă a fost aicia la cum îi spune… expoziția asta…. Eu n-am 
vă ut mare… multă lume să se … adune la standul unde era Selecția. Cu toate că ei fac multă 
reclamă   
Participanta1. Da, dar să nu uităm că Selecția este ca componentă ori membră a Universității 
Agrare. Si dacă nu mă greșesc, este dirijată de ministerul agriculturii. Și atunci poate din 
cauza că nu sunt resurse economice suficiente .. Și asta e și problema. 
 
CV. dacă e să traduceți de la 1 la 4 punctele slabe și forte despre aceea cum întreprinderile se 
implică în procesul de cercetare dezvoltare în regiune? Care ar fi? 
 
Participanta 1. Cred că 1. Doi e prea mult. 
 
CV. În general, produsul final al întreprinderilor… orice produs inovativ, care n-ar fi el 
e orientat spre nivel regional – spre regiunea Nord sau cumva pentru extraregiune, în 
afara țării.  
 
Participantul 2. De fapt este orientat spre companii. Orice produs inovativ este orientat spre 
compania respectivă. După câte eu știu, întreprinderile care stimulează inovația din cadrul 
intreprinderii – a muncitorilor – aceasta este Dragselmarul. Despre alte întreprinderi eu practic 
n-am auzit ca dacă a venit un muncitor cu o inovație ori ceva, să fie premiat, ori să fie 
menționat cu careva diplome . 
 
CV. Deci companiile, ori mai bine zis produsul este orientat intern? Spre uz intern.  
 
Participanta 1. Da, chiar și la noi la departament, dacă se dezvoltă un soft, se orientează ca 
softul să fie strict pentru universitatea noastră. Dacă dorim să-l distribuim în cadrul altor 
universități .. bine sunt forme de regulament altfel decât ale noastre , atunci softul nu este 
viabil.  
 
Participantul 2. Și mai este o chestie de confidențialitate. Întreprinderea vrea să-și dezvolte 
anumite capacități. 
 
CV. Altele, care ar fi punctele forte? Pentru faptul, ca produsul final să fie orientat spre 
nivelul regional, dacă așa, ipotetic vorbind… 
 
Participanta 1. Probabil dezvoltarea unor brenduri ar fi un punct forte, adică un brend de 
calitate . Așa eu cred, că dacă dezvolți ceva masiv , calitatea își pierde … pierzi din calitate. 
Bine, de brend  nu pot spune prea mult, dar asta ar fi un punct forte. Ca punct slab – atunci e 
segmentul de persoane, sau resurse umane, care sunt interesate in mod tot mai îngust  decât 
atunci când se produce ceva la nivel național.  
 
Participant 2. Ai mai sunt încă… dacă putem să ne referim la proiecte care le câștigă de 
exemplu la unele… la primărie, pentru îmbunătățirea de exemplu… satului, orașului. Asta 
deja influențează direct  asupra regiunii date. Acesta e un punct forte care ar putea fi 
menționat.  
 
CV. Si dacă ar fi să traduceți într-un scor, cât e de .., în privința produsului final, cît e de 
orientat este spre nivelul regional? 
 



 

 

Participanta 2. Aș da 2. De ce? Pentru că chiar și Universitatea de la Bălți dezvoltă mai mult 
specialiști în pedagogie . Majoritatea sunt specialiști în pedagogie – adică matematică, 
informatică, preșcolari, primari, engleză, franceză, si dau doi pentru că foarte mulți rămân în 
zona noastră. Dar sunt totodată și alții, care se reorientează spre alte specialități sau 
specializări, astfel încât să meargă pe alt drum  
Participantul 1. Si eu rezum la doi. 
 
CV. Care sunt punctele forte și slabe în ceea ce privește rolul autorităților publice sau a 
organizațiilor intermediare care reprezintă aceste autorități ? Vorbind despre procesul de 
inovare. Cat de importante sunt ele și dacă contribuie cumva la procesul de dezvoltare. De 
exemplu dacă autoritățile au identificat sectoare, grupuri sau întreprinderi care sunt puternice 
sau potențial actori puternici din regiune și cum lucrează cu ei. 
 
Participanta 1. La noi la Universitate nu există o legătură strânsă cu administrația publică, este 
foarte slabă.  
 
CV. dar din auzite, sau cum ați simți, dacă credeți că autoritățile chiar lucrează în direcția care 
trebuie pentru dezvoltarea regiunii 
 
Participantul 2. Autoritățile la care vă referiți? 
 
CV. Regionale, deci de aici din regiunea nord – fie și primării , fie și agenția de dezvoltare 
regională, Dacă considerați că au parteneri bine stabiliți în regiune cu care pot să conlucreze  
 
Participantul 2. Nu am auzit să facă ceva. Doar Agenția ceva face  
 
CV Considerați că regiunea Dvs are capacitatea de a atrage oameni talentați  
 
Participant1, Prticipant 2. Da 
 
 
CV. OK, și care ar fi mecanismele prin care ar atrage persoanele ? 
 
Participant2. Cel mai simplu – astea sunt investițiile economice.  
 
CV. Remunerări? 
 
Participant 2. Remunerări 
 
Participant 2. Pentru că mulți cu capacități pleacă.. la Chișinău, chiar și… cel mai des  pleacă 
în Germania, Franța, Canada, Statele Unite și așa mai departe.  Trebuie sa-și întrețină familia, 
dacă o are. E cam greu de rezolvat problema aceasta, nu numai în regiunea Nord dar și în 
genere pe Republica Moldova.  
 
CV. Care ar fi punctele forte? De atragere și punctele slabe? Sau care sunt actorii principali 
care contribuie la procesul acesta de atragere a persoanelor în regiune. 
 
Participanta 1. Aceiași informare poate fi privită ca un punct forte. Iar la noi lipsește 
informarea. 
 



 

 

Participantul 2. Deschiderea de noi locuri de muncă – asta e. Exemplu – Dragselmar. 
Deschiderea specialităților de studiu. Asta a fost ideea când s-a deschis specialitatea aceasta 
pentru Draxelmaierr – a fost ideea, ca studenții care învață aici să rămână anume în regiunea 
de nord. Să nu plece în altă regiune.  
Participanta 1. Bine, și dezvoltarea programelor de studiu din domeniul IT. Știm foarte bine 
că majoritatea specialiștilor din domeniul IT pot să lucreze de undeva… pot să lucreze pentru 
Polonia, pentru America… Adică dezvoltarea programelor de studii care permit o flexibilitate.  
 
CV. Si care ar fi dacă ați da un scor de la 1 la 4 , unde 4 ar fi scorul maxim pentru capacitatea 
de a atrage  
 
Participantul 2. Cred că 2. 
 
Participanta 1. Da 
 
CV. Același lucru despre capacitatea de a păstra oamenii talentați. Deci din nou Ș 
mecanismele, punctele forte, slabe. 
 
Participanta 1. Dar nu prea sunt mecanisme de ai păstra. Pentru că ei majoritatea pleacă. De 
ce? Pentru că nu sunt motivați. Nu sunt remunerați. 
 
Participantul 2. Cred că mecanismele sunt aceleași ca și în cazul precedent.  
 
Participanta 1. Chiar și de la același Draxelmaierr ….De ce mulți pleacă în Germania? Pentru 
că au acolo mai multe perspective. De ordin financiar. 
 
CV. dacă ar fi din nou să traduceți în scor de la 1 la 4 capacitatea de a păstra oamenii? Care ar 
fi? 
 
Participanta 1. Eu aș da 1 chiar. Cu părere de rău aș da 1. 
 
Participantul 2. Da 
 
CV. care sunt punctele forte și slabe ce ține de politicile de inovare în regiune? 
Cunoașteți? poate există o viziune explicită de inovare, obiectivele sunt  formulate și așa 
mai departe.  
 
Participanta 1. O politică de inovare? Eu n-am văzut-o cel puțin. Eu stiu? Poate e strategia 
asta de dezvoltare? 
 
Participantul 2. Unica politică de inovare… este cea dezvoltată de Academia de științe și 
Agenția de Inovare. Ei se ocupă de politicile de inovare. Cândva era și un incubator. Din 
păcate el a eșuat după primul an. Plus la asta în cadrul Academiei este o persoană responsabilă 
de brevetare de produse inovative. Deja sunt trei care se ocupă de aceste politici. Adică ei 
acordă foarte multă consultanță pentru întreprinderi , directori de întreprinderi, care încearcă 
să înainteze propunerile , chiar le ajută cu înaintarea de proiecte și respectiv le ajută la 
brevetarea invențiilor, care sunt elaborate în baza realizării proiectului dat. 
 
CV. Deci totuși cred că nu prea ați avut de a face cu politicile de inovare și … Deci doar la 
nivel centralizat mai există persoane sau entități care se ocupă de chestia dată. Cum sunt 



 

 

organizate rețelele multisectoriale- de exemplu, întreprinderile sau doar sectorul… și în ce 
măsură acestea contribuie în mod eficient la performanța de inovare. Deci dacă există 
cooperare dintre sectoare, dintre diferite  
 
CV. Care sunt punctele forte și slabe în ceea ce privește cooperarea între părțile 
cointeresate din regiune . Aici mă refer atât la instituții de stat, Universitatea…cât și 
întreprinderi. Adică… cooperați? Cu întreprinderi de exemplu, ori cu instituții de stat? 
 
Participanta 1. Este cooperare, chiar între AITT, între AGEPI, între organizații 
nonguvernamentale , chiar Moștenitorii…si companiile, care eu le cunosc…sunt relații de 
cooperare. Pentru că programele de master care sunt acum sunt dezvoltate sunt în baza acestor 
întreprinderi. Chiar și procesul de predare. Vin de exemplu colaboratori de la InSoft și le 
predau câteva cursuri – moduli. 
 
Participantul 2. Da, colaborăm și noi în domeniul respectiv. Cu peste 10 întreprinderi 
cooperăm. Prin cercetare… prin pregătirea specialiștilor în domeniul dat. Colaborare este și 
este destul de strânsă.  
 
CV. Și în procesul acesta de colaborare cu diferite entități , care dintre părțile interesate 
promovează moduri specifice de cooperare. De exemplu să se focalizeze doar pe un anumit 
aspect , pe o anumită politică.. și așa mai departe. Și cât de eficient este un astfel de mod de 
cooperare pentru performanță de inovare.  Ce stă la baza cooperării dintre actori? 
 
Participanta 1. Cred că pregătirea tinerilor specialiști pe domeniul pe care îl dezvoltă 
întreprinderea sau  ce produce întreprinderea, adică tinerii specialiști instruiți în domeniul 
interesat. Se întâlnește cerea și oferta . să fie echitabil la aceste 2 balanțe.  
 
Participantul 2. Cel mai interesant că noi la întrebările acestea deja am răspuns. Bine. De 
exemplu întreprinderea are o problemă și această problemă trebuie cumva de o rezolvat. Sau 
câte odată cercetătorul la care întreprinderea se adresează  încearcă să anihileze problema care 
a apărut. Cum am mai spus universitatea colaborează cu mai multe întreprinderi, mai mulți 
parteneri, școli și așa mai departe. Și pregătirea specialiștilor, și cercetarea pe de altă parte … 
De obicei problema vine din…. De exemplu dacă o persoană de la întreprindere învață la 
Universitate, sau își face doctoratul , atunci apar probleme chiar din cazul întreprinderii. Așa 
mai des chiar directorii își impun punctul lor de vedere. 
 
CV. relațiile de cooperare sunt dezvoltate în baza principiului de valoare adăugată și cea mai 
bună soluție sau e invers? Adică actorii sau partenerii nu sunt implicați din cauza că uite, eu îl 
cunosc pe X, ci îl implic din cauza că știu, că dacă îl implic o să am de câștigat mai mult. Care 
ar fi principiiul? 
 
Participantul 2. Aici numai doar specialiștii din domeniu pot să lucreze, cum poate să se 
implice oricine. 
 
Participanta 1. Nu poți să fii inginer dacă ai finisat studiile în drept. Și invers 
 
Participantul 2. Filologul nu poate să rezolve problemele ce țin de partea tehnică și invers un 
inginer nu poate să meargă să-i îndrume pe cei de la filologie.  Aici ar trebui să fie specialiști. 
Dacă nu există specialiști în cadrul grupului atunci poate să eșueze ceea ce îți dorești să 
realizezi. 



 

 

CV. Care ar fi punctele forte  dacă v-ați gândi la cooperarea dintre actori? Ce ați putea 
evidenția?  
 
Participantul 2. Implementarea ideilor la întreprinderi asta e un punct forte. Depunere de 
proiecte economice. Un alt punct forte este mărirea productivității muncii la întreprindere, 
dacă s-au implementat ideile inovative.  
 
Participantul 1. Bine, dar productivitatea de ce se mărește? Cred că există o cerere. De fapt 
inovațiile de ce se dezvoltă? Inovația se dezvoltă pe motiv ca să optimizeze un proces. Să fie 
un ceva care nu mai este. De multe ori când se optimizează un proces se crede că se face 
reducere  de personal , dar de fapt este invers, nu se face reducere de personal, dar se face…. 
 
Participantul 2. Depinde…Aici e relativ, sunt că se face și reducere. Dacă se face 
automatizare, socoate că câteva persoane rămân fără locuri de muncă. Dar întreprinderea 
poate să câștige.  
 
CV. Și punctele slabe în regiune. Cum ați vedea, care sunt punctele slabe în chestiuni de 
cooperare între părțile interesate implicate în procesul de inovare.  
 
Participantul 2. Slabe – este neconlucrarea la moment între întreprinzător și persoana cu 
inovație.  
 
CV. Altceva? Un scor? De la 1 la 4 cât de bine cooperează părțile în procesul de inovare? 
 
Participanta 1. Unu 
 
Participantul 2. Eu rămân la 2. 
 
CV. Bine. De ce unu, de ce doi și poate găsiți… 
 
Participanta 1. Am dat unu, dar poate că sunt mai slab informată despre  exemple de 
cooperare. 
 
Participantul 2. Eu consider că totuși sunt exemple de acestea de cooperare  
 
CV. dar nu chiar așa la nivelul mai mare și … 
 
Participantul 2. Mai mult de 2 – nu 
 
CV. Deci rămânem la doi? 
 
Participanții 1și 2 . La doi. 
 
Care sunt punctele forte și slabe în ceea ce privește cooperarea părților cointeresate 
regionale și părțile din afara regiunii? De exemplu cooperarea Nord-Sud -=Centru. 
 
Participanta 1. Chiar nu stiu. Bine, dintre Nord și Centru s-ar putea adica … Chiar iată 
programele acestea de master care se dezvoltă între universități – e o colaborare. Bine, e și 
ceva inovativ pentru că sunt și profesori vin de USM, UTM și de la Agrară la Universitatea de 



 

 

stat din Bălți. Aici e un punct forte pe sectorul acesta – adică pe dezvoltarea  unor programe 
de studii. 
Participantul 2. Dacă ne referim la Universități asta e la nivel destul de înalt. Dar Dvs întrebați 
despre întreprinderi. Despre întreprinderi din păcate nu cunosc. Cooperează probabil dar nu aș 
putea să vă răspund.  
 
CV.. trecem la întrebări un pic mai simple. Care este rolul încrederii între părțile implicate în 
procesul de inovare în regiune? Dacă credeți că există încrederea între actori sau nu , dacă e 
importantă sau nu încrederea pentru interacțiune.  
 
PARTICIPANTUL 2.. Încrederea cred că există după ce își vede scopul final. Atunci 
încrederea este mai mare. La început , la nivel de discuții este sub semnul întrebării, de aceea 
cred și mulți nici nu încearcă să investească în produse inovative. Țin minte, în Ucraina, pare-
mi-se  în regiunea Dombas , acolo unde produc metal, câțiva cercetători au propus o nouă 
sistemă de încălzire pentru cuptoarele respective și nicidecum directorul de la întreprindere nu 
dorea să modifice. Atunci ei au propus din banii lor , au investit banii lor, au procurat, au 
amplasat acest cuptor și au demonstrat, că uite, este câștig. Și după aceea a mers totul bine 
mai departe. Acesta este un caz real.  
 
Participanta 1. Încrederea este atunci când există un feed-back . Nu știu nici un….Știu în 
mediul academic cel puțin, chiar însuși programele de studii, adică dacă a finalizat cineva 
studiile într-un domeniu anumit și a fost încadrat în câmpul muncii, atunci totuși se 
informează între studenți, că uite, programul acesta este bun și mergi acolo ca sa faci studii. 
Încrederea este atunci când este feed-backul acesta. Atunci când nu există e foarte greu, foarte 
puțină încredere este în acțiunile însăți.  
 
CV. Poate să ne axăm pe câteva puncte forte și slabe în privința existenței încrederii  
între…Care ar fi un punct forte, care ar fi un punct slab? Cum considerați? Ok, un punct forte 
ar fi că aveți încredere și cooperați cu persoana dată, sau cu actorul dat – întreprindere, 
universitate și așa mai departe . 
 
Participanta 1. Un punct forte este că însăși Universitatea are o istorie în spatele ei . se 
cunoaște că în timp, în istorie, a dezvoltat anumite tradiții  
 
CV. este un partener pe care poți să te bazezi  
 
Participanta 1. Exact. Precum și la centrele acestea de transfer tehnologic există o bază de date 
unde găsești anumiți parteneri sau potențiali parteneri. Păi universitățile, cel puțin eu așa le 
văd, cel puțin Universitățile de stat au un nivel de încredere mult mai înalt decât universitățile 
sau instituțiile care au caracter …. Care au trecut la autogestionare…. Bine, și a noastră 
universitate e la autogestionare  și autofinanțare, dar oricum este o universitate de stat.  
 
CV. Punct slab? Existența încrederii? 
 
Participanta 1. Probabil lipsa resurselor economice , încetarea investițiilor în anumite sectoare  
provoacă o lipsă de încredere.  
 
CV. Alte idei? De la 1 la 4? Mai avem vre-o 3 întrebări dar sunt destul de simple. De la 1 la 4 
ce ține de încrederea în regiune pentru procesul de inovare.  
 



 

 

CV. Care sunt punctele forte și slabe ale culturii și atitudinilor populației în ceea ce 
privește creativitatea și spiritul antreprenorial. Adică cum credeți, în partea de Nord a 
Republicii Moldova oamenii sunt… Ați putea caracteriza ca fiind antreprenori?  Și 
creativi? 
 
Participantul 2. Da, desigur că sunt antreprenori și creativi.  
 
CV. De exemplu din cele observate din jur populația urmează ultimele tendințe și sunt printre 
primii care adoptă unele atitudini sau… 
 
Participantul 2. Da, desigur! Chiar transferă tehnologiile din unele regiuni ale țărilor europene 
încoace, în regiunea de nord. Asta foarte des se întâlnește în agricultură.  
 
CV. Considerați că au atitudine mai conservatoare față de inovații, procesul de inovare? 
Participantul 2. Nu cred. 
Participanta1. Nu as spune așa. As spune că sunt deschiși spre inovații.  
 
CV. OK.   Si de exemplu, se diferențiază gândirea populației din regiune față de cea națională, 
deci de caracteristicile naționale. 
 
Participanta1. Sunt unele, dar n-aș spune că sunt rupte. Cum aș spune, că noi aceștia de la 
nord  suntem total diferiți de centru și de sud. Diferențele sunt slab nuanțate, aș spune. 
 
CV. Din nou ne gândim la caracteristicile regionale ale populației. Care ar fi punctele 
forte și slabe. Cum credeți. 
 
Participanta 1. Depinde de educație  
 
Participantul 2. Creativitate 
 
Participanta 1. Eu văd ca punct slab și ca punct forte politicile sau strategiile. Sunt strategii 
bine dezvoltate pe 5-10-15 ani care … 
 
CV. Care ar fi un punct slab… care ar stopa procesul  de inovare, adică o caracteristică anume 
a populației, dacă există, desigur.  
 
Participantul 2. Dacă nu ne referim la bani, atunci trebuie de căutat alt punct slab. 
 
CV. Și cum s-ar traduce banii… adică… 
 
Participantul 2. Finanțele, situația economică.. 
 
CV. Deci totul depinde de resursele economice. 
 
Participanta 1. Aceasta este motivația într-un fel 
 
Participantul 2. Ca să încerci să inovezi trebuie să ai anumite resurse. 
 
CV. De la 1 la 4 cum ați caracteriza populația din regiune ceea ce ține de atitudinea lor față de 
antreprenoriat și creativitate. 



 

 

 
Participantul 2. Cred că 3 după mine. 
Participanta 1. Da, în comparație cu sud - 3.  
 
CV. Care ar fi motivația punctajului? De ce nu 2 cum pană acum? 
 
Participantul 2. Este o altă întrebare. 
 
CV. Da 
 
Participantul2. La noi lumea este foarte creativa. Alta e că nu au resurse și nu pot implementa 
– aceasta e altă problemă.  
 
CV.  În ce măsură atitudinile și cultura regională asigură derularea procesului de 
învățare în regiune? Influențează cumva posibilitatea de învățare? 
 
Participantul 2. Da desigur. Dacă nu ai capacități, atunci cum poți să promovezi inovații? 
 
CV. Da, dar de exemplu oamenii își doresc să se implice în dezvoltare continuă. Organizațiile, 
instituțiile precaută acest aspect? 
 
Participanta 1. Cel puțina noi la Universitate se observă acest proces. Când apare o 
specialitate nouă toți se interesează. Așa a fost de exemplu cu specialitățile inginerești. Și cu 
toate specialitățile noi care apar. 
 
Participantul 2. Da, așa e și cu noile direcții de cercetare. Lumea tinde să înainteze noi 
proiecte. Să mai promoveze ceva în Republica Moldova. Poate și peste hotare dacă este un 
produs de calitate.  
 
CV. Care ar fi punctele forte ale atitudinilor și culturilor regionale pentru a asigura procesul 
de învățare? Și care ar fi punctele slabe? 
 
Participanta 1. Legătura dintre instituția de învățământ și sectorul acesta de activitate ori de 
producere. Din punctul meu de vedere este un punct forte. Și invers, inexistența acestei 
legături ar fi un punct slab. Cam atât eu am de spus aici.  
 
Participantul 2. Dacă să vorbim despre influența asupra învățării, atunci personalul uman 
influențează – școlile profesionale, liceele, universitățile – că iată aici e baza. Adică oamenii 
care promovează cursurile, orele respective sunt specialiști.  
 
CV. Și cum considerați – acesta este un punct forte ori slab? 
 
Participantul 2. E un punct forte.  
 
CV. Și de la 1 la 4 pentru atitudinile regionale, pentru derularea procesului de învățare în 
regiune.  
 
Participantul 2. Cred că 3 
 
Participanta 1. 2. 



 

 

 
CV. De ce 3? De ce 2? ți încercăm cumva să convenim la un anumit scor.  
Participanta 1. De ce 2? Pentru că las loc…. Cred că s-ar putea manifesta mai multă cultură 
regională, adică mai mult de implicat în ceea ce privește învățarea și derularea procesului de 
dezvoltare. Și chiar de producere. S-ar putea mai mult, în comparație chiar cu Chișinăul.., 
Galați, alte orașe din România.  
 
Participantul 2. Dacă comparăm cu România – atunci da,… Dar în același timp eu cred că la 
noi totuși se promovează… și cultura este într-o anumită măsură … Profesori avem mulți 
buni, care pot să-și  spună punctul lor de vedere și să pregătească un specialist bun în 
domeniul, de care întreprinderile au nevoie la muncă. Spre exemplu noi avem acum promoția 
aceasta la inginerie… Încă nu au primit diplomele, dar deja 7 studenți sunt angajați la 
întreprinderi, acolo unde și-au făcut ei practica. Eu cred, că dacă este legat cu învățământul, 
eu rămân la 3.  
Participanta 1. Eu cred că Sorbona este și la Bălți, știți. Nu contează unde  o faci… la Paris 
sau la Bălți. Și atunci eu bat cap în cap asta. Nu contează atât profesorul, cât contează resursa 
umană, însăși studentul. Pentru că totul pornește de la motivația ta personală . Profesorul are 
și el un rol, dar nu la toți. Sunt de exemplu care au finalizat nu neapărat pe 10 și sunt 
specialiști mai buni ca cei, care sunt pe 10. Cunosc cazuri… Cei pe 10 lucrează cu 2 mii pe 
lună și cei cu 7 lucrează cu 20 mii pe lună.  
 
Participantul 2. Dacă lucrează…Depinde cum lucrează și dacă lucrează în domeniu. 
 
Participanta 1. Despre cei din domeniu vorbesc.  
 
Participantul 2. Depinde și de domeniu, că dacă lucrezi în învățământ e clar că mai mult de 5 
mii n-ai salariu. 
 
Participanta 1. Eu vorbesc despre domeniul ingineresc. 
 
CV. Da. Așa ca o paranteză mică – atâta timp cât făceam științe politice, prietenul meu era 
specialist în IT. Și atunci mi-am spus că cred că nu mi-am ales corect domeniul. Pentru că cei 
din IT sunt angajați din anul 3. Și masterul…. Nici nu mai au nevoie de master. Dar dacă 
dorești să rămâi în mediul academic e nevoie de master, apoi de doctorat și așa mai departe – 
în continuă creștere.  Ne-am abătut un pic. Un scor. 2 sau 3. Trebuie să convenim la un scor 
comun.   
 
Participanta 1. Eu pot să cedez, pentru că îmi place să cedez. Punem 3 dar rămâne 2 în sufletul 
meu.  
 
CV. E un fel de 3 din acesta pentru încurajare. Considerați că concurența este văzută ca o 
valoare pozitivă pentru procesul de inovare? 
 
Participanta 1. Da. Cred că este ceva. Fără concurență parcă… Adică concurența ajută 
procesul de inovare să se miște mai repede, mai iute. Și uneori îți dai seama că concurența te 
ajută, parcă e un factor important în inovare.  
 
Participantul 2. Da. 
 



 

 

CV. Care ar fi un punct forte al prezenței concurenței. Deci ați spus că este un push 
factor, care te împinge, te face să fii mai sus. Altele…. Sau punctele slabe. Pentru 
procesul de inovare. 
 
Participanta 1. La noi concurența nu e sănătoasă.  
 
CV. Adică cum? Din ce perspectivă? 
 
Participanta 1. Păi iată de exemplu când este concurență între specializările din domeniile IT 
între două Universități – din Bălți și din Chișinău, să spunem. Păi planurile de studiu parcă 
sunt ajustate conform cerințelor pieții. Însă din cauza că Universitatea X vrea să-și atragă mai 
mulți studenți la specialitatea cutare….își….de exemplu își promovează niște contracte de 
studiu mult mai joase decât universitatea Y. Și atunci concurența nu e chiar sănătoasă. Pentru 
că clar că din cauza contractului mai…. Nu se ia în considerare factorul acesta economic. 
Care este destul de important.  
 
CV. Alte idei? 
 
Participantul 2. Totuși studenții, elevii își aleg universități, care au careva perspective. Și care 
pregătesc specialiști. Și acum mai este și latura economică.  
 
CV. Considerați că solidaritatea ar fi o necesitate pentru procesul de dezvoltare? 
 
Participanta 1. Acesta este ca și patriotismul. Ce folos e să fiu patriot dacă mor de foame la 
mine în țară. Și pot să mănânc normal în altă parte – n altă țară și să trăiesc ca toți oamenii.  
 
CV. care ar fi scorul ce ține de competiție ca valoare pozitivă în regiune. Văzută de la 1 la 4.  
 
Participanta 1. Dar noi permanent suntem într-o competiție aș spune eu. Chiar și la 
universitate se observă. Fiecare încearcă chiar la aceleași laboratoare sau cursuri  se dă o temă 
pentru acasă, fiecare student este într-o competiție continuă. Uite astăzi prezint laboratorul 
meu, care uite, este mai bun ca al tău. Acela vede că e bun cel al colegului și vine și prezintă 
un alt laborator mai sofisticat, cu mai multe chestii. Mă refer la domeniul IT. Și atunci aș 
spune, că e o competiție sănătoasă și chiar e un imbold pentru concurență. 
 
Participantul 2. Competiție, concurență – este bine, mai ales dacă sunt mai mulți producători – 
nu e monopol, iar produsele care iese pe piață sunt mai ieftine.  
 
Participanta 1. Monopolurile puțin țin cont de calitate.  
 
CV. OK. Dar ce ține de regiune? Și cum este văzută competiția în general. Ce scor este – de la 
1 la 4? Adică este văzut ca ceva pozitiv în regiune? 
 
Participantul 2. Cel mai bie ar fi fost să vă răspundă aici persoanele din domeniul 
bussinesului, dar…  
 
CV. Din perspectiva Dvs. Cum simțiți? 
 



 

 

Participanta 1. 2 este prea puțin, iar 3 este sănătos. Pentru că atunci când am luat curs în 
competiție se schimbă și sectorul, cel puțin în micul bussines. Fie că se orientează spre alt 
sector, fie își dezvoltă produsele, serviciile  
 
CV. Deci 3 
 
Participanta 1. Da 
 
CV. Și ultima întrebare. Care este rolul globalizării pentru procesul de inovare. 
Considerați că este importantă ? Are efecte pozitive, negative? 
 
Participanta 1. Au și efecte pozitive și negative. Deci pozitive – pentru că inovarea se 
produce… bine, dacă inițial inovarea se produce la nivel local, sau regional, apoi poate să aibă 
efecte naționale sau mult mai mari. Aceiași Coca-Cola – a început să se dezvolte ca apoi să 
ajungă și la noi . exact așa și inovațiile din cadrul instituțiilor de învățământ. În general a 
tuturor instituțiilor.  
 
CV. Un punct forte pentru cum influențează globalizarea. Și un punct slab.  
 
Participantul 2. Eficiența energetică poate fi rezolvată global. Reciclarea materialelor.  
 
CV. Am putea traduce cumva ca noi căi de acces și reutilizare a resurselor.  
 
Participanții 1,2 Da.  
 
CV. dar care ar fi un punct slab al globalizării pentru procesul de inovare. Dacă nu sunt – 
bine. Nu e obligatoriu să spuneți. 
Și ultimul – un scor pentru rolul globalizării în procesul de inovare în regiune.  
 
Participanta 1. 3. Pentru că avem dezvoltate niște proiecte ce țin de salubrizare , apă… Și 
atunci chiar se observă procesul acesta de globalizare pentru că proiectele au inclus 
majoritatea localităților din zona Bălți și nu numai , zona Briceni… 
 
Participantul 2. Da 3.  
 
CV. Sunt Întrebări? 
 
Participanții 1,2. Nu. 
 
Ireland – South-East region 
 
Can you assess the level of innovation within this region?  I mean the capacity to innovate? 
What would be the strengths and weaknesses?  
 
B1: About weaknesses, I think is a competition between people and a supposed knowledge is 
the biggest challenge , I guess, for every company include myself it's try to find key people 
who have been snapped up, stolen, and taken away either bigger companies within the region, 
cause ourselves scares direct competition with the huge multinationals and corporates . And 
that’s the big problem  for this region. 



 

 

B2:I take that as the biggest problem. It's something that we had the skills shortage. Within 
the region are graduates in particular not just in ICT but `across in poly-engineering for 
instance. I mean, it's an issue not the European are very responsive with the government of 
initiated time, action plans for jobs reach the region, so this actions plans for jobs and they are 
working on that area in terms with the skills, needs and shortages specifically in the south east 
region. So understanding what the strengths of the region are, opportunities are but how do 
you bridge to get what do the skills need. It's an issue for everyone here and it's an issue for 
the research community in terms to respond developing research specifically for companies. 
How we address that 
 
B3: I would say that another weakness is about the competition, it is  a huge drawback in the 
region.  But also the skill is also number one. To me another big one is the education that is in 
the region aren’t really addressing the skill needs. Because they don't really understand how 
to do this. So the reason that disconnect between county’s needs, and future industry needs, 
and the delivery of … be focus more on delivering here and now as opposed to future 
improving of the region. So I would see a big negative would be the collective knowledge of 
the future, the lack intercapital for startups 
 
B3: And we need to start  to move to the positives I guess. I think wouldn't be  biggest things 
to attract people in here and this an go back, it's lifestyles complete change and what these Its 
has to offer in terms of lifestyle and I even doing that myself, I;m trying  to sell Watford to 
somebody. Do you know I'm almost kind of … I was groomed for Waterford, working in 
Dublin before myself, and my wife brought to the best parts of Waerford, she sold t to me,  
and so blessed that I … there were almost grooming …. for people working .. as well. My 
wife … so she brought me to the best parts of …. it to me, basely know that she was gonna 
come back and I come back with her. I did the same …. at the moment, you know, … I'm 
showing them the best parts and what it has to offer. Do you know what I mean?  
 
B3: So they are here and you got them  
 
B2: That's make sense like it's almost like you're putting your best, your [00:19:31]. Don't 
worry about anything. 
 
B1: Probably it is for the lifestyle the part of the region is timidius to promote talent to come 
in and talent start an enterprise in Ireland. There is concern I suppose what we are meant to do 
is balance region development and I supposed really Dublin gathering a lot of the talent, a lot 
of the money.  So there is a group in the enterprise in Ireland promoting regions to do 
technology, for example Waterford was on the list of that because of the quality life here. You 
have beautiful countryside, sea side there is not a lot of pressures in terms accommodation 
and rent that you would have in Dublin. We still have the interconnectivity of the roads to 
Dublin and Dublin Airport, which is only one hour and half on the way, which is a great 
positive I would say, and also the challenges in Dublin are probably end of cark to be honest. 
Other regional areas are actually an opportunity not to Waterford In terms of free office space 
in terms of quality life, quality schools, everything like that.  
 
B4: I'm gonna take a different view which is positive view. You know cause there is an issue, 
right?  We’re holding a meeting next Wednesday afternoon in this room because by quality is 
a huge positive and large number of  ICT businesses are finding a hugely  different one to get 
experienced software developers. Graduates do a quite a good job, the institutes here is doing 
a quiet good job. Retraining people, the institute on the less do a quiet a good job but 



 

 

experienced developers are like here are very hard to get,  but what experienced developers 
that don't live here, don't understand is 2 years ago, 2 and a half years ago Paddy you make 
more  steamy.. You  really had the telecom  systems group in the institute that did the vast 
majority of software development. So if you lived in Waterford, and you moved to Dublin, to 
London, you move to Berlin you will think: well, I can move back but I wouldn't employ 
there. Over the last 2 years you got (names of companies) you got about 8 or 10 houses that 
are looking to employ software developers, software engineers  or whatever term you wanna 
use with skilled experience they are paying very good rates. So, if you don't know, if you kept 
the breaks than we haven’t told you that if you come to work to the South-East region there 
are 5 or 6 house you can work for. So if don’t like (name of the company) you go to the next 
one. So what we are doing on Wednesdays we're gathering all those houses into one room, all 
those businesses into one room, and they are talking about how we can get that messy jeb to 
those that are ex-graduates of the institute, those who have links with the region. Maybe those 
are wanna move from where they are to say: You know there is an opportunity here. So why 
there is  a huge lifestyle opportunities they are actually considering an employment 
opportunities for the right, not just a very narrow, but for a very wide range of people 
development skills. So, you asked about innovation flip side of that is we need to 
continuously develop and encourage the innovation, technology innovation companies that  
are going to give those highly skilled people outlets, but that's in train.. Do you agree? ..... 
 
B3: I think The focus was always be to develop clusters of  company and develop a strategic 
and the great success story in Ireland has been the Gauli and in the North West. 9 out of the 
top paramedical advise companies in the world which are there based thre,  is a huge area 
area, Galuae never really experienced a lot of the recession that the rest of the country did, 
and once stayed the fastest open growing area in Europe, and what we see the enterprise in 
Ireland is the next development depend in experienced by medical engineers, mechanical 
engineers actually coming with ideas and starting paramedical device spinoffs. so they co-
fund American multinational model,  so in Waterford you have a cluster pharmaceuticals 
which got stronger as well actually over the last few years and indigenous ones… So if you 
create that cluster effect  that obviously you create unique system of where you have that 
talent pool that's what attracts companies paramedical device companies to Gaulae because 
the fact they can get that talented people there. So I would agree with Kirran we could 
continue to grow the software industry around Waterford, and  I suppose to create the 
infrastructure that supports the establish software companies and start-ups as well. I think the 
future could be very brightfull for the region. It’s a very high-tech region. 
 
B2: It's good though....It's strong. I mean with those 8-10 people you mentioned that it is 
really strong, we said that for a a while now. That is a really strong area of ours, I constantly 
asked, I got a phone call this week and I got a phone call last week, like he said, looking for 
people, engineers with experience, that analyst level you know. we can't pick them up, we 
can't get them. It's because it’s growing and growing. It's always been strong.  
 
B1: It is recognized, the director at my unit of enterprise  has made a point, a focus several 
times that Waterford  is quite an  unusual context    of Ireland that if it has grown with 
primarily because TCTT and the quality the graduates coming up has grown its self, software 
at very high tech software industry which is great, it's fantastic, it's almost the model which 
we can do in other part of the country, we can argue... 
 
B5: But there are positive aspect for all  as well is that the regions have proved that they can 
do it and apart indigenous from research of view and also that's actually, you know, there is a 



 

 

small number of `multinational corporations in the South East. It is a good mix, there is a 
good mix of multinational corporations in the South East and that's a part of dynamic of 
Waterford 
 
B3: The  engineering manufacturing in the  region as well which has been inhered by 
recession, but we  have companies in the region like (name of th company ) into a great 
company. There engineering soft supply into paramedical device, fantastic making strategic 
relationships with American device manufactures, working with American multinationals, 
growing employment rate over the last years very difficult area. so, companies in the region 
can be very innovative and look out for supports to do it 
 
B2: (name of the company) 
 
B3: That's fantastic company. I mean .. in the last 4 years tdi printing and probably in the 
country I'd say one of the leading Irish companies involved we have support, we have this 
technologies which are based for model of research centers of scale  focused on industry. And 
they are board on that, a long with the big companies like (name of the comapnies) and big 
multinationals. It's fantastic and that's very much .. a  company understanding where they 
need to take us, embracing technologies  working very dorsally and very much  focusing on 
opportunities top skills and train their staff …   That's a traditional industry but it's very much 
at forefront in terms of Ireland how it can be done it's probably a marker for the rest of 
companies in the region.  
 
 
B1: And (name of the company) was very clever, they would be a very large player, but that 
company has several agreements with companies that have four and five staff, companies that 
have 10-20 staff and the agreements are very simple in 2 ways. One is: we won’t still yours 
cause, you know, practical engineers are very highly appreciated in those tradition areas. So, 
they have an agreement between them, we won't steal yours if you don't steal ours. But it also 
have a very, very  good and clever agreement as part that to define we’re looking for and you 
make a success bender, then we’ll communicate rather than, rather taking somebody in makin 
the pool bigger will give that first choice but the beauty is what's happened between those  
companies is that the knowledge gain they won is being transferred into another.  (a name of 
company) they took someone from (other name of company) who had very deep process 
treatment , experience but wanted to change the paste. In the other way this is people has 
become very deep process because of his experience which is considerably larger company. 
So, you know that innovation is transferred as the knowledge is opened as people move 
around as well.  
 
V: And for example if you would translate the strengths and weaknesses to a score?  
 
B1: To a score? 
 
V: yeah, in the region. 
 
B1:  it's several [close to a four , before we are giving 
 
B2: Well it depends on what? like innovation, if you talk about innovation in ICT or 
innovation  
 



 

 

B3: I supposed the success really after region is translating into employment. 
 
B4: I supposed to be pissed that's the role. there are challenges specifically for the south east 
region in terms  of employment and we talked a lot there of those really strong technology 
driven which is the future actually and (name of the company) was an interesting company 
because is embracing technology has arranged its needs but I think the success for the region 
would when we start getting employment levels that match to national average which are 
going down because the country is firm stage of recovery so addressing the skill shortages of 
high tech graduates that are in the region, but also to try deliver more employment 
opportunities. Maybe that's across like tourism, you know, infrastructure into tourism using 
high tech solutions to make more interactive , enjoyable tourism experience which is 
companies are already here we looking at that sort of  opportunities in the future. Also this 
range of things that have to be done, but it is an area with a lot potential.  
 
B1: A good 3 
 
V: 3 or 4? 
 
B2: I think we'll go with 3 
 
B4: A positive 3 
 
What are the strengths and weaknesses concerning the collecting processing disseminating 
innovation information? i mean like potential funding, partners, technologies and so on.  
 
B2: I think it's just more we just said, almost the same answer. 
 
B3: It getting better. I think it's getting better because there is less fear of competition as there 
more checked there. I think people are learning that the more you are collaborating the better 
it is for everybody. You know we are not all trying to fight to the same piece of pie anymore, 
which, you know, was the way back. But it is not anymore. There are plenty of seminars, 
conferences,  gathering people who just are sharing information. Do you know what I mean? 
And the really taken embrace that model... 
 
B1: I think there is a success in realization driven from different factors, we very much 
pushed the idea of collaboration across. SO we have, we moved our model of what we did in 
the center into a network . So, before there was 12 research centers around the  country we it a 
network afterwards and pushed the idea of collaboration. And so when we have in Waterford 
research or  they actually work very closely to once in Gaulaway  and it's back and forward. 
It's the idea to kept this island, it's such a small country that there is no point in having 
individual areas,  technology or confidence to collaboration which can actually achieve 
greater and what I see representative actually being [this in he region of bringing about 
regional focus on South East region and making people understand that if regions come 
together the strengths, the challenges that actually that's where we can grow to the region 
potential, you know?  
 
 
B3: Yeah, I take that from the region that I mentioned and again from a collective perspective 
it's more maturely in the region as regards take for a regional perspective 
 



 

 

B2: But as a region, as a south east region to come together, to understand more collectively 
together there is great opportunities for that, you know? So, you know, I mean, I supposed to 
like there is  the European city of culture this year, which is, I think, that the council  level I 
think that began to work very closely together between WIT and (name) working very closely 
together at that level. So I think that's great opportunities to do more and to integrate further 
you know? 
 
 
B3: They're working very well nationally and internationally as well. I think one of the things 
in terms of minor changes that is that the region is the South East of Ireland have many 
counties, even that includes debatable from project to project that was seen and it would be 
seen that at the council level, local authority level as a weakness. But it's actually beginning to 
be seen as a strength if you start looking sectorial . So if you start talking about the actors that 
are there strengths of Waterford, strength in ICT you know, Watford, (name of the county) is 
not traditional in the South East, but there is train there that actually temporarily can go to the 
other side when there is a geographical region there is actually I suppose an intellectual 
reasonal regional a skills based region, a confident space region , as we have talked and that 
region also extends than to Europe and actually in this building hugely  to the United States. 
So the thinking is global but certainly multinational as opposed to just you know this river 
cuts us off from the next region. I mean it's very strong... 
 
 
B2: Compared to when I start to work in Europe 2004 and certain before that compared to that 
almost of a five year period had been a huge shift in that directions appearance collaboration, 
cooperation between different entities in innovation 
 
B1: Some of the strengths almost [00:38:19] I think [00:38:22] social forces, can you explain 
that way? Your interpretation of that? 
 
V: Well, it's within social field theory which means that everything like, even this part can be 
consider as the field where different actors interact and where just [00:38:41] and in the end 
I'm trying to apply to the innovation processes. I'm saying like different types of actors or 
different relevant stakeholders. They just gather around and interact with each other and in the 
end we have this innovation processes [00:39:00].  
 
B1: Kind [00:39:01] this question actually. So, and it is like I said It's, I think everybody 
realizes that it's just a way it is, and you get a head you have got to interact, you got to share 
it, you got the collaboration. SO... 
 
B3: Yeah, you are right John and going from different places, I have a model [00:39:24] it is 
kind to the previous government  and in particularly   taking the south east action plan for jobs 
that are economic crises have end up in the end being a positive effect a catalyst of 
collaboration processes in the region, because the previous contra government has driven a 
need and the way they've done so has been a collaborative approach so there're big things 
acting in the regions like in this type of regions, actual type of jobs in other regions,  that is 
driving things forward. Then as you said (name of the company) exist a huge rivalry  in the 
region from a social dimension , from a sport dimension, because the regions where a lot of 
the 5 different counties and all 5 counties are based  are actually based in 2 different provinces 
so this huge territorial, and sporting rivalry, and still as I think the business acumen and the 
business taking is maturing towards more collaborative approach.  



 

 

 
B4: I think the south east action plan for jobs is really positive. It's also bringing together 
different councils and it brings in the enterprise Ireland and the IDA very much apart and 
Delios which is actually the Delios go back to the begin is partnership between enterprise 
Ireland and the local councils deliver regional… So it's really positive in terms of bringing in 
the different players, bringing in the education institutes for (names institutes) specifically are 
actual gateways or specifically knows that this is part of the action plan for jobs. The really 
important build it is the access to (name of the partner) that they are actually get to meet the 
senior minister for jobs enterprises and innovation and they are scheduled to meet pretty soon 
as well, to discuss where the progress where the action plan fort jobs is going in the region. I 
think it's very positive. 
 
B3: Another one which is very current  is something that we all  is the lack of the capital for 
startups in the region. That is a new initiative that was initiated by the enterprise Ireland in the 
last 2 months, context regional programme. SO this has been awarded and that brought 
together the local authorities because they actually contributing to actually fond the 
administrative element of this accelerator and other actors together as well.  A lot of 
initiatives are happening to me  
 
V: And for example if you'd transfer it into a score? what it would be? 
 
B2: 3 or maybe 4 
 
B3: 4 is okay. 
 
Now if can talk bout the strengths and weaknesses of enterprises and R&D in the region?  
 
B1: Enterprises and R&D combined? 
 
V: yeah, or also different like what it would be for enterprises, what it would be for R&D. 
 
B1: I think you'll find R&D as a an activity. It is something that has traditionally been focused 
on larger companies. Small companies indeed less focused fashion. What the advantage thing 
is like enterprises innovation schemes where a small company can engage an institute focus 
on research has made it more egalitarian for all the companies to be able to access a level of 
research and development. It's be common more focuses small companies.  Bill said that 
usually hugely relevant and that is the reception that Ireland endured. I think particularly 
focused entrepreneurs and small entrepreneurs, middle size entrepreneurs, minds  that 
business as usual is not sufficient and actually would you get to a plateau it's not sufficient to 
stay at that plateau you actually have to seek  to go to the next plateau. There are a lot of tools 
available now. I wouldn't say they were available in 2008. Only a few years ago. So, necessity 
has been the model of innovation if not invention. And that's something that's kind of 
developed into the mind set. Certainly around enterprises, small businesses, when you're 
looking at the pharmaceutical in the ICT sectors, it is inherited in that sector. But … and he 
was delivering packages here so during the week he is using that van to deliver packages for 
DHL or  whoever he is contracted to. That has to be looked at in the major sense. In 2007 he 
wouldn't done that, or he wouldn't done one or the other because he neither have done, now he 
does both and that's because of necessity and that's driven who has to look at his assets and 
value and derive from his assets 
 



 

 

B2: And that's innovation , I'll ask so what the hell is he doing?  
 
B2: I didn't work that age. IS he lost?  
 
B1: I think it is innovation.  
 
B3: From R&D perspective, let’s go back to a pure R&D I think things are proving that they .. 
the real R&D is not happening in industry, not even in multinationals. There is … and certain 
at the SME level, the innovation is very good R&D after. And these are facts that are not 
negative, right? There is still a huge gap between the relation between those are doing R&D in 
the higher education institutes in the region and industry in general. There are different 
pockets of success. okay?  As a region wide , collaborative R&D process is a lot of work to be 
done in that area.  
 
B2: I would say we can't touch the our guys work with companies, there were very strong 
relationships with the multinationals within the region. That's taken a lot to build up you have 
to get cooperative America to agree to go up to substantial R&D programs   and it's a long 
process development and developing new products. (So,have depend on deal, the have depend 
to deal)   with intellectual property consideration, devices, technologies they can resource on 
their sides to actually go on, what we call innovation partnerships so actually a joint the team 
between technology providers in the college and in the company. The other big technology 
users are actually HPC use because... 
 
B4: Is the definition of high potential start-ups.. 
 
B2: Yeah, so those companies by nature are very, their main asset is the technology, the 
developing it's the IP so there are technology home-grown and but it might be a resourceful  
or  money to accesses this cause Ireland has schemes like innovation vouchers which are the 
new program which is an express innovation partnership which is specifically in smaller 
companies.  So individual  set there is a company which we would see as the challenge to 
bring innovation into an … to show that companies that are very much innovation driven and 
see innovation as an opportunity. That means growing their company and invest in assets, 
actually invest in  graduates, strategically placed in the company and in management 
structures to deal with the opportunity operationally have dealt better with the recession have 
responded better from the recession have developed new products, services and a more 
interactive  entire Ireland in terms of looking new markets which probably would be a really 
big challenge. SO, we are all focus actually slowly trying to get into those companies and 
making those companies to understand that actually the innovation process isn't actually a 
cost but it's a necessary development fees in opportunity and  that's a cultural thing I think.... 
 
B3: It is, I think, one of the things that the recession did is  that it force businesses to look into 
innovation using the Stamford model, to see it as a fail or succeed quickly and traditional 
R&D the idea of invention followed by innovation it's a much more condensed aspect. The 
more people are businesses see the  necessity because of the cash-flowers restrictions to come 
up with the idea mostly strategically. They come up with the idea, develop a response to that 
idea and getting that on the market, and let the market decide whether is and than adopt 
afterwards. `There is we would probably traditional R&D would be around the space, come 
up with the idea, develop the idea, focus, test the idea. You know, and where there is much 
greater desire to get also on the food industry for example which you made the regulations 
people would be much happier to get that food, food item enter under the shelves, enter the 



 

 

market and let the market buy or not buy and tell them if it is good or not good and it's kind of 
active innovation, I think you used that phrase before a little bit active innovation or..? 
 
B2: would you say that kind of couple steps are being taking out of the process? 
 
B3: I think that they've been taken early and people get into markets sooner because they can't 
afford not to generate revenue as quickly as they... They can't afford long term think about it.  
 
B2: Exactly.  Smaller companies in particular would love to reseach and develop all of they,  
but they just can't... It's almost like gambling, it's almost like you've got money when you're 
taking to Vegas. You can lose that moment, you've gotta have the rest to get to your flight, bla 
bla bla and is you can afford to lose that money, fine, you know what I mean... 
 
B1: I think we focus very much on what we support is actually we call it business 
development, we `don't even call a we support in terms we as managers as center directors of 
researches. We say their business development managers, business development engineers 
and their role is to manage the relationships in the  companies, so it is about the promotion of 
the skills sets that are in the college but it is probably initiating projects managing projects 
and delivering projects to  companies expectations, a time framed that it's all about 
communication. So how you communicate to multinational about your innovation base is a lot 
different than how you communicate to a SME, who's quiet frankly doesn't have the 
terminology that you use it's quiet scared to us and  you said a thousands of euros invested 
from from a SME is huge.  Comparison to that's a quick sign up for a multinational in terms 
of characterization test. So the terminology use how you bring those companies a long to see 
the opportunities. What we found this companies of this size see an opportunity to make 
money, they will take it because there, you know especially there is a value of recession quiet 
business people to understand how to do it but it's to enable almost in the confidence and the 
opportunity and there one company that we worked to put it on contact to one of our 
providers in (name of the city) it's a (name of the company) and they have build cooling, but 
they wanted to integrate additional intelligence into it. So you put into place in (name of the 
region)  and true serious smaller projects they got nominated to the IPEC innovational works 
which  is a better body for companies in Ireland and there is another  party for the ICI 
sustainable energy Ireland. It's a great product that's inside (name of the city) park,  it's in 
different hotels and everything, that just means they can control the cooling rate for beer and a 
little more energy efficiency. And  it was done because we couldn't in place a very 
professional surface for the company and the guys knew how to communicate with the 
company, how to bring them along and increment what's needed. So there is great talent, great 
capability of work with companies but you have to tare as well into the way that bring 
companies along. We are very much focused on actually, our gateways are information, 
dissemination points and networks. So the best example I had in the region of small company 
getting involved in a very innovative (name of the company) they are involved in , that 
resulted in the biggest innovation partnership we had all enterprises in the last few years. One 
in Europe, that’s to foster scientific which is an … at listen .. of actually 10 people. I think 
will be in new york. 
 
B3: (name of the company) 
 
B2 Yeah, and the reason is they provided sub supply it's about developing a treadiarity of 
component for Boston. (name of the company) in that space, but listen want to understand 
how we do the post processing and that's winder their business it doesn't change there 



 

 

business but they want to be involved in the next stage of a new product  development. And 
they’re very small project because of that there equal partners within this getting their own 
specific part of technology transfer and they would developed  a very important relationship 
with large multinational supplier within the region which is here for the long term. So, it' s a 
great example of networking companies as well, and getting companies of different size and 
where it goes back to the  where actually those companies are important  in the region and in 
keeping jobs. 
 
B4: I supposed, you could be right. But in otherwise there are actually, you know, what is 
there  in terms of dynamic of the multinational is quiet strange in that. the way they look it is. 
Well, their main competitors is actually the other sister factories within the corporation, and a 
lot of the territory developing the new products is to develop a new product line in their size. 
So they have the next product generation that is probably the [driver of this particularly 
project, but yeah, the capacity of the smaller companies to want to be [00:57:28] is multiply 
driven by recensionist. 
 
V: And so if you'd give a score for this aspect of  the strengths and weaknesses.. 
 
B1: Before you get a score, when you talk to business small and large, and they start to talk 
about R&D do you see their eyes widening, do they get excited, are they kind feel of 
energy`there is something that they really want to be, I am kinda leading the question 
something that they are really excited of. Is that something that they have to do? Or they just 
want to keep on doing great same all of the time? 
 
B2: I think a lot of the companies  think we're doing this well and we're making money out of 
it.  it' kind strange actually what we see in `family run businesses actually the next generation 
the son comes back from college and kind it’s kinda go actually maybe we should try 
something. you know? That the son come from a family run business and kind maybe you 
need to try something else here as well. Than we are often pushing the needs to be innovation 
at some companies and I would say actually that a lot of companies have been bored in the 
past , getting involved with technology providers, colleges as well, that's why we concentrate 
very much on the operational manner which they work with companies that are there all the 
times you know, not gone for the summer and it’s an easier process but some times people 
can see opportunities actually as well, you know and see how do i do this and if they get a 
proper response and there is a match in terms of what they can provide, they’re very 
enthusiastic  
 
B1 So what score we give? 
 
B3: A 3. 
 
 
V: As far as I understood the final product or like after the innovation processes not oriented 
to the regional level or is it, I mean the whole innovation processes wherever it's oriented like 
to stay here in the region or to go to spread on the national or even out? 
 
B4: never. I would say always. They are always, internationally I would say is the primary 
focus.  
 



 

 

B2: I mean did you ever focus or ever talked to anybody who said " no, you know this is just 
something regional" I mean there are .... 
 
B4: In Ireland I  would never talk to any company that doesn't have an export focus.  
 
B1: Off the island of Ireland?  
 
 B3: That's a great paradigm shift in the last 10 to 15 years because most, we wouldn't have 
this conversation about 15 years ago. Because mostly the business we talked would be 
international based on market. So I would say a huge paradigm shift. We are international 
based … All the innovations… 
 
B2: The whole focus is export oriented and there are regional companies. You know their 
employers and they have their base, I supposed to be even the objective as (name of 
participant) you said at the start that Delios is to try take the companies to .. can develop an 
export focus and to challenge those companies to see where it is. 
 
B3: you have to realised just to, we're in Ireland, we are small country and an island. so if  5 
million people the whole island, dealing with two currency, even that's small size. So, for 
anybody establish in a company to think about the south east region, the think about half 
million people `mximum than you start targeting the market, really a very small. You 
probably are thinking that in the euro zone, at the early stage the euro has been a huge 
valuable asset in that regard, because you can get into export market without getting currency 
fluctuations. I would say here in ARC labs that brexit  it didn't panic in the businesses here.  
Not  actually was kind of the  almost a joke but it was something to look at with interest but 
not with any difficulty, very few businesses in our clubs are export to the UK ,almost all 
would be  manager  particularly in Germany and primary in US. would be their markets. SO, 
the interesting in that space is nobody is thinking, that's regional  
 
B1: you know, in terms of brexit that we can't discount the impact we can have on our  
economy.  Because the south east region for example most of   Ireland have a lot of food 
companies, multi indigenous largest companies are food companies, and ones they have 
needs, they are global, for example (name of a comapny) would be global has the presence in 
the united states of america and food in ingredients there are the small SME type consuming 
food type companies are various in terms of brexit and currency fluctuations, there is a hug 
challenge there for, I suppose, for all of us in terms of in final levels within the region, and in 
nationally would brexit could bring enough.  
 
 
B2:Whats interesting you said small food businesses before I finished to open the enterprise 
after certainly our ongoing conversation we would say, you know what a huge number of 
those small food businesses that were trading into the UK, pre-brexit were making them 
margin from currency fluctuation. when That currency fluctuation was gone they actually 
made no margin so in the innovation space you come back to them and say: look, you know, 
you can't depend, this is pre-brexit, well beyond pre-brexit,  can not depend on currency 
fluctuations as business model, you can export into, like there are very... Germany is very 
interest in market for foreign companies, netherland is a very interesting foreign market for 
companies,  you can move in to those markets, you can keep within the same currency but 
what you gonna do is to tell the tale about why you product is better than local product. So 



 

 

actually it's marketing, it's product, it's packaging innovation even if it's not necessarily 
research development based innovation.  
 
B3: Iwould say it’s a four for international stards.  
 
B2: Even not just a companies but you see irish people in general are very international 
focused, I would say who we are at the table, just by the nature, economics of he country that. 
My family actually live in Australia, you know? So my family emigrated and it's, there’s a 
cute culture, moving and experiencing other countries just for the sake for economics reasons, 
you know? 
 
 
V: So for example if we transfer the score regarding regional level, I mean staying on the 
regional level, from 1 to 4. how it would be?  
 
B1: It;s a 4 
 
B2: Yeah, 4. 
 
V: I mean for the product it;s oriented toward the regional level. 
 
B1: The companies that send just for the region? 
 
V: yeah. 
 
B2: I think there are enough small food companies in the region 
 
B4: To be honestthe it be calling the ones that sell in markets and supposed to be companies 
or business of any scale. I think you're talking about there is very small number,  it's a very 
low number. 5% of employments of the region.  
 
V: now if you can mention some strengths and weaknesses of public authorities regarding as 
being intermediary organisations or involving in the innovation processes within the region. 
 
B1: I'm gonna stop you and ask you what do you mean by public authorities? 
 
V: Local authorities or any institutions … by the government might the … to develop and 
initiate. 
 
B3 Iwould say it is great, way beyond 5  
 
B2: We have a very unusual system in Ireland. I would say the UK is slightly but not same 
except, where the Irish state sets up institutes to take then guides to set govern yourself and 
come back to us and stay in case we should fund you further. I know in a lot of cases 
European organizations were involved in where the state budgets to give the money and 
controls your objectives. What we tend to get out top line objectives and direction but you 
cannot preserve as an entity has to justify and has to go back to the minister and say: what we 
plan is this, as opposed the minister is saying: what you should do is this. which Is much less 
prescriptive in Ireland, the states it's been very good in settling something, and letting there, 



 

 

but mostly to `justify it's existence, state is also good in killing that organizations when they 
can't justify their existence. 
 
B1: What's the question, you know? 
 
What would be the strengths and weaknesses concerning the all public authorities or some 
intermediary organizations that represent this authorities in innovation process? 
 
B3: Just because there are this 2 word public authorities are used I think you talk about local 
government . So also I think a lot of colleagues have to think at the local government. So i 
think if you asked that question from a local government perspective, from my point of view 
it's quiet weak.  
 
B4: technically that's a low score.  
 
B2: because the local governments mentality towards enterprise is extraordinarily pure 
because it's, local governments are controlled by people who have a probably never worked at 
a local government, have stayed jobs and have that stayed mentality  which not innovative 
and innovation is not encouraged in any fashion it's actually discouraged. So it will be a very 
low score and they try to move towards but it's kind trying to move towards being the fastest 
cow, for being the better horse, you know? 
 
B2: on paper it sounds like a plan but in reality it’s the wrong thing to compete with 
 
B3: The local authorities are strongly against innovative processes here, so .. 
 
V: so the score would be like?? 
 
B1: A fair 1? 
 
B2: yeah, 1 is fair. 
 
B3: But they are trying 
 
B4: You know John is right, is probably a 2. Cause they are trying 8 or 5 years ago they 
weren't trying so it’s worth the acknolowlegment.  
 
B2: And there is, you know, probably an increased at least in the terms  of the the 
infrastructure, to encourage enterprise development. / 
 
B3: I think that there is a major which is coming from development. 
 
B4: but in the end economic development 
 
B3: economic development, but is still very particular, there is still much activities 
 
B4: You have a mentality within local authorities, which you  don't operate. which is 
everybody works in a private sector.  
 
B3: I'm gotta fight for an 1. 



 

 

 
B2: I think they’ve taken on board the (name of the company), they set up the economic 
development units. Those economic development units have to show that they are willing to 
learn and that's probably not be in tuned,  but if you've tried, and if you;re trying ... 
 
B3: As regards working with industry, it’s …  try to create the environment that's the bone 
and fleshes and regards there is no absolutely innovative thinking in the minds of the local 
authorities, as regards new start ups for example, giving a job, a break that we won’t charge 
you any rates or anything like that for the first 3-4 years of existence. so there is no absolutely 
of it 
 
B5: I fundamentally disagree with you on that maybe go on the wrong direction but they are 
doing it. For example with new retail outlets, they are putting place , in Waterford here, they 
put in place if you're producing your own  products, that you're selling you're own retail unit 
it's no [rates for 3 years. It's need to be much broader, much wider, and much …  you look at 
the lkes and the near farm have moved in to the old authority office.  
 
b3: I vote for majority decision  
 
 
V: We go a little bit back regarding the capacity to attract talented people. Does the region 
have this capacity to attract? 
 
B2: Yeah, it does. For all of the reasons. I don’t think there is a point in going over. More so a 
lot of surrounding especially… So yeah, definitely.  And it’s happening, going back very 
quickly they are very interesting way, the way the work, the ay they recruit. They recruit 
internationally. a lot of people work remotely  from home. But the come down to the center 
their headquarters in to the headquarters in Trimore, and what they do, just talked with Keane 
last week about this. They really salted them, you know, “I wanna go to the  beach and 
blablabla “ and they trying to tigh and tight and they say: there is a good  life for you out here, 
you don't have to work remotely and they're encouraged more. So, yeah, absolutely.  
 
B3: It’s not just quality of life, it’s just  everything we said about the infrastructure in the 
region, from the innovation point of view, more jobs opportunities in the high tech spaces, so 
all those 
 
B4: There is an interesting thing. I think 60% of graduates they originate from the region 
actually study outside the region as well, and their opportunities to try bringing them back in 
but it’s almost at stage , come back, but there are families putting their own roots, you might 
marry a local girl 
 
B1: That's our new strategy . 
 
B4: Putting vey simply, there is room around here, I'm from Dublin and …. 
 
B2: The work life balance it's so ... you know, you can achieve here where is your, there is an 
advantage here.  
 
B1`: I think Dublin is a serious point place. there are actually Cark and Gallaway as well I 
travelled quiet early for work and headquarters  and the transporting infrastructure is literarrly 



 

 

creaking at this stage,  the quality life people is this probably a lot of pressure in terms of rent, 
accommodation which you don't get in the regions, you know, it's not unique to Waterford 
you know, in the regions, outside of it. So, that’s certain an opportunity I think in terms of 
attracting future investment into the region, for people who really want to look at us attracting 
talent in the open area 
 
V: and a score? 
 
B2: That's the point. probably the other points a greater acknowledgement the need to put the 
infrastructure around attacked. Good position.  
 
B4: I'm heading for a 4 
 
B1, B3, B2: I agree.  
 
V: And the same thing the capacity to retain? Not only to attract but also to make people stay 
here? 
 
B3: it's the same. 
 
B1: It's very high. Once people move here  they don't tend to move anyway. 
 
B2: Yeah, absolutely.  
 
B1: when I don't feel at home I come back to (name of the region) again 
 
B3: I moved to the region not to offer … and my intent was stay in the region for 5 years and 
move somewhere else. That was in 1981 `and still in the region. So that’s 25 years already 
 
B1: We have been trying to get rid of him :D 
 
V: and the score for .  
 
B1, B2.B3,B4: 4 
 
V: also 4, okay.  Does the region have like a special innovation policy? or not?  
 
B3: The region I would say no because we are not, we are centralized government so it's 
centralized policy so the region doesn't have an innovation policy. However, there is a thing 
called Southern-Eastern Assembly but I don’t know it's kind of that, but it does have 
innovation policy, it’s kind of individual base 
 
B1:I think that's something, that's probably most closest thing for emerging for something for 
the region.  
 
B3: For regional innovation policy.  
 
B2: your interreg project with with genesis I think is part of the jobs that brought a lot for that 
and...It's about concentrating what’s the strengths of the region and focusing on the strengths 
of the region and then probably using that as a means to get very limited government 



 

 

resources to facilitate the growths of those strengths of promotion within the region. That's we 
ARC technology the fact as well that there is still limited public resources in Ireland to 
develop new initiatives and so it has to be very focused. I think if it is focused it will greater 
opportunity to success, you know? 
 
B3: `there is not an official region innovation policy but we do have the innovation policy in 
the region.  
 
B:yeah 
 
B3: We are working towards.  
 
B2:I would say a lot of work that you are doing smart specialization for the region is working 
towards. Is certainly the genesis of  innovation, because in Ireland to innovate and support 
innovation you got to be what it takes price, what areas …  Innovation are so broad you got to 
look to innovate, these spaces sectors, I think we are going … 
 
B5: That kind of creating the future innovation system and necessity for innovation  
 
B2: No one can understand that.  
 
B5: those are educated kinda of scientists. So even it’s not official  
 
B2:I would say a 3 
 
B3: Yeah probably. 
 
B1: I supposed to be critical of, I supposed Ireland and capital centric country, and 
headquarters  for organization, headquarters for ideas Dublin, the government is based in 
Dublin, and so, in that aspect it's the region to have a voice and be able to verbalize what it 
needs more than just political lobbying, elections,  and actually to have a proper, strategic 
plan for where, which makes sense to grow the region. I think it’s a margin, I'm probably 
from what I see actually the south east it's probably more coherent in terms of its strengths 
and challenges than in the other regions. That's a very positive thing though.  
 
All agree on 3 
 
V: okay, about the networks. I mean how are they just organized within the region regarding 
the innovation processes and whether it is effective or not? or it's more just like depending on 
the actors to… by them self? 
 
B2: To be honest jumping in, I think networks are organized by those that participate, are 
more successful than networks that are organized by state agencies. It's very hard to get a 
group of competitors to lay down the competition and engage in the cohabitation. That's why 
generally the state has to involve itself in some sort of broker but those that are driven by 
need, by those who had the need tend to be more successful networks. Females in business as 
an example. I know when I worked in a enterprise board and I know project, and their failures 
would be each others, you're trying to open he doors networks looking, and it didn't really, 
because they kept  depended on back on state bodies to driver,  where is rather than 
demanding farm state buddies that it needs to drive itself 



 

 

 
B4: I supposed to it depends by networks, because I would say that there is better network 
between the same industry and (names of the companies) and the higher education institutes. 
If you contacted the network it happened, if you talk about safe true networks  don't think the 
sector networks are ever happening... 
 
B3: But the project based network are networking is considerably higher, a lot of share 
happening in that. But for example when I was in an enterprise board, 9 years ago. The board 
tended to be quite isolated innovation being in contact with brain in the enterprise I remember 
the first day the ADA walked in. It was some kind shock our of stuff that the idea  have taken 
an interest in the enterprise board.  Those organizations nailed are very much more like pick 
up the phone to each other, but also on the half of clients, and that the client is much easier to 
network the clientele to others knowledge. Others experience, whatever capacity. that 
wouldn't be 10 years ago. I kinda look back 10 years ago I wonder why we didn't? would you 
agree? 
 
B4: I agree, cause much you’re saying I was thinking about even  when somebody comes up 
from to you and stop and you just have to have a cup o tea or a cup of coffe and during the 
conversation you say: Why didn't you go talking whoever so there is a certain degree of 
networking happening? 
 
B2: Would that be official?  
 
B1: Yeah, I mean getting back to the small kind a independently networks, I guess it's fused 
and it is a design networks that happen last Thursday every month. And it’s you’re your 
competition, all in one place, but they’re not talking about themselves but somebody giving a 
demonstration of have, you know, whatever it is being related to design or whatever it's. It;s 
seriously good and fairly enjoy, I get a lot of it, I was never a huge kinda networks guy, never 
really thought they work but I guess I'd be selfish here cause my interest and that's why I do 
so. But it works.  
 
B2: but networks should be based on this kind of interest I mean the only way you can 
network with somebody else is that if they have self-interest and thought you to use that 
interest, and by talking to each other you actually increase .. instead of interest.  
 
B3: So, read the question again. 
 
V: how the networks are organized and to which extend networks contribute effectively to 
innovation promise?  
 
B1: It has to be strong.  
 
B2: I mean what we do in the gateways we encourage them to information dissemination, 
dissemination and we also have industry steering board which sort to what they do is directly 
related industry. FOr example the (name of the company) one is very interesting because 
that's large farow companies and what they share a lot with the colleges actually their training 
needs which is I found very interesting and I didn't expect, and actually there could be quiet 
open discussion in terms of technology needs and non competitive areas which is lot of 
characterization processes and will have maybe 2 events per year. meanwhile they would 
have a lot of talks around technologies that the college use, that the company themselves 



 

 

would use. It's non competitive bases like you described and it's information sharing. And you 
know, through that network you'll see a lot of people discussing needs that they have for the 
sector in the region. Cause it would be quite I think collegial in the sense of understanding of 
the need for a strong pharmaceutical sector within the South East region cause that been 
official to everyone as employees of the companies, as opposed to the individual performance 
and they may not necessarily be actually direct competitors anyway and because their own 
patent technologies. I think in that basis we've seen at the coast different types of sectors that 
we have.   
 
V: And for example if you transfer it to a score. I mean how at .. this networks work? 
 
B1: I think it's a 3. 
 
B2: yeah  
 
V: The weaknesses and strengths of the cooperation between different stakeholders within the 
region?  
 
What are these? 
 
B3: That's kind of near the same as the last one and I'd say now, today compared to 10-15 
years so I'd say is a lot stronger than then. It’s a lot stronger  
 
B1: The one thing I would say just to say personality rather than process based. A lot of that 
network and that's something you need to be conscious off that quiet after that's people 
networking with people rather than organizations networking with organizations.  
 
B2: That’s true. But you never get away from that talk 
 
B1: No no you can't, but it's just …sometimes, you know, you are wright with the job , your 
first job is to talk to Bill, that's not always the same.  
 
V: A score maybe? 
 
B2, B1: 3 
 
V: okay, the same thing but … out of the region. Like extra. 
 
B3: That's a very different question. It's hard to assess that one. 
 
B2: I would have to say we've improved a lot. I think we look naturally. Think some 
businesses look onwards automatically. I think organizationally the institute as a leader in that 
would look onwards immediately, and it would be quiet a lot of EU based organization to 
organization production.  So i think it's quiet strong, it could be a lot stronger but I think 
taking it from the base we were at, and the fact we are an island I think we're doing well, with 
a vision of going 
 
B3: So what's the question again?  
 



 

 

V: The strengths and weaknesses regarding the cooperation between regional stakeholders 
and parties outside the region.  
 
B1: I think It's actually stronger. I think WIT is as you expect an IT .. are actually driverse for 
the region in terms of natural points of contact. For example it talking about development 
agencies, you know? The IDA for instance are bringing in investment opportunities to the 
region would automatically link in with the colleges in terms of research competences and 
support for the regions. Cause we (name of the company) we partner with WIT, and others 
that we want. So in that sense is good WIT I think has advantage in that has been very 
proactive in driving national, international competences of excellence.  What would be 
traditionally seen as one of the smaller application cities in the country and because of that 
you have (name of the company) probably the largest commercially focus software research 
company in country, I think. and you a group that decides to be commercially focused. And 
you have the Group LEXIN which is the commercially focused I mean,  the Irish medical 
devices association choose to have a national seminar In Waterford on tdi printing for medical 
device community. So that's 50 company representatives across the country Waterford to 
discuss the new technology emerging because WITs strategy in terms developing it. So that 
could be driver for outside interactions but it's almost always it could be better I think  
 
B3: It’s something I found myself recently, is not an area that we are now looking into but 
from society and community development perspective I think that the community such as the 
Waterford community I think they are very well connected outside the region which is very 
very hard based to be connected, you know? So I think to be strong enough... 
 
B2: I think every necessity has to be strong.. 
 
B1: …from the last question.  
 
B4: 4?  
 
B5: I'll say 5 
 
V: from 1 to 4. 
 
B4:  as an outsider, and I love to say I would say I'm an outsider :D Great sense of confidence 
and entity  in particularly in the Waterford region, even the recession It's kind of 
counterintuitive, that the recession probably hit hard in Waterford, then in a lot of places. But 
you see an emergence of like for example the Green Way that’s gone from Waterford city 
down to the garden that is right there. It's a very good example of, maybe the strategic 
thinking that you've wouldn't see from the council 5 years ago how to integrate different parts 
of it and the tourists opportunities in the region. / 
 
 
B3: That wouldn’t have  happened in the connection outside the country because the concept 
of the Green Way was very from outside.  
 
B4: Yes, absolutely. I think that they are offering, a lot of opportunities. There is a more sense  
identity and perhaps it's there and maybe re-imagining the identity what's before. For example 
(name of the company) does the guiness but actually you''ll gonna have a local whisky 
distillery with tourist opportunity, Waterford crystal huge levels of unemployment but it is no, 



 

 

we imagined it  as a very high value collective industry with a tourist opportunity is part of it 
and I heard at the radio , European designation of foods that the Waterford blair they are 
actually exporting the blair back to France, you probably knew that?  
 
B4: ...application.... 
 
B3: I didn't realize that which originally came from wasn't the french and it's european 
designated food for the area that's going back and it's probably that small traditional food in 
terms of understanding their identity and what becomes or what gives an unique export 
opportunity. So... 
 
B4: probably it is a 4 
 
V: Those stakeholders trust each other? I mean does.. 
 
B4: Stakeholders?  
 
V: yes    
 
B4: That’s a one 
 
V: I mean everybody within the networks or I don’t know, like within the actor s that are 
really being part of the innovation process 
 
B2: That's an impossible question. 
 
B1: I trust people. Do I trust organizations? NO. But as in, you know do I say well when I 
was in the enterprise board, when everyone in the board trusts everyone. No. I trust Bill. So 
you know, what do I mean by trust in this context by the way is trust them to deliver, I trust 
them not to stear me wrong and I trust him to take a more that I am saying right? But... 
 
B3:Sorry to .... 
 
B3: I think for institutions perspective okay? I think you'll agree, all of you haveto agree. That 
are high degree of trust because we couldn't say the things that we said around if there wasn’t 
trust even about the innovation process but the network is  so forth, so we couldn't say those 
processes it wasn't... 
 
B2: To see your battleship. You invited everyone here. You wouldn't someone you didn't 
trust. 
 
B1: No no. I just saying from a usual perspective.  
 
B2: I agree. The whole operation that we do is we work with institutes technologies. So we 
work with eleven institutes technologies across the country. BUt the way we work we see as a 
partnership. As a partnership we have very tannish conversations because that's the only way 
to do a proper thing. So our thing is performance related funding. The better you do the more 
they'll give to you. And [in order to achieve that it's mutual been beneficial has to be quite an 
open conversation and that goes to they. I think it persevered as a good relationship with WIT 
I think because we work very closely and very various programmes across the way and I think 



 

 

the IDA would have a good relationship here,  the local enterprise board and you can actually 
see it’s callusing better in the last few years. Kirren has a point. It's about  the success in 
networks and success relationships is based upon people but I think strategically there is an 
understanding that different players in the innovation space nationally and regionally have got 
to work together to achieve common goals without they can’t do it in isolation,  I noticed that 
for example the IDA enterprise Ireland, two sites of the same working considerably closer 
together than we would do 10 years ago. We are collocated in one building where for example 
things like foreign direct investment the foreign industry, is complete  IDA bring in start up 
companies into the region. So is very close collaboration two state bodies 
 
B5: That's again for ... I think trust rewards, there is fearm exposure as well, it's almost like 2 
countries coming together as well. If there is trust together otherwise it could be war, but it 
does remorse, again this comes back to everything we have been talking all this, you know 
future thinking and wherever are moving forward that are happening now  and the results of it 
you could, it say that there is a benefit from it. 
 
B3: I think again if you take high educational industry as 2 countries, as 2 entities I don't think 
there is mistrust between them. The issue between them is the lack of understanding of the 
regional control. So those are 2 actually collaborates. It's a lack of understanding ..It is 
stressing so it's a lack of understanding so it's stressful.   
 
B2: Would it be a 4?  
 
B3: Probably is 3 
 
What are the strengths and weaknesses of the culture and attitude of the population 
concerning the creativity and entrepreneurship? I mean here in the region. 
 
B1: It's not homogenous, almost that's a very different question  to answer because the region 
.. 
 
B3: again all you measure population as just over happening over here in the region. My 
guess will be that maybe at least 80-85% that half of million of people know nothing about 
innovation. Like care less about it then anything else. So i think it's a small percentage, so it's 
again difficult … 
 
B2: Probably is a positive, because there is, just seem to be more an acceptance of the ability 
to fail. 
 
B3: Absolutely 
 
B2: which is probably in american culture where  we are very exposed the american culture as 
to the european, and you'll see the younger generation come in this more self confidence than 
my the next generation I think I see more willing to try things and acceptance that actually, 
maybe that's something that's permutating because we've been involved in the innovation 
space, in the understanding the innovation space and how to do start ups but it's interesting I 
think that Ireland as a country and maybe not so much Waterford as the biggest region there 
is, we're not so much largest Irish anymore. There is an actually an influence of other cultures 
coming in here and how they approach innovation and look and starting up companies and 



 

 

businesses so it's evolving, it’s not where we wanted to be by any means, but I think it's 
probably more hope than it was before. Do you think as a role for education?  
 
V: I have a question for education. 
 
B3:You are right,  there is a see change in people's attitudes. They are a lil bit more individual 
craven, they are accepting change, and for education there is more creativity and enterprises 
going so 
 
B1: We always have a very strange diachotomy. just for the perspective that we had very 
creative people in  very mundane jobs,for years, which is changing. The outline of that is that 
we had and have huge number of people involved in various social art community art projects 
, informal art projects like musical society. All this things they would've grown around here 
went to work everyday manufacturing facility, important  things barks It's funny because I 
think the nature of the employment has changed to, actually allowing people to be more 
creative those creative people more to be more creative in their work as well as their outside 
work. capacity. 
 
B3:  when you see people literally coming from the woodwork to display goods during that 
week ok. Everybody in the region is against the artisan you just working on about doing or 
living and rather making a living form in the small village that probably  
 
B5: Maybe it's been a question I don;t know but actually you internationals studies of Ireland 
to try a start up a company in terms to supports. It is actually we height very highly I'll argue 
that the point that's there is the education and the promotion of all these different resoirces 
,and targeting  of those resources to people, enable them, it is actually the challenge. And 
that’s something we need to do better.  
 
B2:  People being positive in this all, like this whole American culture stuff like that. Much 
more exposed with that  especially young people than it was 10 years ago. Every day your 
going to your facebook feed you're told you are awesome. It's okay to, when you step back 
and your stronger .. When your starting your own business and you put it up there you could, 
very quickly get support from everybody. We are behind you, you never got that. You are on 
your own actually. 
 
B1: This just happened to me this morning,  my friend's wife set a pparole  cake company, 
decorative cakes and he had facebook link and you like the company and obviously a true 
social networking, I don;t know how many people I have. that immediately comes up adnd 
that’s an advertisment, an reinforcement what you do.. There is a whole generation growing 
up in that space, online, socializing online by almost an american driven culture.  
 
B4: I think that can be quiet positive. We have the back of one each another, but sometimes it 
goes overboard right back to our unit, this whole air of positivity is coming from their activity 
 
B2: completely agree with that. And there are actually be almost encouraged to be this self 
confident kids. Takes themselves expectations life of my kids which is fantastic. Are a lot 
more than I grow up in 1970s-1980s in Clark  
 
B5: Very quickly about what you said about the taking this and put in the box and you know 
it is a high creative minded, I'm fermely in using robots because  I actually work in a box 



 

 

company  see this, because it’s  enough people to do those mondaine jobs just something else. 
And I think that's where we're heading. TO stop people from .... nobody should do that  
 
B3: I agree. I think the big change you see in this region particularly in the Waterford area. Is 
that we have a lot of manufacturing jobs that we're very very mundane. A lot of those jobs 
have been lean out, and we get a more creative space,  but actually it was really funny is that. 
the biggest problem two years ago, the largest craft company in the world as the most branded 
craft in the world, in WaterCrystal, the best branded in the US, an exclusive perspective, an 
Mercedes, the guys that worked there refer to the factory and the guys that worked or making 
this phenomenal crystal pieces. That are melt blown and hand craft but they saw it as a factory 
almost that put this in the box. Put this huge creative mind in some space, as in an industrial 
factory complex and that whole aspect has changed with  .. we did the IPP program here, the 
guys sitting here. They are a giant life, because they get to do what they can do with the skills 
that they have learnt 30 or 40 years in WaterCrystal. So that creativity is there. The factory is 
dead, the creativity is alive 
 
B1: `The challenges regarding WaterCrystal was a big employer. and automation it's common 
in manufacturing 4.0 and I think the  the regions volunteer around here try to embrace it. But 
the challenge it's actually to provide employment for people you know? it's interesting that 
probably that a lot of the jobs come are smaller companies that embrace what's unique about 
the regions, and use it as mean to sell onwards. Embrace what it means to be Irish,  what's 
unique about us, and what’s unique about the culture. that is the challenge for all of us 
actually how do we sustain employment there where it is manufacturing is becoming 
increased automation. For example  (name of a company) was the biggest  manufacturing 
station in the country and huge level of automation for done beer. It's huge. There was over 
1000 employees in the manufacturing facility. There is around 120 now? It’s completely 
automated. SO how would you provide the level of employment the lifestyle since the whole 
for our kids and the life that they want and how'll balance that in the new economy. it's a 
challenge. / 
 
B2: It's such a challenge. But it's inevitable.  
 
B1: you have to 
 
V: so a score maybe? 
B1: It's high.  
 
B2: It's 3. 
 
 
V: To what extend do the regional attitudes or culture enable the learning processes in the 
region?  
 
B3: Regionally is not homogenous  
 
B4: What was the question again? 
 
V; ...... or just the attitudes without regional  
 



 

 

B1: That’s not regional, and it goes back to the necessity. The realization that you have to 
learn. You know I mean what are the figures from those who went to college 20 years ago 
against today 
 
B3: they went down, I guess 
 
B2: It's probably have been a problem in the sense [ 
 
B4: It was okay back in the 70s.  
 
B2: Would you allow of any of your kids do that now? 
B5: I would, my brother did an internship as a frabrication because he wasn't academic and he 
actually did his research, he is very good at his hands, and yeah, you know, there is a different 
view in Germany who we would look at actually as a model of driving tech innovation, for 
instance. They have technically universities which is WIT is inspiring and they have very 
strong apprenticeships roles where you're involved in the manufacturing process, very high 
skill labour. It could be really specialized high skill labor which is quiet well paid as well. 
And I remember working in national institute of research when I was a researcher and one 
particular case like that. There was one guy he trained in electrician and went worked, and 
came back into the degree, to do a postgraduate, and he was brilliant beacause he could set up 
the lab he could do everything practically the guys at ICC could not actually physically set up 
the lab, so there is a place in the economy for very high skill labour to the apprenticeship, it 
depends on, I think not everyone can do a degree, not everyone is suitable to do a degree. we 
talked about innovation and developing the economy one of the facts that companies in Clark 
and there is guy from the neighbor from home he said to me: What did I do I would go to 
Clark ACC and my next door neighbor let school at 16 and he sets up a dinary, multi time 
millionaire, he just wasn’t suited to the academic and became a waiter, found a niche market, 
companies and  achieving economic success not necessarily to authoritylevel. With The 
highest level of participation I think in the OECD it's huge which is great opportunity but ... 
 
B2: Third level has become second level 
 
B5: It's what we do out of that. I think it's great that we have such a high skill `work force that 
makes this hugely attractive as a country for foreign direct investment, for indigenous 
companies, The skill levels, not just in terms of technical level for the complexity of entry 
level it's really high in this country.  
 
B3: People forget that cuffing is an example isn’t  apprenticeship, the master chefs, the a 
couple days in France a few years ago on a project and we were just looking at very small 
college in the middle of nowhere that just charmed out mittens are their chefs and it was just 
phenomenal. Its wasn't that … their standards are high; the expectations were high and the 
network was high. So if someone became the so-chief [and someone chef and they were really 
good at that. That's a apprenticeship based system and it was great.  
 
B3: again depends on what it means learning, so if you talk about education which is different 
than learning, from the education perspective there is greater engagement within education 
than in the entire ... that’s also has to do with public policies as well and in the eighties, I 
think it was in the nineties, the ARC lab has decided to put, and the government has decided 
to put more investment into the education, for the simple reason, because they realized .The 
more educated people are the more high value value we can attract into the country. So the 



 

 

policy passed out, and it worked at the education levels went up and we got a lot of foreign 
direct investment. And now because of the recession and everything else the major crisis that 
we had in the 2008 and the government had to go to the education scheme. and that has 
brought a lot of people into the education, people that would working and none of those 
people didn't have a primary degree. because of the public policy there are more people 
engaging in education because that the chance to do so, and there are different important 
schemes to support and to go back there, you get an allowance to go back to college. And then 
forthcoming education .. There are more people getting involved. I think we are per capita we 
probably are closest to the highest educators in the world 
 
B4: But we do have a shortage of science engineering graduates, if we are truly high tech 
economy to service the needs of that economy in going forward, then there has been an 
emphasis on the government policy and putting in terms of the exams in collge, maths and 
science based objects. There is a need as well promotional I think to .. that it's  a career path 
as well. As business skills to engineering graduates I think of critical importance because a lot 
of we talk earlier we are very good at training engineers but actually how do we cooperate 
with those engineers and scientists it's actually the necessarily business skills that they will 
need as well in life. Maybe this business they can be the actual the entrepreneurs and the 
future of fast tracker. 
 
B2: It's a small virtuality  you have a small population that you want someone to be the 
engineer who’s gonna work foreign direct investment company, so we can find a foreign direc 
investment company, when they come in so we can attract the fund directing investment 
company, they'll move on a indigenous company to be the entrepreneur, to set their own 
indigenous company.  
 
B1: Motorola in Clark I think they set up 6 spinoffs  companies and one of those companies 
actually employees 20 engineers in Clark and because they;re really  highly talented people 
but they got the business skill working environment of Motorola and understood the business 
opportunity that can … 
 
B4: as a nation we are very ambitious 
 
V: So for example if we translate into a score regard of the role of attitudes and culture 
regarding  
 
B1: I think he recession in Waterford has shown that people that are very willing to change, 
very capable to change.  
 
B2: I think Irish people have by their nature improvement without any doubt, by necessity  
 
V: okay so a score maybe. 
 
B1, B2, B3: 4 
 
V: Is competition a positive value for innovation ? 
 
B1: Absolutely  
 
B2: It is now. 



 

 

 
V: one more question and that's all.  
 
B1: I think because of the focus of what we see from companies to make money we are such a 
small player in the international market. Therefore, inherently we have to be competitive. 
there is by fact we have what people might see as disadvantages than you have to overcome 
that in order to become more competitive by being more innovative. So I think .. 
 
B2: For years ago you were told that year ago about competitiveness  
 
B3: Things like new frontiers programmes there was a time when you would try just to haeve 
people in a particularly sector that would in a particularly program like that and you would do 
the same thing for another particular .. , whereas now there is more diverse and there are 
competitors there and in the collaborators as well,  I think competition thing is . 
 
V: a score 
 
B1: 4 I think 
 
B2: yeah 
 
What is the role of globalization for the innovation process? 
 
B1: I don't think it's inherent, when you're a small island, with a small population 
globalization is the way that put us off 
 
B2: I think we were adapted  to the globalization very much since the 1960s and change of the 
economy owards understanding that we needed to be an open economy probably driven by 
nationalism, the need to expand beyond the sphere of Britain, I think we embraced us. The 
Irish people are very good internationally, no matter what community what we immigrated 
every country in the world, and we actually seem very well. We assimilate well. 
 
B3: There are 12 times more people outside of Ireland, that I identify as Irish and and are 
eligible for Irish passports than live within Ireland  
 
B4: I think the idea is actually really good and understanding the Irish expact community and 
using that as a mean of expanding, bringing investment. And preserve very much Ireland in 
terms of export markets. so it's well understood, you know?  
 
B5: Wherever country we go to we haven’t really offended them to start ..  
 
B3: I think that question comes back in the question about regionality, or the intern focus, and 
this is the entities cause we are not focused on just this area, we very much out. So there is 
one I think we'll definitely give a 4 for this question. 
 
B2: I think the one challenge we have is actually foreign languages at one stance we speak 
English. So you know, Irish people like to talk so we speak english quiet well in our own 
way. Irish language, we speak English , we don't understand the needs to culturally sell 
cultirally. we need a big way to getting in there to get their language. It's probably deficit our 



 

 

education system. Would you agree? that's probably our biggest challenge in terms of 
globalization exploring the markets.  
 
B4: To give you an example right , is the  GAA,  who would traditionally very focused it's all 
about the pourish and the county right? And then its county versu county and the best you can 
do in this world is be in all irealnd, to be the best team onireland. . Over the last 10 years as 
much as always and we always retain it's travail rivalry the GAA has spread its wings into 
africa, north africa, the middle east, asia, there is asian games, irish people  available have 
emigrated in the last 10 years. The GAA has supported them to settle GAA clubs hope and 
they will fund, they will sent their players to teach them. I was watching on the TV were the 
police in south africa sent other there gaelic football team to Dublin, and they are playng the 
Dublin team months ago. The guys in south africa had no Irish heritage and there is no irish 
guys . It;s a really good example of something that we did was very very terrible 
intertionalized and is now becoming so i'm not saying that there is millions of people I'm 
saying that the GAA has realized that it has to support those people that are gone abroad and 
the desire to globalize that game . 
 
B1: I think that the Irish government has been very strategic and using the exporting of our 
culture as means attracting people to Ireland and to use as means in creating networks [an 
foreign invest`export opportunities. So you see St. Patrick’s day strategically the lateen up 
global monuments like the Eiffel Tower or you know statue of liberty, wherever to export this 
idea of Irishness our culture, our music, where we are you know… I think it's actually a 
government policy,  
 
B4: yes, it's a phenomenal achievement. 
 
B1: but it seems to create a certain attracting aspect to be Irish, as a means of opportunities for 
the country 
 
 
B4: People think that Irish didn't invade any country, we just sent our public in there, so we 
didn’t take over your country, we just took our people right there. the same desire because just 
like everybody that moved I lived in the states 20 years ago and I was [and I was how did you 
come over from Ireland, and everyone said t me from what part of Canada are you from?   
 
V: the final score and that's all. 
 
B1 It's a four.   
       
Italy - Friuli-Venezia Giulia region 
 
V: So, the first question would be: could you assess the level of innovation within this region? 
How do you feel? Whether does it have the capacity to innovate or not? What are the 
strengths, weaknesses?  
 
B: I would say not very high because the industry is not very high tech as it might be in other 
regions. 
 
F: Yes, if we understand innovation also application of the knowledge it's not that high. There 
is a lot of knowledge generated here but not applied in the region.  



 

 

 
B: Apart from the pharmaceutical and bio-med sector that is growing up almost everywhere. 
And this region has core knowledge in the academia, and CBM is one of the   
But the industry mainly is working in the metal production and manufacturing. Other reason 
are moving to new materials quickly and very quickly . So innovation is a little bit (affected 
also) by this aspect. The other big business is Financial Business which are not so affected by 
the knowledge.  
 
F: Also other regions have more initiatives that can promote the innovation. If you go to some 
other regions in the west of the country or in the central area or in the middle, and you are a 
researcher you have more possibilities to create a start-up. Your more helped, but here. Here 
probably it's not so effective. So even if, I know from knowledge generated here but spin-off 
companies applied somewhere else, not in the region. It's a pity. 
 
V: In case that's all you have to say regarding the innovation. 
 
B: No more than 2 
F. yeah 
 
What will be the weaknesses and strengths concerning collection, perception and 
dissemination of innovation information? For example such as funding opportunities, 
potential partners, available know how technologies in the region? 
 
B: So one of the strength by sure is the presence of the institute that is dedicated to these 
issues, despite it a national. It would be a public institution at the moment is not reserved so 
much toward ... Anyway is a big institution that is devoted to transfer knowledge, transfer 
technology, projects for industry and so on. The weakness is on one side the industrial 
community is not so capable to understand what is happening, let us say, in laboratories. So, 
the missing of scientifically culture. That in some other countries will not say some other 
reason because this is, I guess I talk of Italy as a culture, but for reason is Nord of Europe you 
have many PHD working industries, this is not a case in Italy.  PHD have difficulty to go to 
the industry because they are different like in the.. ]. So, this I guess the main weakness that is 
affecting this reason but is common to other reasons.  
 
F: the question was about information rights? 
 
V: yeah, information would be one of the issues, yes. For example innovation information, 
fundings, partners and so on. 
 
B: Also the risk funding are missing. This is not easy to support for instance spin-offs or start-
ups if their amount of risk is let\s say certain amount maybe is  not acceptable by the system. 
In other countries, again United States there is a better capability to find also some high risk 
projects. It’s not the case here 
 
F: Strengths I would say that these are very highly dense area in knowledge. So it's plenty of 
research institutions which is very good. They are located more or less in the same area so it's 
very good also for knowledge exchange. So, information comes also indirectly not in a 
structure way but also becomes .. people interact. So there is a flow. I see this as a strength the 
fact that we are closed and that we collaborate. Another strength could be that regarding 
information that there are in fact organized by science parks or other institutions … 



 

 

information, there is workshops or whatever, that let us know about some funding 
opportunities. As weaknesses. Regarding for example structure funds where we need, usually 
need regionals supports. Things like that I would say we are not so well linked, or not all 
institutions based here are so well linked to the region or probably there is more difficulty into 
approaching somebody to support for example a project on structure funds. I see this as a 
difficulty. Another throwback could be the close system, not so linked to the international 
environment. I mean we are very closed to, but this more for administrative regions … We are 
very close to Slovenia, yet for example buying electricity from Slovenia is very difficult. So, I 
mean we have administrative programs to get in full exploitation of the innovation.  
 
V: And for example, how could the processes in order of the dissemination or gathering the 
other information could be improved?  
 
B: To move people, that is moving the knowledge from the academy to the industry against 
the main, means is to move people from one… you move the brain, you move the knowledge. 
If you move the paper, you move the patent you move... You create also B2B events, okay, 
it's something to get in touch but you don't move the knowledge from one side to the other 
side. That is, I guess the really missing point here.  
 
F: The problem is, if you move somebody to a company than he never comes back to the 
research work. So research is very selective and very close in this aspect. If a researcher has 5 
years in a company is very difficult he will be back to the research work, and less he does 
research in that product company which in this region is not so luckily because there are not 
so many companies investing a lot in research. Is something that is much common in other 
countries in Europe where researches continuously jump from academy to industry. Here it's a 
question that everybody is asking: "Why isn't this jump happening?" Here there is a limited 
capability of companies to invest in research or probably a limited view on the perception, on 
the advantages on being innovative. I don't know if dissemination could (help from) research 
entities to company, but it seems like we are speaking a different language. So, when research 
institutions try to communicate to a company some how the are not engaged completely. 
 
V: Not interested. 
 
F: Yeah, probably because we are speaking in a different way. So that is something that could 
be improved regarding information. What could be the advantages for companies on invest in 
innovation.  
 
V: Maybe a score, regarding the process concerning collection, processing of the innovation 
information.  
 
F: three? 
 
V: so you agree on 3? 
 
B: It's a bit better, but .. 
 
F: yes 
 
V: okay, it’s a 3.    Regarding this thing that was mentioned all details that the industry and 
research were academia they are just talking 2 different languages most of the time. It's kind 



 

 

of hard to find the common (goal). Maybe also it's hard even within academia language  to 
different approach them like social sciences and technological, informatics and so on. It's also 
very hard to find the common background or somehow common projects even and to combine 
both.  
 
B: There were, let's say a scientist or at least a people that has been trying in science as well in 
industry. This program is about to that point that people are able to understand but is able also 
to recognize what is useful what is not useful. And to have the mobility of people on one side 
to the other side  
 
V: Yeah, and to have this combination as much as possible for example.  
 
B: And this not enough `a scientific degree, even a scientific PHD and that you go to the 
industry. You have to .. 
 
V: Be in the system for... 
 
B: Be in the system for a few years and do something and then to move to other side 
 
V: Can we move forward? 
 
B: yeah 
 
What would be the regionals strengths and weaknesses concerning enterprises and researching 
development? For example the employment in R & D. 
 
B: For enterprises. This is a question for enterprises. 
 
V: yeah 
 
F: I would say an advantage or a strength is the fact that are some course dedicated to  
research in companies. So supporting research in companies. There are some funds dedicated 
to this. The weakness is that normally companies, especially if they are small don't have 
capabilities to write a full project, which takes a lot of time and demands, specific 
competences. Probably reading a lot of documents, knowing the smart specific decisions 
strategy . So they have to invest some time into applying for a funding and small companies 
probably cannot do this. Another weakness is the, as we are here, here compared to other 
regions. Is the fact that spin offs or new companies are not so helped in the beginning. Here is 
very difficult for a new company. Other regions are doing much better in this sense. Here it is 
very difficult at the beginning of a new company 
 
V: Okay, so basically have more support from the state or from the local and authorities. 
 
F: yes, I think normally it's a regional non national.  governments they have much more 
support and also not only funding but also all kind of services to really help the companies to 
grow. I know some initiatives even in Italy where new projects are helped not only with the 
support but also, for example they don't pay the rent for a year or they have really... How can 
I say? All this bust their  chances to succeed because the first years are the most difficult. So 
they are really helping when they need. Probably also finding investors, they are much better 
organized all in this 



 

 

 
B: I would repeat again what I said in the first question that is also the sector of an  enterprises 
are working  is a little bit linked in the respect to the high tech development. So many metal 
production and manufactory and again low level of scientific technological culture of this 
enterprises. So the funding, for the new company maybe can get something for the support 
first mile but the trouble with the second mile where you need more funding, and you need to 
make  a job in a small company is something big. This is quite strange because this reason for 
the financial activity is one of the biggest in the region. In principle a lot of money arrive from 
the financial circle. So, is something that is not connected but it is just the issue of division 
that is missing  for the innovation.  
 
V: Do you think that the individual enterprises here are depending very much on R&D or not?  
 
F: No, I don't think so. Not in this region  
 
B: so, the result by the biomeds sector that is a piece, a part from the this general aspect, but 
on the other side R&D is not so in the enterprises   
 
V: okay, and maybe a score  
 
F: 2, no more than that.  
 
V: okay, usually the final product here of the companies and so on, institute is oriented to the 
regional level or ... 
 
F: not, at all. Well, depends... No, I don't think it's oriented. there are some work of the 
research institutes in the area which of course are in collaboration with companies in the area 
so this results are for them, but I wouldn't say this is the general case. 
 
B: But you mean products (search) … or you mean for products the industry? 
 
V: Also the industry … even, I don't know.... 
 
F: Aspects of research? 
 
V: yeah, the aspects of research. I mean the outcomes the research. 
 
B: So, results. 
 
V: Yes 
 
B:  Because products..... 
 
V: yeah, .but also results. So, is it basically more like national or outside of the region also? 
 
F: In our case we are European from the start. In case the impact is mostly in Europe. We 
have some interactions also outside Europe but I would say that 90% of the impact is in 
Europe.  
 



 

 

B: yes, I agree because also this region is characterized by a huge amount of international 
institutions. [names of institutes] all international institutions where people come from outside 
and study or make their experiments and go back. So, there are all kind mainly surely on the 
European level ... and also there are some national, regional level as well, but it is a minority 
in the respect of the 
 
V: Then maybe a score regarding to the region if it is oriented to the regional level? 
 
F: 1 
 
B: Yes, it is not very high, but I guess this is not due that the results are   
 
F: no no, on the contrary their results of the impact of a broader area 
 
B: The point of view of the production of results in general this score is very, very high. Also 
the number of researches in this region is higher. You know higher (in respect  to the evidence 
in Europe. It's really a high density of research. It is mainly internationals results. 
 
V: okay, but in terms of assessing to regional level how it would be? I mean if you compare 
the results that are oriented to international and the results that are oriented for the regional 
level. How would you assess for a score? 
 
 
B:  as an absolute value is not so bad. It's a few amount of a big amount, a small part but in 
absolute to respect to other regions and also considering that reasonable finding system that is 
delivering fundings for collaboration with other enterprises and research groups is on the 
same size. So, I would say in comparison with the other regions, at least I guess... 
 
F: yeah, I didn't make a comparison with other regions I thought is was more from the results 
are here. He's right. If you think on the absolute value are not related to how much.. but I'm 
afraid the question wouldn't reflect this comparison. You would have to make some notes. 
 
V: yeah, of course.  
 
B: So, it could be something between 2 or 3, but in principle there is a huge amount of results 
available.  
 
V: unfortunately, I cannot put somewhere between 2 or 3. I mean it should be either 2 or 3. 
It's up to you to decide.  
 
F: If your question means which percentage is focusing on the regional, which percentage is 
focusing on the rest of the world I would leaving it in 2. If your question is how much is the 
impact for the region than I would put it higher.  
 
V: Okay, but for example in combination, because in case  it has bigger impact  so it might be 
a little bigger . But this thing you should decide: is either 2 or 3? how do you think? How do 
you feel? Weighting the thing that quantity for the region and the quality, let's put it like that, 
you know? or this things....  
 



 

 

F: I think quality and quantity are excellent. The point is whether your question wants to 
know if the research is mainly focused on the region, I would say no, it's not focusing on the 
region. Because also research is not a once you get a result. Is not that you apply it only in the 
region, whatever you (discover) can be applied everywhere. Of course there are some things 
which maybe be focused on the strengths of the region, on the typical companies you find 
here, typical problems you find here. which is what this smart specialization  strategy is 
addressed . If you say how much do we stick to the smart specialization strategy, a lot, but 
that strategy is based on the strategy of Europe. So, we are addressing this in programs that, I 
don't know if you get the point but the problem is, we are following the regional guidance 
which are in time the same of Europe.  
 
V: YEAH, I understand. 
 
F: Wherever result we get here is applied everywhere. So... 
 
B: To try to put 3 and to see the other question 
 
V: so to put 3  
 
F: oh, we confused you more  
 
 
V: It's okay.  Next question is: What are the strengths and weaknesses concerning the all of 
public authorities or other intermediary organizations that represents this authorities for 
innovation in the region?  
 
B: public? 
 
V: authorities. I mean support for R&D opportunities, formal, informal training maybe. 
Maybe the public authorities identify some strong sectors of the region.  
 
F: Yes, they do. 
 
B: So I put distinction between authorities and institutions. Authorities, I guess, there is a 
weakness that usually they think the region is a closed system, and they try just to have an 
impact in the region to look for the needs in the region, to look offers in the region. And this 
is not correct in the global system. That is a strong limitation, that everything is taught inside 
the region. Now they are speaking about macro regions but is really a stack that is still virtual 
in their imagination. Not concrete at all. Institutions has different vision, that is usually 
institution are not maybe fortunately  in regional institutions we have areas, science parks that 
are national institutions, we have international institutions, and inside these institutions these 
are existing institutions that are, let's say groups  and teams that are working. Also the  
business the innovation center that is regional part but is part of the national system. SO, 
usually institutions are networked, well networked,  authorities are not at all. Is completely 
missing networking in authorities in the regions 
 
F: I agree, and what I would add is that in many cases also local authorities take part of the 
bodies of the institutions. So, this condition allowed the work  in the institutions. Which 
should be completely free, a research should be free. Should not be targeted. Of course it has 
to have an impact on the territory and it has to benefit the territory but cannot be limited to 



 

 

that, because other way we remain back in time with the rest of the world which is moving in 
another direction probably .  
 
B: People from international institutions like landscape facilities, that is regional let's say 
influence with the regional point of view sometimes is limiting the vision of an international 
institution.  
 
V: okay 
 
F:  later we are having these institutions from having initiatives that can really make them 
international players, so maybe come close. This is never good for research.  
 
B: there is a problem for numbers again. It should be 1 for authorities and 3 institutions. And 
the average is two but … 
 
V: so, which would be the score? 1,2,3,4 
 
F: so, let's read the question again.  
 
What are the strengths and weaknesses of the role of public authorities or other organization 
that do present this authorities? 
 
F: public authorities, so. We will put it more in authorities, not so much in institutions.  
 
V: okay 
 
F: from  me is 1 or 2 but .... 
 
B: 1. 
 
V: you didn't find the ground. Is it 1 or 2?  
 
F: We can have one again, with the criteria not comparison, because working 9 countries we 
see different situations and I see very positive situations outside. In Slovenia for example, in 
Poland I see very positive situations there. so, comparing I would say 1 
 
V: so you vote for 1? 
 
F: Could you imagine Italian researchers are migrating to Poland, which used to be the other 
way around 
 
V: Yeah, and we just come to this kind of questions, right now. The idea is Does the region 
have the capacity to attract talented people?  
 
B: Which kind of people? Researchers?  
 
V: Researchers, in academia,  industry 
 
B: high tech enterprises and so on. 
 



 

 

V: yeah, enterprises. I mean to people to come to the region. 
 
F: but again you can have different kinds of movements. I think this region is  very attractive 
because there are so many research institutions. SO, it’s very attractive to PHD students  or 
for post doc that may spend here a limited amount of time. It’s very attractive in this sense. 
Because you find really many different kind institutions. I don't think is attractive in a long 
time, because if you want to progress in your career and you find this kind of close system, 
probably you at a certain point you feel yourself limited. so,  I would say not so attractive in 
the long time. For companies not that attractive. I mean it's the fact. It's not... If you see 
companies are going away. The last years have been a mess, so a lot of companies moving 
mostly in Slovenia. 
 
B: Even in Austria, because they are creating tax level and bureaucracy level that is more 
competitive sector.  
 
F. perfectly agree with this 
 
B. I perfectly agree with this. For temporarily movement of course there is rich opportunity of 
high leisure research institutions. But I think the question is addressing more to create 
something in the region, but it’s not the case. Because again there is not high tech background 
that could support for enterprises. But the main point is a general luck to the national level, is 
the level of taxes and bureaucracy .  
 
V: Maybe a score, from 1 to 4 
 
B. 1 
 
F: yeah 
 
B:  We would like at least for one question to put 4 but...  
 
V: I think there will be. I think at the end it will be some questions where you can put 4. But, 
let's get there. Now let's talk about the capacity to retain people? 
 
F: So this will be the long time, what I meant  
 
V: I mean regarding long term now, to retain, to make people stay here.  
 
B: Sometimes you find a wife for the research and you are able to  retain.  
 
F: So probably we should put 2 in the capacity to attract, because there is some attraction, but 
1 in the capacity to retain.  
 
V: Do you agree? 
 
B: Yes. 
 
 
V: so the previous question is 2? 
 



 

 

F: yeah, because we attract... 
 
B: Because in that case you also put the temporary. Is it in that case is the permanent...  
 
F: To retain -0, but it is one 
 
Is there any regional innovation policy? 
 
B: I know there is smart specialization should be the main box of all the  strategies related to 
the research 
 
V: why would the weaknesses and strength?  
 
F: The innovation policy?  
 
V: yes 
 
B: Like I said before is mainly that is a little bit a closed system. Is looking for needs and 
offer mainly too much inside the region that should be opened... 
 
F: probably strength could be the fact that it is based on European priorities in any case. So, 
that is so very an advantage compared to many years ago, that at least the base for this smart 
specialization strategies is based on a set of priorities that is about European level. So it's a 
sub group of European priorities. This means that they are shared among different regions. 
But I agree with weakness that is to closed on the region. Regarding innovation policies, I 
also think that policy for innovation should consider the fact of attracting long-term, attracting 
companies, which we said would be missing. so, a weakness is luck, this kind of vision on 
policies supporting also the creation  of a new company, the attraction of companies, and also 
probably of support the ones that  are here trying to retain them and not avoiding this drain 
that we had in the last years. Trying to identify probably the need of this companies address 
more to their needs. 
 
V: okay. What would be the score? for the innovation policy 
 
B: how many question do we have yet?  
 
V: 8 more.  
 
F: we have some chance. 
 
V: there are chances the last 4 would be talking more like general types, so I think at least one 
of them would get a 4, hopefully  
 
B: The good point is that actually the several regions, different regions have the same frame, 
smart specializations, the same structure, the same structure, the same algorithms to process 
the policy, so the governance is an important point , very similar to different regions. It's a 
very good part that departs to the policy. What is missing? Connection strategy between 
different specializations.  
 



 

 

F: probably another weakness you can put in this, regards only the present ..  but this smart 
specializations are the bases for most of the funding in the area. And if they are released late, 
like it happened, this practically blocks the possibility to use all the funds that the country 
could use. So, this ends up into, giving back to Europe the money we cannot use because it 
took a lot of time to get this ready, much longer than in other regions so this is a throwback. 
This kind of of complex document requires time and the time takes to prepare it prevents 
money from being used. The have to be deliver very timely in order to be able to have the 
possibility to use the full funding allocated to period. 
 
V: Maybe a score 
 
B: One of the strength that is growing up is connecting different regions, is the macro regions 
We are included in the alpine] space, in the Balkan, Danube region and that is a good  point 
where some connections start. 
 
F: Alpine, to be Adriatic, but Danube we\re out. We are also out of the Balkans Yes, because 
we wanted to present an intereg on the Danube we area were out. We were kicked out, we 
have 4 countries which are in the Balkan area, the Danube area 45.39 
 
V: Score? 
 
F: to the policies? 
 
V: yeah 
 
F: not more than 2 
 
B: 2 
 
F: It’s average. Its just a sign that wake up and do more 
 
How networks are organized? And to which extent the networks contribute to the 
development of the innovation performance?  
 
F: a lot. How are they organized in this region? I think well organized. I will be more positive.  
 
B: what kind of networks?  
 
F: yeah, exactly. We talked about companies last.... 
 
V: I mean open us to new actors, different clusters, sectors, individuals and so on. Or what 
else? Let me check. For example considering partnerships in other regions and so on. Or for 
example the organization of different [regions not only regional but also international level. 
 
F: we are talking about networks at absolute level. Again within research institutions there is a 
very very well network but with companies not that well.  
 
B: maybe we know what is happening in the research institution. Networking level in the 
enterprise, on different levels, might be a really … what is happening because anyway 



 

 

everywhere we are trying to dug deep and enterprise networks. Also be a driving force to 
create a network . By sure on the academy side [and research side is very strong. 
 
F: I would give 3. It's positive but something else could be done, something towards industry. 
 
V: In the way it's going to the right direction. 
 
F: yes. No, I don’t see it moving. 
 
V: I mean it's just the way it is and nobody is trying to improve it? 
 
F: Yeah, you see, the question before was about policies, this is something the policy 
innovation should address. I don’t see the moment there is any policy trying to link more 
strongly companies to research.  
 
V: okay, anything to add on this question?   
 
B: No 
 
The strengths and weaknesses of how cooperation is between different stakeholders within the 
region? In a way is linked to the previous question. How the networks are organized and what 
would be the strengths and weaknesses.  
 
F: We can list here: the strength is about research institutions   in the area we a very well 
connected. I think. I know also most of us are international open, so researchers from  all over 
the world so I would say very well connected from the point of the EU research institutions. 
Not so well connected with the industries, with companies and especially in the region. A lot 
more could be done on the regional level. Most of the connections we have with companies 
that are investing in research that are performing research with us, are not not in the region.  
 
B: I understand this question in respect to the previous one. The previous one is that 
networking with maybe other sides and... But doing similar activity. I understand if a 
stakeholder different activities. And this is less 
 
F: I see a good connection with a general public. They are always open, always organized, 
people are more or less aware of what we are doing in the are. There is a lot of effort from 
research institutions to communicate to the general public.  
 
V: Why is happening, yeah?  
 
F: yes.  
 
B: I would say 2. There is a cooperation with the different stakeholders. It is not very high 
yet.  
 
F: I would say a 2 
 
What about the cooperation between regional stakeholders and parties outside the region? 
Like differences  national, international cooperation …. 
 



 

 

B: and this is both in the research and the industrial activities?  
F: In our case as being European we are mostly… 
 
V: internationally?  
 
F: yes, If I try to interpret the question also on how other institutes that do not relate to Friuli 
Venetia Giulia because other institutions of course have a locally impact on their own regions  
Thinking here yes, in our case is mostly outside the regions. 
 
V: okay 
 
B: yes, also the from what I know medium- big companies, a good cooperation with outside 
the regions. Not only the researches, I guess is physiological are a good cooperation outside 
the region. Otherwise no research at all.  And also this may be the small high-tech company as 
well. I guess this point is quiet good.  
 
V: okay. So, what would be the score? 
 
B: 3 by sure. You want more? 
 
F: I was thinking how is the question formulated? 
 
Strengths and weaknesses concerning cooperation between regionals stakeholders and parties 
outside the region?  
 
F: so, how do you give a score to that?  
 
V: I mean concerning putting together the weaknesses and strengths how is the cooperation 
and just to assess it in a way to try to see either it's a good one or a bad one about cooperation 
with somebody outside the region. 
 
F: 3 
 
V: okay, it's a 3. Thank you. 
 
B: so this is I guess is 2 for all the stakeholders apart one is the authorities 
 
Do stakeholders trust each other?   
 
F: Of course. It plays a fundamental role, in case of companies. Where is no trust you don't 
have anything, but why I was hesitating because I don't think companies trust research 
institutions, otherwise they would go more often to them. Probably if authorities trust it more 
in research institutions they wouldn't be so … So, strongly controlling them. Probably there is 
nothing at trust.  
 
B: The issue trust is something that is not considered here. They are not considering now, is 
just to survive. This is a little bit against the trust. Because they need big funds about the 
research in the industry. This is something that give not space to create a trust. The trust in the 
consortium is completely missing. But even on social part, because there are some facts in the 
public medicine sector. You see that the people and authorities as well, do not believe the 



 

 

research at all. But at the moment it is difficult because when you have to survive, you just 
trust in yourself and nothing else. There is a little trust, but this is trust between different 
context 
 
F: You have to in terms of strengths and ... 
 
V: also strengths and weaknesses, yeah 
 
B: If this is correct the understanding of the trust, I mean is the...  
 
V: in terms you know that an actor will follow some rules, will honor the agreement in this 
kind of things that you agree. That he will participate and will help with a project, for 
example. That he will do that work also.  
 
B: is this a trust issue 
 
V: Yeah, might be  
 
B:  So the trust I guess is that I  recognize the role you have in the .. between different 
stakeholder. That science as a role, that policy as a role. This  trust might be missing. With 
you say that inside the network, inside the project you have to do something and the other to 
do something else. this is common that is an achieved in all of different sides. 
 
F: yes, however one of the programs that European `commission focused is the fact that 
especially with the learning  countries the partnerships in the RISE are always  limited, are 
always restricted and closed. This is because people don't trust new partners. So, actually, I 
would say there is a lack of trust. and you see in the systems  where company trusts only the 
research institutions, Like in Austria, this is really a lot of development, a lot of investment, 
and a lot of mixt researchers which go to one place to the other. I think it's all about trust. It's 
lacking here. Companies when have a problem they just their problem. They don’t think that 
research could solve the problem. It is not the first thing that comes to their minds. It could be 
lack of trust in this sense. Not so much in this sense you say, they will not go because they 
will not respect the deadlines. They don't think this is the issue. But the issues they think .. 
 
V: To be opened to new things and to new people from outside... 
 
F: yeah, they don't think that we can solve their problems, but we can be useful for them. 
Probably institutions don't see the full utility...  
 
B: They ask not if you don't know the answer, but how much does it cost :D  
 
V: 1? 
 
F: yeah, I would put 1.To give a sign that something going on there 
 
What are the strengths and weaknesses of the culture and attitude of the population 
concerning the creativity  entrepreneurship? How people entrepreneur here? Are they 
creative? 
  
B: young people maybe yes.  



 

 

 
V: They want to adopt new things or are more conservative?  
 
B: So, what i see, is that, yes, new generation is coming up. Trying maybe  with the new 
technology, new tools, new business models, that are completely different  to people of my 
age. So, I would separate completely the generations. 
 
F: But if we again use the criteria comparing with other regions, I think the Beneto region are 
much more entrepreneurial. `Probably because there is a culture that helps in that. If you have 
an idea and you don't know what to do with your idea, you just say I will do something else in 
your life. If you have the whole environment which says, pay attention if  you have an idea 
you could  do something with it, probably you will be more prone to do it. So, I wouldn't say 
that this region in  particular would be fertile for creative entrepreneurship. This region in 
particular compared to other regions. Probably it is not in the worse position at all but it's not 
the best.  
 
B: But the focus of the cultural aspect that is what in the mind of the people I really would 
distinguish between an a emerging situation that is visible in this region. Maybe in  other 
region is bigger but is clear that something new is coming up for new generations 
 
F: We can give a 3 here. 
 
B: no no, 3 might be too much, because the new generation is still small  and not enough 
room to move, that is true. Even in the decision phases they are missing completely . That is a 
really a strong weakness. 3 is to much.  
 
F: we will make it 2 
 
B: two, yes 
 
Do the regional attitudes and culture enable for the learning processes in the region? Whoever 
is part of the regional culture  to learn new things, to go beyond of what you know and so on.  
To try to raise new things, new ideas. 
 
B: This is could be a pretty good point. Can we include here also the collaboration with the 
schools?  
 
V: Yeah, I mean how organization, networks, individuals... 
 
F: this is the part where I would give 4 because I was very well surprised where many events 
organized last year organized. We see a lot of people coming these kind of events), it 
happened to me that for some kind of events was not is a place to sit. So people in general, not 
only the researchers, are interested. At least we know what it is about. I think this is 
something grew in the last years.  
 
B: we have also a lot of the universities that is a sector devoted to dissemination  to learning 
and maybe this could be the one 4 
 
V: so it's a 4. Can competitions be seen as a positive value for innovation process?  
 



 

 

B: can competition..? 
 
V:  be seen as a positive value for  innovation process?  
 
B: By who? 
 
V: By everybody. by institutions, by authorities, by people. 
 
F: I think it is because of  human nature. But more than competition should be collaboration. I 
know it is a graver and many things are done because we have to compete with US and we 
have to compete with China. So it is very well. However you put... 
 
V: To have the combination of collaboration. 
 
F: yes, exactly. To have a healthy equilibrium. 
 
B:  I guess, competition is, let's say never wrongly in the academia community because when 
you have to publish a paper you are competing with other people  that want to publish on the 
same... And also the PhD system is something that is accept and is one of the good 
methodologies in the accepting this evaluation of the projects 
 
B: Industry competition is something that you must face, that is also [you would yes. 
Competition is part of the innovation process. 
 
V:  Okay. Maybe a score, regarding competition seen as a positive value? Something 
positive? / 
 
F: It is something that is there which cannot be bad, I would say 3 
 
B: So the point is competition of the side of the knowledge, of the technology, of the quality 
and the side that competition of the money. You get more and you offer more, the low cost 
that is the dark side of the competition. Is preferred to look at the light side of the competition. 
So maybe yes a 3. 
 
V: and the last question. What is the role of globalization [for the innovation processes?  
 
F: Well, give access to everything. So, to knowledge, to new market, to new specializations. I 
see that as a positive aspect.  
 
V: what about competition with parent companies?  
 
F: that gives room either to developing a very good quality system for one place or otherwise 
it will not be able to compete the ... So somehow by competition it raises the level of it’s not 
possible to survive. Of course there are the aspects like costs, conditions of workers and 
which make competition uneven but again it is on the conscious people to decide what they 
want to buy. So in the end globalization per se is not a bad, the  thing which conditions is the 
we are to it. 
 
 



 

 

B: Global competition is of course, a positive aspect  for global market. That is market where 
you cannot create by yourself, because the high tech product in particularly is something you 
cannot close in space. But there are also some local markets mainly in different fields like 
tourism, like services. In that case there is the possibility that globalization will affect the 
local markets as well, not in a good and safe way. If you think again … A good distinguish 
between global markets and local markets in that case [we should make an average between 
the 2. Of course global markets are let’s say more invisible in aspect to the local ones. Then 
between 2 and 3 
F: [I would go with a 3 
 
V: so it's a 3. Okay. So there were the questions. Thank you very much . 
 
F: thank you. 
 
V: Hopefully you enjoyed it and it was also interesting for you to have this  discussion. If 
you'll be interested  we can keep in touch by email.  
 
B: I want to know the final statistics. 
 
 
 
 
 
United Kingdom – North-West region 
	
Please assess the level of innovation within your region? 
a.By the region would mean Cumbria itself? 
 
b. traditionally, I am aware that the government has publishes something, years ago … I think it’s a low score for 
innovation in terms of geographic regions 
 
c. the context is that cumbria, the region is very big, but population is very small. So there are less than half of 
million people here, that live in the region. The region before 1974 used to be 3 sub-regions, sub-counties, so 
Carlisle were we are, is the sit of the natural, the heart of the economic development, and the government is one 
end of the region which traditionally is not the greatest situation being at the beginning used to be in the middle, 
so when it has to do with the second largest town which is called Barrow, but two hours away, which is a long 
way in the UK, you can gel long away in two hours, you can get certainly to Manchester, so the linkages have 
been traditionally very weak, so they are only forty years old. But Surrey has been here for thirty, innovation 
linked to academia often, and the weakness we had in this particular sub region is that only recently we only had 
a level of academia that is makes. There were some attempts to start it over a period of time, but it’s only now 
what are embedded down, something that can be judged as academia. So I think it’s only in the last few years it 
is matter really again, Carlisle lost to be a university years ago and it is at Lancaster, and that’s beacause of the 
public, of the people. In some ways it lost out creating the university there, but  everything that started 
innovation is that for a long period some of the largest employers were vertically integrated in terms of coal,  
iron, steal, ship building, so there was  a big employment there, but obviously not a lot of innovation but direct 
employment. So entrepreneurial culture is quite low so the two things that you would need to create innovation, 
entrepreneurism and academia have been weak, so the results out today have not been good 
b. very interesting, in most recent times you’ve got business like energy and  nuclear industries which become 
very innovative, in terms of innovation so there are good examples of what is going on  
 
a. market innovation, along west coast you’ve got small engineer companies started to be involved 
c. yeah, but particular in the nuclear sector, which is a very big sector, it tiered ones big operating companies, 
tiers 2s consolidated companies, large themselves, can havethousands of employers worldwide, but the real 
innovation comes at tier 3 and tier 4, the SMEs, but within that cultural self of a matter degree, the macro 
businesses have the innovation. that’s where the other tiers look for innovation, down the SME sector 



 

 

 
c. it’s the renewable energy sector, as well as the ship building, you’ve got some small companies preparing in 
the submarine type  
 
b. but that’s now technology, shipped beyond regionally, in twenty to thirty ago they may have span out to big 
local businesses, supply direct to the ship yard because they’ve seen innovation and go out to commercialize it   
 
a. there is the other side of this tourism and farm based, that’s been traditional structured, there is some 
innovation on that side coming as well. 
 
b. I think food as well 
 
a. food, yeah, the column is that we have worked with major suppliers, max  expences, other big boys and some 
local companies are really started to find and a different way to the market place 
 
c. I think that the part of the innovation in food, is extended the life of the product, because that’s terribly 
important if you’re exporting it, and not UK or parts of Europe. If you have a product another year, or days it’s 
much richer  
 
a. I think that at the end of this is the food supply chain, try to find a quicker way to market. It seems to be a kind 
a fight against the traditional food supply market and there people to track.  It always come to the life style of 
this sort of things. They choose to come hear because it is good life 
 
c. I think the innovation in the food chain service is quite interesting, because it goes with science and moved to 
artisan area, and people want local products, where as twenty years ago is wasn’t important. Places like here you 
can have a carrots tomatoes, cow and the goats everywhere and produce the milk and it goes 800 miles before it 
comes back, that was before it comes back to the supermarket. 
 
a. Premium Bisket is a primary example make this here, exploit down to Manchester and comes back to Carlisle, 
it’s the way it is. I think that the food sector is the one that could be more, we are more innovative 
 
c. We are going to get services soon from the Carlisle airport, which will mean that we will be able to export 
food and import stuff as well, more easily, more directly 
  
a. There is a group of business that are linking together, apart from the obvious nuclear and energy, there is 
another group of businesses that started up 
 
b. The other thing is bringing funds to encourage innovation, to get some financial and business support. So 
that’s an indicative, step change in the recent past  
 
c. but that’s quite important, because once the funding is there, it’s all valid good and the funding will rull out 
and will drag innovation continue or it will be because just was there  
 
a. what are actual the number of firms, just look at the drop of innovation that has come from there  
 
c. I think efficiency if goes along with that, because it’s certainly it’s a number of time when two managers at 
business, flight out to Baken because Baken, and on the way back only one of them is going to survive, because 
some of the efficiency was in there. Take homegrown innovation, I think you can get homegrown innovation as 
well, because you are taking talented people who don’t want necessarily see the world, but to remain here. Weve 
got a lot of home talent, home grown that will work in that particular phase like, and all of their energies would 
be to improve   a lot. 
 
c. I think that innovation is not promoted, because people think that there is no innovation here, but we have 
discussed that there is a lot innovation here.  
c. It has to be linked to a strong academic institution.  
 
a. But the traditions of innovation have stocks here, but I think the very fact that businesses can survive here, 
they have to look at other places 
 
b. It’s an interesting point, but we have an extremely good survival  rate for SMEs and micro 



 

 

 
a. Probably 2, if you look at innovation as innovation, and the survival rate, then probably it’s a two 
 
What are the strengths and weaknesses concerning collecting, processing and 
disseminating innovation information (such as funding opportunities, potential partners, 
available know-how, technologies, etc.) in the region?  
 
c.	I	think	Cumbria	is	a	branch	economy,	in	the	main.	So	for	all	of	that	some	of	the	largest	companies	
we	are	talking	about	have	to	seek	this	kind	of	cooperation.	I	think	that’s	becoming	more	difficult	in	
over	the	time,	because	if	you	look	at	innovation	you	look	also	at	research	and	development.	In	a	
different	generation	a	lot	of	those	functions	were	taken	away	from	places	like	Cumbria,	and	become	
the	head	of	this	function.	Usually	in	a	metropolitan	area,	that	just	happened,	so	places	like	Cumbria,	
were	production	area	because	of	the	costs	associated	to	that,	but	somebody	more	clever	to	think	
within	the	business,	including	market	finance,	he	got	more	traditionally	places	like	a	rural	area,	they	
were	in	a	metropolitan	area	
	
b.	that’s	probably	lead	to	the	fact	that	at	time	it	wasn’t	the	university	innovation	and	
professionalization	that	goes	with	that,	and	that	people	wanted	to	work	in	micro	environment	
probably	to	degrees,	professional	qualifications	
	
c.	For	a	while	there	was	Science	Technology	park,	out	of	30	miles	away,	the	only	Technology	part	in	
the	UK	that	wasn’t	linked	to	the	university.	So	how	could	it	really	be	a	science	tech	park,	it	called	
itself	that	…	When	it	just	opened	it	was	just	a	business	park,	but	it	called	itself		
	
a	science	and	technology	park	
	
b.	because	it	is	more	close	
	
c.	because	marie	Exeter	than	marie	currie,	it	was	different	from	that.	But	things	have	improved	over	
a	period	of	time,	and	that’s	because	universities	have	spread	and	come	into	the	area	not	just	at	the	
undergraduate	level,	there’s	been	some	phd	level	work,	and	that	without	any	doubts	work,	it	is	quite	
important	to	make	that	amount	of	mix,	educational	mix,	which	means	we	are	not	in	the	desert	
anymore,	actually	it’s	….	There	is	a	lot	of	development	in	that	field	
	
b.		I	think	that	traditionally	would	be	done	through	governmental	agencies	like	university.	Or	media	
a.	we	don’t,	or	we	didn’t	have	that	part	of	the	media	really		
	
c.	and	we	lost	that	transnational	partnerships,	you	know	doing	with	other	European	countries.	I	think	
we	did	a	bit	tenly	15-20	years	ago,	but	I	don’t	see	to	do	much	now	frankly.	That’s	a	lot		
	
a.	we	have	to	do	more	small	scale	stuff	rather	than	large	
	
b.	because	the	evident	is	that	not	having	a	regional	development	agency,	so	it’s	very	localized	
regions,	rather	than	North	-	West	or	England	region,	were	a	quite	few	years	ago,	but	this	is	what	
existed	there	was	no	scope	for	dissemination	or	information	about	research	problems.	So	I	think	that	
is	was	happened	actually.	My	perception	is	that	the	don’t	end	up	well	across	boundaries,	geographic	
boundaries	and	it’s	quite	a	fit	to	get	to	work	together		
	
a.	like	you	said	Carlisle	is	at	the	end	of	..	
	



 

 

c.	there	is	enough	collaborative	work	there,	and	the	notion	of	what	we	should	be	doing	isn’t	there,	I	
think	we	sometimes	hear	or	see	these	pro-relations,	that	we	should	build	relationships	ourselves	
rather	to	be	invited		
	
b.	it’s	true	…	I	think	it’s	one	
	
a.	I	actually	I	think	it	is	in	a	wrong	direction,	it	could	be	two	but	it	goes	toward	one.	A	weak	two	as	
opposed	to	a	strong	weak	
everybody	goes	for	one	
	
What	are	the	regional	strengths	and	weaknesses	concerning	enterprises	and	R&D?	
	
b.	we’ve	mentioned	already	that	small	business	have	a	good	survival	rate.	It	a	strength	of	this	area,	of	
this	region	
	
a.	it’s	a	push	factor.	People	that	want	to	stay	here	have	to	do	by	themselves		
	
b.	and	there	a	very	limited	inequality	in	the	area.	It’s	only	4000	in	the	area,	there	is	low	level	of	
employment,	isn’t	it?	There	is	a	in	accordance	to	national	level,	an	increase	in	people	settling	a	
business,	SMEs,	that	were	pushed	out	of	other	jobs,	other	sectors	
	
a.	speaking	from	a		....	perspective,	there	is	a	network	of	people	at	a	certain	age	that	just	to	deep	
themselves	and	happy	to	talk	cross-sectors	and	help	each	others.	And	I	think	that	networks	grow	and	
I	have	to	say	that	when	it	comes	to	county		
	
c.	I	think	one	time,	until	10	years	ago	at	least,	export	about	the	most	because	what	the	higher	
education	offered	outside	of	the	county,	not	very	attractive	and	going	from	the	rural	areas	to	the	
cities,	good	northern	cities,	and	it	was	to	the	north	mostly	from	the	south,	attracting	them	back	good	
jobs,	a	variety	of	jobs	that’s	been	difficult.	But	as	said	now,	we’ve	got	ways	of	people	coming	back	to	
our	areas,	so	we	are	gaining	some	of	those.	I	think	one	of	the	best	that’s	happened	is	that	is	more	
permission	now	appetencies,	appetencies	with	what	has	to	do	an	enterprise.	The	high	level	of	
appetencies	is	good	for	those	people	that	are	clever,	but	want	to	stay	home,	but	maybe	don’t	want	
to	leave	this	place.	But	that	actually	can	go	right	through	here	eventually,	but	staying	at	home.	I	think	
that	there	was	the	realization	that	Kickson	is	doing	just	great,	an	entrepreneurial,	I	think	that	there	
more	opportunities	now	can	be	“enterprisy”	within	a	paid	position,	so	you	can	be	a	work	force,	but	
become	“enterprisy”	without	being	an	entrepreneur.	So	I	think	that	releases	that	the	are	a	number	
of	sectors,	particularly	the	food	sector	where	people	can	do	that	innovations	and	can	those	
enterprises,	different	cost	entries.	Yes,	it	is	a	natural	back	drop	format			
	
a.	do	you	think	(name	of	the	company)	helped	to	push	into	entrepreneurial	activity?	
	
c.	I	think	it	made	them	going	to	diversify,	I	think	that’s	heavily	linked	what	(name	of	the	company)	
activities	is	looking	at	services	used	and	the	activities	supply	within	your	group	
	
b.	and	did	for	the	floods	it	apply?	Is	it	innovation,	cause	people	come		
	
c.	but	it	does	bring	together	communities,	so	it	does	much	more	local	purchasing,	much	more	ground	
loyalty	associated	with	local	products,	and	there	is	a	better	dynamic	between	the	people	
	
a.	and	that’s	encouraging.	We	look	at	how	people		learn	that	acting	together	get	things	done	quicker		
	



 

 

c.	(name	of	the	community)	very	very	strong	community	as	results	of	that.	And	it	doesn’t	extend	just	
to	be	friendly,	it	means	that	are	very	supportive	on	the	projects	in	the	area	under,	under	reprise.	
	
a.	it’s	almost	creates	a	sense	of	place,	a	stronger	sense	of	the	place.	I	think	it’s	Scotland	..	
	
c.	the	northern	you	go	in	this	country,	the	stronger	the	sense	of	place	is,	so	…		
	
cv.	maybe	some	weaknesses?	
	
b.	the	strips	of	that	is	not	looking	necessarily	at	sides	of	the	regional	boundaries,	national	or	
international	export.	My	perception	again	of	the	recent,	good	examples	of	good	export	companies.	
You’re	talking	about	UK	TI,	industry.	That’s	the	impression	I	get,	Cumbria	is	not	strong	necessary	on	
that	compatible	regions.	And	I	think	is	that	part	(name	of	the	participant)	was	talking	about.	We’re	
comfortable	trading	roof,	we	call	partners	and	later	…	are	not	necessarily	to	rule	the	world	
	
c.	and	that	market	is	limited,	by	our	affiliation,	so	the	near	market	is	ambigue	as	well.	This	is	not	a	
natural	place	to	settle	a	business,	exporting	to	Europe,	because	of	the	transport	network.	Anybody	
who	is	exporting	at	the	moment	is,	I	think	very	good		
	
b.	until	recently	as	well,	connectivity	…	IT	connectivity,	internet	is	poor	as	well	for	the	most	out	of	the	
county,	even	for	Carlisle	city	few	years	ago,	and	that’s	again	to	hinder	…		
	
c.	If	we	had	in	this	county,	high	broadband,	wifi	roaming	as	well,	I	think	as	out	of	the	county,	this	
would	make	this	county	very	attractive,	very	competitive	because	a	lot	more	people	that	want	to	
work	from	home	
	
a.	yeah	
	
c.	and	do	lifestyle	based	on	this,	and	could	compete,	and	if		we	can	get	to	that	stage,	we	cant	be	far	
from	that,	it	is	entirely	possible		
b.	certainly	it	is	important,	that	is	so	key,	matter	to	the	most	of	core	of	broadband,	most	effective	
thing	can		do	everything	
cv.	“talking	about	internet	in	Romania	and	Moldova	and	that	it	just	gets	what	is	best	on	the	market”	
	
a.the	(name	of	the	company)	is	just	upgrading,	couple	of	wires.	My	internet	is	coming	with	a	
telegraph	box	and	is	leaning	like	that	…	
	
c.	you	have	a	telegraph	box?	
	
a.	less	than	a	megabyte,	probably	250	kbs	…	
	
c.	that’s	quite	low,	isn’t	it	…	so	that’s	a	big	driver	in	one	way	…	because	tourism	being	the	sector	in	
Cumbria,	but	modern	tourism	needs	to	have	big	bandwidth	and	mobile	technology	as	well	with	it,	
because	it’s	demanded	by	the	young	people	
	
cv.	score	for	enterprises	and	r&d?	
	
b.	well	the	enterprises	is	quite	high	but	the	r&d	I	would	say	is	lower		
	
a.	enterprise	high,	r&d	low,	creativity	would	help	both	
score	2	
	



 

 

Is	the	final	product	oriented	toward	regional	level?	
	
b.	I	think	in	Carlisle	it	is	oriented	more	regional,	there	aren’t	any	examples	matching	to	national	
products,	in	terms	of	…	
	
a.	yeah,	if	you	have	this	sort	of	multi-class,	socially	it	does	not	produce	anything	
	
b.	it	is	actually,	but	we	don’t	know	what	it	is	
	
a.	and	we	can’t	export	that	yet,	but	we	would	like	to	
	
c.	submarines,	one	billion	pounds,	we	make	new	pounds	athletic	shoes,	we	make	a	lot	of	things,	we	
make	tires	for	automotive	a	lot	of	stuff	that	we	make,	it’s	original	equipment	that’s	actually	going	
somewhere	else	for	the	process.	We’re	dragging	that	party	now,	we	are	producing	more	finished	
products	we	have	ever	did	and	that’s	because	efficiency	isn’t	so	important.	Cumbria	is	lacking	
efficiency	within	the	area.	But	it’s	traditionally	being	that	branch	plant,	targeting	the	industry	where	
we	…	for	a	lot	of	companies	they	make	(name	of	the	product)	…	that	sort	of	production	
	
a.	it	would	be	going	at	least	nationally,	but	it	wouldn’t	be		
	
c.	the	food	sector,	it	is	again	spread	upon,	because	in	the	UK	we	have	regional	consolidators	for	food,	
so	you	take	it	in	a	service	center,	which	is	usually	beside	too	much	wise	,	we	deliver	into	there	and	it	
goes	out	the	so	it’s	been	more	regionalized	now	than	it	was,	don’t	have	to	deliver	point	to	point,	and	
then	you	can	deliver	it	locally.	We	have	very	big	logistic	operators	in	Cumbria,	the	biggest	
independent	that	does	a	lot	of	carrying		
	
b.	it	is	quite	a	big	field	to	distribute	in	the	area	
c.	it	doesn’t	have	to	say	to	regional	level,	a	lot	of	goods	that	we	have	in	the	UK	are	imported	now,	
huge	numbers	of	imported,	you	know	that	clothing	and	that	…	Some	of	the	products	we	anymore	in	
the	food	sector,	we	are	goo	in	food	and	drink,	are	going	nationally.	They	might	be	going	regionally,	
but	it’s	only	because	the	way	of	distribution	networks	are	such.	They	are	for	national	consumption	
	
a.	most	of	the	small-medium	manufacturers	are	all	exporting,	at	least	in	this	area,	and	many	is		
to	supply	Cumbria.	Because	the	market	is	not	there	we	don’t	have	to	export	outside	of	the	area	
c.	I	think	that	it	is	something	in	a	two	years	time	(it	was	a	three	now)	but	is	heading	in	the	right	
direction	again	
	
What	are	the	strengths	and	weaknesses	concerning	the	role	of	the	public	authorities	and/or	
intermediary	organizations	representing	these	authorities?	
	
c.	nothing	local	based,	it’s	certainly	national	or	comes	regionally	from	the	academic	base.	It’s	nothing	
inheriting	in	Cumbria,	no	local	funding	towards		
a.	there’s	what	you	gets	to	buy	local		
	
vc.	Some	support	of	R&D	opportunities,	formal	and	informal	trainings	for	entrepreneurs	…	
	
a.we	do	a	little	bit	of	that	
	
b.	we	do,	but	we	don’t	qualify	for	that	(if	university	can	be	qualified	as	state	organization	in	this	
context)	
	
c.	you	got	to	draw	their	national	funding	packages	



 

 

	
a.	a	lot	of	programs	we	run	from	national	funding,	but	they	still	owe	you	or	was	…	the	college	would	
be	the	same,	it	would	be	qualified	as	outside	the	public	sphere	
	
b.	so	how	can	city	council	can	offer	support	…	
	
a.	there	is	little	council	from	there		
	
b.	the	Burke	council	they	used	to	do,	when	I	started	to	work	back	in	2010,	I	was	aware	that	there	was	
some	funding	from	local	councils	for	business	supports,	that	stuff,	they’ve	put	some	money,	but	that	
was	before	
	
c.	it	all	disappeared	
	
b.	it	was	before	all	crashing	..	
	
c.	since	the	demands	of	the	regional	development	organizations	since	2010,	money	has	grew	
gradually,	so	any	money	that	has	come	though	has	come	from	head	offices,	large	organizations,	if	
look	at	Nuclear	sector,	it’s	government	owned,	might	be	called	a	limited	company,	but	it’s	actually	
government	owned	and	it’s	difficult	to	categorize	
	
a.	they	do	are	trying	to	some	support	for	entrepreneurial	activities	…	
	
b.	limited	
a.	but	it’s	limited.	But	that	doesn’t	mean	that	they	don’t	want	to	cooperate	with	…	things	are	
happening	
	
c.	it’s	gonna	be	low	…	well	1	is	low	
	
b.	1	is	a	lonely	number	
	
a.	yeah	
It’s	a	one	
	
Does	your	region	have	the	capatcity	to	attract	talented	people?	
	
a.	the	right	of	talented	people	..	I	think	you	like	the	ones	Carlisle	makes	..	It	does	
	
c.	it	does,	because	it	has	a	fantastic	lifestyle	attraction.	The	problem	is	attracting	the	spouse	partner	
to	opportunities	that	goes	there,	because	it	could	be	a	very	attractive	job	there,	but	we	got	a	level	of	
supported	jobs	here,	a	teacher	or	something	like	that	might	be	a	spouse	partner	at	least	in	the	
theory.	We	got	a	very	attractive	environment	to	attract	people	to,	it	is	a	very	safe	environment		
	
b.	but	there	is	a	counter	side	which	is,	in		terms	of	the	area	landscape	which	are	attractive	…		career	
development	wise	it	is	not	so	attractive.	You	might	find	an	interesting	job	and	even	might	get	it,	but	
from	where	you	actually	get	there	in	5	years	time	or	whatever.	I	think	that	puts	people	off.	And	
certainly	not	the	IT	sector,	I	would	have	to	go	somewhere	else,	I	would	have	to	go	to	Lancaster	or	
Glasgow,	Newcastle	
	
c.	where	do	you	live?	
	
b.	(names	the	place)	



 

 

	
c.	was	that	the	lifestyle	or	was	it	a	logistic	a	position	for	career?	
	
b.	it	was	lifestyle,	I	suppose.	It	was	a	case	to	grow	family,	you	need	to	go	out	South-East.	But	I	knew	
when	I	did	it,	I	burn	bridges	probably	to	career,	we	are	talking	about	that		
	
c.	that’s	right	…	it	is	not	that	we	are	purple,	the	sea	almost	on	two	sides	here,	mountains	as	well	and	
are	more	a	long	way	from	cities.	And	the	academic	opportunity	would	have	to	live	in	Carlisle,	Eastern	
of	Carlisle	(names	a	number	of	cities	around	Carlisle)	allows	you	to	do	what	just	you	said	that,	
otherwise	it	is	a	big	county,	a	big	distance	to	travel.	It	is	a	big	decisions,	it	is	not	a	transect	decision	
where	you	will	say	I’ll	do	that	in	3	years	..	no….	There	is	North-South	divide	in	term	of	house	pricing	
and	that’s	important	as	well,	it’s	much	more	expensive	in	the	South,	in	London	to	leave.	So	if	you	
may	move	from	South	to	hear,	up	hear	you	would	get	a	better	bargain	of	money.	Trying	to	go	back	
might	be	different,	you	may	not	ever	want	to	go	back			
	
b.	that’s	right		
 
c. but then you have to bargain opportunities for your sons and daughters 
 
b. In terms of professional level, is Cumbria attractive, but you have to be the right sort of person who is 
attracted to, there will be a lot of people who will be attracted to and want to stay in big cities, or linked to 
number of big cities, not only Manchester, Liverpool. So there is counter foil to attract in the early 
 
a. working in London for  so many days a week that travelling will ground you down very quickly, even with the 
rail connections there .. 
 
c. we got people who are high positioned in the county council here commuting every day, but that’s part of the 
encounter, but there are few  
 
b. we have people at the university coming out of Manchester, but they tend to go to Lancaster campus though 
 
c. it is quite different to metropolitan areas, if you travel for 30 minutes here you get 50 miles, if you go to 
London you might go 3 miles. It is a scale about how you would that. It takes you I guess to travel to Wales 
 
b. and I was in London last and it took me to get from (name of the place) to (name of the place) almost two 
hours, nearly as much it took me to get out of here to London. Just in time to get the right trains at the right time  
 
c. certainty of journey times is the advantage create development, create opportunity for individuals moving 
around and partners coming into the area, technically professional clusters. It’s a trade off, in a way you live 
anywhere , even in the valley there, really high quality of life and safe environment  
 
b. for families it’s great 
 
c. what is the final analysis? Higher salary, higher goings in a city violence, tensions and so forth, their 
aspirations, more dispensable money from your occupation, and safe environment to bring your family. You 
made that choice (referring to participant B) 
 
c. in the nuclear sector there a more people with degrees than any other part of North of England 
 
a. it’s the type of people they had to have it  
 
c. yes they did, it could a four or something like that 
 
b. a three 
 
c. yes, cause the house went up  
 
a. yep, it’s a three 



 

 

 
Does your region have the capacity to retain talented people? 
 
b. it has, job opportunities  
 
c. I think it has, we have just discussed that. That’s the main drawback we haven’t discussed the 
multidisciplinary stuff 
 
b. there is a lot of big businesses   
 
c. you know if you to city, if you go to Liverpool you might have not far away two-three universities in there at 
least, three home grown universities and more academic institutions, so the opportunity for development here not 
quite certain  
 
a. for the person in enterprise firstly is the opportunities for their family comes to a point were it doesn’t match 
with the opportunities of …. 
 
c. it’s interesting, cause what is your son’s doing (speaking to participant a) essentially he could do it anywhere, 
and he could be living in a big city. It might be an ethnic? 
 
a. I don’t know… 
 
c. I think that’s part of the context as well, if you grew-up in a place like this, where you call it grown-up 
lifestyle and after all activities as well, it’s not about careers anymore, it is about freedom people, it is about if I 
am twenty I might settle down and something when I am thirty, why shouldn’t I do it before that, why shouldn’t 
I snowboard, my son went to play and English game called cricket, to in Australia, play two years instead of 
university. And why not?  
 
a. do you think it is about this region, this area? 
 
c. my daughter wants to be a teacher, a physical education, this week she’s doing a placement, but in Cape 
Town, that’s a commute. So I think for younger people it’s more of a global, we wouldn’t’ve consider that. She 
is only gone for a week, Cape Town is miles away …. But you can do that now, the world is bigger … you know 
you would never come from Slovenia 20 years ago to a place like Carlisle, you know that. You would be placing 
a flag somewhere in the area. The world has shrunk, it is smaller, opportunities are there but it’s not career 
driven anymore, job driven this is what I am going to do there. And who are we to criticize anybody who might 
be doing different 
 
a. this south-west has gotten a lot of people to emigrate, because they see more opportunities there 
 
c. I think yeah, if we compare just over the border in Scotland …(51.30).. the prime mark people would killed it, 
it was bad but everybody was pilling at it anyway 
 
a. on the agenda. A lot of school friends ended up in Australia, because the don’t saw opportunities in place like 
Carlisle 
 
c. When I went to Allen two years ago to see, Tom Tailor, you might know 
a. he was my best mate (sarcastic) 
 
c. and I wait, two out of three shops were closed and that’s the first time I’ve seen the flip, the bruises are 
suffering from it now, absolutely deserting, closing, R&D facilities are closing down 
 
a. this is the nearest smallest town  
 
c. But this is a region center, there is a boarder with Scotland, not a  visible one, it attracts what I said to you 
about if you travel 30 miles it takes 30-40minutes, but in one hour you go a long way in Scotland people would 
do that for shopping in region. If you walk in Carlisle every third person would have a Scottish accent 
 
a. this county counts, the Scot population maybe 1000 people, but main in small village just on the other side the 
boarder, but mainly to attract people 



 

 

 
c. but we don’t have procumbent  
 
a. exactly  
 
cv. maybe a score? 
a. it’s still not high 
 
c. I think we have a good, great capacity to retain, cause we are still not importing enough, exporting a lot people 
still and it’s not important in a … 
 
b. I think it’s a two 
 
a. yeah 
 
c. yeah 
 
a. it’s just not mean that it’s not moving in the right direction, it’s just not right there 
 
Is there a regional innovation policy? 
a. nooo 
 
b. it was  
 
a. it hasn’t got a policy, it has got a stimulus  
 
 
How networks are organized (e.g. multi-sectoral, enterprises only or sector only) and to 
which extent do the networks contribute effectively to innovation performance? 
 
c. by sector there are, the nuclear sector is very strong, and I work in that as well, there are 
nearly 40 companies in that business cluster, a lot of share of that, because of the opportunity, 
because if they work together the pie is bigger you know, rather than individual competing. 
So this spirit of coopetition of working together, maybe sometimes they are competing, is 
quite strong because they see the benefit of working together to innovate. The single examples 
that are particular in cyber security for example. So it’s by sector, ship building, nuclear, that 
is food, drink, tourism 
 
a. they are strong connected 
 
b. definitely 
 
c. all of our sectors are strong within 
 
b. there is an amount cross-sector through the organization by the chamber of commerce, who 
put on networking events, which brings in a whole wrapped as inventible … the university 
does not have that 
 
c. cause he’s talking about 100 plus people going to the events, it’s a lot f business to business 
interaction, social contact which you need if you one home business, working from home say, 
you need that social interaction, it’s very important 
 
b. should we give a 4? 
a. I think so 
 



 

 

c. overall is good, which is good thing. They are not forced, is fairly independent .. or 
controlled by, or certain control by public bodies 
 
b. it’s true… let’s give a 4 
 
What are the strengths and weaknesses concerning cooperation between stakeholders within the region? 
 
c. what would I say is, people ask me about the relationships and they talk about the so corporate relationships, 
things like that and institutional relationships is being strong, what I say is the strength in a place like this, this 
particular region is the personal relationships, cause that actually translates themselves into frameworks for 
business. So it’s the personal relationships who brings the institutional relationships with it, it’s not driven by the 
institutional relationships, it’s driven by the people that are working in it, because there is a movement between 
them. I changed positions in 20 years, but my contacts remain the same. Right here, I know Frank Peck for 20 
years, so that relations do, many clusters on their own tat actually bring the intuitions with them, so that’s the 
strength, a lot of that of course is that people made commitments to move into the area, people approaching the 
message anyway about the collaboration of working together and a place to prosper 
 
a. (name of person) has worked for 3 universities now and has done exactly, fundamentally same network and 
there is a lot of people like that say that want to come to the area … you don’t beat the landscape 
 
c. if you want to get 100 people in the room, you would have to make just 3 phone calls. And they bring those 
big institutions with them. And I see that more, because of the type of place we are. There is a lot of respect 
around that, it’s genuine this one.  
 
c. I mean for instance, when there is some flood, there is one of the big companies in Carlisle, they send people 
and machinery down there. We don’t have a working relationship with them  
 
a. they just did it 
 
c. it’s end of story. Sent machinery and people to clear that … fantastic relationships 
a. I was sick when I came up from Liverpool and sitting in those coffee shop wondering how to get, just picked 
up the phone and called, and started bringing people to dig … there is this network that used to work 
 
c. that’s very strong 
 
a. it is, very very strong, I agree. 4 
c. 4 
 
b.4 
 
What are the strengths and weaknesses concerning cooperation between regional 
stakeholders and parties outside the region? 
 
b. it’s less strong. That is what we were talking about 
 
c. we are not a powerful region or powerful economy. We’ve got a strong leadership to create the power sector, 
so we are … it’s almost by sector again isn’t it? And which sector you are in, nuclear sector, power plants, 
tourism. All of our sector is good, but general manufacturing, engineering, services .. But you know manage 
professional services not so strong, I mean they are good but not so strong 
 
a. we do feel like we are on 
 
c. it looks like a branch economy, looks like extension or something else. If you go to a bigger region meeting, 
you are always welcomed North Cumbria, because you are seen as a threat. In the north we have Manchester, 
Liverpool very competing, but if we say we’re Cumbria “hello” (long laugh). Is Newcastle like that? Newcastle 
is good, is other way around. We are allowed at the table, and because of that you can play the ball hard. What I 
want to say is that we are insignificant in a lot of ways, but I think we do good than most a lot of areas in North 
Umbria, act bigger than you are 
 



 

 

a. the retail element, the size of population 
 
c,b,a : 3 
 
Do stakeholders trust each other? 
 
b. I think so 
 
c. you can’t even exist here and work without it, unless trust associated with it. It goes back to two questions 
earlier. You do something because of the person in that certain area. Trust is full respect around, I think. Far 
more than you find, I think, far more. 4 
 
a,b. yeah 
 
What are the strengths and weaknesses of the culture and attitude of the population 
concerning creativity and entrepreneurship? 
 
c. it’s the first time you said creativity, it so creative sector here, where we are. Which is different. And I think 
that there are creative people, that they always shout loud. In the design, certainly around Cumbria. And some of 
them in the rural areas, it is a lot of creative players. But people are working from home, maybe. Very creative 
things back there. They are able to work remotely, I think it is very important. I think that we attracted that sort 
of people because of the lifestyle that it has offered  
 
b. me and my wife moved into the area somewhere near northumbria, I was stripped wide about the diversity, 
maybe because of the small population and get to hear them more, maybe it’s part of the media that propagates 
that certain people. It’s tradition northcumbria is bee associated by creative 
 
a. it’s not tradition toward creative arts 
 
c. What we haven’t got it’s a multiethnic population, it’s ethnicity s very low... it’s because of the weather (as a 
joke). Economic migrants prefer city centers, metropolitan locations … and we haven’t got that, it’s been a 
weakness. Carlisle is a 100% of population, so we lost that broader mix, beacause we are all economic migrants 
from places like this, because we originally came from southern areas and worked on the land and then industrial 
revolution, and then the people started to work in mines, shipyards etc. SO we don’t have that, we’ve got a 
strong sense of … even people ultimately being for a short period of time 
 
a. in the 1900 we were having diminishing work right here 
 
c. a little migrant community is building the nuclear power station, so that’s going to be a quite of a challenge 
 
v. what about the entrepreneurship? 
 
b. that is a fascinating question, there is a little part of the population that tried in creativing stuff and 
entrepreneurship, there are people coming from other regions 
 
c. I think some people don’t see lifestyle business as be entrepreneurial, but they are and be creative. And that’s a 
bit different, interpretational sometimes 
 
a. to produce, not to paint things. Is it entrepreneurial for the engineer to design the code? Because the engineer 
has to fit in a survival chain in order to fit inside walls 
 
c. good reason of making Cumbria network. They were craft based, more creative craft based some of them grew 
quite big in craft 
 
a,b,c : it’s a 3 
 
To what extent do the regional attitudes / culture enable the learning processes in the 
region? 
 



 

 

c. I think that is an aged based thing, young people are very willing to adapt and learn new things. A soon as you 
get over 40-45, I think it is a different generational thing. It is more about values … young people are more 
edgier, going further. Carlisle is doing what it was doing, even 10 years ago. I think it is much opportunity, it 
used to less risk, our generation was risk averse, we bought mortgages and things like that  
 
b. so in terms of the region we’ve got very limited number of young people, but a very high proportion of old/ 
retired people. If we speak from the demographics 
a. demographics 
 
c. in the south of the region, where several lakes, the house prices are very high. People are coming from safer 
south of the country and retiring there, and the house prices are going further. With the local young people 
coming from definitely from lower paid sectors, they have to move 
 
a. so there is actually no population migrants coming in pushing younger people to look anywhere    
 
c.is there a dichotomy between low paid and tourism, high price. It’s impossible to buy a 
house. There are houses scheme, there are some of them but still too expensive, so people 
prefer to leave in cities like this. That’s why it gonna push the metal market and (name of a 
comapny) to say goodbye 
 
a. a viscous circle isn’t it? 
 
b. if you look at all of the diversity people had to adapt 
 
c. in some cases when it is like that, young people are staying with the parents longer 
 
b. it is true 
 
c. so that’s adapting, willingness by the family. So I think that’s quite strong welcomed, 
you’re 18 get out with the world 
 
a. fortunately we had to adapt more in the rural areas 
 
c. it’s the risks that they take, that we wouldn’t take. We are from a generation that inherited 
our wealth, cause we are the generation that saw large houses, so we got our wealth from that. 
And they can see that  
A generous 3  
 
Is competition seen as a positive value for innovation process?  
c. at least it is driven by competition 
 
a. it must be. The extremely friendly that we are very competitive as well. If you watch a local match, local 
villages  
 
c. it is a yes anywhere, it is innovate or die. I think North Cumbria has to do that  
a 3 
 
What is the role of globalization for the innovation processes? 
c. For me one of the weaknesses that we had, particularly in the nuclear sector, if you drive innovation into the 
nuclear sector, from tear 3 community up till there, it  is who retains the intellectual property, and up till now the 
nuclear sector were very keen in retaining that IP. Now they are changing it, because of the methods. You won’t 
get best innovation if you wont release anything. So it’s how, whether IP resides now and the future, if you can 
retain it then you can do well from it, you have to give it away or sell it, that’s difficult. But it’s more difficult to 
retain it because as soon you expose it to the market place, the Koreans, the Japanese, the Chinese are there. So I 
think it is quite difficult, but there are things so as processes where perfectly relates who retains it, which IP, but 
you couldn’t sue the Chinese 



 

 

 
a. the beauties of the globalization is that it makes everyone small. On a global scale Manchester is small, it 
brings us to the same size 
 
c. anything that has to do with internet trade, it’s by definition global 
 
a. opportunity 
 
c. I think it is quite good for some of our people, particularly on of the IT or science. It means that there is a lot 
more exports in that sense and because we are very competitive at the moment  
 
c. most of our market is within the UK, defense, nuclear, local consumption, tourism 
 
a,b,c: Let’s put a 3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

Coding of the semi-structured interviews 

The coding of the semi-structured interviews was done with the help of the qualitative analysis 

software Atlas.ti 

Coding of the semi-structured interview in Eastern Slovenia 
Code List 
___________________________________________________________________ 
academics in entrepreneurism 
access to knowledge is bigger 
adaptive 
all programmes merged into the national programe 
authority - business cooperation 
automotive sector 
bad conditions 
bad for small companies 
bad for universities 
bad link small companies 
bad train infrastructure 
basic industry 
best students choose Ljubljana 
better competition on the global market 
big - small companies’ collaboration 
big administration 
big companies 
big resources 
bureaucracy for innovation protection 
business incubator 
businesses finance the state 
capacity to support the innovation process 
centralization of finances 
chamber of commerce increases the visibility 
collaboration on projects 
competition is important 
company - institute collaboration 
competition is crucial 
cooperation is a need 
cover innovation 
creative 
dependent on big companies 
developed R&D departments 
different industries 
different networks 
different perception of economic capabilities 
difficulties for smaller companies 
difficulties in preparing patent documentation 
disclosure of the idea 
doing better than other regions 



 

 

don't search at the chamber of commerce 
don't think about innovation 
ecosystem limited to the IT 
education 
enterprises depend on their own funds 
extra job beside the main one 
faculties according the needs of the region 
financing not systematical 
focus on people with cultural compatibility 
good basic level of information 
good connection 
good cooperation 
good for big companies 
good model for innovation promotion 
good relations of between big companies 
good relations of companies at the industrial level 
grey market 
guidelines for research and innovation 
high end value 
HPC 
ideas in the programme 
importance of creation 
importance of critical thinking 
importance of integration in the region 
importance of technology implementation 
in the capital 
industry - institution collaboration 
industry a model for type of relation 
information 
innovation dependent on big companies 
innovation key driver of global market 
innovation tender 
innovative companies 
innovative in order to be successful 
international 
investments - good results 
jobs 
lack of engineers 
lack of entrepreneurial experience 
lack of financial resources 
lack of micro/ small enterprises 
lack of personnel 
lack of qualified people 
lack of SMEs 
lack of universities with tradition 
large number of institutions that support innovation 
lecture for companies 
most of the research and developement in universities and institutes 
national authorities do not listen 
national authorities do not see the region as a partner 



 

 

national tenders and financing 
new knowledge 
no idea for laboratory in the region 
no innovation policy 
no insight about small companies 
no institutes in the region 
no interest for innovation 
no national innovation policy 
no research and development capacities 
no trust outside the region 
not big impact 
not competitors 
not educated in the spirit of creativity 
not enough people dealing with innovation 
not freely available 
not good cooperation with the government 
not innovators 
not much influence 
not supported by public money 
Novo mesto good place for retaining 
one side connection 
over educated people 
own information 
past focus on study programmes 
patent expensive to protect 
patents not successful 
people aware of the importance of innovation 
pharmaceutical sector 
population is growing slowly 
prefer to work 
preparing new programmes 
private entities cannot apply for public tender 
problem in financing small companies 
projects 
projects from other regions 
quality of life 
realization 
region exports oriented 
regional and national chambers of commerce collaboration 
regional chamber for commerce 
regional development programme 
research institutes - patents 
safety 
salary 
share information 
small companies don’t have a R&D department 
social economy 
stable jobs vs entrepreneurship 
still a lot of problems 
strong ideas 



 

 

strong innovativeness 
sub-regions doing bad 
successful region 
supplier of a chain 
support 
supportive environment 
take effort to gather the information 
technology developing fast 
the information is public 
the region not a priority 
trust within the region 
try to innovate 
 
Codes hierarchy 
Code-Filter: All 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
academics in entrepreneurism  <is>  Root 
 
access to knowledge is bigger  <is>  Root 
 
adaptive  <is>  Root 
 
all programmes merged into the national programe  <is>  Root 
centralization of finances  <is associated with>  all programmes merged into the national 
programe 
ecosystem limited to the IT  <is associated with>  centralization of finances 
financing not systematical  <is associated with>  centralization of finances 
enterprises depend on their own funds  <is associated with>  financing not systematical 
not supported by public money  <is associated with>  enterprises depend on their own funds 
not supported by public money  <is associated with>  financing not systematical 
lack of financial resources  <is associated with>  centralization of finances 
 
authority - business cooperation  <is>  Root 
businesses finance the state  <is cause of>  authority - business cooperation 
 
automotive sector  <is>  Root 
big companies  <is associated with>  automotive sector 
own information  <is associated with>  big companies 
pharmaceutical  sector  <is associated with>  automotive sector 
big companies  <is associated with>  pharmaceutical  sector 
 
bad conditions  <is>  Root 
 
bad for small companies  <is>  Root 
enterprises depend on their own funds  <is cause of>  bad for small companies 
not supported by public money  <is associated with>  enterprises depend on their own funds 
 
bad for universities  <is>  Root 
 



 

 

bad link small companies  <is>  Root 
don't search at the chamber of commerce  <is associated with>  bad link small companies 
information  <is associated with>  don't search at the chamber of commerce 
one side connection  <is associated with>  bad link small companies 
don't search at the chamber of commerce  <is associated with>  one side connection 
 
bad train infrastructure  <is>  Root 
 
basic industry  <is>  Root 
 
best students choose Ljubljana  <is>  Root 
 
better competition on the global market  <is>  Root 
 
big - small companies collaboration  <is>  Root 
 
big administration  <is>  Root 
 
big companies  <is>  Root 
own information  <is associated with>  big companies 
 
big resources  <is>  Root 
big companies  <is associated with>  big resources 
own information  <is associated with>  big companies 
 
bureaucracy for innovation protection  <is>  Root 
difficulties in preparing patent documentation  <is associated with>  bureaucracy for 
innovation protection 
disclosure of the idea  <is associated with>  difficulties in preparing patent documentation 
supplier of a chain  <is associated with>  disclosure of the idea 
research institutes - patents  <is associated with>  bureaucracy for innovation protection 
 
business incubator  <is>  Root 
national tenders and financing  <is associated with>  business incubator 
 
businesses finance the state  <is>  Root 
 
capacity to support the innovation process  <is>  Root 
big companies  <is associated with>  capacity to support the innovation process 
own information  <is associated with>  big companies 
innovation dependent on big companies  <is associated with>  capacity to support the 
innovation process 
big companies  <is associated with>  innovation dependent on big companies 
 
centralization of finances  <is>  Root 
ecosystem limited to the IT  <is associated with>  centralization of finances 
financing not systematical  <is associated with>  centralization of finances 
enterprises depend on their own funds  <is associated with>  financing not systematical 
not supported by public money  <is associated with>  enterprises depend on their own funds 
not supported by public money  <is associated with>  financing not systematical 



 

 

lack of financial resources  <is associated with>  centralization of finances 
 
chamber of commerce increases the visibility  <is>  Root 
 
collaboration on projects  <is>  Root 
projects from other regions  <is associated with>  collaboration on projects 
 
competition is important  <is>  Root 
competition is crucial  <is associated with>  competition is important 
 
company - institute collaboration  <is>  Root 
cooperation is a need  <is cause of>  company - institute collaboration 
 
competition is crucial  <is>  Root 
 
cooperation is a need  <is>  Root 
 
cover innovation  <is>  Root 
disclosure of the idea  <is associated with>  cover innovation 
supplier of a chain  <is associated with>  disclosure of the idea 
patent expensive to protect  <is cause of>  cover innovation 
disclosure of the idea  <is associated with>  patent expensive to protect 
research institutes - patents  <is associated with>  patent expensive to protect 
technology developing fast  <is associated with>  patent expensive to protect 
 
creative  <is>  Root 
 
dependent on big companies  <is>  Root 
 
developed R&D departments  <is>  Root 
big companies  <is associated with>  developed R&D departments 
own information  <is associated with>  big companies 
good for big companies  <is associated with>  developed R&D departments 
 
different industries  <is>  Root 
 
different networks  <is>  Root 
 
different perception of economic capabilities  <is>  Root 
 
difficulties for smaller companies  <is>  Root 
lack of financial resources  <is cause of>  difficulties for smaller companies 
problem in financing small companies  <is associated with>  difficulties for smaller 
companies 
 
difficulties in preparing patent documentation  <is>  Root 
disclosure of the idea  <is associated with>  difficulties in preparing patent documentation 
supplier of a chain  <is associated with>  disclosure of the idea 
 
disclosure of the idea  <is>  Root 



 

 

supplier of a chain  <is associated with>  disclosure of the idea 
 
doing better than other regions  <is>  Root 
 
don't search at the chamber of commerce  <is>  Root 
information  <is associated with>  don't search at the chamber of commerce 
 
don't think about innovation  <is>  Root 
 
ecosystem limited to the IT  <is>  Root 
 
education  <is>  Root 
 
enterprises depend on their own funds  <is>  Root 
not supported by public money  <is associated with>  enterprises depend on their own funds 
 
extra job beside the main one  <is>  Root 
 
faculties according the needs of the region  <is>  Root 
most of the research and development in universities and institutes  <is cause of>  faculties 
according the needs of the region 
in the capital  <is associated with>  most of the research and development in universities and 
institutes 
lack of universities with tradition  <is associated with>  in the capital 
most of the research and development in universities and institutes  <is cause of>  lack of 
universities with tradition 
preparing new programmes  <is associated with>  in the capital 
 
financing not systematical  <is>  Root 
enterprises depend on their own funds  <is associated with>  financing not systematical 
not supported by public money  <is associated with>  enterprises depend on their own funds 
not supported by public money  <is associated with>  financing not systematical 
 
focus on people with cultural compatibility  <is>  Root 
lack of personnel  <is cause of>  focus on people with cultural compatibility 
not enough people dealing with innovation  <is associated with>  lack of personnel 
lack of qualified people  <is associated with>  not enough people dealing with innovation 
lack of qualified people  <is cause of>  focus on people with cultural compatibility 
 
good basic level of information  <is>  Root 
regional chamber for commerce  <is associated with>  good basic level of information 
chamber of commerce increases the visibility  <is associated with>  regional chamber for 
commerce 
 
good connection  <is>  Root 
 
good cooperation  <is>  Root 
academics in entrepreneurism  <is associated with>  good cooperation 
cooperation is a need  <is cause of>  good cooperation 
lecture for companies  <is associated with>  good cooperation 



 

 

academics in entrepreneurism  <is associated with>  lecture for companies 
 
good for big companies  <is>  Root 
 
good model for innovation promotion  <is>  Root 
regional chamber for commerce  <is associated with>  good model for innovation promotion 
chamber of commerce increases the visibility  <is associated with>  regional chamber for 
commerce 
 
good relations of between big companies  <is>  Root 
not competitors  <is associated with>  good relations of between big companies 
 
good relations of companies at the industrial level  <is>  Root 
good relations of between big companies  <is associated with>  good relations of companies 
at the industrial level 
not competitors  <is associated with>  good relations of between big companies 
 
grey market  <is>  Root 
extra job beside the main one  <is associated with>  grey market 
 
guidelines for research and innovation  <is>  Root 
 
high end value  <is>  Root 
big companies  <is associated with>  high end value 
own information  <is associated with>  big companies 
 
HPC  <is>  Root 
 
ideas in the programme  <is>  Root 
 
importance of creation  <is>  Root 
 
importance of critical thinking  <is>  Root 
 
importance of integration in the region  <is>  Root 
 
importance of technology implementation  <is>  Root 
 
in the capital  <is>  Root 
lack of universities with tradition  <is associated with>  in the capital 
most of the research and development in universities and institutes  <is cause of>  lack of 
universities with tradition 
in the capital  <is associated with>  most of the research and development in universities and 
institutes 
preparing new programmes  <is associated with>  in the capital 
 
industry - institution collaboration  <is>  Root 
 
industry a model for type of relation  <is>  Root 



 

 

good relations of companies at the industrial level  <is cause of>  industry a model for type of 
relation 
good relations of between big companies  <is associated with>  good relations of companies 
at the industrial level 
not competitors  <is associated with>  good relations of between big companies 
people aware of the importance of innovation  <is associated with>  industry a model for type 
of relation 
good model for innovation promotion  <is cause of>  people aware of the importance of 
innovation 
regional chamber for commerce  <is associated with>  good model for innovation promotion 
chamber of commerce increases the visibility  <is associated with>  regional chamber for 
commerce 
 
information  <is>  Root 
 
innovation dependent on big companies  <is>  Root 
big companies  <is associated with>  innovation dependent on big companies 
own information  <is associated with>  big companies 
 
innovation key driver of global market  <is>  Root 
better competition on the global market  <is associated with>  innovation key driver of global 
market 
 
innovation tender  <is>  Root 
regional chamber for commerce  <is associated with>  innovation tender 
chamber of commerce increases the visibility  <is associated with>  regional chamber for 
commerce 
 
innovative companies  <is>  Root 
 
innovative in order to be successful  <is>  Root 
 
international  <is>  Root 
 
investments - good results  <is>  Root 
big resources  <is cause of>  investments - good results 
big companies  <is associated with>  big resources 
own information  <is associated with>  big companies 
 
jobs  <is>  Root 
Novo mesto good place for retaining  <is associated with>  jobs 
doing better than other regions  <is associated with>  Novo mesto good place for retaining 
projects  <is associated with>  jobs 
 
lack of engineers  <is>  Root 
basic industry  <is associated with>  lack of engineers 
 
lack of entrepreneurial experience  <is>  Root 
lack of SMEs  <is associated with>  lack of entrepreneurial experience 
 



 

 

lack of financial resources  <is>  Root 
 
lack of micro/ small enterprises  <is>  Root 
 
lack of personnel  <is>  Root 
not enough peole dealing with innovation  <is associated with>  lack of personnel 
lack of qualified people  <is associated with>  not enough people dealing with innovation 
 
lack of qualified people  <is>  Root 
 
lack of SMEs  <is>  Root 
 
lack of universities with tradition  <is>  Root 
most of the research and development in universities and institutes  <is cause of>  lack of 
universities with tradition 
in the capital  <is associated with>  most of the research and developement in universities and 
institutes 
lack of universities with tradition  <is associated with>  in the capital 
preparing new programmes  <is associated with>  in the capital 
 
large number of institutions that support innovation  <is>  Root 
not innovators  <is associated with>  large number of institutions that support innovation 
 
lecture for companies  <is>  Root 
academics in entrepreneurism  <is associated with>  lecture for companies 
 
most of the research and development in universities and institutes  <is>  Root 
in the capital  <is associated with>  most of the research and development in universities and 
institutes 
lack of universities with tradition  <is associated with>  in the capital 
most of the research and development in universities and institutes  <is cause of>  lack of 
universities with tradition 
preparing new programmes  <is associated with>  in the capital 
 
national authorities do not listen  <is>  Root 
national authorities do not see the region as a partner  <is associated with>  national 
authorities do not listen 
 
national authorities do not see the region as a partner  <is>  Root 
 
national tenders and financing  <is>  Root 
 
new knowledge  <is>  Root 
 
no idea for laboratorz in the region  <is>  Root 
in the capital  <is cause of>  no idea for laboratorz in the region 
lack of universities with tradition  <is associated with>  in the capital 
most of the research and developement in universities and institutes  <is cause of>  lack of 
universities with tradition 



 

 

in the capital  <is associated with>  most of the research and developement in universities and 
institutes 
preparing new programmes  <is associated with>  in the capital 
 
no innovation policy  <is>  Root 
 
no insight about small companies  <is>  Root 
 
no institutes in the region  <is>  Root 
 
no interest for innovation  <is>  Root 
don't think about innovation  <is associated with>  no interest for innovation 
 
no national innovation policy  <is>  Root 
ideas in the programme  <is associated with>  no national innovation policz 
no innovation policy  <is associated with>  no national innovation policz 
 
no research and development capacities  <is>  Root 
no institutes in the region  <is associated with>  no research and development capacities 
not supported by public money  <is cause of>  no research and development capacities 
private entities cannot apply for public tender  <is associated with>  no research and 
development capacities 
still a lot of problems  <is associated with>  private entities cannot apply for public tender 
enterprises depend on their own funds  <is associated with>  still a lot of problems 
not supported by public money  <is associated with>  enterprises depend on their own funds 
 
no trust outside the region  <is>  Root 
 
not big impact  <is>  Root 
ideas in the programme  <is cause of>  not big impact 
 
not competitors  <is>  Root 
 
not educated in the spirit of creativity  <is>  Root 
 
not enough people dealing with innovation  <is>  Root 
lack of qualified people  <is associated with>  not enough peole dealing with innovation 
 
not freely available  <is>  Root 
centralization of finances  <is associated with>  not freely available 
ecosystem limited to the IT  <is associated with>  centralization of finances 
financing not systematical  <is associated with>  centralization of finances 
enterprises depend on their own funds  <is associated with>  financing not systematical 
not supported by public money  <is associated with>  enterprises depend on their own funds 
not supported by public money  <is associated with>  financing not systematical 
lack of financial resources  <is associated with>  centralization of finances 
 
not good cooperation with the government  <is>  Root 
national authorities do not listen  <is associated with>  not good cooperation with the 
government 



 

 

national authorities do not see the region as a partner  <is associated with>  national 
authorities do not listen 
 
not innovators  <is>  Root 
 
not much influence  <is>  Root 
 
not supported by public money  <is>  Root 
 
Novo mesto good place for retaining  <is>  Root 
doing better than other regions  <is associated with>  Novo mesto good place for retaining 
 
one side connection  <is>  Root 
don't search at the chamber of commerce  <is associated with>  one side connection 
information  <is associated with>  don't search at the chamber of commerce 
 
over educated people  <is>  Root 
lack of engineers  <is associated with>  over educated people 
basic industry  <is associated with>  lack of engineers 
 
own information  <is>  Root 
 
past focus on studz programmes  <is>  Root 
faculties according the needs of the region  <is associated with>  past focus on study 
programmes 
most of the research and development in universities and institutes  <is cause of>  faculties 
according the needs of the region 
in the capital  <is associated with>  most of the research and development in universities and 
institutes 
lack of universities with tradition  <is associated with>  in the capital 
most of the research and development in universities and institutes  <is cause of>  lack of 
universities with tradition 
preparing new programmes  <is associated with>  in the capital 
 
patent expensive to protect  <is>  Root 
disclosure of the idea  <is associated with>  patent expensive to protect 
supplier of a chain  <is associated with>  disclosure of the idea 
research institutes - patents  <is associated with>  patent expensive to protect 
technology developing fast  <is associated with>  patent expensive to protect 
 
patents not successful  <is>  Root 
researech institutes - patents  <is associated with>  patents not successful 
 
people aware of the importance of innovation  <is>  Root 
good model for innovation promotion  <is cause of>  people aware of the importance of 
innovation 
regional chamber for commerce  <is associated with>  good model for innovation promotion 
chamber of commerce increases the visibility  <is associated with>  regional chamber for 
commerce 
 



 

 

pharmaceutical  sector  <is>  Root 
big companies  <is associated with>  pharmaceutical  sector 
own information  <is associated with>  big companies 
 
population is growing slowly  <is>  Root 
 
prefer to work  <is>  Root 
extra job beside the main one  <is associated with>  prefer to work 
 
preparing new programmes  <is>  Root 
 
private entities cannot apply for public tender  <is>  Root 
still a lot of problems  <is associated with>  private entities cannot apply for public tender 
enterprises depend on their own funds  <is associated with>  still a lot of problems 
not supported by public money  <is associated with>  enterprises depend on their own funds 
 
problem in financing small companies  <is>  Root 
 
projects  <is>  Root 
 
projects from other regions  <is>  Root 
 
quality of life  <is>  Root 
 
realization  <is>  Root 
 
region export oriented  <is>  Root 
international  <is associated with>  region export oriented 
 
regional and national chambers of commerce collaboration  <is>  Root 
collaboration on projects  <is associated with>  regional and national chambers of commerce 
collaboration 
projects from other regions  <is associated with>  collaboration on projects 
 
regional chamber for commerce  <is>  Root 
chamber of commerce increases the visibility  <is associated with>  regional chamber for 
commerce 
 
regional development programme  <is>  Root 
guidelines for research and innovation  <is associated with>  regional development 
programme 
 
research institutes - patents  <is>  Root 
 
safety  <is>  Root 
 
salary  <is>  Root 
 
share information  <is>  Root 
not competitors  <is cause of>  share information 



 

 

 
small companies don’t have a R&D department  <is>  Root 
 
social economy  <is>  Root 
 
stable jobs vs entrepreneurship  <is>  Root 
 
still a lot of problems  <is>  Root 
enterprises depend on their own funds  <is associated with>  still a lot of problems 
not supported by public money  <is associated with>  enterprises depend on their own funds 
 
strong ideas  <is>  Root 
creative  <is associated with>  strong ideas 
 
strong innovativeness  <is>  Root 
 
sub-regions doing bad  <is>  Root 
population is growing slowly  <is associated with>  sub-regions doing bad 
 
successful region  <is>  Root 
strong innovativeness  <is associated with>  successful region 
 
supplier of a chain  <is>  Root 
 
support  <is>  Root 
business incubator  <is cause of>  support 
national tenders and financing  <is associated with>  business incubator 
 
supportive environment  <is>  Root 
importance of technology implementation  <is cause of>  supportive environment 
 
take effort to gather the information  <is>  Root 
not freely available  <is associated with>  take effort to gather the information 
centralization of finances  <is associated with>  not freely available 
ecosystem limited to the IT  <is associated with>  centralization of finances 
financing not systematical  <is associated with>  centralization of finances 
enterprises depend on their own funds  <is associated with>  financing not systematical 
not supported by public money  <is associated with>  enterprises depend on their own funds 
not supported by public money  <is associated with>  financing not systematical 
lack of financial resources  <is associated with>  centralization of finances 
social economy  <is associated with>  take effort to gather the information 
 
technology developing fast  <is>  Root 
 
the information is public  <is>  Root 
good basic level of information  <is associated with>  the information is public 
regional chamber for commerce  <is associated with>  good basic level of information 
chamber of commerce increases the visibility  <is associated with>  regional chamber for 
commerce 
 



 

 

the region not a priority  <is>  Root 
national authorities do not listen  <is associated with>  the region not a priority 
national authorities do not see the region as a partner  <is associated with>  national 
authorities do not listen 
not good cooperation with the government  <is associated with>  the region not a priority 
national authorities do not listen  <is associated with>  not good cooperation with the 
government 
 
trust within the region  <is>  Root 
different industries  <is associated with>  trust within th region 
 
try to innovate  <is>  Root 
big - small companies collaboration  <is associated with>  try to innovate 
 
 
Code neighbors list 
Code-Filter: All 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: academics in entrepreneurism {1-2} 
<is associated with> good cooperation 
<is associated with> lecture for companies 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: access to knowledge is bigger {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: adaptive {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: all programmes merged into the national programe {1-1} 
centralization of finances <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: authority - business cooperation {1-1} 
businesses finance the state <is cause of> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: automotive sector {1-2} 
big companies <is associated with> 
pharmaceutical  sector <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: bad conditions {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: bad for small companies {1-1} 
enterprises depend on their own funds <is cause of> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 



 

 

Code: bad for universities {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: bad link small companies {1-2} 
don't search at the chamber of commerce <is associated with> 
one side connection <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: bad train infrastructure {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: basic industry {1-1} 
<is associated with> lack of engineers 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: best students choose Ljubljana {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: better competition on the global market {1-1} 
<is associated with> innovation key driver of global market 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: big - small companies collaboration {1-1} 
<is associated with> try to innovate 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: big administration {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: big companies {2-8} 
<is associated with> automotive sector 
<is associated with> big resources 
<is associated with> capacity to support the innovation process 
<is associated with> developed R&D departments 
<is associated with> high end value 
<is associated with> innovation dependent on big companies 
<is associated with> pharmaceutical sector 
own information <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: big resources {1-2} 
<is cause of> investments - good results 
big companies <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: bureaucracy for innovation protection {1-2} 
difficulties in preparing patent documentation <is associated with> 
research institutes - patents <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 



 

 

Code: business incubator {2-2} 
<is cause of> support 
national tenders and financing <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: businesses finance the state {1-1} 
<is cause of> authority - business cooperation 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: capacity to support the innovation process {1-2} 
big companies <is associated with> 
innovation dependent on big companies <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: centralization of finances {1-5} 
<is associated with> all programmes merged into the national programme 
<is associated with> not freely available 
ecosystem limited to the IT <is associated with> 
financing not systematical <is associated with> 
lack of financial resources <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: chamber of commerce increases the visibility {1-1} 
<is associated with> regional chamber for commerce 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: collaboration on projects {1-2} 
<is associated with> regional and national chambers of commerce collaboration 
projects from other regions <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: competition is important {1-1} 
competition is crucial <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: company - institute collaboration {1-1} 
cooperation is a need <is cause of> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: competition is crucial {1-1} 
<is associated with> competition is important 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: cooperation is a need {1-2} 
<is cause of> company - institute collaboration 
<is cause of> good cooperation 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: cover innovation {1-2} 
disclosure of the idea <is associated with> 



 

 

patent expensive to protect <is cause of> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: creative {1-1} 
<is associated with> strong ideas 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: dependent on big companies {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: developed R&D departments {1-2} 
big companies <is associated with> 
good for big companies <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: different industries {1-1} 
<is associated with> trust within the region 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: different networks {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: different perception of economic capabilities {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: difficulties for smaller companies {1-2} 
lack of financial resources <is cause of> 
problem in financing small companies <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: difficulties in preparing patent documentation {1-2} 
<is associated with> bureaucracy for innovation protection 
disclosure of the idea <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: disclosure of the idea {1-4} 
<is associated with> cover innovation 
<is associated with> difficulties in preparing patent documentation 
<is associated with> patent expensive to protect 
supplier of a chain <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: doing better than other regions {1-1} 
<is associated with> Novo mesto good place for retaining 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: don't search at the chamber of commerce {1-3} 
<is associated with> bad link small companies 
<is associated with> one side connection 
information <is associated with> 



 

 

______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: don't think about innovation {1-1} 
<is associated with> no interest for innovation 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: ecosystem limited to the IT {1-1} 
<is associated with> centralization of finances 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: education {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: enterprises depend on their own funds {1-4} 
<is cause of> bad for small companies 
<is associated with> financing not systematical 
<is associated with> still a lot of problems 
not supported by public money <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: extra job beside the main one {1-2} 
<is associated with> grey market 
<is associated with> prefer to work 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: faculties according the needs of the region {1-2} 
<is associated with> past focus on study programmes 
most of the research and development in universities and institutes <is cause of> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: financing not systematical {1-3} 
<is associated with> centralization of finances 
enterprises depend on their own funds <is associated with> 
not supported by public money <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: focus on people with cultural compatibility {1-2} 
lack of personnel <is cause of> 
lack of qualified people <is cause of> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: good basic level of information {1-2} 
<is associated with> the information is public 
regional chamber for commerce <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: good connection {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: good cooperation {1-3} 



 

 

academics in entrepreneurism <is associated with> 
cooperation is a need <is cause of> 
lecture for companies <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: good for big companies {1-1} 
<is associated with> developed R&D departments 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: good model for innovation promotion {1-2} 
<is cause of> people aware of the importance of innovation 
regional chamber for commerce <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: good relations of between big companies {1-2} 
<is associated with> good relations of companies at the industrial level 
not competitors <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: good relations of companies at the industrial level {1-2} 
<is cause of> industry a model for type of relation 
good relations of between big companies <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: grey market {1-1} 
extra job beside the main one <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: guidelines for research and innovation {1-1} 
<is associated with> regional development programme 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: high end value {1-1} 
big companies <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: HPC {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: ideas in the programme {1-2} 
<is associated with> no national innovation policy 
<is cause of> not big impact 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: importance of creation {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: importance of critical thinking {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 



 

 

Code: importance of integration in the region {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: importance of technology implementation {1-1} 
<is cause of> supportive environment 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: in the capital {1-4} 
<is associated with> most of the research and development in universities and institutes 
<is cause of> no idea for laboratory in the region 
lack of universities with tradition <is associated with> 
preparing new programmes <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: industry - institution collaboration {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: industry a model for type of relation {1-2} 
good relations of companies at the industrial level <is cause of> 
people aware of the importance of innovation <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: information {1-1} 
<is associated with> don't search at the chamber of commerce 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: innovation dependent on big companies {1-2} 
<is associated with> capacity to support the innovation process 
big companies <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: innovation key driver of global market {1-1} 
better competition on the global market <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: innovation tender {1-1} 
regional chamber for commerce <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: innovative companies {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: innovative in order to be successful {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: international {1-1} 
<is associated with> region export oriented 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: investments - good results {1-1} 



 

 

big resources <is cause of> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: jobs {1-2} 
Novo mesto good place for retaining <is associated with> 
projects <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: lack of engineers {1-2} 
<is associated with> over educated people 
basic industry <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: lack of entrepreneurial experience {1-1} 
lack of SMEs <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: lack of financial resources {1-2} 
<is associated with> centralization of finances 
<is cause of> difficulties for smaller companies 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: lack of micro/ small enterprises {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: lack of personnel {1-2} 
<is cause of> focus on people with cultural compatibility 
not enough people dealing with innovation <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: lack of qualified people {1-2} 
<is cause of> focus on people with cultural compatibility 
<is associated with> not enough people dealing with innovation 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: lack of SMEs {1-1} 
<is associated with> lack of entrepreneurial experience 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: lack of universities with tradition {1-2} 
<is associated with> in the capital 
most of the research and development in universities and institutes <is cause of> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: large number of institutions that support innovation {1-1} 
not innovators <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: lecture for companies {1-2} 
<is associated with> good cooperation 



 

 

academics in entrepreneurism <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: most of the research and development in universities and institutes {1-3} 
<is cause of> faculties according the needs of the region 
<is cause of> lack of universities with tradition 
in the capital <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: national authorities do not listen {1-3} 
<is associated with> not good cooperation with the government 
<is associated with> the region not a priority 
national authorities do not see the region as a partner <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: national authorities do not see the region as a partner {1-1} 
<is associated with> national authorities do not listen 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: national tenders and financing {1-1} 
<is associated with> business incubator 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: new knowledge {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: no idea for laboratory in the region {1-1} 
in the capital <is cause of> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: no innovation policy {1-1} 
<is associated with> no national innovation policy 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: no insight about small companies {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: no institutes in the region {1-1} 
<is associated with> no research and development capacities 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: no interest for innovation {1-1} 
don't think about innovation <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: no national innovation policy {1-2} 
ideas in the programme <is associated with> 
no innovation policy <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 



 

 

Code: no research and development capacities {1-3} 
no institutes in the region <is associated with> 
not supported by public money <is cause of> 
private entities cannot apply for public tender <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: no trust outside the region {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: not big impact {1-1} 
ideas in the programme <is cause of> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: not competitors {1-2} 
<is associated with> good relations of between big companies 
<is cause of> share information 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: not educated in the spirit of creativity {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: not enough people dealing with innovation {1-2} 
<is associated with> lack of personnel 
lack of qualified people <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: not freely available {1-2} 
<is associated with> take effort to gather the information 
centralization of finances <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: not good cooperation with the government {1-2} 
<is associated with> the region not a priority 
national authorities do not listen <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: not innovators {1-1} 
<is associated with> large number of institutions that support innovation 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: not much influence {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: not supported by public money {1-3} 
<is associated with> enterprises depend on their own funds 
<is associated with> financing not systematical 
<is cause of> no research and development capacities 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: Novo mesto good place for retaining {1-2} 



 

 

<is associated with> jobs 
doing better than other regions <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: one side connection {1-2} 
<is associated with> bad link small companies 
don't search at the chamber of commerce <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: over educated people {1-1} 
lack of engineers <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: own information {1-1} 
<is associated with> big companies 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: past focus on study programmes {1-1} 
faculties according the needs of the region <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: patent expensive to protect {1-4} 
<is cause of> cover innovation 
disclosure of the idea <is associated with> 
research institutes - patents <is associated with> 
technology developing fast <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: patents not successful {1-1} 
research institutes - patents <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: people aware of the importance of innovation {1-2} 
<is associated with> industry a model for type of relation 
good model for innovation promotion <is cause of> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: pharmaceutical sector {1-2} 
<is associated with> automotive sector 
big companies <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: population is growing slowly {1-1} 
<is associated with> sub-regions doing bad 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: prefer to work {1-1} 
extra job beside the main one <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 



 

 

Code: preparing new programmes {1-1} 
<is associated with> in the capital 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: private entities cannot apply for public tender {1-2} 
<is associated with> no research and development capacities 
still a lot of problems <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: problem in financing small companies {1-1} 
<is associated with> difficulties for smaller companies 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: projects {1-1} 
<is associated with> jobs 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: projects from other regions {1-1} 
<is associated with> collaboration on projects 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: quality of life {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: realization {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: region export oriented {1-1} 
international <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: regional and national chambers of commerce collaboration {1-1} 
collaboration on projects <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: regional chamber for commerce {1-4} 
<is associated with> good basic level of information 
<is associated with> good model for innovation promotion 
<is associated with> innovation tender 
chamber of commerce increases the visibility <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: regional development programme {1-1} 
guidelines for research and innovation <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: research institutes - patents {1-3} 
<is associated with> bureaucracy for innovation protection 
<is associated with> patent expensive to protect 
<is associated with> patents not successful 



 

 

______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: safety {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: salary {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: share information {1-1} 
not competitors <is cause of> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: small companies don’t have a R&D department {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: social economy {1-1} 
<is associated with> take effort to gather the information 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: stable jobs vs entrepreneurship {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: still a lot of problems {1-2} 
<is associated with> private entities cannot apply for public tender 
enterprises depend on their own funds <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: strong ideas {1-1} 
creative <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: strong innovativeness {1-1} 
<is associated with> successful region 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: sub-regions doing bad {1-1} 
population is growing slowly <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: successful region {1-1} 
strong innovativeness <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: supplier of a chain {1-1} 
<is associated with> disclosure of the idea 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: support {1-1} 
business incubator <is cause of> 
______________________________________________________________________ 



 

 

 
Code: supportive environment {1-1} 
importance of technology implementation <is cause of> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: take effort to gather the information {1-2} 
not freely available <is associated with> 
social economy <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: technology developing fast {1-1} 
<is associated with> patent expensive to protect 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: the information is public {1-1} 
good basic level of information <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: the region not a priority {1-2} 
national authorities do not listen <is associated with> 
not good cooperation with the government <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: trust within th region {1-1} 
different industries <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: try to innovate {1-1} 
big - small companies’ collaboration <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
 

Coding of the semi-structured interview in Sumadija and Western Serbia 

region 
Code List 
______________________________________________________________________ 
academic institutes 
adaptable 
are aware of the global trends 
are open toward the idea of entrepreneurism 
barriers in micro and macro level 
bigger salaries 
business and local authorities misunderstandings 
business innovation centres focus on innovation 
business incubator helps SMEs 



 

 

cannot follow the global trends 
cluster networks 
companies - outsourcing 
companies not known outside the country 
competition is bad if others are not good 
competition should stimulate innovation processes 
competitive environment in bigger cities 
connections between academia and businesses 
cooperation based on profit 
creative 
cultural problem 
depending on the motives 
depends on actors 
difficult environment 
don't do anything specific 
don't like risks 
enterprise collaborations not as good as university 
entrance or input for academia 
entrepreneurial in other sectors 
environment 
erasing awareness 
erasing fear of technology 
erasing possibilities 
family opportunities 
focus on engineering skills in secondary education level 
focus on manufacturing 
focus on outsourcing 
focusing on the higher education 
from small to big cities 
global market need innovativeness 
globalization necessary for innovation 
going with the flow 
good collaboration with local authorities 
good cooperation 
good goal 
good mission 
good personal collaborations 
good quality of reproducers 
good quality programmers 
good visions 
Government legal support 
help SMEs through discounts 
help SMEs through education 
help SMEs through offering working space 
help SMEs through trainings 
ICT clusters cooperation 
ICT clusters focus on innovation 
ICT clusters information sharing 
ICT clusters networking 
implementation and financing levels not good 



 

 

increase in researchers 
identified good practices 
identified possibilities 
industry largely devastated 
inertia of innovation 
initiatives for innovation 
innovation a fear 
innovation based on academic institutes 
innovation based on businesses 
innovation based on knowledge 
innovation based on the industry - academia collaboration 
innovation not well developed 
innovation should be for developed industry 
institutions and authority difficult 
intellectual challenge is important 
investment in R&D is at small level 
involve more people in IT 
IT companies 
IT opportunities 
IT sector - remote work 
job opportunities 
jumping from one activity to another 
lack of communication between academia and industry 
lack of motivation 
look for finances 
meetings between stakeholders 
misunderstandings of IT 
national level alliances 
no influence on the GDP investment 
no innovation 
no long-term objectives 
no long-term visions 
no regional innovation policy 
no trust between business and local authorities 
not all academics linked to companies 
not entrepreneurial 
not good institutional collaborations 
nothing concrete 
old habits 
only discourses from local authorities 
open to cooperation 
people satisfied with what they have 
people see possibilities in learning and sharing information 
presence of cooperation mechanisms 
presence of fear 
presence of HPC centres 
presence of infrastructure 
presence of legal framework 
presence of opportunities 
products not oriented to national level 



 

 

promotion of the entrepreneurial life 
quality of people 
R&D expensive for SMEs 
RDA cooperation with innovation centres 
Regional Agency for Development helps SMEs 
Regional Agency for Development offers information 
Regional Agency for Development offers support 
return people to work in research 
same level of quality 
small percentage of GDP for Science and Development 
SMEs don't have money for research 
SMEs have support networks for development 
spin-off companies from faculties 
still a lot to improve 
stimulate people to come to universities 
successful students leave 
support from local authorities 
temporal capacity of attraction of youth 
there are possibilities 
things are happening in the business centre 
things that happen influences the local community 
to improve lower levels of education 
to include IT obligatory subjects 
top down approach 
tradition of R&D 
trust between academia and clusters 
university city 
university collaborations 
want to know everything 
young tradition 
 
Codes hierarchy 
Code-Filter: All 
______________________________________________________________________ 
academic institutes  <is>  Root 
focusing on the higher education  <is cause of>  academic institutes 
stimulate people to come to universities  <is cause of>  academic institutes 
focusing on the higher education  <is associated with>  stimulate people to come to 
universities 
 
adaptable  <is>  Root 
 
are aware of the global trends  <is>  Root 
 
are open toward the idea of entrepreneurism  <is>  Root 
entrepreneurial in other sectors  <is associated with>  are open toward the idea of 
entrepreneurism 
promotion of the entrepreneurial life  <is associated with>  are open toward the idea of 
entrepreneurism 
 



 

 

barriers in micro and macro level  <is>  Root 
lack of motivation  <is associated with>  barriers in micro and macro level 
 
bigger salaries  <is>  Root 
 
business and  local authorities misunderstandings  <is>  Root 
nothing concrete  <is associated with>  business and  local authorities misunderstandings 
 
business innovation centres focus on innovation  <is>  Root 
innovation based on businesses  <is associated with>  business innovation centres focus on 
innovation 
IT companies  <is associated with>  business innovation centres focus on innovation 
innovation based on businesses  <is associated with>  IT companies 
 
business incubator helps SMEs  <is>  Root 
things are happening in the business centre  <is associated with>  business incubator helps 
SMEs 
 
cannot follow the global trends  <is>  Root 
 
cluster networks  <is>  Root 
 
companies - outsourcing  <is>  Root 
 
companies not known outside the country  <is>  Root 
 
competition is bad if others are not good  <is>  Root 
 
competition should stimulate innovation processes  <is>  Root 
 
competitive environment in bigger cities  <is>  Root 
 
connections between academia and businesses  <is>  Root 
good collaboration with local authorities  <is associated with>  connections between academia 
and businesses 
open to cooperation  <is associated with>  good collaboration with local authorities 
open to cooperation  <is associated with>  connections between academia and businesses 
 
cooperation based on profit  <is>  Root 
institutions and authority difficult  <is associated with>  cooperation based on profit 
 
creative  <is>  Root 
adaptable  <is associated with>  creative 
 
cultural problem  <is>  Root 
 
depending on the motives  <is>  Root 
 
depends on actors  <is>  Root 
 



 

 

difficult environment  <is>  Root 
products not oriented to national level  <is associated with>  difficult environment 
 
don't do anything specific  <is>  Root 
 
don't like risks  <is>  Root 
old habits  <is cause of>  don't like risks 
presence of fear  <is associated with>  don't like risks 
enterprise collaborations not as good as university  <is>  Root 
 
entrance or input for academia  <is>  Root 
 
entrepreneurial in other sectors  <is>  Root 
 
environment  <is>  Root 
competitive environment in bigger cities  <is associated with>  environment 
family opportunities  <is associated with>  environment 
competitive environment in bigger cities  <is associated with>  family opportunities 
 
erasing awareness  <is>  Root 
erasing fear of technology  <is associated with>  erasing awareness 
erasing possibilities  <is associated with>  erasing awareness 
erasing fear of technology  <is associated with>  erasing possibilities 
 
erasing fear of technology  <is>  Root 
 
erasing possibilities  <is>  Root 
erasing fear of technology  <is associated with>  erasing possibilities 
 
family opportunities  <is>  Root 
competitive environment in bigger cities  <is associated with>  family opportunities 
 
focus on engineering skills in secondary education level  <is>  Root 
to improve lower levels of education  <is associated with>  focus on engineering skills in 
secondary education level 
 
focus on manufacturing  <is>  Root 
tradition of R&D  <is associated with>  focus on manufacturing 
focus on outsourcing  <is>  Root 
companies - outsourcing  <is associated with>  focus on outsourcing 
companies not known outside the country  <is associated with>  focus on outsourcing 
products not oriented to national level  <is associated with>  focus on outsourcing 
 
focusing on the higher education  <is>  Root 
 
from small to big cities  <is>  Root 
 
global market need innovativeness  <is>  Root 
 
globalization necessary for innovation  <is>  Root 



 

 

global market need innovativeness  <is associated with>  globalization necessary for 
innovation 
 
going with the flow  <is>  Root 
 
good collaboration with local authorities  <is>  Root 
open to cooperation  <is associated with>  good collaboration with local authorities 
 
good cooperation  <is>  Root 
good mission  <is associated with>  good cooperation 
good visions  <is associated with>  good mission 
identified good practices  <is associated with>  good mission 
good visions  <is associated with>  identified good practices 
good visions  <is associated with>  good cooperation 
identified good practices  <is associated with>  good cooperation 
 
good goal  <is>  Root 
good cooperation  <is associated with>  good goal 
good mission  <is associated with>  good cooperation 
good visions  <is associated with>  good mission 
identified good practices  <is associated with>  good mission 
good visions  <is associated with>  identified good practices 
good visions  <is associated with>  good cooperation 
identified good practices  <is associated with>  good cooperation 
good mission  <is associated with>  good goal 
good visions  <is associated with>  good goal 
identified good practices  <is associated with>  good goal 
 
good mission  <is>  Root 
good visions  <is associated with>  good mission 
identified good practices  <is associated with>  good mission 
good visions  <is associated with>  identified good practices 
 
good personal collaborations  <is>  Root 
 
good quality of reproducers  <is>  Root 
focusing on the higher education  <is cause of>  good quality of reproducers 
stimulate people to come to universities  <is cause of>  good quality of reproducers 
focusing on the higher education  <is associated with>  stimulate people to come to 
universities 
 
good quality programmers  <is>  Root 
focusing on the higher education  <is cause of>  good quality programmers 
stimulate people to come to universities  <is cause of>  good quality programmers 
focusing on the higher education  <is associated with>  stimulate people to come to 
universities 
 
good visions  <is>  Root 
 
Government legal support  <is>  Root 



 

 

presence of cooperation mechanisms  <is associated with>  Government legal support 
 
help SMEs through discounts  <is>  Root 
business incubator helps SMEs  <is associated with>  help SMEs through discounts 
things are happening in the business centre  <is associated with>  business incubator helps 
SMEs 
 
help SMEs through education  <is>  Root 
business incubator helps SMEs  <is associated with>  help SMEs through education 
things are happening in the business centre  <is associated with>  business incubator helps 
SMEs 
 
help SMEs through offering working space  <is>  Root 
business incubator helps SMEs  <is associated with>  help SMEs through offering working 
space 
things are happening in the business centre  <is associated with>  business incubator helps 
SMEs 
 
help SMEs through trainings  <is>  Root 
business incubator helps SMEs  <is associated with>  help SMEs through trainings 
things are happening in the business centre  <is associated with>  business incubator helps 
SMEs 
 
ICT clusters cooperation  <is>  Root 
good cooperation  <is associated with>  ICT clusters cooperation 
good mission  <is associated with>  good cooperation 
good visions  <is associated with>  good mission 
identified good practices  <is associated with>  good mission 
good visions  <is associated with>  identified good practices 
good visions  <is associated with>  good cooperation 
identified good practices  <is associated with>  good cooperation 
 
ICT clusters focus on innovation  <is>  Root 
presence of cooperation mechanisms  <is associated with>  ICT clusters focus on innovation 
 
ICT clusters information sharing  <is>  Root 
presence of cooperation mechanisms  <is associated with>  ICT clusters information sharing 
 
ICT clusters networking  <is>  Root 
 
implementation and financing levels not good  <is>  Root 
lack of communication between academia and industry  <is associated with>  implementation 
and financing levels not good 
no innovation  <is associated with>  lack of communication between academia and industry 
focus on outsourcing  <is cause of>  no innovation 
companies - outsourcing  <is associated with>  focus on outsourcing 
companies not known outside the country  <is associated with>  focus on outsourcing 
products not oriented to national level  <is associated with>  focus on outsourcing 
 
increase in researchers  <is>  Root 



 

 

focusing on the higher education  <is cause of>  increase in researchers 
stimulate people to come to universities  <is cause of>  increase in researchers 
focusing on the higher education  <is associated with>  stimulate people to come to 
universities 
 
identified good practices  <is>  Root 
good visions  <is associated with>  identified good practices 
 
identified possibilities  <is>  Root 
good cooperation  <is associated with>  identified possibilities 
good mission  <is associated with>  good cooperation 
good visions  <is associated with>  good mission 
identified good practices  <is associated with>  good mission 
good visions  <is associated with>  identified good practices 
good visions  <is associated with>  good cooperation 
identified good practices  <is associated with>  good cooperation 
good goal  <is associated with>  identified possibilities 
good cooperation  <is associated with>  good goal 
good mission  <is associated with>  good goal 
good visions  <is associated with>  good goal 
identified good practices  <is associated with>  good goal 
good mission  <is associated with>  identified possibilities 
good visions  <is associated with>  identified possibilities 
identified good practices  <is associated with>  identified possibilities 
 
industry largely devastated  <is>  Root 
innovation should be for developed industry  <is associated with>  industry largely devastated 
 
inertia of innovation  <is>  Root 
industry largely devastated  <is associated with>  inertia of innovation 
innovation should be for developed industry  <is associated with>  industry largely devastated 
 
initiatives for innovation  <is>  Root 
 
innovation a fear  <is>  Root 
 
innovation based on academic institutes  <is>  Root 
academic institutes  <is associated with>  innovation based on academic institutes 
focusing on the higher education  <is cause of>  academic institutes 
stimulate people to come to universities  <is cause of>  academic institutes 
focusing on the higher education  <is associated with>  stimulate people to come to 
universities 
 
innovation based on businesses  <is>  Root 
innovation based on knowledge  <is>  Root 
 
innovation based on the industry - academia collaboration  <is>  Root 
innovation based on knowledge  <is associated with>  innovation based on the industry - 
academia collaboration 
 



 

 

innovation not well developed  <is>  Root 
focus on manufacturing  <is associated with>  innovation not well developed 
tradition of R&D  <is associated with>  focus on manufacturing 
 
innovation should be for developed industry  <is>  Root 
 
institutions and authority difficult  <is>  Root 
 
intellectual challenge is important  <is>  Root 
 
investment in R&D is at small level  <is>  Root 
R&D expensive for SMEs  <is cause of>  investment in R&D is at small level 
small percentage of GDP for Science and Development  <is associated with>  R&D expensive 
for SMEs 
 
involve more people in IT  <is>  Root 
IT companies  <is associated with>  involve more people in IT 
innovation based on businesses  <is associated with>  IT companies 
 
IT companies  <is>  Root 
innovation based on businesses  <is associated with>  IT companies 
 
IT opportunities  <is>  Root 
IT sector - remote work  <is associated with>  IT opportunities 
job opportunities  <is associated with>  IT opportunities 
 
IT sector - remote work  <is>  Root 
 
job opportunities  <is>  Root 
 
jumping from one activity to another  <is>  Root 
 
lack of communication between academia and industry  <is>  Root 
no innovation  <is associated with>  lack of communication between academia and industry 
focus on outsourcing  <is cause of>  no innovation 
companies - outsourcing  <is associated with>  focus on outsourcing 
companies not known outside the country  <is associated with>  focus on outsourcing 
products not oriented to national level  <is associated with>  focus on outsourcing 
 
lack of motivation  <is>  Root 
 
look for finances  <is>  Root 
 
meetings between stakeholders  <is>  Root 
nothing concrete  <is associated with>  meetings between stakeholders 
 
misunderstandings of IT  <is>  Root 
innovation a fear  <is associated with>  misunderstandings of IT 
 
national level alliances  <is>  Root 



 

 

ICT clusters networking  <is associated with>  national level alliances 
presence of cooperation mechanisms  <is associated with>  national level alliances 
 
no influence on the GDP investment  <is>  Root 
R&D expensive for SMEs  <is associated with>  no influence on the GDP investment 
small percentage of GDP for Science and Development  <is associated with>  R&D expensive 
for SMEs 
small percentage of GDP for Science and Development  <is associated with>  no influence on 
the GDP investment 
 
no innovation  <is>  Root 
focus on outsourcing  <is cause of>  no innovation 
companies - outsourcing  <is associated with>  focus on outsourcing 
companies not known outside the country  <is associated with>  focus on outsourcing 
products not oriented to national level  <is associated with>  focus on outsourcing 
 
no long-term objectives  <is>  Root 
no long-term visions  <is associated with>  no long-term objectives 
no regional innovation policy  <is associated with>  no long-term visions 
no regional innovation policy  <is associated with>  no long-term objectives 
 
no long-term visions  <is>  Root 
no regional innovation policy  <is associated with>  no long-term visions 
 
no regional innovation policy  <is>  Root 
 
no trust between business and local authorities  <is>  Root 
business and  local authorities misunderstandings  <is associated with>  no trust between 
business and local authorities 
nothing concrete  <is associated with>  business and  local authorities misunderstandings 
 
not all academics linked to companies  <is>  Root 
enterprise collaborations not as good as university  <is associated with>  not all academics 
linked to companies 
not entrepreneurial  <is>  Root 
 
not good institutional collaborations  <is>  Root 
cultural problem  <is cause of>  not good institutional collaborations 
 
nothing concrete  <is>  Root 
 
old habits  <is>  Root 
 
only discourses from local authorities  <is>  Root 
 
open to cooperation  <is>  Root 
 
people satisfied with what they have  <is>  Root 
 
people see possibilities in learning and sharing information  <is>  Root 



 

 

 
presence of cooperation mechanisms  <is>  Root 
 
presence of fear  <is>  Root 
 
presence of HPC centres  <is>  Root 
 
presence of infrastructure  <is>  Root 
 
presence of legal framework  <is>  Root 
 
presence of opportunities  <is>  Root 
promotion of the entrepreneurial life  <is associated with>  presence of opportunities 
products not oriented to national level  <is>  Root 
 
promotion of the entrepreneurial life  <is>  Root 
 
quality of people  <is>  Root 
return people to work in research  <is associated with>  quality of people 
 
R&D expensive for SMEs  <is>  Root 
small percentage of GDP for Science and Development  <is associated with>  R&D expensive 
for SMEs 
 
RDA cooperation with innovation centres  <is>  Root 
 
Regional Agency for Development helps SMEs  <is>  Root 
 
Regional Agency for Development offers information  <is>  Root 
 
Regional Agency for Development offers support  <is>  Root 
Regional Agency for Development offers information  <is associated with>  Regional Agency 
for Development offers support 
 
return people to work in research  <is>  Root 
 
same level of quality  <is>  Root 
top down approach  <is associated with>  same level of quality 
 
small percentage of GDP for Science and Development  <is>  Root 
 
SMEs don't have money for research  <is>  Root 
 
SMEs have support networks for development  <is>  Root 
Regional Agency for Development helps SMEs  <is associated with>  SMEs have support 
networks for development 
 
spin-off companies from faculties  <is>  Root 
connections between academia and businesses  <is associated with>  spin-off companies from 
faculties 



 

 

good collaboration with local authorities  <is associated with>  connections between academia 
and businesses 
open to cooperation  <is associated with>  good collaboration with local authorities 
open to cooperation  <is associated with>  connections between academia and businesses 
 
still a lot to improve  <is>  Root 
 
stimulate people to come to universities  <is>  Root 
focusing on the higher education  <is associated with>  stimulate people to come to 
universities 
 
successful students leave  <is>  Root 
 
support from local authorities  <is>  Root 
RDA cooperation with innovation centres  <is associated with>  support from local authorities 
 
temporal capacity of attraction of youth  <is>  Root 
 
there are possibilities  <is>  Root 
 
things are happening in the business centre  <is>  Root 
 
things that happen influences the local community  <is>  Root 
 
to improve lower levels of education  <is>  Root 
 
to include IT obligatory subjects  <is>  Root 
to improve lower levels of education  <is associated with>  to include IT obligatory subjects 
 
top down approach  <is>  Root 
 
tradition of R&D  <is>  Root 
 
trust between academia and clusters  <is>  Root 
connections between academia and businesses  <is associated with>  trust between academia 
and clusters 
good collaboration with local authorities  <is associated with>  connections between academia 
and businesses 
open to cooperation  <is associated with>  good collaboration with local authorities 
open to cooperation  <is associated with>  connections between academia and businesses 
depends on actors  <is associated with>  trust between academia and clusters 
good collaboration with local authorities  <is associated with>  trust between academia and 
clusters 
 
university city  <is>  Root 
 
university collaborations  <is>  Root 
open to cooperation  <is associated with>  university collaborations 
 
want to know everything  <is>  Root 



 

 

 
young tradition  <is>  Root 
 
 
Code neighbors list 
Code-Filter: All 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: academic institutes {1-3} 
<is associated with> innovation based on academic institutes 
focusing on the higher education <is cause of> 
stimulate people to come to universities <is cause of> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: adaptable {1-1} 
<is associated with> creative 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: are aware of the global trends {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: are open toward the idea of entrepreneurism {1-2} 
entrepreneurial in other sectors <is associated with> 
promotion of the entrepreneurial life <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: barriers in micro and macro level {1-1} 
lack of motivation <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: bigger salaries {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: business and local authorities misunderstandings {1-2} 
<is associated with> no trust between business and local authorities 
nothing concrete <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: business innovation centres focus on innovation {1-2} 
innovation based on businesses <is associated with> 
IT companies <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: business incubator helps SMEs {1-5} 
<is associated with> help SMEs through discounts 
<is associated with> help SMEs through education 
<is associated with> help SMEs through offering working space 
<is associated with> help SMEs through trainings 
things are happening in the business centre <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 



 

 

 
Code: cannot follow the global trends {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: cluster networks {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: companies - outsourcing {1-1} 
<is associated with> focus on outsourcing 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: companies not known outside the country {1-1} 
<is associated with> focus on outsourcing 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: competition is bad if others are not good {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: competition should stimulate innovation processes {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: competitive environment in bigger cities {1-2} 
<is associated with> environment 
<is associated with> family opportunities 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: connections between academia and businesses {1-4} 
<is associated with> spin-off companies from faculties 
<is associated with> trust between academia and clusters 
good collaboration with local authorities <is associated with> 
open to cooperation <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: cooperation based on profit {1-1} 
institutions and authority difficult <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: creative {1-1} 
adaptable <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: cultural problem {1-1} 
<is cause of> not good institutional collaborations 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: depending on the motives {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: depends on actors {1-1} 
<is associated with> trust between academia and clusters 



 

 

______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: difficult environment {1-1} 
products not oriented to national level <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: don't do anything specific {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: don't like risks {1-2} 
old habits <is cause of> 
presence of fear <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: enterprise collaborations not as good as university {1-1} 
<is associated with> not all academics linked to companies 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: entrance or input for academia {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
Code: entrepreneurial in other sectors {1-1} 
<is associated with> are open toward the idea of entrepreneurism 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: environment {1-2} 
competitive environment in bigger cities <is associated with> 
family opportunities <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: erasing awareness {1-2} 
erasing fear of technology <is associated with> 
erasing possibilities <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: erasing fear of technology {1-2} 
<is associated with> erasing awareness 
<is associated with> erasing possibilities 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: erasing possibilities {1-2} 
<is associated with> erasing awareness 
erasing fear of technology <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: family opportunities {1-2} 
<is associated with> environment 
competitive environment in bigger cities <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: focus on engineering skills in secondary education level {1-1} 



 

 

to improve lower levels of education <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: focus on manufacturing {2-2} 
<is associated with> innovation not well developed 
tradition of R&D <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: focus on outsourcing {3-4} 
<is cause of> no innovation 
companies - outsourcing <is associated with> 
companies not known outside the country <is associated with> 
products not oriented to national level <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: focusing on the higher education {1-5} 
<is cause of> academic institutes 
<is cause of> good quality of reproducers 
<is cause of> good quality programmers 
<is cause of> increase in researchers 
<is associated with> stimulate people to come to universities 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: from small to big cities {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
Code: global market need innovativeness {1-1} 
<is associated with> globalization necessary for innovation 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: globalization necessary for innovation {1-1} 
global market need innovativeness <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: going with the flow {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: good collaboration with local authorities {1-3} 
<is associated with> connections between academia and businesses 
<is associated with> trust between academia and clusters 
open to cooperation <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: good cooperation {1-6} 
<is associated with> good goal 
<is associated with> ICT clusters cooperation 
<is associated with> identified possibilities 
good mission <is associated with> 
good visions <is associated with> 
identified good practices <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 



 

 

 
Code: good goal {1-5} 
<is associated with> identified possibilities 
good cooperation <is associated with> 
good mission <is associated with> 
good visions <is associated with> 
identified good practices <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: good mission {1-5} 
<is associated with> good cooperation 
<is associated with> good goal 
<is associated with> identified possibilities 
good visions <is associated with> 
identified good practices <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: good personal collaborations {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: good quality of reproducers {1-2} 
focusing on the higher education <is cause of> 
stimulate people to come to universities <is cause of> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: good quality programmers {1-2} 
focusing on the higher education <is cause of> 
stimulate people to come to universities <is cause of> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: good visions {1-5} 
<is associated with> good cooperation 
<is associated with> good goal 
<is associated with> good mission 
<is associated with> identified good practices 
<is associated with> identified possibilities 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: Government legal support {1-1} 
presence of cooperation mechanisms <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: help SMEs through discounts {1-1} 
business incubator helps SMEs <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: help SMEs through education {1-1} 
business incubator helps SMEs <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 



 

 

Code: help SMEs through offering working space {1-1} 
business incubator helps SMEs <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: help SMEs through trainings {1-1} 
business incubator helps SMEs <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: ICT clusters cooperation {1-1} 
good cooperation <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: ICT clusters focus on innovation {1-1} 
presence of cooperation mechanisms <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: ICT clusters information sharing {1-1} 
presence of cooperation mechanisms <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: ICT clusters networking {1-1} 
<is associated with> national level alliances 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: implementation and financing levels not good {1-1} 
lack of communication between academia and industry <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: increase in researchers {1-2} 
focusing on the higher education <is cause of> 
stimulate people to come to universities <is cause of> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: identified good practices {1-5} 
<is associated with> good cooperation 
<is associated with> good goal 
<is associated with> good mission 
<is associated with> identified possibilities 
good visions <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: identified possibilities {1-5} 
good cooperation <is associated with> 
good goal <is associated with> 
good mission <is associated with> 
good visions <is associated with> 
identified good practices <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: industry largely devastated {1-2} 



 

 

<is associated with> inertia of innovation 
innovation should be for developed industry <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: inertia of innovation {1-1} 
industry largely devastated <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: initiatives for innovation {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: innovation a fear {1-1} 
<is associated with> misunderstandings of IT 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: innovation based on academic institutes {1-1} 
academic institutes <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: innovation based on businesses {1-2} 
<is associated with> business innovation centres focus on innovation 
<is associated with> IT companies 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: innovation based on knowledge {1-1} 
<is associated with> innovation based on the industry - academia collaboration 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: innovation based on the industry - academia collaboration {1-1} 
innovation based on knowledge <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: innovation not well developed {1-1} 
focus on manufacturing <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: innovation should be for developed industry {1-1} 
<is associated with> industry largely devastated 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: institutions and authority difficult {1-1} 
<is associated with> cooperation based on profit 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: intellectual challenge is important {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: investment in R&D is at small level {1-1} 
R&D expensive for SMEs <is cause of> 
______________________________________________________________________ 



 

 

 
Code: involve more people in IT {1-1} 
IT companies <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: IT companies {1-3} 
<is associated with> business innovation centres focus on innovation 
<is associated with> involve more people in IT 
innovation based on businesses <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: IT opportunities {1-2} 
IT sector - remote work <is associated with> 
job opportunities <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: IT sector - remote work {1-1} 
<is associated with> IT opportunities 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: job opportunities {1-1} 
<is associated with> IT opportunities 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: jumping from one activity to another {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: lack of communication between academia and industry {1-2} 
<is associated with> implementation and financing levels not good 
no innovation <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: lack of motivation {1-1} 
<is associated with> barriers in micro and macro level 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: look for finances {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: meetings between stakeholders {1-1} 
nothing concrete <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: misunderstandings of IT {1-1} 
innovation a fear <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: national level alliances {1-2} 
ICT clusters networking <is associated with> 
presence of cooperation mechanisms <is associated with> 



 

 

______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: no influence on the GDP investment {1-2} 
R&D expensive for SMEs <is associated with> 
small percentage of GDP for Science and Development <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: no innovation {1-2} 
<is associated with> lack of communication between academia and industry 
focus on outsourcing <is cause of> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: no long-term objectives {1-2} 
no long-term visions <is associated with> 
no regional innovation policy <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: no long-term visions {1-2} 
<is associated with> no long-term objectives 
no regional innovation policy <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: no regional innovation policy {1-2} 
<is associated with> no long-term objectives 
<is associated with> no long-term visions 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: no trust between business and local authorities {1-1} 
business and  local authorities misunderstandings <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: not all academics linked to companies {1-1} 
enterprise collaborations not as good as university <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: not entrepreneurial {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: not good institutional collaborations {1-1} 
cultural problem <is cause of> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: nothing concrete {1-2} 
<is associated with> business and  local authorities misunderstandings 
<is associated with> meetings between stakeholders 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: old habits {1-1} 
<is cause of> don't like risks 
______________________________________________________________________ 



 

 

 
Code: only discourses from local authorities {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: open to cooperation {1-3} 
<is associated with> connections between academia and businesses 
<is associated with> good collaboration with local authorities 
<is associated with> university collaborations 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: people satisfied with what they have {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: people see possibilities in learning and sharing information {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: presence of cooperation mechanisms {1-4} 
<is associated with> Government legal support 
<is associated with> ICT clusters focus on innovation 
<is associated with> ICT clusters information sharing 
<is associated with> national level alliances 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: presence of fear {1-1} 
<is associated with> don't like risks 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: presence of HPC centres {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: presence of infrastructure {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: presence of legal framework {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: presence of opportunities {1-1} 
promotion of the entrepreneurial life <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: products not oriented to national level {1-2} 
<is associated with> difficult environment 
<is associated with> focus on outsourcing 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: promotion of the entrepreneurial life {1-2} 
<is associated with> are open toward the idea of entrepreneurism 
<is associated with> presence of opportunities 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 



 

 

Code: quality of people {1-1} 
return people to work in research <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: R&D expensive for SMEs {1-3} 
<is cause of> investment in R&D is at small level 
<is associated with> no influence on the GDP investment 
small percentage of GDP for Science and Development <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: RDA cooperation with innovation centres {1-1} 
<is associated with> support from local authorities 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: Regional Agency for Development helps SMEs {1-1} 
<is associated with> SMEs have support networks for development 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: Regional Agency for Development offers information {1-1} 
<is associated with> Regional Agency for Development offers support 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: Regional Agency for Development offers support {1-1} 
Regional Agency for Development offers information <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: return people to work in research {1-1} 
<is associated with> quality of people 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: same level of quality {1-1} 
top down approach <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: small percentage of GDP for Science and Development {1-2} 
<is associated with> no influence on the GDP investment 
<is associated with> R&D expensive for SMEs 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: SMEs don't have money for research {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: SMEs have support networks for development {1-1} 
Regional Agency for Development helps SMEs <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: spin-off companies from faculties {1-1} 
connections between academia and businesses <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 



 

 

Code: still a lot to improve {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: stimulate people to come to universities {1-5} 
<is cause of> academic institutes 
<is cause of> good quality of reproducers 
<is cause of> good quality programmers 
<is cause of> increase in researchers 
focusing on the higher education <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: successful students leave {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: support from local authorities {1-1} 
RDA cooperation with innovation centres <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: temporal capacity of attraction of youth {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: there are possibilities {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: things are happening in the business centre {1-1} 
<is associated with> business incubator helps SMEs 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: things that happen influences the local community {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: to improve lower levels of education {1-2} 
<is associated with> focus on engineering skills in secondary education level 
<is associated with> to include IT obligatory subjects 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: to include IT obligatory subjects {1-1} 
to improve lower levels of education <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: top down approach {1-1} 
<is associated with> same level of quality 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: tradition of R&D {1-1} 
<is associated with> focus on manufacturing 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: trust between academia and clusters {1-3} 
connections between academia and businesses <is associated with> 



 

 

depends on actors <is associated with> 
good collaboration with local authorities <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: university city {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: university collaborations {1-1} 
open to cooperation <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: want to know everything {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: young tradition {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

Coding of the semi-structured interview in North-West Romania 
Code List 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
"balcanic character" 
"follow the wind" 
a lot of creativity 
academia - business collaboration 
academia - state collaboration 
actors from academy 
actors from business 
actors that complement the activity 
adaptable 
against monopoly 
authorities apply the power in a negative way 
authorities are creating obstacles 
authorities are not determined 
authorities are weak operators 
authorities can attract 
authorities do not assume responsibilities 
authorities do not offer a consistent feedback 
authorities do not offer support 
authorities have the power to do something 
authorities lack credibility 
big networks create monopoly 
brings new things 
capacity to attract 
choosing from what is available 
collaboration entrepreneurial people 
collaboration with academia 



 

 

collaboration with business 
common interest 
companies are having intellectual property 
companies are having patents 
companies are having social programmes 
companies are waiting for subventions 
companies can attract 
companies do not invest in research 
companies do not retain people 
companies have information management 
companies invest 
companies invest in people 
competition good 
cooperation between businesses with same activities 
cooperation between stakeholders 
cooperation not the best 
developing something that is known, not innovative 
development policies not good 
don't offer much 
don't want to work 
economic interest 
European funds 
European programme for research 
favorable environment 
few companies with own product 
foreign investments 
formal links 
formal trainings 
globalization motivates 
globalization hurries innovation processes 
good collaboration 
good for development 
good qualification 
good quality institutions 
higher education 
hurries things 
informal links 
information based on personal networking 
innovation 
innovation attracts investments 
innovative IT sector 
it's about the money 
IT companies 
IT sector very developed 
job 
job opportunities 
job opportunities and development dependent on investments 
laboratories have collaborations 
lack of collaboration 
lack of communication 



 

 

lack of partnerships with academia 
lack of the middle class in Romania 
little investment in the products 
look for motivation 
loyalty 
many facilities 
many faculties 
medium term objectives not respected 
mentality 
money 
more "human" 
more information 
more slow 
municipality always involved 
must trust 
national and international projects 
national policies oscillate 
national priorities 
national priorities come into conflict with the regional 
need of competent people 
need of more faculties 
need of people that only deal with the information 
new government - new short and long-term objectives 
new knowledge from external cooperation 
no motivation 
no R&D 
no real facilities 
no regional information management 
no soft plans 
no will to share 
not developing own products 
not developing own products - no research 
not enough institutions 
not informed 
not involved 
not organized 
not working with local producers 
nothing new 
over-qualification is not welcomed 
partnerships are concentrated 
partnerships are based on trust 
people 
people's creativity -  a discomfort for companies 
people are no encouraged 
people are reticent 
people do not research the information 
people have to be more involved 
people have too many obligations 
people need of information 
people with academic and business background 



 

 

power of ideas and implementation 
presence of a minim effort 
presence of development policies 
presence of trainings 
products from outside for outside 
projects are motivations 
projects force to collaborate 
qualified people 
quality of research is better 
regional actors know the needs 
resources 
retaining not successful 
schools and presentations organized by companies 
schools and presentations organized by local council 
should be criteria for subventions 
solidarity is important 
stability 
state institutions do not think about intellectual property 
students are creating an imbalance on the labor market 
superficial 
the potential of the region is not considered 
the state forces collaboration 
the system assimilates 
the system has to be changed 
to earn money 
too good - discomfort 
too many students 
transfer of IP from business to academia 
universities interested in collaboration with universities 
willingness of a collaboration between institutions and universities 
willingness to migrate 
working with foreign products 
youth is open 
youth not so open compared to other countries 
 
 
Codes hierarchy 
Code-Filter: All 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
"balcanic character"  <is>  Root 
mentality  <is associated with>  "balcanic character" 
 
"follow the wind"  <is>  Root 
 
a lot of creativity  <is>  Root 
not involved  <is associated with>  a lot of creativity 
 
academia - business collaboration  <is>  Root 
 



 

 

academia - state collaboration  <is>  Root 
actors from academy  <is cause of>  academia - state collaboration 
municipality always involved  <is cause of>  academia - state collaboration 
actors from academy  <is associated with>  municipality always involved 
actors from business  <is associated with>  municipality always involved 
actors from academy  <is associated with>  actors from business 
superficial  <is associated with>  academia - state collaboration 
 
actors from academy  <is>  Root 
 
actors from business  <is>  Root 
actors from academy  <is associated with>  actors from business 
 
actors that complement the activity  <is>  Root 
cooperation between businesses with same activities  <is associated with>  actors that 
complement the activity 
 
adaptable  <is>  Root 
"follow the wind"  <is associated with>  adaptable 
 
against monopoly <is>  Root 
competition good  <is associated with>  against monopoly 
 
authorities apply the power in a negative way  <is>  Root 
 
authorities are creating obstacles  <is>  Root 
 
authorities are not determined  <is>  Root 
authorities are creating obstacles  <is associated with>  authorities are not determined 
authorities are weak operators  <is associated with>  authorities are not determined 
authorities are creating obstacles  <is associated with>  authorities are weak operators 
authorities do not assume responsibilities  <is associated with>  authorities are weak operators 
authorities do not offer a consistent feedback  <is associated with>  authorities do not assume 
responsibilities 
authorities do not offer support  <is associated with>  authorities do not offer a consistent 
feedback 
authorities do not assume responsibilities  <is associated with>  authorities are not determined 
 
authorities are weak operators  <is>  Root 
authorities are creating obstacles  <is associated with>  authorities are weak operators 
authorities do not assume responsibilities  <is associated with>  authorities are weak operators 
authorities do not offer a consistent feedback  <is associated with>  authorities do not assume 
responsibilities 
authorities do not offer support  <is associated with>  authorities do not offer a consistent 
feedback 
 
authorities can attract  <is>  Root 
 
authorities do not assume responsibilities  <is>  Root 



 

 

authorities do not offer a consistent feedback  <is associated with>  authorities do not assume 
responsibilities 
authorities do not offer support  <is associated with>  authorities do not offer a consistent 
feedback 
 
authorities do not offer a consistent feedback  <is>  Root 
authorities do not offer support  <is associated with>  authorities do not offer a consistent 
feedback 
 
authorities do not offer support  <is>  Root 
 
authorities have the power to do something  <is>  Root 
authorities apply the power in a negative way  <is associated with>  authorities have the 
power to do something 
 
authorities lack credibility  <is>  Root 
authorities apply the power in a negative way  <is cause of>  authorities lack credibility 
 
big networks create monopoly <is>  Root 
 
brings new things  <is>  Root 
globalization motivates  <is associated with>  brings new things 
globalization hurries innovation processes  <is associated with>  globalization motivates 
globalization hurries innovation processes  <is associated with>  brings new things 
 
capacity to attract  <is>  Root 
higher education  <is cause of>  capacity to attract 
job opportunities  <is cause of>  capacity to attract 
authorities can attract  <is associated with>  job opportunities 
money  <is cause of>  capacity to attract 
 
choosing from what is available  <is>  Root 
cooperation between businesses with same activities  <is associated with>  choosing from 
what is available 
 
collaboration entrepreneurial people  <is>  Root 
 
collaboration with academia  <is>  Root 
collaboration entrepreneurial people  <is associated with>  collaboration with academia 
 
collaboration with business  <is>  Root 
economic interest  <is associated with>  collaboration with business 
 
common interest  <is>  Root 
good collaboration  <is associated with>  common interest 
partnerships are based on trust  <is associated with>  good collaboration 
 
companies are having intellectual property  <is>  Root 
 
companies are having patents  <is>  Root 



 

 

companies are having intellectual property  <is associated with>  companies are having 
patents 
 
companies are having social programmes  <is>  Root 
 
companies are waiting for subventions  <is>  Root 
 
companies can attract  <is>  Root 
 
companies do not invest in research  <is>  Root 
people are no encouraged  <is associated with>  companies do not invest in research 
 
companies do not retain people  <is>  Root 
 
companies have information management  <is>  Root 
 
companies invest  <is>  Root 
 
companies invest in people  <is>  Root 
companies do not invest in research  <is associated with>  companies invest in people 
people are no encouraged  <is associated with>  companies do not invest in research 
companies do not retain people  <contradicts>  companies invest in people 
companies invest  <is associated with>  companies invest in people 
 
competition good  <is>  Root 
 
cooperation between businesses with same activities  <is>  Root 
 
cooperation between stakeholders  <is>  Root 
 
cooperation not the best  <is>  Root 
 
developing something that is known, not innovative  <is>  Root 
 
development policies not good  <is>  Root 
nothing new  <is associated with>  development policies not good 
 
don't offer much  <is>  Root 
 
don't want to work  <is>  Root 
a lot of creativity  <is associated with>  don't want to work 
not involved  <is associated with>  a lot of creativity 
it's about the money  <contradicts>  don't want to work 
not involved  <is associated with>  don't want to work 
 
economic interest  <is>  Root 
 
European funds  <is>  Root 
 
European proramme for research  <is>  Root 



 

 

 
favorable environment  <is>  Root 
power of ideas and implementation  <is associated with>  favorable environment 
 
few companies with own product  <is>  Root 
 
foreign investments  <is>  Root 
 
formal links  <is>  Root 
 
formal trainings  <is>  Root 
don't offer much  <is associated with>  formal trainings 
 
globalization motivates  <is>  Root 
globalization hurries innovation processes  <is associated with>  globalization motivates 
 
globalization hurries innovation processes  <is>  Root 
 
good collaboration  <is>  Root 
partnerships are based on trust  <is associated with>  good collaboration 
good for development  <is>  Root 
good qualification  <is associated with>  good for development 
 
good qualification  <is>  Root 
 
good quality institutions  <is>  Root 
not enough institutions  <is associated with>  good quality institutions 
 
higher education  <is>  Root 
 
hurries things  <is>  Root 
competition good  <is associated with>  hurries things 
 
informal links  <is>  Root 
information based on personal networking  <is associated with>  informal links 
formal links  <is associated with>  information based on personal networking 
 
information based on personal networking  <is>  Root 
formal links  <is associated with>  information based on personal networking 
 
innovation  <is>  Root 
 
innovation attracts investments  <is>  Root 
 
innovative IT sector  <is>  Root 
innovation attracts investments  <is associated with>  innovative IT sector 
IT companies  <is associated with>  innovative IT sector 
IT sector very developed  <is associated with>  innovative IT sector 
IT companies  <is associated with>  IT sector very developed 
it's about the money  <is>  Root 



 

 

 
IT companies  <is>  Root 
 
IT sector very developed  <is>  Root 
IT companies  <is associated with>  IT sector very developed 
 
job  <is>  Root 
 
job opportunities  <is>  Root 
authorities can attract  <is associated with>  job opportunities 
 
job opportunities and development dependent on investments  <is>  Root 
 
laboratories have collaborations  <is>  Root 
cooperation between stakeholders  <is associated with>  laboratories have collaborations 
 
lack of collaboration  <is>  Root 
 
lack of communication  <is>  Root 
 
lack of partnerships with academia  <is>  Root 
 
lack of the middle class in Romania  <is>  Root 
too many students  <is associated with>  lack of the middle class in Romania 
 
little investment in the products  <is>  Root 
 
look for motivation  <is>  Root 
loyalty  <is>  Root 
 
many facilities  <is>  Root 
no motivation  <is associated with>  many facilities 
no real facilities  <is associated with>  many facilities 
 
many faculties  <is>  Root 
 
medium term objectives not respected  <is>  Root 
new government - new short and long term objectives  <is associated with>  medium term 
objectives not respected 
 
mentality  <is>  Root 
 
money  <is>  Root 
 
more "human"  <is>  Root 
people  <is associated with>  more "human" 
 
more information  <is>  Root 
 
more slow  <is>  Root 



 

 

 
municipality always involved  <is>  Root 
actors from academy  <is associated with>  municipality always involved 
actors from business  <is associated with>  municipality always involved 
actors from academy  <is associated with>  actors from business 
 
must trust  <is>  Root 
partnerships are based on trust  <is associated with>  must trust 
national and international projects  <is>  Root 
 
national policies oscillate  <is>  Root 
 
national priorities  <is>  Root 
national policies oscillate  <is associated with>  national priorities 
national priorities come into conflict with the regional  <is associated with>  national 
priorities 
 
national priorities come into conflict with the regional  <is>  Root 
 
need of competent people  <is>  Root 
 
need of more faculties  <is>  Root 
too many students  <contradicts>  need of more faculties 
 
need of people that only deal with the information  <is>  Root 
people have too many obligations  <is associated with>  need of people that only deal with the 
information 
 
new government - new short and long term objectives  <is>  Root 
 
new knowledge from external cooperation  <is>  Root 
 
no motivation  <is>  Root 
 
no R&D  <is>  Root 
 
no real facilities  <is>  Root 
 
no regional information management  <is>  Root 
 
no soft plans  <is>  Root 
 
no will to share  <is>  Root 
don't offer much  <is associated with>  no will to share 
formal trainings  <is associated with>  no will to share 
don't offer much  <is associated with>  formal trainings 
 
not developing own products  <is>  Root 
little investment in the products  <is associated with>  not developing own products 
working with foreign products  <is associated with>  not developing own products 



 

 

job opportunities and development dependent on investments  <is associated with>  working 
with foreign products 
little investment in the products  <is associated with>  working with foreign products 
 
not developing own products - no research  <is>  Root 
 
not enough institutions  <is>  Root 
 
not informed  <is>  Root 
people need of information  <is associated with>  not informed 
 
not involved  <is>  Root 
 
not organized  <is>  Root 
lack of communication  <is associated with>  not organized 
 
not working with local producers  <is>  Root 
 
nothing new  <is>  Root 
 
over qualification is not welcomed  <is>  Root 
 
partnerships are concentrated  <is>  Root 
resources  <is associated with>  partnerships are concentrated  
common interest  <is associated with>  resources 
good collaboration  <is associated with>  common interest 
partnerships are based on trust  <is associated with>  good collaboration 
good collaboration  <is associated with>  resources 
 
partnerships are based on trust  <is>  Root 
 
people  <is>  Root 
 
people's creativity -  a discomfort for companies  <is>  Root 
companies do not retain people  <is associated with>  people's creativity -  a discomfort for 
companies 
over qualification is not welcomed  <is associated with>  people's creativity -  a discomfort 
for companies 
 
people are no encouraged  <is>  Root 
 
people are reticent  <is>  Root 
 
people do not research the information  <is>  Root 
need of people that only deal with the information  <is associated with>  people do not 
research the information 
people have too many obligations  <is associated with>  need of people that only deal with the 
information 
people have too many obligations  <is associated with>  people do not research the 
information 



 

 

 
people have to be more involved  <is>  Root 
 
people have too many obligations  <is>  Root 
 
people need of information  <is>  Root 
 
people with academic and business background  <is>  Root 
qualified people  <is associated with>  people with academic and business background 
 
power of ideas and implementation  <is>  Root 
 
presence of a minim effort  <is>  Root 
 
presence of development policies  <is>  Root 
development policies not good  <is associated with>  presence of development policies 
nothing new  <is associated with>  development policies not good 
 
presence of trainings  <is>  Root 
 
products from outside for outside  <is>  Root 
few companies with own product  <is associated with>  products from outside for outside 
 
projects are motivations  <is>  Root 
 
projects force to collaborate  <is>  Root 
national and international projects  <is cause of>  projects force to collaborate 
 
qualified people  <is>  Root 
 
quality of research is better  <is>  Root 
many faculties  <is associated with>  quality of research is better 
people with academic and business background  <is associated with>  quality of research is 
better 
qualified people  <is associated with>  people with academic and business background 
 
regional actors know the needs  <is>  Root 
 
resources  <is>  Root 
common interest  <is associated with>  resources 
good collaboration  <is associated with>  common interest 
partnerships are based on trust  <is associated with>  good collaboration 
good collaboration  <is associated with>  resources 
 
retaining not successful  <is>  Root 
too good - discomfort  <is associated with>  retaining not successful 
 
schools and presentations organized by companies  <is>  Root 
schools and presentations organized by local council  <is associated with>  schools and 
presentations organized by companies 



 

 

 
schools and presentations organized by local council  <is>  Root 
 
should be criteria for subventions  <is>  Root 
companies are waiting for subventions  <is associated with>  should be criteria for 
subventions 
 
solidarity is important  <is>  Root 
 
stability  <is>  Root 
innovation  <contradicts>  stability 
 
state institutions do not think about intellectual property  <is>  Root 
 
students are creating an imbalance on the labor market  <is>  Root 
 
superficial  <is>  Root 
 
the potential of the region is not considered  <is>  Root 
national priorities  <is cause of>  the potential of the region is not considered 
national policies oscillate  <is associated with>  national priorities 
national priorities come into conflict with the regional  <is associated with>  national 
priorities 
national priorities come into conflict with the regional  <is cause of>  the potential of the 
region is not considered 
 
the state forces collaboration  <is>  Root 
superficial  <is associated with>  the state forces collaboration 
 
the system assimilates  <is>  Root 
 
the system has to be changed  <is>  Root 
the system assimilates  <is cause of>  the system has to be changed 
 
to earn money  <is>  Root 
 
too good - discomfort  <is>  Root 
 
too many students  <is>  Root 
 
transfer of IP from business to academia  <is>  Root 
collaboration with academia  <is cause of>  transfer of IP from business to academia 
collaboration entrepreneurial people  <is associated with>  collaboration with academia 
companies are having intellectual property  <is cause of>  transfer of IP from business to 
academia 
 
universities interested in collaboration with universities  <is>  Root 
choosing from what is available  <is associated with>  universities interested in collaboration 
with universities 



 

 

cooperation between businesses with same activities  <is associated with>  choosing from 
what is available 
the state forces collaboration  <is cause of>  universities interested in collaboration with 
universities 
superficial  <is associated with>  the state forces collaboration 
 
willingness of a collaboration between institutions and universities  <is>  Root 
national and international projects  <is associated with>  willingness of a collaboration 
between institutions and universities 
 
willingness to migrate  <is>  Root 
to earn money  <is cause of>  willingness to migrate 
 
working with foreign products  <is>  Root 
job opportunities and development dependent on investments  <is associated with>  working 
with foreign products 
little investment in the products  <is associated with>  working with foreign products 
 
youth is open  <is>  Root 
 
youth not so open compared to other countries  <is>  Root 
youth is open  <is associated with>  youth not so open compared to other countries 
 
 
Code neighbors list 
Code-Filter: All 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: "balcanic character" {1-1} 
mentality <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: "follow the wind" {1-1} 
<is associated with> adaptable 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: a lot of creativity {1-2} 
<is associated with> don't want to work 
not involved <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: academia - business collaboration {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: academia - state collaboration {1-3} 
actors from academy <is cause of> 
municipality always involved <is cause of> 
superficial <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 



 

 

Code: actors from academy {1-3} 
<is cause of> academia - state collaboration 
<is associated with> actors from business 
<is associated with> municipality always involved 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: actors from business {1-2} 
<is associated with> municipality always involved 
actors from academy <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: actors that complement the activity {1-1} 
cooperation between businesses with same activities <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: adaptable {1-1} 
"follow the wind" <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: against monopoly{1-1} 
competition good <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: authorities apply the power in a negative way {1-2} 
<is associated with> authorities have the power to do something 
<is cause of> authorities lack credibility 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: authorities are creating obstacles {1-2} 
<is associated with> authorities are not determined 
<is associated with> authorities are weak operators 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: authorities are not determined {1-3} 
authorities are creating obstacles <is associated with> 
authorities are weak operators <is associated with> 
authorities do not assume responsibilities <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: authorities are weak operators {1-3} 
<is associated with> authorities are not determined 
authorities are creating obstacles <is associated with> 
authorities do not assume responsibilities <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: authorities can attract {1-1} 
<is associated with> job opportunities 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: authorities do not assume responsibilities {1-3} 



 

 

<is associated with> authorities are not determined 
<is associated with> authorities are weak operators 
authorities do not offer a consistent feedback <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: authorities do not offer a consistent feedback {1-2} 
<is associated with> authorities do not assume responsibilities 
authorities do not offer support <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: authorities do not offer support {1-1} 
<is associated with> authorities do not offer a consistent feedback 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: authorities have the power to do something {1-1} 
authorities apply the power in a negative way <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: authorities lack credibility {1-1} 
authorities apply the power in a negative way <is cause of> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: big networks create monopoly{1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: brings new things {1-2} 
globalization motivates <is associated with> 
globalization hurries innovation processes <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: capacity to attract {1-3} 
higher education <is cause of> 
job opportunities <is cause of> 
money <is cause of> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: choosing from what is available {1-2} 
<is associated with> universities interested in collaboration with universities 
cooperation between businesses with same activities <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: collaboration entrepreneurial people {1-1} 
<is associated with> collaboration with academia 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: collaboration with academia {1-2} 
<is cause of> transfer of IP from business to academia 
collaboration entrepreneurial people <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 



 

 

Code: collaboration with business {1-1} 
economic interest <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: common interest {1-2} 
<is associated with> resources 
good collaboration <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: companies are having intellectual property {1-2} 
<is associated with> companies are having patents 
<is cause of> transfer of IP from business to academia 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: companies are having patents {0-1} 
companies are having intellectual property <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: companies are having social programmes {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: companies are waiting for subventions {1-1} 
<is associated with> should be criteria for subventions 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: companies can attract {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: companies do not invest in research {2-2} 
<is associated with> companies invest in people 
people are no encouraged <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: companies do not retain people {1-2} 
<contradicts> companies invest in people 
<is associated with> people's creativity -  a discomfort for companies 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: companies have information management {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: companies invest {1-1} 
<is associated with> companies invest in people 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: companies invest in people {1-3} 
companies do not invest in research <is associated with> 
companies do not retain people <contradicts> 
companies invest <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 



 

 

 
Code: competition good {1-2} 
<is associated with> against monopoly 
<is associated with> hurries things 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: cooperation between businesses with same activities {1-2} 
<is associated with> actors that complement the activity 
<is associated with> choosing from what is available 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: cooperation between stakeholders {1-1} 
<is associated with> laboratories have collaborations 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: cooperation not the best {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: developing something that is known, not innovative {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: development policies not good {1-2} 
<is associated with> presence of development policies 
nothing new <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: don't offer much {1-2} 
<is associated with> formal trainings 
<is associated with> no will to share 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: don't want to work {1-3} 
a lot of creativity <is associated with> 
it's about the money <contradicts> 
not involved <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: economic interest {1-1} 
<is associated with> collaboration with business 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: European funds {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: European proramme for research {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: favorable environment {2-1} 
power of ideas and implementation <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 



 

 

 
Code: few companies with own product {1-1} 
<is associated with> products from outside for outside 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: foreign investments {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: formal links {1-1} 
<is associated with> information based on personal networking 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: formal trainings {1-2} 
<is associated with> no will to share 
don't offer much <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: globalization motivates {1-2} 
<is associated with> brings new things 
globalization hurries innovation processes <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: globalization hurries innovation processes {1-2} 
<is associated with> brings new things 
<is associated with> globalization motivates 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: good collaboration {1-3} 
<is associated with> common interest 
<is associated with> resources 
partnerships are based on trust <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: good for development {1-1} 
good qualification <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: good qualification {1-1} 
<is associated with> good for development 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: good quality institutions {1-1} 
not enough institutions <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: higher education {1-1} 
<is cause of> capacity to attract 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: hurries things {1-1} 



 

 

competition good <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: informal links {1-1} 
information based on personal networking <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: information based on personal networking {2-2} 
<is associated with> informal links 
formal links <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: innovation {1-1} 
<contradicts> stability 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: innovation attracts investments {1-1} 
<is associated with> innovative IT sector 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: innovative IT sector {1-3} 
innovation attracts investments <is associated with> 
IT companies <is associated with> 
IT sector very developed <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: it's about the money {1-1} 
<contradicts> don't want to work 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: IT companies {1-2} 
<is associated with> innovative IT sector 
<is associated with> IT sector very developed 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: IT sector very developed {1-2} 
<is associated with> innovative IT sector 
IT companies <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: job {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: job opportunities {1-2} 
<is cause of> capacity to attract 
authorities can attract <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: job opportunities and development dependent on investments {1-1} 
<is associated with> working with foreign products 



 

 

______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: laboratories have collaborations {1-1} 
cooperation between stakeholders <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: lack of collaboration {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: lack of communication {2-1} 
<is associated with> not organized 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: lack of partnerships with academia {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: lack of the middle class in Romania {1-1} 
too many students <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: little investment in the products {1-2} 
<is associated with> not developing own products 
<is associated with> working with foreign products 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: look for motivation {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: loyalty {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: many facilities {1-2} 
no motivation <is associated with> 
no real facilities <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: many faculties {1-1} 
<is associated with> quality of research is better 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: medium term objectives not respected {1-1} 
new government - new short and long-term objectives <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: mentality {1-1} 
<is associated with> "balcanic character" 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: money {1-1} 
<is cause of> capacity to attract 



 

 

______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: more "human" {1-1} 
people <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: more information {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: more slow {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: municipality always involved {1-3} 
<is cause of> academia - state collaboration 
actors from academy <is associated with> 
actors from business <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: must trust {1-1} 
partnerships are based on trust <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: national and international projects {1-2} 
<is cause of> projects force to collaborate 
<is associated with> willingness of a collaboration between institutions and universities 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: national policies oscillate {1-1} 
<is associated with> national priorities 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: national priorities {1-3} 
<is cause of> the potential of the region is not considered 
national policies oscillate <is associated with> 
national priorities come into conflict with the regional <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: national priorities come into conflict with the regional {1-2} 
<is associated with> national priorities 
<is cause of> the potential of the region is not considered 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: need of competent people {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: need of more faculties {1-1} 
too many students <contradicts> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: need of people that only deal with the information {1-2} 



 

 

<is associated with> people do not research the information 
people have too many obligations <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: new government - new short and long term objectives {1-1} 
<is associated with> medium term objectives not respected 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: new knowledge from external cooperation {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: no motivation {3-1} 
<is associated with> many facilities 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: no R&D {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: no real facilities {1-1} 
<is associated with> many facilities 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: no regional information management {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: no soft plans {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: no will to share {1-2} 
don't offer much <is associated with> 
formal trainings <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: not developing own products {1-2} 
little investment in the products <is associated with> 
working with foreign products <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: not developing own products - no research {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: not enough institutions {1-1} 
<is associated with> good quality institutions 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: not informed {1-1} 
people need of information <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: not involved {1-2} 



 

 

<is associated with> a lot of creativity 
<is associated with> don't want to work 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: not organized {1-1} 
lack of communication <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: not working with local producers {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: nothing new {1-1} 
<is associated with> development policies not good 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: over qualification is not welcomed {1-1} 
<is associated with> people's creativity -  a discomfort for companies 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: partnerships are concentrated  {1-1} 
resources <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: partnerships are based on trust {1-2} 
<is associated with> good collaboration 
<is associated with> must trust 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: people {1-1} 
<is associated with> more "human" 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: people's creativity -  a discomfort for companies {1-2} 
companies do not retain people <is associated with> 
over qualification is not welcomed <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: people are no encouraged {1-1} 
<is associated with> companies do not invest in research 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: people are reticent {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: people do not research the information {1-2} 
need of people that only deal with the information <is associated with> 
people have too many obligations <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: people have to be more involved {1-0} 



 

 

______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: people have too many obligations {1-2} 
<is associated with> need of people that only deal with the information 
<is associated with> people do not research the information 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: people need of information {1-1} 
<is associated with> not informed 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: people with academic and business background {1-2} 
<is associated with> quality of research is better 
qualified people <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: power of ideas and implementation {1-1} 
<is associated with> favorable environment 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: presence of a minim effort {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: presence of development policies {1-1} 
development policies not good <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: presence of trainings {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: products from outside for outside {1-1} 
few companies with own product <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: projects are motivations {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: projects force to collaborate {1-1} 
national and international projects <is cause of> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: qualified people {2-1} 
<is associated with> people with academic and business background 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: quality of research is better {1-2} 
many faculties <is associated with> 
people with academic and business background <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 



 

 

Code: regional actors know the needs {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: resources {1-3} 
<is associated with> partnerships are concentrated  
common interest <is associated with> 
good collaboration <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: retaining not successful {1-1} 
too good - discomfort <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: schools and presentations organized by companies {1-1} 
schools and presentations organized by local council <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: schools and presentations organized by local council {1-1} 
<is associated with> schools and presentations organized by companies 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: should be criteria for subventions {1-1} 
companies are waiting for subventions <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: solidarity is important {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: stability {1-1} 
innovation <contradicts> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: state institutions do not think about intellectual property {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: students are creating an imbalance on the labor market {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: superficial {1-2} 
<is associated with> academia - state collaboration 
<is associated with> the state forces collaboration 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: the potential of the region is not considered {1-2} 
national priorities <is cause of> 
national priorities come into conflict with the regional <is cause of> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: the state forces collaboration {1-2} 
<is cause of> universities interested in collaboration with universities 



 

 

superficial <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: the system assimilates {1-1} 
<is cause of> the system has to be changed 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: the system has to be changed {1-1} 
the system assimilates <is cause of> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: to earn money {1-1} 
<is cause of> willingness to migrate 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: too good - discomfort {1-1} 
<is associated with> retaining not successful 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: too many students {1-2} 
<is associated with> lack of the middle class in Romania 
<contradicts> need of more faculties 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: transfer of IP from business to academia {1-2} 
collaboration with academia <is cause of> 
companies are having intellectual property <is cause of> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: universities interested in collaboration with universities {1-2} 
choosing from what is available <is associated with> 
the state forces collaboration <is cause of> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: willingness of a collaboration between institutions and universities {1-1} 
national and international projects <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: willingness to migrate {1-1} 
to earn money <is cause of> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: working with foreign products {1-3} 
<is associated with> not developing own products 
job opportunities and development dependent on investments <is associated with> 
little investment in the products <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: youth is open {1-1} 
<is associated with> youth not so open compared to other countries 



 

 

______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: youth not so open compared to other countries {1-1} 
youth is open <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 

Coding of the semi-structured interview in North of Moldova 
Code List 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
absence of a technologic transfer center 
access to information 
better innovation performance, after the capital 
business does not want to develop the potential 
business has the potential 
businesses don't want more 
collaboration of professional schools with universities 
companies have the resources (people) 
competition is good for innovation 
competition state 
cooperation between academia and business 
cooperation between state agencies and NGOs 
cooperation with companies 
cooperation with other regions 
cooperation with the capital agencies 
creative, but without resources 
creativity 
curricula 
depending on the human resources 
development agency works 
economic investments - means of attraction 
economic situation 
energy efficiency funds 
entrepreneurial and creative 
final product oriented to the company 
focus on agriculture 
funds available for everyone 
funds from AS 
globalization spreads the innovation 
good professors 
help in development from the EU 
help the enterprises 
high level of cooperation on the academia level 
human resources 
idea implementation in businesses 
inclusiveness of many regions 



 

 

innovation in projects 
innovation policy from AS and Innovation Agency 
innovations are not visible, even if present 
innovative IT sector 
internal use of innovation 
investments in the free economic areas 
IT sector 
job opportunities 
lack of attraction and retaining capacity 
lack of economic resources 
lack of information 
lack of investments 
lack of motivation 
lack of perspective (financial) 
lack of students 
lack of willingness to change 
low level of information 
low university innovation 
military technology 
more perspectives abroad 
need of external expertise 
need of resources to innovate 
no innovation policy 
no link between academia and business 
no link between the innovator and entrepreneur 
no monopoly 
no real development in innovation and technologic transfer 
no unity of stakeholders 
no youth with expertise 
non-success of the incubator 
not healthy competition 
not much money 
old policies 
open to innovation 
people leave 
people leave - general problem for Moldova 
people remain in the region 
personal motivation 
policies and strategies 
population decrease 
possibility of exchange 
preparing specialists 
presence of a business - academia link 
presence of a dataset of partners 
presence of a development strategy 
presence of free economic areas 
presence of projects 
presence of technology transfer 
presence of the innovation potential 
research for research 



 

 

rewards 
small link between academia and business 
strong business 
tight collaboration 
to attract young scientists 
transfer to other European countries 
transnational projects 
trust comes with feedback 
university develops human resources 
universities greater trust than institutions 
university prepares the human capital 
vital issues are solved globally 
weak link between academia - authorities 
what the business needs 
willingness for cooperation 
willingness to apply for new projects 
willingness to cooperate with academia and SMEs 
willingness to increase 
 
 
 
 
 
Codes hierarchy 
Code-Filter: All 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
absence of a technologic transfer center  <is>  Root 
business does not want to develop the potential  <is associated with>  absence of a 
technologic transfer center 
 
access to information  <is>  Root 
 
better innovation performance, after the capital  <is>  Root 
 
business does not want to develop the potential  <is>  Root 
 
business has the potential  <is>  Root 
internal use of innovation  <is associated with>  business has the potential 
strong business  <is associated with>  business has the potential 
internal use of innovation  <is associated with>  strong business 
 
businesses don't want more  <is>  Root 
no link between academia and business  <is cause of>  businesses don't want more 
no unity of stakeholders  <is cause of>  no link between academia and business 
 
collaboration of professional schools with universities  <is>  Root 
preparing specialists  <is part of>  collaboration of professional schools with universities 
 



 

 

companies have the resources (people)  <is>  Root 
preparing specialists  <is associated with>  companies have the resources (people) 
 
competition is good for innovation  <is>  Root 
competition state  <is part of>  competition is good for innovation 
 
competition state  <is>  Root 
 
cooperation between academia and business  <is>  Root 
preparing specialists  <is part of>  cooperation between academia and business 
 
cooperation between state agencies and NGOs  <is>  Root 
cooperation with other regions  <is associated with>  cooperation between state agencies and 
NGOs 
transnational projects  <is associated with>  cooperation with other regions 
 
cooperation with companies  <is>  Root 
cooperation between academia and business  <is associated with>  cooperation with 
companies 
preparing specialists  <is part of>  cooperation between academia and business 
preparing specialists  <is part of>  cooperation with companies 
 
cooperation with other regions  <is>  Root 
transnational projects  <is associated with>  cooperation with other regions 
 
cooperation with the capital agencies  <is>  Root 
cooperation between state agencies and NGOs  <is associated with>  cooperation with the 
capital agencies 
cooperation with other regions  <is associated with>  cooperation between state agencies and 
NGOs 
transnational projects  <is associated with>  cooperation with other regions 
cooperation with other regions  <is associated with>  cooperation with the capital agencies 
weak link between academia - authorities  <contradicts>  cooperation with the capital 
agencies 
universities greater trust than institutions  <is cause of>  weak link between academia - 
authorities 
lack of economic resources  <is cause of>  universities greater trust than institutions 
 
creative, but without resources  <is>  Root 
economic situation  <is cause of>  creative, but without resources 
open to innovation  <is associated with>  creative, but without resources 
entrepreneurial and creative  <is associated with>  open to innovation 
creative, but without resources  <is associated with>  entrepreneurial and creative 
policies and strategies  <is associated with>  creative, but without resources 
economic situation  <is cause of>  policies and strategies 
 
creativity  <is>  Root 
 
curricula  <is>  Root 
 



 

 

depending on the human resources  <is>  Root 
 
development agency works  <is>  Root 
 
economic investments - means of attraction  <is>  Root 
need of resources to innovate  <is associated with>  economic investments - means of 
attraction 
 
economic situation  <is>  Root 
 
energy efficiency funds  <is>  Root 
funds available for everyone  <is associated with>  energy efficiency funds 
 
entrepreneurial and creative  <is>  Root 
creative, but without resources  <is associated with>  entrepreneurial and creative 
economic situation  <is cause of>  creative, but without resources 
open to innovation  <is associated with>  creative, but without resources 
entrepreneurial and creative  <is associated with>  open to innovation 
policies and strategies  <is associated with>  creative, but without resources 
economic situation  <is cause of>  policies and strategies 
 
final product oriented to the company  <is>  Root 
internal use of innovation  <is associated with>  final product oriented to the company 
 
focus on agriculture  <is>  Root 
 
funds available for everyone  <is>  Root 
 
funds from AS  <is>  Root 
 
globalization spreads the innovation  <is>  Root 
 
good professors  <is>  Root 
 
help in development from the EU  <is>  Root 
 
help the enterprises  <is>  Root 
innovation policy from AS and Innovation Agency  <is associated with>  help the enterprises 
 
high level of cooperation on the academia level  <is>  Root 
 
human resources  <is>  Root 
 
idea implementation in businesses  <is>  Root 
 
inclusiveness of many regions  <is>  Root 
 
innovation in projects  <is>  Root 
transnational projects  <is associated with>  innovation in projects 
 



 

 

innovation policy from AS and Innovation Agency  <is>  Root 
 
innovations are not visible, even if present  <is>  Root 
no unity of stakeholders  <is associated with>  innovations are not visible, even if present 
 
innovative IT sector  <is>  Root 
human resources  <is associated with>  innovative IT sector 
 
internal use of innovation  <is>  Root 
 
investments in the free economic areas  <is>  Root 
presence of free economic areas  <is associated with>  investments in the free economic areas 
 
IT sector  <is>  Root 
 
job opportunities  <is>  Root 
lack of motivation  <is associated with>  job opportunities 
 
lack of attraction and retaining capacity  <is>  Root 
job opportunities  <is cause of>  lack of attraction and retaining capacity 
lack of motivation  <is associated with>  job opportunities 
lack of information  <is cause of>  lack of attraction and retaining capacity 
lack of motivation  <is cause of>  lack of attraction and retaining capacity 
lack of students  <is cause of>  lack of attraction and retaining capacity 
old policies  <is cause of>  lack of students 
more perspectives abroad  <is cause of>  lack of attraction and retaining capacity 
lack of motivation  <is part of>  more perspectives abroad 
lack of perspective (financial)  <is cause of>  more perspectives abroad 
not much money  <is cause of>  lack of attraction and retaining capacity 
lack of students  <is associated with>  not much money 
population decrease  <is associated with>  lack of attraction and retaining capacity 
 
lack of economic resources  <is>  Root 
 
lack of information  <is>  Root 
 
lack of investments  <is>  Root 
 
lack of motivation  <is>  Root 
 
lack of perspective (financial)  <is>  Root 
 
lack of students  <is>  Root 
old policies  <is cause of>  lack of students 
 
lack of willingness to change  <is>  Root 
 
low level of information  <is>  Root 
lack of willingness to change  <is associated with>  low level of information 
 



 

 

low university innovation  <is>  Root 
 
military technology  <is>  Root 
 
more perspectives abroad  <is>  Root 
lack of motivation  <is part of>  more perspectives abroad 
lack of perspective (financial)  <is cause of>  more perspectives abroad 
 
need of external expertise  <is>  Root 
help in development from the EU  <is associated with>  need of external expertise 
 
need of resources to innovate  <is>  Root 
 
no innovation policy  <is>  Root 
 
no link between academia and business  <is>  Root 
no unity of stakeholders  <is cause of>  no link between academia and business 
 
no link between the innovator and entrepreneur  <is>  Root 
 
no monopoly  <is>  Root 
 
no real development in innovation and technologic transfer  <is>  Root 
focus on agriculture  <is associated with>  no real development in innovation and technologic 
transfer 
 
no unity of stakeholders  <is>  Root 
 
no youth with expertise  <is>  Root 
economic investments - means of attraction  <is cause of>  no youth with expertise 
need of resources to innovate  <is associated with>  economic investments - means of 
attraction 
no real development in innovation and technologic transfer  <is associated with>  no youth 
with expertise 
focus on agriculture  <is associated with>  no real development in innovation and technologic 
transfer 
 
non success of the incubator  <is>  Root 
 
not healthy competition  <is>  Root 
 
not much money  <is>  Root 
lack of students  <is associated with>  not much money 
old policies  <is cause of>  lack of students 
 
old policies  <is>  Root 
 
open to innovation  <is>  Root 
entrepreneurial and creative  <is associated with>  open to innovation 
creative, but without resources  <is associated with>  entrepreneurial and creative 



 

 

economic situation  <is cause of>  creative, but without resources 
open to innovation  <is associated with>  creative, but without resources 
policies and strategies  <is associated with>  creative, but without resources 
economic situation  <is cause of>  policies and strategies 
 
people leave  <is>  Root 
lack of perspective (financial)  <is cause of>  people leave 
more perspectives abroad  <is cause of>  people leave 
lack of motivation  <is part of>  more perspectives abroad 
lack of perspective (financial)  <is cause of>  more perspectives abroad 
 
people leave - general problem for Moldova  <is>  Root 
 
people remain in the region  <is>  Root 
 
personal motivation  <is>  Root 
 
policies and strategies  <is>  Root 
economic situation  <is cause of>  policies and strategies 
 
population decrease  <is>  Root 
 
possibility of exchange  <is>  Root 
human resources  <is associated with>  possibility of exchange 
university develops human resources  <is associated with>  possibility of exchange 
innovative IT sector  <is associated with>  university develops human resources 
human resources  <is associated with>  innovative IT sector 
people remain in the region  <is associated with>  university develops human resources 
 
preparing specialists  <is>  Root 
 
presence of a business - academia link  <is>  Root 
help the enterprises  <is associated with>  presence of a business - academia link 
innovation policy from AS and Innovation Agency  <is associated with>  help the enterprises 
tight collaboration  <is a>  presence of a business - academia link 
university prepares the human capital  <is associated with>  presence of a business - academia 
link 
curricula  <is associated with>  university prepares the human capital 
 
presence of a dataset of partners  <is>  Root 
 
presence of a development strategy  <is>  Root 
help in development from the EU  <is associated with>  presence of a development strategy 
 
presence of free economic areas  <is>  Root 
 
presence of projects  <is>  Root 
funds from AS  <is associated with>  presence of projects 
 
presence of technology transfer  <is>  Root 



 

 

presence of a business - academia link  <is cause of>  presence of technology transfer 
help the enterprises  <is associated with>  presence of a business - academia link 
innovation policy from AS and Innovation Agency  <is associated with>  help the enterprises 
tight collaboration  <is a>  presence of a business - academia link 
university prepares the human capital  <is associated with>  presence of a business - academia 
link 
curricula  <is associated with>  university prepares the human capital 
university prepares the human capital  <is cause of>  presence of technology transfer 
 
presence of the innovation potential  <is>  Root 
business has the potential  <is associated with>  presence of the innovation potential 
internal use of innovation  <is associated with>  business has the potential 
strong business  <is associated with>  business has the potential 
internal use of innovation  <is associated with>  strong business 
cooperation between academia and business  <is associated with>  presence of the innovation 
potential 
preparing specialists  <is part of>  cooperation between academia and business 
internal use of innovation  <is associated with>  presence of the innovation potential 
strong business  <is associated with>  presence of the innovation potential 
 
research for research  <is>  Root 
lack of investments  <is associated with>  research for research 
 
rewards  <is>  Root 
economic investments - means of attraction  <is associated with>  rewards 
need of resources to innovate  <is associated with>  economic investments - means of 
attraction 
need of resources to innovate  <is associated with>  rewards 
 
small link between academia and business  <is>  Root 
no unity of stakeholders  <is cause of>  small link between academia and business 
presence of a business - academia link  <contradicts>  small link between academia and 
business 
help the enterprises  <is associated with>  presence of a business - academia link 
innovation policy from AS and Innovation Agency  <is associated with>  help the enterprises 
tight collaboration  <is a>  presence of a business - academia link 
university prepares the human capital  <is associated with>  presence of a business - academia 
link 
curricula  <is associated with>  university prepares the human capital 
tight collaboration  <contradicts>  small link between academia and business 
 
strong business  <is>  Root 
internal use of innovation  <is associated with>  strong business 
 
tight collaboration  <is>  Root 
 
to attract young scientists  <is>  Root 
economic investments - means of attraction  <is associated with>  to attract young scientists 
need of resources to innovate  <is associated with>  economic investments - means of 
attraction 



 

 

 
transfer to other European countries  <is>  Root 
entrepreneurial and creative  <is associated with>  transfer to other European countries 
creative, but without resources  <is associated with>  entrepreneurial and creative 
economic situation  <is cause of>  creative, but without resources 
open to innovation  <is associated with>  creative, but without resources 
entrepreneurial and creative  <is associated with>  open to innovation 
policies and strategies  <is associated with>  creative, but without resources 
economic situation  <is cause of>  policies and strategies 
open to innovation  <is associated with>  transfer to other European countries 
 
transnational projects  <is>  Root 
 
trust comes with feedback  <is>  Root 
 
university develops human resources  <is>  Root 
innovative IT sector  <is associated with>  university develops human resources 
human resources  <is associated with>  innovative IT sector 
people remain in the region  <is associated with>  university develops human resources 
 
universities greater trust than institutions  <is>  Root 
lack of economic resources  <is cause of>  universities greater trust than institutions 
 
university prepares the human capital  <is>  Root 
curricula  <is associated with>  university prepares the human capital 
 
vital issues are solved globally  <is>  Root 
 
weak link between academia - authorities  <is>  Root 
universities greater trust than institutions  <is cause of>  weak link between academia - 
authorities 
lack of economic resources  <is cause of>  universities greater trust than institutions 
 
what the business needs  <is>  Root 
 
willingness for cooperation  <is>  Root 
willingness to apply for new projects  <is associated with>  willingness for cooperation 
willingness to cooperate with academia and SMEs  <is associated with>  willingness to apply 
for new projects 
willingness for cooperation  <is associated with>  willingness to cooperate with academia and 
SMEs 
willingness to increase  <is associated with>  willingness to cooperate with academia and 
SMEs 
willingness to apply for new projects  <is associated with>  willingness to increase 
willigness to increase  <is associated with>  willingness for cooperation 
 
willingness to apply for new projects  <is>  Root 
willingness to cooperate with academia and SMEs  <is associated with>  willingness to apply 
for new projects 



 

 

willingness for cooperation  <is associated with>  willingness to cooperate with academia and 
SMEs 
willingness to apply for new projects  <is associated with>  willingness for cooperation 
willingness to increase  <is associated with>  willingness for cooperation 
willingness to apply for new projects  <is associated with>  willingness to increase 
willingness to increase  <is associated with>  willingness to cooperate with academia and 
SMEs 
 
willingness to cooperate with academia and SMEs  <is>  Root 
willingness for cooperation  <is associated with>  willingness to cooperate with academia and 
SMEs 
willingness to apply for new projects  <is associated with>  willingness for cooperation 
willingness to cooperate with academia and SMEs  <is associated with>  willingness to apply 
for new projects 
willingness to increase  <is associated with>  willingness for cooperation 
willingness to apply for new projects  <is associated with>  willingness to increase 
willingness to increase  <is associated with>  willingness to cooperate with academia and 
SMEs 
 
willingness to increase  <is>  Root 
willingness to apply for new projects  <is associated with>  willingness to increase 
willingness to cooperate with academia and SMEs  <is associated with>  willingness to apply 
for new projects 
willingness for cooperation  <is associated with>  willingness to cooperate with academia and 
SMEs 
willingness to apply for new projects  <is associated with>  willingness for cooperation 
willingness to increase  <is associated with>  willingness for cooperation 
willingness to increase  <is associated with>  willingness to cooperate with academia and 
SMEs 
 
 
Code neighbors list 
Code-Filter: All 
______________________________________________________________________ 
Code: absence of a technologic transfer center {1-1} 
business does not want to develop the potential <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: access to information {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: better innovation performance, after the capital {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: business does not want to develop the potential {1-1} 
<is associated with> absence of a technologic transfer center 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: business has the potential {1-3} 
<is associated with> presence of the innovation potential 



 

 

internal use of innovation <is associated with> 
strong business <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: businesses don't want more {1-1} 
no link between academia and business <is cause of> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: collaboration of professional schools with universities {1-1} 
preparing specialists <is part of> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: companies have the resources (people) {1-1} 
preparing specialists <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: competition is good for innovation {1-1} 
competition state <is part of> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: competition state {1-1} 
<is part of> competition is good for innovation 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: cooperation between academia and business {2-3} 
<is associated with> cooperation with companies 
<is associated with> presence of the innovation potential 
preparing specialists <is part of> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: cooperation between state agencies and NGOs {1-2} 
<is associated with> cooperation with the capital agencies 
cooperation with other regions <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: cooperation with companies {1-2} 
cooperation between academia and business <is associated with> 
preparing specialists <is part of> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: cooperation with other regions {1-3} 
<is associated with> cooperation between state agencies and NGOs 
<is associated with> cooperation with the capital agencies 
transnational projects <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: cooperation with the capital agencies {1-3} 
cooperation between state agencies and NGOs <is associated with> 
cooperation with other regions <is associated with> 
weak link between academia - authorities <contradicts> 



 

 

______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: creative, but without resources {1-4} 
<is associated with> entrepreneurial and creative 
economic situation <is cause of> 
open to innovation <is associated with> 
policies and strategies <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: creativity {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: curricula {1-1} 
<is associated with> university prepares the human capital 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: depending on the human resources {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: development agency works {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: economic investments - means of attraction {1-4} 
<is cause of> no youth with expertise 
<is associated with> rewards 
<is associated with> to attract young scientists 
need of resources to innovate <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: economic situation {1-2} 
<is cause of> creative, but without resources 
<is cause of> policies and strategies 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: energy efficiency funds {1-1} 
funds available for everyone <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: entrepreneurial and creative {1-3} 
<is associated with> open to innovation 
<is associated with> transfer to other European countries 
creative, but without resources <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: final product oriented to the company {1-1} 
internal use of innovation <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: focus on agriculture {1-1} 
<is associated with> no real development in innovation and technologic transfer 



 

 

______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: funds available for everyone {1-1} 
<is associated with> energy efficiency funds 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: funds from AS {1-1} 
<is associated with> presence of projects 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: globalization spreads the innovation {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: good professors {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: help in development from the EU {1-2} 
<is associated with> need of external expertise 
<is associated with> presence of a development strategy 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: help the enterprises {1-2} 
<is associated with> presence of a business - academia link 
innovation policy from AS and Innovation Agency <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: high level of cooperation on the academia level {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: human resources {1-2} 
<is associated with> innovative IT sector 
<is associated with> possibility of exchange 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: idea implementation in businesses {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: inclusiveness of many regions {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: innovation in projects {1-1} 
transnational projects <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: innovation policy from AS and Innovation Agency {1-1} 
<is associated with> help the enterprises 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: innovations are not visible, even if present {1-1} 
no unity of stakeholders <is associated with> 



 

 

______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: innovative IT sector {1-2} 
<is associated with> university develops human resources 
human resources <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: internal use of innovation {1-4} 
<is associated with> business has the potential 
<is associated with> final product oriented to the company 
<is associated with> presence of the innovation potential 
<is associated with> strong business 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: investments in the free economic areas {1-1} 
presence of free economic areas <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: IT sector {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: job opportunities {1-2} 
<is cause of> lack of attraction and retaining capacity 
lack of motivation <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: lack of attraction and retaining capacity {1-7} 
job opportunities <is cause of> 
lack of information <is cause of> 
lack of motivation <is cause of> 
lack of students <is cause of> 
more perspectives abroad <is cause of> 
not much money <is cause of> 
population decrease <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: lack of economic resources {1-1} 
<is cause of> universities greater trust than institutions 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: lack of information {1-1} 
<is cause of> lack of attraction and retaining capacity 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: lack of investments {1-1} 
<is associated with> research for research 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: lack of motivation {1-3} 
<is associated with> job opportunities 



 

 

<is cause of> lack of attraction and retaining capacity 
<is part of> more perspectives abroad 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: lack of perspective (financial) {1-2} 
<is cause of> more perspectives abroad 
<is cause of> people leave 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: lack of students {1-3} 
<is cause of> lack of attraction and retaining capacity 
<is associated with> not much money 
old policies <is cause of> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: lack of willingness to change {1-1} 
<is associated with> low level of information 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: low level of information {1-1} 
lack of willingness to change <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: low university innovation {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: military technology {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: more perspectives abroad {1-4} 
<is cause of> lack of attraction and retaining capacity 
<is cause of> people leave 
lack of motivation <is part of> 
lack of perspective (financial) <is cause of> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: need of external expertise {1-1} 
help in development from the EU <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: need of resources to innovate {1-2} 
<is associated with> economic investments - means of attraction 
<is associated with> rewards 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: no innovation policy {0-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: no link between academia and business {1-2} 
<is cause of> businesses don't want more 



 

 

no unity of stakeholders <is cause of> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: no link between the innovator and entrepreneur {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: no monopoly {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: no real development in innovation and technologic transfer {1-2} 
<is associated with> no youth with expertise 
focus on agriculture <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: no unity of stakeholders {1-3} 
<is associated with> innovations are not visible, even if present 
<is cause of> no link between academia and business 
<is cause of> small link between academia and business 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: no youth with expertise {1-2} 
economic investments - means of attraction <is cause of> 
no real development in innovation and technologic transfer <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: non success of the incubator {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: not healthy competition {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: not much money {1-2} 
<is cause of> lack of attraction and retaining capacity 
lack of students <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: old policies {1-1} 
<is cause of> lack of students 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: open to innovation {1-3} 
<is associated with> creative, but without resources 
<is associated with> transfer to other European countries 
entrepreneurial and creative <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: people leave {1-2} 
lack of perspective (financial) <is cause of> 
more perspectives abroad <is cause of> 
______________________________________________________________________ 



 

 

 
Code: people leave - general problem for Moldova {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: people remain in the region {1-1} 
<is associated with> university develops human resources 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: personal motivation {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: policies and strategies {1-2} 
<is associated with> creative, but without resources 
economic situation <is cause of> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: population decrease {1-1} 
<is associated with> lack of attraction and retaining capacity 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: possibility of exchange {1-2} 
human resources <is associated with> 
university develops human resources <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: preparing specialists {1-4} 
<is part of> collaboration of professional schools with universities 
<is associated with> companies have the resources (people) 
<is part of> cooperation between academia and business 
<is part of> cooperation with companies 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: presence of a business - academia link {2-5} 
<is cause of> presence of technology transfer 
<contradicts> small link between academia and business 
help the enterprises <is associated with> 
tight collaboration <is a> 
university prepares the human capital <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: presence of a dataset of partners {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: presence of a development strategy {1-1} 
help in development from the EU <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: presence of free economic areas {1-1} 
<is associated with> investments in the free economic areas 
______________________________________________________________________ 



 

 

 
Code: presence of projects {1-1} 
funds from AS <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: presence of technology transfer {1-2} 
presence of a business - academia link <is cause of> 
university prepares the human capital <is cause of> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: presence of the innovation potential {1-4} 
business has the potential <is associated with> 
cooperation between academia and business <is associated with> 
internal use of innovation <is associated with> 
strong business <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: research for research {1-1} 
lack of investments <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: rewards {1-2} 
economic investments - means of attraction <is associated with> 
need of resources to innovate <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: small link between academia and business {1-3} 
no unity of stakeholders <is cause of> 
presence of a business - academia link <contradicts> 
tight collaboration <contradicts> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: strong business {1-3} 
<is associated with> business has the potential 
<is associated with> presence of the innovation potential 
internal use of innovation <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: tight collaboration {1-2} 
<is a> presence of a business - academia link 
<contradicts> small link between academia and business 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: to attract young scientists {1-1} 
economic investments - means of attraction <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: transfer to other European countries {1-2} 
entrepreneurial and creative <is associated with> 
open to innovation <is associated with> 



 

 

______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: transnational projects {1-2} 
<is associated with> cooperation with other regions 
<is associated with> innovation in projects 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: trust comes with feedback {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: university develops human resources {1-3} 
<is associated with> possibility of exchange 
innovative IT sector <is associated with> 
people remain in the region <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: universities greater trust than institutions {1-2} 
<is cause of> weak link between academia - authorities 
lack of economic resources <is cause of> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: university prepares the human capital {1-3} 
<is associated with> presence of a business - academia link 
<is cause of> presence of technology transfer 
curricula <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: vital issues are solved globally {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: weak link between academia - authorities {1-2} 
<contradicts> cooperation with the capital agencies 
universities greater trust than institutions <is cause of> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: what the business needs {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: willingness for cooperation {1-3} 
<is associated with> willingness to cooperate with academia and SMEs 
willingness to apply for new projects <is associated with> 
willingness to increase <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: willingness to apply for new projects {1-3} 
<is associated with> willingness for cooperation 
<is associated with> willingness to increase 
willingness to cooperate with academia and SMEs <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 



 

 

Code: willingness to cooperate with academia and SMEs {1-3} 
<is associated with> willingness to apply for new projects 
willingness for cooperation <is associated with> 
willingness to increase <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: willingness to increase {1-3} 
<is associated with> willingness for cooperation 
<is associated with> willingness to cooperate with academia and SMEs 
willingness to apply for new projects <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

11 Coding of the semi-structured interview in South-Eastern Region in 

Ireland 
Code List 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
"re-imagining the identity" 
"talent pool" 
academia - business - state 
academia - business - state link 
acceptance of the possibility to fail 
accepting change 
action plan for job opportunities 
are trying to do something 
area with potential 
availability of tools 
big companies 
bringing together the authorities 
bringing together the companies 
capacity to attract 
collaboration between authorities and businesses 
collaboration between research centers 
collaboration with education institutions 
collective knowledge of future 
collective perspective 
communication with SME not good enough 
community connected with the outside of the region 
competition 
competition between people 
competition from sister factories 
competition is positive 
competition with multinationals 
cooperation between companies 
cooperation between stakeholders is stronger 
creative people in mundane jobs 



 

 

creative people in mundane jobs, now changing 
cross-sector cooperation 
cultural resistance 
depended on government 
developing research for companies 
developing new products a better way to deal with recession 
developing new skills 
dissemination point 
diversity in collaborations 
economic crisis a catalyst for collaboration process 
education and skill needs 
education has to better in the promotion and targeting different resources 
education the driver of creativity and entrepreneurship 
enterprises promote regions 
export focus 
exporting culture as means of creating networks 
exposed to positive environment 
finding key people 
focus on developing clusters 
focus on here and now 
foreign languages are a challenge for exploring markets 
gab between academic and industrial R&D 
global companies 
global thinking 
good driver for outside interaction 
good graduate quality 
good infrastructure 
good institutes 
good level of assimilation 
good mix of multinational corporations 
good salaries 
government invests in education 
government sees the needs 
government support education 
graduates 
great capabilities in companies 
great opportunities 
growing and growing 
have to be competitive 
high skill work force 
high tech software industry 
how to sell the product 
importance of collaboration skills 
importance of entrepreneurship skills 
influence of foreign culture 
informal networks 
information 
information dissemination 
infrastructure in the region 
innovation discouraged 



 

 

innovation is an opportunity, not cost 
innovation part of the mind set 
innovation partnership in SMEs 
innovation policy - individual base 
innovation transferability 
innovations are international based 
innovative companies 
interconnectivity of roads 
international collaboration 
international focus 
international recruits 
investments opportunities 
involvement and guidance from authorities in setting-up institutes 
job opportunities 
knowledge 
knowledge transferability 
lack of inter-capital for startups 
lack of knowledge about innovation 
lack of misunderstanding 
lack of sector networks 
less fear for competition 
less in small enterprises 
lifestyle 
lifestyle promotes Waterford 
limited public resources for initiatives 
link of the stakeholders 
links with American companies 
local graduates 
long process of development 
more educated people - bigger country attraction 
more people engage into business 
more willing to risk 
national collaboration 
necessity - the driver of innovation 
need of becoming more autonomous region 
need of improvement for the collaborative R&D 
networks 
networks organized by those who participate 
no more long thinking before action 
no R&D in industry 
no R&D in multinational companies 
non-competitive basis 
not depend on currency fluctuations as business model 
not fighting for the same piece of pie 
not homogenous population 
not processes based networking 
now jobs allow people to be more creative 
ok until profitable 
open economy 
opposed to future development 



 

 

opposed to new stat-ups 
outside the region graduates 
part of a chain 
people - key to successful networks 
people are aware of the need of collaboration 
people are aware of the need of interaction 
people are aware of the need of sharing 
people are internationally focused 
people see opportunities 
people transferability 
personality based networking 
poor mentality of the local government 
presence of R&D as an activity 
presence of big companies 
presence of company embracing technologies 
presence of company focusing on opportunities 
presence of company focusing on skills and training the staff 
presence of company understanding the needs 
presence of networks 
presence of smart specializations 
presence of strategic thinking 
presence of strategic thinking of the council 
problems in bridging opportunities and skill needs 
problems of the recession 
project based networks 
promotes talent 
public sector and private sector do not collide 
pushing the idea of collaboration 
pushing the needs for innovation 
quality of life 
quality of schools 
R&D at the level of SME 
realization of the need to learn 
recession - driver of change 
recession - driver of change for education 
regions seen as sectorial 
remote work 
same industry and HE institution network 
setting an environment with no innovative thinking 
sharing of information at different events 
shortage of science engineering graduates 
skills shortage 
small companies can engage with research institutes 
small companies want to research and development, but can't 
small scale innovation 
SME investing in graduates 
specific network 
state - a broker 
state networks less successful 
still a lot of work 



 

 

strong cluster of foreign companies 
strong links between businesses 
strongly against innovative processes 
success - employment 
surroundings 
the education perspective important 
to create infrastructure for software companies and start-ups 
to deliver more employment opportunities 
trust-based on common goals 
trust in people, not organizations 
trust rewards 
trying to do to something 
willingness of SMEs to participate in post-product development 
working environment 
wrong direction 
younger generations want to try new things 
 
Codes hierarchy 
Code-Filter: All 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
"re-imagining the identity"  <is>  Root 
 
"talent pool"  <is>  Root 
strong cluster of foreign companies  <is cause of>  "talent pool" 
focus on developing clusters  <is associated with>  strong cluster of foreign companies 
presence of big companies  <is associated with>  focus on developing clusters 
 
academia - business - state  <is>  Root 
 
academia - business - state link  <is>  Root 
 
acceptance of the possibility to fail  <is>  Root 
 
accepting change  <is>  Root 
 
action plan for job opportunities  <is>  Root 
 
are trying to do something  <is>  Root 
 
area with potential  <is>  Root 
 
availability of tools  <is>  Root 
 
big companies  <is>  Root 
 
bringing together the authorities  <is>  Root 
 
bringing together the companies  <is>  Root 
networks  <is part of>  bringing together the companies 



 

 

 
capacity to attract  <is>  Root 
high skill work force  <is cause of>  capacity to attract 
international recruits  <is cause of>  capacity to attract 
quality of life  <is cause of>  capacity to attract 
remote work  <is cause of>  capacity to attract 
surroundings  <is cause of>  capacity to attract 
working environment  <is cause of>  capacity to attract 
 
collaboration between authorities and businesses  <is>  Root 
collaboration with education institutions  <is associated with>  collaboration between 
authorities and businesses 
lack of misunderstanding  <is associated with>  collaboration with education institutions 
economic crisis a catalyst for collaboration process  <is cause of>  collaboration between 
authorities and businesses 
 
collaboration between research centers  <is>  Root 
people are aware of the need of collaboration  <is cause of>  collaboration between research 
centers 
collective perspective  <is associated with>  people are aware of the need of collaboration 
less fear for competition  <is cause of>  people are aware of the need of collaboration 
non competitive basis  <is cause of>  people are aware of the need of collaboration 
not fighting for the same piece of pie  <is associated with>  people are aware of the need of 
collaboration 
pushing the idea of collaboration  <is cause of>  collaboration between research centers 
 
collaboration with education institutions  <is>  Root 
lack of misunderstanding  <is associated with>  collaboration with education institutions 
 
collective knowledge of future  <is>  Root 
lack of inter-capital for startups  <is associated with>  collective knowledge of future 
 
collective perspective  <is>  Root 
 
communication with SME not good enough  <is>  Root 
bringing together the companies  <is associated with>  communication with SME not good 
enough 
networks  <is part of>  bringing together the companies 
networks  <is associated with>  communication with SME not good enough 
 
community connected with the outside of the region  <is>  Root 
 
competition  <is>  Root 
diversity in collaborations  <is associated with>  competition 
 
competition between people  <is>  Root 
 
competition from sister factories  <is>  Root 
 
competition is positive  <is>  Root 



 

 

 
competition with multinationals  <is>  Root 
knowledge  <is associated with>  competition with multinationals 
competition between people  <is associated with>  knowledge 
 
cooperation between companies  <is>  Root 
strong links between businesses  <is cause of>  cooperation between companies 
 
cooperation between stakeholders is stronger  <is>  Root 
 
creative people in mundane jobs  <is>  Root 
 
creative people in mundane jobs, now changing  <is>  Root 
now jobs allow people to be more creative  <is associated with>  creative people in mundane 
jobs, now changing 
creative people in mundane jobs  <is associated with>  now jobs allow people to be more 
creative 
 
cross-sector cooperation  <is>  Root 
 
cultural resistance  <is>  Root 
 
depended  on government  <is>  Root 
involvement and guidance from authorities in setting-up institutes  <is associated with>  
depended  on government 
 
developing research for companies  <is>  Root 
 
developing new products a better way to deal with recession  <is>  Root 
recession - driver of change  <is associated with>  developing new products a better way to 
deal with recession 
more people engage into business  <is associated with>  recession - driver of change 
more willing to risk  <is associated with>  recession - driver of change 
more people engage into business  <is associated with>  more willing to risk 
 
developing new skills  <is>  Root 
 
dissemination point  <is>  Root 
 
diversity in collaborations  <is>  Root 
 
economic crisis a catalyst for collaboration process  <is>  Root 
 
education and skill needs  <is>  Root 
government support education  <contradicts>  education and skill needs 
the education perspective important  <is associated with>  government support education 
 
education has to better in the promotion and targeting different resources  <is>  Root 
 
education the driver of creativity and entrepreneurship  <is>  Root 



 

 

 
enterprises promote regions  <is>  Root 
interconnectivity of roads  <is associated with>  enterprises promote regions 
promotes talent  <is associated with>  enterprises promote regions 
quality of life  <is associated with>  promotes talent 
quality of life  <is associated with>  enterprises promote regions 
 
export focus  <is>  Root 
good mix of multinational corporations  <is associated with>  export focus 
 
exporting culture as means of creating networks  <is>  Root 
 
exposed to positive environment  <is>  Root 
people are internationally focused  <is associated with>  exposed to positive environment 
 
finding key people  <is>  Root 
skills shortage  <is cause of>  finding key people 
 
focus on developing clusters  <is>  Root 
presence of big companies  <is associated with>  focus on developing clusters 
 
focus on here and now  <is>  Root 
 
foreign languages is a challenge for exploring markets  <is>  Root 
 
gab between academic and industrial R&D  <is>  Root 
 
global companies  <is>  Root 
 
global thinking  <is>  Root 
 
good driver for outside interaction  <is>  Root 
community connected with the outside of the region  <is associated with>  good driver for 
outside interaction 
investments opportunities  <is cause of>  good driver for outside interaction 
community connected with the outside of the region  <is associated with>  investments 
opportunities 
 
good graduate quality  <is>  Root 
good institutes  <is associated with>  good graduate quality 
high tech software industry  <is associated with>  good graduate quality 
quality of schools  <is cause of>  good graduate quality 
to create infrastructure for software companies and start-ups  <is associated with>  good 
graduate quality 
 
good infrastructure  <is>  Root 
interconnectivity of roads  <is associated with>  good infrastructure 
 
good institutes  <is>  Root 
 



 

 

good level of assimilation  <is>  Root 
open economy  <is associated with>  good level of assimilation 
 
good mix of multinational corporations  <is>  Root 
 
good salaries  <is>  Root 
presence of big companies  <is associated with>  good salaries 
 
government invests in education  <is>  Root 
government support education  <is associated with>  government invests in education 
the education perspective important  <is associated with>  government support education 
 
government sees the needs  <is>  Root 
 
government support education  <is>  Root 
the education perspective important  <is associated with>  government support education 
 
graduates  <is>  Root 
good institutes  <is associated with>  graduates 
 
great capabilities in companies  <is>  Root 
dissemination point  <is associated with>  great capabilities in companies 
 
great opportunities  <is>  Root 
 
growing and growing  <is>  Root 
good graduate quality  <is associated with>  growing and growing 
good institutes  <is associated with>  good graduate quality 
high tech software industry  <is associated with>  good graduate quality 
quality of schools  <is cause of>  good graduate quality 
to create infrastructure for software companies and start-ups  <is associated with>  good 
graduate quality 
to create infrastructure for software companies and start-ups  <is associated with>  growing 
and growing 
 
have to be competitive  <is>  Root 
 
high skill work force  <is>  Root 
 
high tech software industry  <is>  Root 
 
how to sell the product  <is>  Root 
people are internationally focused  <is associated with>  how to sell the product 
 
importance of collaboration skills  <is>  Root 
 
importance of entrepreneurship skills  <is>  Root 
importance of collaboration skills  <is associated with>  importance of entrepreneurship skills 
 
influence of foreign culture  <is>  Root 



 

 

 
informal networks  <is>  Root 
networks organized by those who participate  <is associated with>  informal networks 
state - a broker  <is associated with>  networks organized by those who participate 
project based networks  <is associated with>  informal networks 
 
information  <is>  Root 
 
information dissemination  <is>  Root 
 
infrastructure in the region  <is>  Root 
good infrastructure  <is associated with>  infrastructure in the region 
interconnectivity of roads  <is associated with>  good infrastructure 
interconnectivity of roads  <is associated with>  infrastructure in the region 
 
innovation discouraged  <is>  Root 
poor mentality of the local government  <is cause of>  innovation discouraged 
strongly against innovative processes  <is associated with>  poor mentality of the local 
government 
strongly against innovative processes  <is associated with>  innovation discouraged 
 
innovation is an opportunity, not cost  <is>  Root 
cultural resistance  <contradicts>  innovation is an opportunity, not cost 
 
innovation part of the mind set  <is>  Root 
necessity - the driver of innovation  <is cause of>  innovation part of the mind set 
 
innovation partnership in SMEs  <is>  Root 
SME investing in graduates  <is associated with>  innovation partnership in SMEs 
 
innovation policy - individual base  <is>  Root 
limited public resources for initiatives  <is associated with>  innovation policy - individual 
base 
 
innovation transferability  <is>  Root 
cooperation between companies  <is cause of>  innovation transferability 
strong links between businesses  <is cause of>  cooperation between companies 
people transferability  <is associated with>  innovation transferability 
cooperation between companies  <is cause of>  people transferability 
 
innovations are international based  <is>  Root 
 
innovative companies  <is>  Root 
 
interconnectivity of roads  <is>  Root 
 
international collaboration  <is>  Root 
global thinking  <is associated with>  international collaboration 
 
international focus  <is>  Root 



 

 

 
international recruits  <is>  Root 
 
investments opportunities  <is>  Root 
community connected with the outside of the region  <is associated with>  investments 
opportunities 
 
involvement and guidance from authorities in setting-up institutes  <is>  Root 
 
job opportunities  <is>  Root 
good infrastructure  <is associated with>  job opportunities 
interconnectivity of roads  <is associated with>  good infrastructure 
infrastructure in the region  <is associated with>  job opportunities 
good infrastructure  <is associated with>  infrastructure in the region 
interconnectivity of roads  <is associated with>  infrastructure in the region 
outside the region graduates  <is associated with>  job opportunities 
 
knowledge  <is>  Root 
competition between people  <is associated with>  knowledge 
 
knowledge transferability  <is>  Root 
cooperation between companies  <is cause of>  knowledge transferability 
strong links between businesses  <is cause of>  cooperation between companies 
innovation transferability  <is associated with>  knowledge transferability 
cooperation between companies  <is cause of>  innovation transferability 
people transferability  <is associated with>  innovation transferability 
cooperation between companies  <is cause of>  people transferability 
people transferability  <is associated with>  knowledge transferability 
 
lack of inter-capital for startups  <is>  Root 
 
lack of knowledge about innovation  <is>  Root 
 
lack of misunderstanding  <is>  Root 
 
lack of sector networks  <is>  Root 
same industry and HE institution network  <contradicts>  lack of sector networks 
 
less fear for competition  <is>  Root 
 
less in small enterprises  <is>  Root 
no R&D in industry  <contradicts>  less in small enterprises 
no R&D in multinational companies  <is associated with>  no R&D in industry 
no R&D in multinational companies  <contradicts>  less in small enterprises 
 
lifestyle  <is>  Root 
 
lifestyle promotes Waterford  <is>  Root 
 
limited public resources for initiatives  <is>  Root 



 

 

 
link of the stakeholders  <is>  Root 
 
links with American companies  <is>  Root 
 
local graduates  <is>  Root 
job opportunities  <is associated with>  local graduates 
good infrastructure  <is associated with>  job opportunities 
interconnectivity of roads  <is associated with>  good infrastructure 
infrastructure in the region  <is associated with>  job opportunities 
good infrastructure  <is associated with>  infrastructure in the region 
interconnectivity of roads  <is associated with>  infrastructure in the region 
outside the region graduates  <is associated with>  job opportunities 
 
long process of development  <is>  Root 
 
more educated people - bigger country attraction  <is>  Root 
government invests in education  <is cause of>  more educated people - bigger country 
attraction 
government support education  <is associated with>  government invests in education 
the education perspective important  <is associated with>  government support education 
recession - driver of change for education  <is cause of>  more educated people - bigger 
country attraction 
 
more people engage into business  <is>  Root 
 
more willing to risk  <is>  Root 
more people engage into business  <is associated with>  more willing to risk 
 
national collaboration  <is>  Root 
global thinking  <is associated with>  national collaboration 
international collaboration  <is associated with>  national collaboration 
global thinking  <is associated with>  international collaboration 
 
necessity - the driver of innovation  <is>  Root 
 
need of becoming more autonomous region  <is>  Root 
 
need of improvement for the collaborative R&D  <is>  Root 
gab between academic and industrial R&D  <is associated with>  need of improvement for 
the collaborative R&D 
 
networks  <is>  Root 
 
networks organized by those who participate  <is>  Root 
state - a broker  <is associated with>  networks organized by those who participate 
 
no more long thinking before action  <is>  Root 
 
no R&D in industry  <is>  Root 



 

 

no R&D in multinational companies  <is associated with>  no R&D in industry 
 
no R&D in multinational companies  <is>  Root 
 
non competitive basis  <is>  Root 
 
not depend on currency fluctuations as business model  <is>  Root 
 
not fighting for the same piece of pie  <is>  Root 
 
not homogenous population  <is>  Root 
 
not processes based networking  <is>  Root 
personality based networking  <is associated with>  not processes based networking 
 
now jobs allow people to be more creative  <is>  Root 
creative people in mundane jobs  <is associated with>  now jobs allow people to be more 
creative 
 
ok until profitable  <is>  Root 
 
open economy  <is>  Root 
 
opposed to future development  <is>  Root 
public sector and private sector do not collide  <is associated with>  opposed to future 
development 
 
opposed to new stat-ups  <is>  Root 
setting an environment with no innovative thinking  <is associated with>  opposed to new 
stat-ups 
opposed to future development  <is associated with>  setting an environment with no 
innovative thinking 
public sector and private sector do not collide  <is associated with>  opposed to future 
development 
public sector and private sector do not collide  <is associated with>  setting an environment 
with no innovative thinking 
 
outside the region graduates  <is>  Root 
 
part of a chain  <is>  Root 
willingness of SMEs to participate in post-product development  <is associated with>  part of 
a chain 
 
people - key to successful networks  <is>  Root 
 
people are aware of the need of collaboration  <is>  Root 
collective perspective  <is associated with>  people are aware of the need of collaboration 
less fear for competition  <is cause of>  people are aware of the need of collaboration 
non competitive basis  <is cause of>  people are aware of the need of collaboration 



 

 

not fighting for the same piece of pie  <is associated with>  people are aware of the need of 
collaboration 
 
people are aware of the need of interaction  <is>  Root 
people are aware of the need of collaboration  <is associated with>  people are aware of the 
need of interaction 
collective perspective  <is associated with>  people are aware of the need of collaboration 
less fear for competition  <is cause of>  people are aware of the need of collaboration 
non competitive basis  <is cause of>  people are aware of the need of collaboration 
not fighting for the same piece of pie  <is associated with>  people are aware of the need of 
collaboration 
 
people are aware of the need of sharing  <is>  Root 
people are aware of the need of collaboration  <is associated with>  people are aware of the 
need of sharing 
collective perspective  <is associated with>  people are aware of the need of collaboration 
less fear for competition  <is cause of>  people are aware of the need of collaboration 
non competitive basis  <is cause of>  people are aware of the need of collaboration 
not fighting for the same piece of pie  <is associated with>  people are aware of the need of 
collaboration 
 
people are internationally focused  <is>  Root 
 
people see opportunities  <is>  Root 
 
people transferability  <is>  Root 
cooperation between companies  <is cause of>  people transferability 
strong links between businesses  <is cause of>  cooperation between companies 
 
personality based networking  <is>  Root 
 
poor mentality of the local government  <is>  Root 
strongly against innovative processes  <is associated with>  poor mentality of the local 
government 
 
presence of R&D as an activity  <is>  Root 
 
presence of big companies  <is>  Root 
 
presence of company embracing technologies  <is>  Root 
presence of company focusing on opportunities  <is associated with>  presence of company 
embracing technologies 
presence of company focusing on skills and training the staff  <is associated with>  presence 
of company focusing on opportunities 
presence of company understanding the needs  <is associated with>  presence of company 
focusing on skills and training the staff 
presence of company understanding the needs  <is associated with>  presence of company 
focusing on opportunities 
presence of company focusing on skills and training the staff  <is associated with>  presence 
of company embracing technologies 



 

 

presence of company understanding the needs  <is associated with>  presence of company 
embracing technologies 
 
presence of company focusing on opportunities  <is>  Root 
presence of company focusing on skills and training the staff  <is associated with>  presence 
of company focusing on opportunities 
presence of company understanding the needs  <is associated with>  presence of company 
focusing on skills and training the staff 
presence of company understanding the needs  <is associated with>  presence of company 
focusing on opportunities 
 
presence of company focusing on skills and training the staff  <is>  Root 
presence of company understanding the needs  <is associated with>  presence of company 
focusing on skills and training the staff 
 
presence of company understanding the needs  <is>  Root 
 
presence of networks  <is>  Root 
information dissemination  <is associated with>  presence of networks 
 
presence of smart specializations  <is>  Root 
 
presence of strategic thinking  <is>  Root 
 
presence of strategic thinking of the council  <is>  Root 
 
problems in bridging opportunities and skill needs  <is>  Root 
developing research for companies  <is associated with>  problems in bridging opportunities 
and skill needs 
skills shortage  <is associated with>  problems in bridging opportunities and skill needs 
 
problems of the recession  <is>  Root 
 
project based networks  <is>  Root 
 
promotes talent  <is>  Root 
quality of life  <is associated with>  promotes talent 
 
public sector and private sector do not collide  <is>  Root 
 
pushing the idea of collaboration  <is>  Root 
 
pushing the needs for innovation  <is>  Root 
 
quality of life  <is>  Root 
 
quality of schools  <is>  Root 
 
R&D at the level of SME  <is>  Root 
 



 

 

realization of the need to learn  <is>  Root 
 
recession - driver of change  <is>  Root 
more people engage into business  <is associated with>  recession - driver of change 
more willing to risk  <is associated with>  recession - driver of change 
more people engage into business  <is associated with>  more willing to risk 
 
recession - driver of change for education  <is>  Root 
 
regions seen as sectorial  <is>  Root 
 
remote work  <is>  Root 
 
same industry and HE institution network  <is>  Root 
 
setting an environment with no innovative thinking  <is>  Root 
opposed to future development  <is associated with>  setting an environment with no 
innovative thinking 
public sector and private sector do not collide  <is associated with>  opposed to future 
development 
public sector and private sector do not collide  <is associated with>  setting an environment 
with no innovative thinking 
 
sharing of information at different events  <is>  Root 
not fighting for the same piece of pie  <is associated with>  sharing of information at different 
events 
people are aware of the need of collaboration  <is associated with>  sharing of information at 
different events 
collective perspective  <is associated with>  people are aware of the need of collaboration 
less fear for competition  <is cause of>  people are aware of the need of collaboration 
non competitive basis  <is cause of>  people are aware of the need of collaboration 
not fighting for the same piece of pie  <is associated with>  people are aware of the need of 
collaboration 
 
shortage of science engineering graduates  <is>  Root 
skills shortage  <is cause of>  shortage of science engineering graduates 
 
skills shortage  <is>  Root 
 
small companies can engage with research institutes  <is>  Root 
presence of R&D as an activity  <is associated with>  small companies can engage with 
research institutes 
 
small companies want to research and development, but  can't  <is>  Root 
 
small scale innovation  <is>  Root 
 
SME investing in graduates  <is>  Root 
 
specific network  <is>  Root 



 

 

trust rewards  <is associated with>  specific network 
people - key to successful networks  <is associated with>  trust rewards 
presence of strategic thinking  <is associated with>  trust rewards 
 
state - a broker  <is>  Root 
 
state networks less successful  <is>  Root 
lack of sector networks  <is associated with>  state networks less successful 
same industry and HE institution network  <contradicts>  lack of sector networks 
same industry and HE institution network  <is associated with>  state networks less successful 
state - a broker  <is associated with>  state networks less successful 
 
still a lot of work  <is>  Root 
 
strong cluster of foreign companies  <is>  Root 
focus on developing clusters  <is associated with>  strong cluster of foreign companies 
presence of big companies  <is associated with>  focus on developing clusters 
 
strong links between businesses  <is>  Root 
 
strongly against innovative processes  <is>  Root 
 
success - employment  <is>  Root 
 
surroundings  <is>  Root 
 
the education perspective important  <is>  Root 
 
to create infrastructure for software companies and start-ups  <is>  Root 
 
to deliver more employment opportunities  <is>  Root 
 
trust-based on common goals  <is>  Root 
people are aware of the need of collaboration  <is associated with>  trust-based on common 
goals 
collective perspective  <is associated with>  people are aware of the need of collaboration 
less fear for competition  <is cause of>  people are aware of the need of collaboration 
non competitive basis  <is cause of>  people are aware of the need of collaboration 
not fighting for the same piece of pie  <is associated with>  people are aware of the need of 
collaboration 
trust in people, not organizations  <is associated with>  trust-based on common goals 
people - key to successful networks  <is associated with>  trust in people, not organizations 
specific network  <is associated with>  trust in people, not organizations 
trust rewards  <is associated with>  specific network 
people - key to successful networks  <is associated with>  trust rewards 
presence of strategic thinking  <is associated with>  trust rewards 
 
trust in people, not organizations  <is>  Root 
people - key to successful networks  <is associated with>  trust in people, not organizations 
specific network  <is associated with>  trust in people, not organizations 



 

 

trust rewards  <is associated with>  specific network 
people - key to successful networks  <is associated with>  trust rewards 
presence of strategic thinking  <is associated with>  trust rewards 
 
trust rewards  <is>  Root 
people - key to successful networks  <is associated with>  trust rewards 
presence of strategic thinking  <is associated with>  trust rewards 
 
trying to do to something  <is>  Root 
still a lot of work  <is associated with>  trying to do to something 
wrong direction  <is associated with>  trying to do to something 
 
willingness of SMEs to participate in post-product development  <is>  Root 
 
working environment  <is>  Root 
 
wrong direction  <is>  Root 
 
younger generations want to try new things  <is>  Root 
influence of foreign culture  <is associated with>  younger generations want to try new things 
 
 
Code neighbors list 
Code-Filter: All 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Code: "re-imagining the identity" {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: "talent pool" {1-1} 
strong cluster of foreign companies <is cause of> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: academia - business - state {0-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: academia - business - state link {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: acceptance of the possibility to fail {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: accepting change {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: action plan for job opportunities {2-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: are trying to do something {1-0} 



 

 

______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: area with potential {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: availability of tools {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: big companies {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: bringing together the authorities {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: bringing together the companies {1-2} 
<is associated with> communication with SME not good enough 
networks <is part of> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: capacity to attract {1-6} 
high skill work force <is cause of> 
international recruits <is cause of> 
quality of life <is cause of> 
remote work <is cause of> 
surroundings <is cause of> 
working environment <is cause of> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: collaboration between authorities and businesses {1-2} 
collaboration with education institutions <is associated with> 
economic crisis a catalyst for collaboration process <is cause of> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: collaboration between research centers {1-2} 
people are aware of the need of collaboration <is cause of> 
pushing the idea of collaboration <is cause of> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: collaboration with education institutions {2-2} 
<is associated with> collaboration between authorities and businesses 
lack of misunderstanding <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: collective knowledge of future {1-1} 
lack of inter-capital for startups <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: collective perspective {2-1} 
<is associated with> people are aware of the need of collaboration 
______________________________________________________________________ 



 

 

 
Code: communication with SME not good enough {1-2} 
bringing together the companies <is associated with> 
networks <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: community connected with the outside of the region {1-2} 
<is associated with> good driver for outside interaction 
<is associated with> investments opportunities 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: competition {1-1} 
diversity in collaborations <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: competition between people {1-1} 
<is associated with> knowledge 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: competition from sister factories {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: competition is positive {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: competition with multinationals {1-1} 
knowledge <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: cooperation between companies {1-4} 
<is cause of> innovation transferability 
<is cause of> knowledge transferability 
<is cause of> people transferability 
strong links between businesses <is cause of> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: cooperation between stakeholders is stronger {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: creative people in mundane jobs {1-1} 
<is associated with> now jobs allow people to be more creative 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: creative people in mundane jobs, now changing {1-1} 
now jobs allow people to be more creative <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: cross-sector cooperation {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 



 

 

Code: cultural resistance {1-1} 
<contradicts> innovation is an opportunity, not cost 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: depended  on government {1-1} 
involvement and guidance from authorities in setting-up institutes <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: developing research for companies {1-1} 
<is associated with> problems in bridging opportunities and skill needs 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: developing new products a better way to deal with recession {1-1} 
recession - driver of change <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: developing new skills {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: dissemination point {1-1} 
<is associated with> great capabilities in companies 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: diversity in collaborations {1-1} 
<is associated with> competition 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: economic crisis a catalyst for collaboration process {1-1} 
<is cause of> collaboration between authorities and businesses 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: education and skill needs {1-1} 
government support education <contradicts> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: education has to better in the promotion and targetting diffrent resources {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: education the driver of creativity and entrepreneurship {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: enterprises promote regions {1-3} 
interconnectivity of roads <is associated with> 
promotes talent <is associated with> 
quality of life <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: export focus {1-1} 
good mix of multinational corporations <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 



 

 

 
Code: exporting culture as means of creating networks {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: exposed to positive environment {1-1} 
people are internationally focused <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: finding key people {1-1} 
skills shortage <is cause of> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: focus on developing clusters {1-2} 
<is associated with> strong cluster of foreign companies 
presence of big companies <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: focus on here and now {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: foreign languages is a challenge for exploring markets {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: gab between academic and industrial R&D {1-1} 
<is associated with> need of improvement for the collaborative R&D 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: global companies {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: global thinking {1-2} 
<is associated with> international collaboration 
<is associated with> national collaboration 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: good driver for outside interaction {1-2} 
community connected with the outside of the region <is associated with> 
investments opportunities <is cause of> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: good graduate quality {1-5} 
<is associated with> growing and growing 
good institutes <is associated with> 
high tech software industry <is associated with> 
quality of schools <is cause of> 
to create infrastructure for software companies and start-ups <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: good infrastructure {1-3} 
<is associated with> infrastructure in the region 



 

 

<is associated with> job opportunities 
interconnectivity of roads <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: good institutes {1-2} 
<is associated with> good graduate quality 
<is associated with> graduates 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: good level of assimilation {1-1} 
open economy <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: good mix of multinational corporations {1-1} 
<is associated with> export focus 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: good salaries {1-1} 
presence of big companies <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: government invests in education {1-2} 
<is cause of> more educated people - bigger country attraction 
government support education <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: government sees the needs {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: government support education {1-3} 
<contradicts> education and skill needs 
<is associated with> government invests in education 
the education perspective important <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: graduates {1-1} 
good institutes <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: great capabilities in companies {1-1} 
dissemination point <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: great opportunities {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: growing and growing {1-2} 
good graduate quality <is associated with> 
to create infrastructure for software companies and start-ups <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 



 

 

 
Code: have to be competitive {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: high skill work force {1-1} 
<is cause of> capacity to attract 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: high tech software industry {1-1} 
<is associated with> good graduate quality 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: how to sell the product {1-1} 
people are internationally focused <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: importance of collaboration skills {1-1} 
<is associated with> importance of entrepreneurship skills 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: importance of entrepreneurship skills {1-1} 
importance of collaboration skills <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: influence of foreign culture {1-1} 
<is associated with> younger generations want to try new things 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: informal networks {2-2} 
networks organized by those who participate <is associated with> 
project based networks <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: information {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: information dissemination {1-1} 
<is associated with> presence of networks 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: infrastructure in the region {1-3} 
<is associated with> job opportunities 
good infrastructure <is associated with> 
interconnectivity of roads <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: innovation discouraged {1-2} 
poor mentality of the local government <is cause of> 
strongly against innovative processes <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 



 

 

 
Code: innovation is an opportunity, not cost {1-1} 
cultural resistance <contradicts> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: innovation part of the mind set {1-1} 
necessity - the driver of innovation <is cause of> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: innovation partnership in SMEs {1-1} 
SME investing in graduates <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: innovation policy - individual base {1-1} 
limited public resources for initiatives <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: innovation transferability {1-3} 
<is associated with> knowledge transferability 
cooperation between companies <is cause of> 
people transferability <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: innovations are international based {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: innovative companies {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: interconnectivity of roads {1-3} 
<is associated with> enterprises promote regions 
<is associated with> good infrastructure 
<is associated with> infrastructure in the region 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: international collaboration {1-2} 
<is associated with> national collaboration 
global thinking <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: international focus {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: international recruits {1-1} 
<is cause of> capacity to attract 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: investments opportunities {1-2} 
<is cause of> good driver for outside interaction 
community connected with the outside of the region <is associated with> 



 

 

______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: involvement and guidance from authorities in setting-up institutes {1-1} 
<is associated with> depended  on government 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: job opportunities {1-4} 
<is associated with> local graduates 
good infrastructure <is associated with> 
infrastructure in the region <is associated with> 
outside the region graduates <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: knowledge {1-2} 
<is associated with> competition with multinationals 
competition between people <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: knowledge transferability {1-3} 
cooperation between companies <is cause of> 
innovation transferability <is associated with> 
people transferability <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: lack of inter-capital for startups {2-1} 
<is associated with> collective knowledge of future 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: lack of knowledge about innovation {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: lack of misunderstanding {1-1} 
<is associated with> collaboration with education institutions 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: lack of sector networks {1-2} 
<is associated with> state networks less successful 
same industry and HE institution network <contradicts> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: less fear for competition {1-1} 
<is cause of> people are aware of the need of collaboration 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: less in small enterprises {1-2} 
no R&D in industry <contradicts> 
no R&D in multinational companies <contradicts> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: lifestyle {1-0} 



 

 

______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: lifestyle promotes Waterford {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: limited public resources for initiatives {1-1} 
<is associated with> innovation policy - individual base 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: link of the stakeholders {0-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: links with American companies {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: local graduates {1-1} 
job opportunities <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: long process of development {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: more educated people - bigger country attraction {1-2} 
government invests in education <is cause of> 
recession - driver of change for education <is cause of> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: more people engage into business {1-2} 
<is associated with> more willing to risk 
<is associated with> recession - driver of change 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: more willing to risk {1-2} 
<is associated with> recession - driver of change 
more people engage into business <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: national collaboration {1-2} 
global thinking <is associated with> 
international collaboration <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: necessity - the driver of innovation {1-1} 
<is cause of> innovation part of the mind set 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: need of becoming more autonomous region {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: need of improvement for the collaborative R&D {1-1} 



 

 

gab between academic and industrial R&D <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: networks {1-2} 
<is part of> bringing together the companies 
<is associated with> communication with SME not good enough 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: networks organized by those who participate {1-2} 
<is associated with> informal networks 
state - a broker <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: no more long thinking before action {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: no R&D in industry {1-2} 
<contradicts> less in small enterprises 
no R&D in multinational companies <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: no R&D in multinational companies {1-2} 
<contradicts> less in small enterprises 
<is associated with> no R&D in industry 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: non-competitive basis {1-1} 
<is cause of> people are aware of the need of collaboration 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: not depend on currency fluctuations as business model {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: not fighting for the same piece of pie {1-2} 
<is associated with> people are aware of the need of collaboration 
<is associated with> sharing of information at different events 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: not homogenous population {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: not processes based networking {1-1} 
personality based networking <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: now jobs allow people to be more creative {1-2} 
<is associated with> creative people in mundane jobs, now changing 
creative people in mundane jobs <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 



 

 

Code: ok until profitable {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: open economy {1-1} 
<is associated with> good level of assimilation 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: opposed to future development {1-2} 
<is associated with> setting an environment with no innovative thinking 
public sector and private sector do not collide <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: opposed to new stat-ups {1-1} 
setting an environment with no innovative thinking <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: outside the region graduates {1-1} 
<is associated with> job opportunities 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: part of a chain {1-1} 
willingness of SMEs to participate in post-product development <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: people - key to successful networks {1-2} 
<is associated with> trust in people, not organizations 
<is associated with> trust rewards 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: people are aware of the need of collaboration {6-9} 
<is cause of> collaboration between research centers 
<is associated with> people are aware of the need of interaction 
<is associated with> people are aware of the need of sharing 
<is associated with> sharing of information at different events 
<is associated with> trustbased on common goals 
collective perspective <is associated with> 
less fear for competition <is cause of> 
non competitive basis <is cause of> 
not fighting for the same piece of pie <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: people are aware of the need of interaction {1-1} 
people are aware of the need of collaboration <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: people are aware of the need of sharing {1-1} 
people are aware of the need of collaboration <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: people are internationally focused {1-2} 



 

 

<is associated with> exposed to positive environment 
<is associated with> how to sell the product 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: people see opportunities {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: people transferability {1-3} 
<is associated with> innovation transferability 
<is associated with> knowledge transferability 
cooperation between companies <is cause of> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: personality based networking {1-1} 
<is associated with> not processes based networking 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: poor mentality of the local government {1-2} 
<is cause of> innovation discouraged 
strongly against innovative processes <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: presence of R&D as an activity {1-1} 
<is associated with> small companies can engage with research institutes 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: presence of big companies {1-2} 
<is associated with> focus on developing clusters 
<is associated with> good salaries 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: presence of company embracing technologies {1-3} 
presence of company focusing on opportunities <is associated with> 
presence of company focusing on skills and training the staff <is associated with> 
presence of company understanding the needs <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: presence of company focusing on opportunities {1-3} 
<is associated with> presence of company embracing technologies 
presence of company focusing on skills and training the staff <is associated with> 
presence of company understanding the needs <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: presence of company focusing on skills and training the staff {1-3} 
<is associated with> presence of company embracing technologies 
<is associated with> presence of company focusing on opportunities 
presence of company understanding the needs <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: presence of company understanding the needs {1-3} 



 

 

<is associated with> presence of company embracing technologies 
<is associated with> presence of company focusing on opportunities 
<is associated with> presence of company focusing on skills and training the staff 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: presence of networks {1-1} 
information dissemination <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: presence of smart specializations {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: presence of strategic thinking {1-1} 
<is associated with> trust rewards 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: presence of strategic thinking of the council {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: problems in bridging opportunities and skill needs {1-2} 
developing research for companies <is associated with> 
skills shortage <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: problems of the recession {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: project based networks {1-1} 
<is associated with> informal networks 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: promotes talent {1-2} 
<is associated with> enterprises promote regions 
quality of life <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: public sector and private sector do not collide {1-2} 
<is associated with> opposed to future development 
<is associated with> setting an environment with no innovative thinking 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: pushing the idea of collaboration {1-1} 
<is cause of> collaboration between research centers 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: pushing the needs for innovation {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: quality of life {2-3} 
<is cause of> capacity to attract 



 

 

<is associated with> enterprises promote regions 
<is associated with> promotes talent 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: quality of schools {1-1} 
<is cause of> good graduate quality 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: R&D at the level of SME {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: realization of the need to learn {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: recession - driver of change {2-3} 
<is associated with> developing new products a better way to deal with recession 
more people engage into business <is associated with> 
more willing to risk <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: recession - driver of change for education {1-1} 
<is cause of> more educated people - bigger country attraction 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: regions seen as sectorial {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: remote work {1-1} 
<is cause of> capacity to attract 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: same industry and HE institution network {1-2} 
<contradicts> lack of sector networks 
<is associated with> state networks less successful 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: setting an environment with no innovative thinking {1-3} 
<is associated with> opposed to new stat-ups 
opposed to future development <is associated with> 
public sector and private sector do not collide <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: sharing of information at different events {1-2} 
not fighting for the same piece of pie <is associated with> 
people are aware of the need of collaboration <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: shortage of science engineering graduates {1-1} 
skills shortage <is cause of> 
______________________________________________________________________ 



 

 

 
Code: skills shortage {2-3} 
<is cause of> finding key people 
<is associated with> problems in bridging opportunities and skill needs 
<is cause of> shortage of science engineering graduates 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: small companies can engage with research institutes {1-1} 
presence of R&D as an activity <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: small companies want to research and development, but can't {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: small scale innovation {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: SME investing in graduates {1-1} 
<is associated with> innovation partnership in SMEs 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: specific network {1-2} 
<is associated with> trustin people, not organizations 
trust rewards <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: state - a broker {1-2} 
<is associated with> networks organized by those who participate 
<is associated with> state networks less successful 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: state networks less successful {1-3} 
lack of sector networks <is associated with> 
same industry and HE institution network <is associated with> 
state - a broker <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: still a lot of work {1-1} 
<is associated with> trying to do to something 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: strong cluster of foreign companies {1-2} 
<is cause of> "talent pool" 
focus on developing clusters <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: strong links between businesses {1-1} 
<is cause of> cooperation between companies 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 



 

 

Code: strongly against innovative processes {1-2} 
<is associated with> innovation discouraged 
<is associated with> poor mentality of the local government 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: success - employment {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: surroundings {1-1} 
<is cause of> capacity to attract 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: the education perspective important {1-1} 
<is associated with> government support education 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: to create infrastructure for software companies and start-ups {1-2} 
<is associated with> good graduate quality 
<is associated with> growing and growing 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: to deliver more employment opportunities {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: trustbased on common goals {1-2} 
people are aware of the need of collaboration <is associated with> 
trustin people, not organizations <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: trustin people, not organizations {1-3} 
<is associated with> trustbased on common goals 
people - key to successful networks <is associated with> 
specific network <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: trust rewards {1-3} 
<is associated with> specific network 
people - key to successful networks <is associated with> 
presence of strategic thinking <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: trying to do to something {1-2} 
still a lot of work <is associated with> 
wrong direction <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: willingness of SMEs to participate in post-product development {1-1} 
<is associated with> part of a chain 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 



 

 

Code: working environment {1-1} 
<is cause of> capacity to attract 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: wrong direction {1-1} 
<is associated with> trying to do to something 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: younger generations want to try new things {1-1} 
influence of foreign culture <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
 
 

Coding of the semi-structured interview in Friuli-Venezia Giulia region in 

Italy 
Code List 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
access to everything 
attractive for PhD students 
attractive for Postdoc students 
authorities are not networked 
authorities consider the region as a closed system 
authorities do not trust research institutions 
bad company network 
bad linkage of institutions 
base for funding 
based on the European priorities 
bureaucracy 
closed system 
collaboration 
companies and institutions - different languages 
companies do not trust research institutions 
companies not investing in research 
competition is part of innovation 
connecting regions 
core knowledge in academia 
creative youth 
dense area of knowledge 
develop a qualitative system 
different regions same strategy 
difficulty of PhD to access the industry 
difficulty of project cooperation 
enterprises cooperate outside the region 



 

 

enterprises not dependent on R&D 
funding reason for the lack of trust 
globalization - competition - development 
good connection with the public 
good institution network 
good results 
hard support for spin-offs 
hard support for start-ups 
high density of research 
high density of researchers 
high generation of knowledge 
high tech product open 
human nature 
included in macro regions 
information - indirect channels 
information dissemination by SP and Inst 
innovation policy should address networking for research 
institute for knowledge transfer 
institute for projects with industry 
institute for technology transfer 
institutions are networked 
institutions do not see utility 
Italian researchers migrating to Poland 
knowledge has to remain one place 
lack of connection strategy between different specializations 
lack of connection with industries and companies 
lack of entrepreneurial culture 
lack of policy vision 
limit the options for long-term stay 
limited capability enterprises to invest in research 
limited perception of enterprises of being innovative 
low application of knowledge 
low high tech 
low industry 
low innovation 
low level of scientific technologic culture 
low level of support for SMEs 
low linkage to high technologic development 
manufacturing 
many international research institutions 
many research institutions 
metal production 
more possibilities for start-ups in other regions 
mostly extra-region 
movement of academia to industry is bad 
moving to entrepreneurship, will close the gates to research 
necessary for industry 
need of mobility between academia and industry 
never wrong in academia 
new generation is small 



 

 

no funds for innovation 
no high tech background 
no initial help of SMEs 
no regional support 
no scientific culture 
no support for enterprises 
no trust in consortium 
no understanding from industry 
not accepted by the system 
not attractive for companies 
not effective region for start-ups 
not enough room to move 
not focused on region 
organization of events 
other regions bigger promotion of innovation 
outside the region 
people = knowledge 
people are interested 
people do not trust new partners 
people do not trust research institutions 
people interact 
positive for global market 
possibility of bad effect 
positive competition 
presence of institutes 
region is attractive 
region not fertile for creative entrepreneurship 
regional interests can harm international institutions 
research - selective and closed 
research can't solve the problem 
research institutions located close, good for knowledge exchange 
research institutions well connected 
research should be free 
research should impact the region and outside it 
research support in companies 
researchers are interested 
sector dependent 
shared among different priorities 
short-term attraction 
should consider attracting companies 
should consider attracting long-term 
smart specialization strategies 
SMEs no capabilities to write projects 
static 
stop the initiatives from international institutions 
strong academy network 
surviving, not trusting 
system not linked to the international environment 
taxes 
trust - fundamental for companies 



 

 

uneven competition 
well organized networks 
 
 
 
 
 
Codes hierarchy 
Code-Filter: All 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
access to everything  <is>  Root 
 
attractive for PhD students  <is>  Root 
many research institutions  <is cause of>  attractive for PhD students 
high density of researchers  <is associated with>  many research institutions 
high density of research  <is associated with>  high density of researchers 
research institutions located close, good for knowledge exchange  <is associated with>  many 
research institutions 
high density of researchers  <is associated with>  research institutions located close, good for 
knowledge exchange 
 
attractive for Postdoc students  <is>  Root 
many research institutions  <is cause of>  attractive for Postdoc students 
high density of researchers  <is associated with>  many research institutions 
high density of research  <is associated with>  high density of researchers 
research institutions located close, good for knowledge exchange  <is associated with>  many 
research institutions 
high density of researchers  <is associated with>  research institutions located close, good for 
knowledge exchange 
 
authorities are not networked  <is>  Root 
 
authorities consider the region as a closed system  <is>  Root 
authorities are not networked  <is cause of>  authorities consider the region as a closed system 
 
authorities do not trust research institutions  <is>  Root 
funding reason for the lack of trust  <is associated with>  authorities do not trust research 
institutions 
 
bad company network  <is>  Root 
research institutions well connected  <is associated with>  bad company network 
difficulty of project cooperation  <is associated with>  research institutions well connected 
no regional support  <is cause of>  difficulty of project cooperation 
good connection with the public  <is associated with>  research institutions well connected 
 
bad linkage of institutions  <is>  Root 
difficulty of project cooperation  <is part of>  bad linkage of institutions 
no regional support  <is cause of>  difficulty of project cooperation 
institutions do not see utility  <is cause of>  bad linkage of institutions 



 

 

research institutions well connected  <is associated with>  bad linkage of institutions 
difficulty of project cooperation  <is associated with>  research institutions well connected 
good connection with the public  <is associated with>  research institutions well connected 
 
base for funding  <is>  Root 
smart specialization strategies  <is cause of>  base for funding 
 
based on the European priorities  <is>  Root 
 
bureaucracy  <is>  Root 
taxes  <is associated with>  bureaucracy 
 
closed system  <is>  Root 
 
collaboration  <is>  Root 
information dissemination by SP and Inst  <is associated with>  collaboration 
information - indirect channels  <is associated with>  information dissemination by SP and 
Inst 
collaboration  <is associated with>  information - indirect channels 
people interact  <is associated with>  information - indirect channels 
collaboration  <is associated with>  people interact 
information dissemination by SP and Inst  <is associated with>  people interact 
 
companies and institutions - different languages  <is>  Root 
 
companies do not trust research institutions  <is>  Root 
 
companies not investing in research  <is>  Root 
enterprises not dependent on R&D  <is cause of>  companies not investing in research 
 
competition is part of innovation  <is>  Root 
necessary for industry  <is associated with>  competition is part of innovation 
 
connecting regions  <is>  Root 
 
core knowledge in academia  <is>  Root 
 
creative youth  <is>  Root 
 
dense area of knowledge  <is>  Root 
high density of researchers  <is associated with>  dense area of knowledge 
high density of research  <is associated with>  high density of researchers 
many research institutions  <is associated with>  dense area of knowledge 
high density of researchers  <is associated with>  many research institutions 
research institutions located close, good for knowledge exchange  <is associated with>  many 
research institutions 
high density of researchers  <is associated with>  research institutions located close, good for 
knowledge exchange 
research institutions located close, good for knowledge exchange  <is associated with>  dense 
area of knowledge 



 

 

 
develop a qualitative system  <is>  Root 
globalization - competition - development  <is associated with>  develop a qualitative system 
 
different regions same strategy  <is>  Root 
shared among different priorities  <is associated with>  different regions same strategy 
 
difficulty of PhD to access the industry  <is>  Root 
no scientific culture  <is cause of>  difficulty of PhD to access the industry 
no understanding from industry  <is associated with>  no scientific culture 
no understanding from industry  <is cause of>  difficulty of PhD to access the industry 
 
difficulty of project cooperation  <is>  Root 
no regional support  <is cause of>  difficulty of project cooperation 
 
enterprises cooperate outside the region  <is>  Root 
 
enterprises not dependent on R&D  <is>  Root 
 
funding reason for the lack of trust  <is>  Root 
 
globalization - competition - development  <is>  Root 
 
good connection with the public  <is>  Root 
 
good institution network  <is>  Root 
 
good results  <is>  Root 
 
hard support for spin-offs  <is>  Root 
 
hard support for start-ups  <is>  Root 
 
high density of research  <is>  Root 
 
high density of researchers  <is>  Root 
high density of research  <is associated with>  high density of researchers 
 
high generation of knowledge  <is>  Root 
 
high tech product open  <is>  Root 
positive for global market  <is associated with>  high tech product open 
 
human nature  <is>  Root 
 
included in macro regions  <is>  Root 
 
information - indirect channels  <is>  Root 
collaboration  <is associated with>  information - indirect channels 
information dissemination by SP and Inst  <is associated with>  collaboration 



 

 

information - indirect channels  <is associated with>  information dissemination by SP and 
Inst 
people interact  <is associated with>  information - indirect channels 
collaboration  <is associated with>  people interact 
information dissemination by SP and Inst  <is associated with>  people interact 
 
information dissemination by SP and Inst  <is>  Root 
information - indirect channels  <is associated with>  information dissemination by SP and 
Inst 
collaboration  <is associated with>  information - indirect channels 
information dissemination by SP and Inst  <is associated with>  collaboration 
people interact  <is associated with>  information - indirect channels 
collaboration  <is associated with>  people interact 
information dissemination by SP and Inst  <is associated with>  people interact 
 
innovation policy should address networking for research  <is>  Root 
need of mobility between academia and industry  <is associated with>  innovation policy 
should address networking for research 
 
institute for knowledge transfer  <is>  Root 
institute for projects with industry  <is associated with>  institute for knowledge transfer 
institute for technology transfer  <is associated with>  institute for projects with industry 
institute for technology transfer  <is associated with>  institute for knowledge transfer 
 
institute for projects with industry  <is>  Root 
institute for technology transfer  <is associated with>  institute for projects with industry 
 
institute for technology transfer  <is>  Root 
 
institutions are networked  <is>  Root 
 
institutions do not see utility  <is>  Root 
 
Italian researchers migrating to Poland  <is>  Root 
 
knowledge has to remain one place  <is>  Root 
 
lack of connection strategy between different specializations  <is>  Root 
different regions same strategy  <is associated with>  lack of connection strategy between 
different specializations 
shared among different priorities  <is associated with>  different regions same strategy 
 
lack of connection with industries and companies  <is>  Root 
research institutions well connected  <is associated with>  lack of connection with industries 
and companies 
difficulty of project cooperation  <is associated with>  research institutions well connected 
no regional support  <is cause of>  difficulty of project cooperation 
good connection with the public  <is associated with>  research institutions well connected 
 
lack of entrepreneurial culture  <is>  Root 



 

 

 
lack of policy vision  <is>  Root 
no initial help of SMEs  <is cause of>  lack of policy vision 
funding reason for the lack of trust  <is associated with>  no initial help of SMEs 
no regional support  <is associated with>  lack of policy vision 
 
limit the options for long-term stay  <is>  Root 
 
limited capability enterprises to invest in research  <is>  Root 
companies and institutions - different languages  <is cause of>  limited capability enterprises 
to invest in research 
 
limited perception of enterprises of being innovative  <is>  Root 
companies and institutions - different languages  <is cause of>  limited perception of 
enterprises of being innovative 
 
low application of knowledge  <is>  Root 
 
low high tech  <is>  Root 
low application of knowledge  <is associated with>  low high tech 
low industry  <is associated with>  low high tech 
low application of knowledge  <is associated with>  low industry 
 
low industry  <is>  Root 
low application of knowledge  <is associated with>  low industry 
 
low innovation  <is>  Root 
low application of knowledge  <is associated with>  low innovation 
low industry  <is associated with>  low innovation 
low application of knowledge  <is associated with>  low industry 
 
low level of scientific technologic culture  <is>  Root 
funding reason for the lack of trust  <is cause of>  low level of scientific technologic culture 
low level of support for SMEs  <is associated with>  low level of scientific technologic 
culture 
no funds for innovation  <is associated with>  low level of scientific technologic culture 
low level of support for SMEs  <is associated with>  no funds for innovation 
 
low level of support for SMEs  <is>  Root 
 
low linkage to high technologic development  <is>  Root 
funding reason for the lack of trust  <is cause of>  low linkage to high technologic 
development 
low level of scientific technologic culture  <is associated with>  low linkage to high 
technologic development 
funding reason for the lack of trust  <is cause of>  low level of scientific technologic culture 
low level of support for SMEs  <is associated with>  low level of scientific technologic 
culture 
no funds for innovation  <is associated with>  low level of scientific technologic culture 
low level of support for SMEs  <is associated with>  no funds for innovation 



 

 

low level of support for SMEs  <is associated with>  low linkage to high technologic 
development 
no funds for innovation  <is associated with>  low linkage to high technologic development 
 
manufacturing  <is>  Root 
 
many international research institutions  <is>  Root 
 
many research institutions  <is>  Root 
high density of researchers  <is associated with>  many research institutions 
high density of research  <is associated with>  high density of researchers 
research institutions located close, good for knowledge exchange  <is associated with>  many 
research institutions 
high density of researchers  <is associated with>  research institutions located close, good for 
knowledge exchange 
 
metal production  <is>  Root 
 
more possibilities for start-ups in other regions  <is>  Root 
 
mostly extra-region  <is>  Root 
 
movement of academia to industry is bad  <is>  Root 
 
moving to entrepreneurship, will close the gates to research  <is>  Root 
 
necessary for industry  <is>  Root 
 
need of mobility between academia and industry  <is>  Root 
 
never wrong in academia  <is>  Root 
 
new generation is small  <is>  Root 
 
no funds for innovation  <is>  Root 
low level of support for SMEs  <is associated with>  no funds for innovation 
 
no high tech background  <is>  Root 
 
no initial help of SMEs  <is>  Root 
funding reason for the lack of trust  <is associated with>  no initial help of SMEs 
 
no regional support  <is>  Root 
 
no scientific culture  <is>  Root 
no understanding from industry  <is associated with>  no scientific culture 
 
no support for enterprises  <is>  Root 
 
no trust in consortium  <is>  Root 



 

 

 
no understanding from industry  <is>  Root 
 
not accepted by the system  <is>  Root 
 
not attractive for companies  <is>  Root 
bureaucracy  <is cause of>  not attractive for companies 
taxes  <is associated with>  bureaucracy 
limit the options for long-term stay  <is cause of>  not attractive for companies 
low level of support for SMEs  <is cause of>  not attractive for companies 
more possibilities for start-ups in other regions  <is cause of>  not attractive for companies 
no funds for innovation  <is cause of>  not attractive for companies 
low level of support for SMEs  <is associated with>  no funds for innovation 
no support for enterprises  <is cause of>  not attractive for companies 
taxes  <is cause of>  not attractive for companies 
 
not effective region for start-ups  <is>  Root 
 
not enough room to move  <is>  Root 
new generation is small  <is associated with>  not enough room to move 
 
not focused on region  <is>  Root 
 
organization of events  <is>  Root 
 
other regions bigger promotion of innovation  <is>  Root 
 
outside the region  <is>  Root 
 
people = knowledge  <is>  Root 
 
people are interested  <is>  Root 
good connection with the public  <is associated with>  people are interested 
 
people do not trust new partners  <is>  Root 
 
people do not trust research institutions  <is>  Root 
 
people interact  <is>  Root 
collaboration  <is associated with>  people interact 
information dissemination by SP and Inst  <is associated with>  collaboration 
information - indirect channels  <is associated with>  information dissemination by SP and 
Inst 
collaboration  <is associated with>  information - indirect channels 
people interact  <is associated with>  information - indirect channels 
information dissemination by SP and Inst  <is associated with>  people interact 
 
positive for global market  <is>  Root 
 
possibility of bad effect  <is>  Root 



 

 

uneven competition  <is associated with>  possibility of bad effect 
 
positive competition  <is>  Root 
 
presence of institutes  <is>  Root 
 
region is attractive  <is>  Root 
 
region not fertile for creative entrepreneurship  <is>  Root 
lack of entrepreneurial culture  <is cause of>  region not fertile for creative entrepreneurship 
 
regional interests can harm international institutions  <is>  Root 
 
research - selective and closed  <is>  Root 
 
research can't solve the problem  <is>  Root 
companies and institutions - different languages  <is cause of>  research can't solve the 
problem 
people do not trust new partners  <is associated with>  research can't solve the problem 
 
research institutions located close, good for knowledge exchange  <is>  Root 
high density of researchers  <is associated with>  research institutions located close, good for 
knowledge exchange 
high density of research  <is associated with>  high density of researchers 
 
research institutions well connected  <is>  Root 
difficulty of project cooperation  <is associated with>  research institutions well connected 
no regional support  <is cause of>  difficulty of project cooperation 
good connection with the public  <is associated with>  research institutions well connected 
 
research should be free  <is>  Root 
 
research should impact the region and outside it  <is>  Root 
research should be free  <is associated with>  research should impact the region and outside it 
 
research support in companies  <is>  Root 
 
researchers are interested  <is>  Root 
good connection with the public  <is associated with>  researchers are interested 
people are interested  <is associated with>  researchers are interested 
good connection with the public  <is associated with>  people are interested 
 
sector dependent  <is>  Root 
 
shared among different priorities  <is>  Root 
 
short-term attraction  <is>  Root 
dense area of knowledge  <is a>  short-term attraction 
high density of researchers  <is associated with>  dense area of knowledge 
high density of research  <is associated with>  high density of researchers 



 

 

many research institutions  <is associated with>  dense area of knowledge 
high density of researchers  <is associated with>  many research institutions 
research institutions located close, good for knowledge exchange  <is associated with>  many 
research institutions 
high density of researchers  <is associated with>  research institutions located close, good for 
knowledge exchange 
research institutions located close, good for knowledge exchange  <is associated with>  dense 
area of knowledge 
high density of research  <is a>  short-term attraction 
high density of researchers  <is a>  short-term attraction 
high generation of knowledge  <is a>  short-term attraction 
many research institutions  <is a>  short-term attraction 
research institutions located close, good for knowledge exchange  <is a>  short-term attraction 
smart specialization strategies  <is a>  short-term attraction 
 
should consider attracting companies  <is>  Root 
 
should consider attracting long-term  <is>  Root 
should consider attracting companies  <is associated with>  should consider attracting long-
term 
 
smart specialization strategies  <is>  Root 
 
SMEs no capabilities to write projects  <is>  Root 
 
static  <is>  Root 
 
stop the initiatives from international institutions  <is>  Root 
 
strong academy network  <is>  Root 
 
surviving, not trusting  <is>  Root 
 
system not linked to the international environment  <is>  Root 
 
taxes  <is>  Root 
 
trust - fundamental for companies  <is>  Root 
 
uneven competition  <is>  Root 
 
well organized networks  <is>  Root 
 
 
Code neighbors list 
Code-Filter: All 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: access to everything {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 



 

 

 
Code: attractive for PhD students {1-1} 
many research institutions <is cause of> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: attractive for Postdoc students {1-1} 
many research institutions <is cause of> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: authorities are not networked {1-1} 
<is cause of> authorities consider the region as a closed system 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: authorities consider the region as a closed system {1-1} 
authorities are not networked <is cause of> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: authorities do not trust research institutions {1-1} 
funding reason for the lack of trust <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: bad company network {1-1} 
research institutions well connected <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: bad linkage of institutions {1-3} 
difficulty of project cooperation <is part of> 
institutions do not see utility <is cause of> 
research institutions well connected <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: base for funding {1-1} 
smart specialization strategies <is cause of> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: based on the European priorities {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: bureaucracy {3-2} 
<is cause of> not attractive for companies 
taxes <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: closed system {4-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: collaboration {2-3} 
<is associated with> information - indirect channels 
<is associated with> people interact 
information dissemination by SP and Inst <is associated with> 



 

 

______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: companies and institutions - different languages {1-3} 
<is cause of> limited capability enterprises to invest in research 
<is cause of> limited perception of enterprises of being innovative 
<is cause of> research can't solve the problem 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: companies do not trust research institutions {2-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: companies not investing in research {1-1} 
enterprises not dependent on R&D <is cause of> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: competition is part of innovation {1-1} 
necessary for industry <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: connecting regions {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: core knowledge in academia {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: creative youth {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: dense area of knowledge {1-4} 
<is a> short-term attraction 
high density of researchers <is associated with> 
many research institutions <is associated with> 
research institutions located close, good for knowledge exchange <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: develop a qualitative system {1-1} 
globalization - competition - development <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: different regions same strategy {1-2} 
<is associated with> lack of connection strategy between different specializations 
shared among different priorities <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: difficulty of PhD to access the industry {1-2} 
no scientific culture <is cause of> 
no understanding from industry <is cause of> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: difficulty of project cooperation {1-3} 



 

 

<is part of> bad linkage of institutions 
<is associated with> research institutions well connected 
no regional support <is cause of> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: enterprises cooperate outside the region {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: enterprises not dependent on R&D {2-1} 
<is cause of> companies not investing in research 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: funding reason for the lack of trust {1-4} 
<is associated with> authorities do not trust research institutions 
<is cause of> low level of scientific technologic culture 
<is cause of> low linkage to high technologic development 
<is associated with> no initial help of SMEs 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: globalization - competition - development {1-1} 
<is associated with> develop a qualitative system 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: good connection with the public {1-3} 
<is associated with> people are interested 
<is associated with> research institutions well connected 
<is associated with> researchers are interested 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: good institution network {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: good results {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: hard support for spin-offs {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: hard support for start-ups {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: high density of research {1-2} 
<is associated with> high density of researchers 
<is a> short-term attraction 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: high density of researchers {0-5} 
<is associated with> dense area of knowledge 
<is associated with> many research institutions 
<is associated with> research institutions located close, good for knowledge exchange 



 

 

<is a> short-term attraction 
high density of research <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: high generation of knowledge {1-1} 
<is a> short-term attraction 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: high tech product open {1-1} 
positive for global market <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: human nature {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: included in macro regions {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: information - indirect channels {1-3} 
<is associated with> information dissemination by SP and Inst 
collaboration <is associated with> 
people interact <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: information dissemination by SP and Inst {1-3} 
<is associated with> collaboration 
<is associated with> people interact 
information - indirect channels <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: innovation policy should address networking for research {1-1} 
need of mobility between academia and industry <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: institute for knowledge transfer {1-2} 
institute for projects with industry <is associated with> 
institute for technology transfer <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: institute for projects with industry {1-2} 
<is associated with> institute for knowledge transfer 
institute for technology transfer <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: institute for technology transfer {1-2} 
<is associated with> institute for knowledge transfer 
<is associated with> institute for projects with industry 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: institutions are networked {1-0} 



 

 

______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: institutions do not see utility {1-1} 
<is cause of> bad linkage of institutions 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: Italian researchers migrating to Poland {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: knowledge has to remain one place {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: lack of connection strategy between different specializations {1-1} 
different regions same strategy <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: lack of connection with industries and companies {1-1} 
research institutions well connected <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: lack of entrepreneurial culture {1-1} 
<is cause of> region not fertile for creative entrepreneurship 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: lack of policy vision {1-2} 
no initial help of SMEs <is cause of> 
no regional support <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: limit the options for long-term stay {1-1} 
<is cause of> not attractive for companies 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: limited capability enterprises to invest in research {1-1} 
companies and institutions - different languages <is cause of> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: limited perception of enterprises of being innovative {1-1} 
companies and institutions - different languages <is cause of> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: low application of knowledge {1-3} 
<is associated with> low high tech 
<is associated with> low industry 
<is associated with> low innovation 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: low high tech {1-2} 
low application of knowledge <is associated with> 
low industry <is associated with> 



 

 

______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: low industry {1-3} 
<is associated with> low high tech 
<is associated with> low innovation 
low application of knowledge <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: low innovation {1-2} 
low application of knowledge <is associated with> 
low industry <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: low level of scientific technologic culture {1-4} 
<is associated with> low linkage to high technologic development 
funding reason for the lack of trust <is cause of> 
low level of support for SMEs <is associated with> 
no funds for innovation <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: low level of support for SMEs {1-4} 
<is associated with> low level of scientific technologic culture 
<is associated with> low linkage to high technologic development 
<is associated with> no funds for innovation 
<is cause of> not attractive for companies 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: low linkage to high technologic development {1-4} 
funding reason for the lack of trust <is cause of> 
low level of scientific technologic culture <is associated with> 
low level of support for SMEs <is associated with> 
no funds for innovation <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: manufacturing {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: many international research institutions {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: many research institutions {3-6} 
<is cause of> attractive for PhD students 
<is cause of> attractive for Postdoc students 
<is associated with> dense area of knowledge 
<is a> short-term attraction 
high density of researchers <is associated with> 
research institutions located close, good for knowledge exchange <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: metal production {1-0} 



 

 

______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: more possibilities for start-ups in other regions {1-1} 
<is cause of> not attractive for companies 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: mostly extra-region {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: movement of academia to industry is bad {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: moving to entrepreneurship, will close the gates to research {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: necessary for industry {1-1} 
<is associated with> competition is part of innovation 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: need of mobility between academia and industry {1-1} 
<is associated with> innovation policy should address networking for research 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: never wrong in academia {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: new generation is small {1-1} 
<is associated with> not enough room to move 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: no funds for innovation {1-4} 
<is associated with> low level of scientific technologic culture 
<is associated with> low linkage to high technologic development 
<is cause of> not attractive for companies 
low level of support for SMEs <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: no high-tech background {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: no initial help of SMEs {1-2} 
<is cause of> lack of policy vision 
funding reason for the lack of trust <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: no regional support {1-2} 
<is cause of> difficulty of project cooperation 
<is associated with> lack of policy vision 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 



 

 

Code: no scientific culture {1-2} 
<is cause of> difficulty of PhD to access the industry 
no understanding from industry <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: no support for enterprises {1-1} 
<is cause of> not attractive for companies 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: no trust in consortium {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: no understanding from industry {1-2} 
<is cause of> difficulty of PhD to access the industry 
<is associated with> no scientific culture 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: not accepted by the system {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: not attractive for companies {1-7} 
bureaucracy <is cause of> 
limit the options for long-term stay <is cause of> 
low level of support for SMEs <is cause of> 
more possibilities for start-ups in other regions <is cause of> 
no funds for innovation <is cause of> 
no support for enterprises <is cause of> 
taxes <is cause of> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: not effective region for start-ups {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: not enough room to move {1-1} 
new generation is small <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: not focused on region {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: organization of events {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: other regions bigger promotion of innovation {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: outside the region {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: people = knowledge {1-0} 



 

 

______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: people are interested {1-2} 
<is associated with> researchers are interested 
good connection with the public <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: people do not trust new partners {1-1} 
<is associated with> research can't solve the problem 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: people do not trust research institutions {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: people interact {1-3} 
<is associated with> information - indirect channels 
collaboration <is associated with> 
information dissemination by SP and Inst <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: positive for global market {1-1} 
<is associated with> high tech product open 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: possibility of bad effect {1-1} 
uneven competition <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: positive competition {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: presence of institutes {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: region is attractive {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: region not fertile for creative entrepreneurship {1-1} 
lack of entrepreneurial culture <is cause of> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: regional interests can harm international institutions {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: research - selective and closed {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: research can't solve the problem {1-2} 
companies and institutions - different languages <is cause of> 
people do not trust new partners <is associated with> 



 

 

______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: research institutions located close, good for knowledge exchange {1-4} 
<is associated with> dense area of knowledge 
<is associated with> many research institutions 
<is a> short-term attraction 
high density of researchers <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: research institutions well connected {1-5} 
<is associated with> bad company network 
<is associated with> bad linkage of institutions 
<is associated with> lack of connection with industries and companies 
difficulty of project cooperation <is associated with> 
good connection with the public <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: research should be free {1-1} 
<is associated with> research should impact the region and outside it 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: research should impact the region and outside it {1-1} 
research should be free <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: research support in companies {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: researchers are interested {1-2} 
good connection with the public <is associated with> 
people are interested <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: sector dependent {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: shared among different priorities {1-1} 
<is associated with> different regions same strategy 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: short-term attraction {2-7} 
dense area of knowledge <is a> 
high density of research <is a> 
high density of researchers <is a> 
high generation of knowledge <is a> 
many research institutions <is a> 
research institutions located close, good for knowledge exchange <is a> 
smart specialization strategies <is a> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 



 

 

Code: should consider attracting companies {1-1} 
<is associated with> should consider attracting long-term 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: should consider attracting long-term {1-1} 
should consider attracting companies <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: smart specialization strategies {1-2} 
<is cause of> base for funding 
<is a> short-term attraction 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: SMEs no capabilities to write projects {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: static {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: stop the initiatives from international institutions {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: strong academy network {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: surviving, not trusting {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: system not linked to the international environment {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: taxes {2-2} 
<is associated with> bureaucracy 
<is cause of> not attractive for companies 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: trust - fundamental for companies {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: uneven competition {1-1} 
<is associated with> possibility of bad effect 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: well organized networks {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 



 

 

Coding	 of	 the	 semi-structured	 interview	 in	 North-West	 region	 in	 United	

Kingdom	

Code List 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
academia is improving 
all sectors are good 
attract talent 
attracting people - innovation 
attractive environment 
big region 
branch economy 
business support encourages innovation 
business to business interaction 
businesses survive 
career development not attractive 
chamber of commerce 
coal industry 
collaborative work 
creative people 
cross-sectors networks 
difficult to retain IP once on the market 
direct employment 
entrepreneurial - creative 
expensive mortgage 
export limited to the transport network 
exporting talents 
financial support encourages innovation 
funding from large organizations 
funds encourage innovation 
global trade 
good life 
heart of economic development 
high level of appetencies 
innovation is driven by competition 
innovation linked to academia 
innovation linked to R&D 
innovation must be linked to strong academia 
innovation not promoted 
innovative energy sector 
innovative farm sector 
innovative food chain service 
innovative nuclear sector 
innovative tourism sector 
iron industry 
IT and science benefit from globalization 
IT development linked to attraction of talent 
job opportunities 
lack of ambitions 



 

 

lifestyle 
limited market 
limited number of young people 
low entrepreneurial culture 
low level of employment 
market innovation 
more small-scale stuff 
national funding 
networked businesses 
networking events 
no economic migrants 
no Regional Development Agency 
not importing enough talents 
not much innovation 
not perceived as a threat outside the region 
not powerful region and economy 
outside regional cooperation is strong 
people are adaptive 
people from other regions engaging in entrepreneurship 
people have to do by themselves 
personal relations framework for business 
personal relations framework for institutional relationships 
poor IT connectivity 
possibility to commute 
presence of big businesses 
presence of innovation 
problems in attracting other family members 
problems of Intellectual Property 
producing the final products 
professional level attraction 
programmes based on national funding 
region relies on informal networks 
remote work 
retain talent 
sector networks 
sectors are strong connected 
ship building industry 
small engineer companies 
small number of inhabitants 
SMEs are the innovators 
social contacts 
spirit of competition 
spirit of working together 
starting their own SMEs 
steel industry 
stimulus for innovation policy 
strong leadership 
strong personal relations 
technology sector is innovative 
the market is competitive 



 

 

weak academia 
weak entrepreneurship 
work is associated with trust 
working together - benefit for innovation 
wrong direction 
young academia 
young people adapt new things 
young people want global things 
 
Codes hierarchy 
Code-Filter: All 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
academia is improving  <is>  Root 
 
all sectors are good  <is>  Root 
strong leadership  <is associated with>  all sectors are good 
 
attract talent  <is>  Root 
 
attracting people - innovation  <is>  Root 
 
attractive environment  <is>  Root 
good life  <is associated with>  attractive environment 
 
big region  <is>  Root 
heart of economic development  <is associated with>  big region 
 
branch economy  <is>  Root 
 
business support encourages innovation  <is>  Root 
 
business to business interaction  <is>  Root 
personal relations framework for business  <is associated with>  business to business 
interaction 
personal relations framework for institutional relationships  <is associated with>  personal 
relations framework for business 
strong personal relations  <is cause of>  personal relations framework for institutional 
relationships 
work is associated with trust  <is cause of>  strong personal relations 
possibility to commute  <is cause of>  business to business interaction 
 
businesses survive  <is>  Root 
 
career development not attractive  <is>  Root 
 
chamber of commerce  <is>  Root 
 
coal industry  <is>  Root 
all sectors are good  <is associated with>  coal industry 



 

 

strong leadership  <is associated with>  all sectors are good 
strong leadership  <is cause of>  coal industry 
 
collaborative work  <is>  Root 
 
creative people  <is>  Root 
 
cross-sectors networks  <is>  Root 
chamber of commerce  <is cause of>  cross-sectors networks 
personal relations framework for institutional relationships  <is cause of>  cross-sectors 
networks 
strong personal relations  <is cause of>  personal relations framework for institutional 
relationships 
work is associated with trust  <is cause of>  strong personal relations 
sector networks  <is associated with>  cross-sectors networks 
sectors are strong connected  <is associated with>  sector networks 
working together - benefit for innovation  <is cause of>  sector networks 
spirit of competition  <is associated with>  working together - benefit for innovation 
 
difficult to retain IP once on the market  <is>  Root 
 
direct employment  <is>  Root 
all sectors are good  <is cause of>  direct employment 
strong leadership  <is associated with>  all sectors are good 
 
entrepreneurial - creative  <is>  Root 
creative people  <is associated with>  entrepreneurial - creative 
 
expensive mortgage  <is>  Root 
 
export limited to the transport network  <is>  Root 
 
exporting talents  <is>  Root 
 
financial support encourages innovation  <is>  Root 
 
funding from large organizations  <is>  Root 
business support encourages innovation  <is associated with>  funding from large 
organizations 
 
funds encourage innovation  <is>  Root 
business support encourages innovation  <is associated with>  funds encourage innovation 
funding from large organizations  <is associated with>  funds encourage innovation 
business support encourages innovation  <is associated with>  funding from large 
organizations 
 
global trade  <is>  Root 
 
good life  <is>  Root 
 



 

 

heart of economic development  <is>  Root 
 
high level of appetencies  <is>  Root 
 
innovation is driven by competition  <is>  Root 
 
innovation linked to academia  <is>  Root 
innovation must be linked to strong academia  <is associated with>  innovation linked to 
academia 
academia is improving  <is associated with>  innovation must be linked to strong academia 
 
innovation linked to R&D  <is>  Root 
 
innovation must be linked to strong academia  <is>  Root 
academia is improving  <is associated with>  innovation must be linked to strong academia 
 
innovation not promoted  <is>  Root 
weak academia  <is associated with>  innovation not promoted 
young academia  <is associated with>  weak academia 
 
innovative energy sector  <is>  Root 
all sectors are good  <is associated with>  innovative energy sector 
strong leadership  <is associated with>  all sectors are good 
strong leadership  <is cause of>  innovative energy sector 
 
innovative farm sector  <is>  Root 
all sectors are good  <is associated with>  innovative farm sector 
strong leadership  <is associated with>  all sectors are good 
strong leadership  <is cause of>  innovative farm sector 
 
innovative food chain service  <is>  Root 
strong leadership  <is cause of>  innovative food chain service 
 
innovative nuclear sector  <is>  Root 
all sectors are good  <is associated with>  innovative nuclear sector 
strong leadership  <is associated with>  all sectors are good 
strong leadership  <is cause of>  innovative nuclear sector 
 
innovative tourism sector  <is>  Root 
all sectors are good  <is associated with>  innovative tourism sector 
strong leadership  <is associated with>  all sectors are good 
strong leadership  <is cause of>  innovative tourism sector 
 
iron industry  <is>  Root 
all sectors are good  <is associated with>  iron industry 
strong leadership  <is associated with>  all sectors are good 
strong leadership  <is cause of>  iron industry 
 
IT and science benefit from globalization  <is>  Root 
 



 

 

IT development linked to attraction of talent  <is>  Root 
limited market  <is associated with>  IT development linked to attraction of talent 
export limited to the transport network  <is associated with>  limited market 
poor IT connectivity  <is associated with>  IT development linked to attraction of talent 
 
job opportunities  <is>  Root 
 
lack of ambitions  <is>  Root 
 
lifestyle  <is>  Root 
attractive environment  <is associated with>  lifestyle 
good life  <is associated with>  attractive environment 
creative people  <is associated with>  lifestyle 
good life  <is associated with>  lifestyle 
remote work  <is associated with>  lifestyle 
creative people  <is associated with>  remote work 
IT development linked to attraction of talent  <is associated with>  remote work 
limited market  <is associated with>  IT development linked to attraction of talent 
export limited to the transport network  <is associated with>  limited market 
poor IT connectivity  <is associated with>  IT development linked to attraction of talent 
 
limited market  <is>  Root 
export limited to the transport network  <is associated with>  limited market 
 
limited number of young people  <is>  Root 
 
low entrepreneurial culture  <is>  Root 
weak entrepreneurship  <is associated with>  low entrepreneurial culture 
 
low level of employment  <is>  Root 
 
market innovation  <is>  Root 
small engineer companies  <is part of>  market innovation 
SMEs are the innovators  <is associated with>  small engineer companies 
SMEs are the innovators  <is part of>  market innovation 
 
more small scale stuff  <is>  Root 
 
national funding  <is>  Root 
programmes based on national funding  <is associated with>  national funding 
 
networked businesses  <is>  Root 
business to business interaction  <is associated with>  networked businesses 
personal relations framework for business  <is associated with>  business to business 
interaction 
personal relations framework for institutional relationships  <is associated with>  personal 
relations framework for business 
strong personal relations  <is cause of>  personal relations framework for institutional 
relationships 
work is associated with trust  <is cause of>  strong personal relations 



 

 

possibility to commute  <is cause of>  business to business interaction 
personal relations framework for business  <is associated with>  networked businesses 
possibility to commute  <is cause of>  networked businesses 
 
networking events  <is>  Root 
chamber of commerce  <is cause of>  networking events 
 
no economic migrants  <is>  Root 
not importing enough talents  <is associated with>  no economic migrants 
exporting talents  <is associated with>  not importing enough talents 
 
no Regional Development Agency  <is>  Root 
 
not importing enough talents  <is>  Root 
exporting talents  <is associated with>  not importing enough talents 
 
not much innovation  <is>  Root 
 
not perceived as a threat outside the region  <is>  Root 
branch economy  <is associated with>  not perceived as a threat outside the region 
 
not powerful region and economy  <is>  Root 
 
outside regional cooperation is strong  <is>  Root 
 
people are adaptive  <is>  Root 
young people adapt new things  <is associated with>  people are adaptive 
 
people from other regions engaging in entrepreneurship  <is>  Root 
entrepreneurial - creative  <is associated with>  people from other regions engaging in 
entrepreneurship 
creative people  <is associated with>  entrepreneurial - creative 
 
people have to do by themselves  <is>  Root 
low level of employment  <is associated with>  people have to do by themselves 
 
personal relations framework for business  <is>  Root 
personal relations framework for institutional relationships  <is associated with>  personal 
relations framework for business 
strong personal relations  <is cause of>  personal relations framework for institutional 
relationships 
work is associated with trust  <is cause of>  strong personal relations 
 
personal relations framework for institutional relationships  <is>  Root 
strong personal relations  <is cause of>  personal relations framework for institutional 
relationships 
work is associated with trust  <is cause of>  strong personal relations 
 
poor IT connectivity  <is>  Root 
 



 

 

possibility to commute  <is>  Root 
 
presence of big businesses  <is>  Root 
job opportunities  <is associated with>  presence of big businesses 
 
presence of innovation  <is>  Root 
 
problems in attracting other family members  <is>  Root 
expensive mortgage  <is associated with>  problems in attracting other family members 
 
problems of Intellectual Property  <is>  Root 
 
producing the final products  <is>  Root 
 
professional level attraction  <is>  Root 
possibility to commute  <is associated with>  professional level attraction 
 
programmes based on national funding  <is>  Root 
 
region relies on informal networks  <is>  Root 
 
remote work  <is>  Root 
creative people  <is associated with>  remote work 
IT development linked to attraction of talent  <is associated with>  remote work 
limited market  <is associated with>  IT development linked to attraction of talent 
export limited to the transport network  <is associated with>  limited market 
poor IT connectivity  <is associated with>  IT development linked to attraction of talent 
 
retain talent  <is>  Root 
good life  <is cause of>  retain talent 
high level of appetencies  <is cause of>  retain talent 
lifestyle  <is cause of>  retain talent 
attractive environment  <is associated with>  lifestyle 
good life  <is associated with>  attractive environment 
creative people  <is associated with>  lifestyle 
good life  <is associated with>  lifestyle 
remote work  <is associated with>  lifestyle 
creative people  <is associated with>  remote work 
IT development linked to attraction of talent  <is associated with>  remote work 
limited market  <is associated with>  IT development linked to attraction of talent 
export limited to the transport network  <is associated with>  limited market 
poor IT connectivity  <is associated with>  IT development linked to attraction of talent 
remote work  <is cause of>  retain talent 
 
sector networks  <is>  Root 
sectors are strong connected  <is associated with>  sector networks 
working together - benefit for innovation  <is cause of>  sector networks 
spirit of competition  <is associated with>  working together - benefit for innovation 
 
sectors are strong connected  <is>  Root 



 

 

 
ship building industry  <is>  Root 
all sectors are good  <is associated with>  ship building industry 
strong leadership  <is associated with>  all sectors are good 
 
small engineer companies  <is>  Root 
SMEs are the innovators  <is associated with>  small engineer companies 
 
small number of inhabitants  <is>  Root 
 
SMEs are the innovators  <is>  Root 
 
social contacts  <is>  Root 
 
spirit of competition  <is>  Root 
 
spirit of working together  <is>  Root 
spirit of competition  <is associated with>  spirit of working together 
working together - benefit for innovation  <is associated with>  spirit of working together 
spirit of competition  <is associated with>  working together - benefit for innovation 
 
starting their own SMEs  <is>  Root 
businesses survive  <is associated with>  starting their own SMEs 
 
steel industry  <is>  Root 
all sectors are good  <is associated with>  steal industry 
strong leadership  <is associated with>  all sectors are good 
 
stimulus for innovation policy  <is>  Root 
 
strong leadership  <is>  Root 
 
strong personal relations  <is>  Root 
work is associated with trust  <is cause of>  strong personal relations 
 
technology sector is innovative  <is>  Root 
all sectors are good  <is associated with>  technology sector is innovative 
strong leadership  <is associated with>  all sectors are good 
 
the market is competitive  <is>  Root 
 
weak academia  <is>  Root 
young academia  <is associated with>  weak academia 
 
weak entrepreneurship  <is>  Root 
 
work is associated with trust  <is>  Root 
 
working together - benefit for innovation  <is>  Root 
spirit of competition  <is associated with>  working together - benefit for innovation 



 

 

 
wrong direction  <is>  Root 
 
young academia  <is>  Root 
 
young people adapt new things  <is>  Root 
 
young people want global things  <is>  Root 
young people adapt new things  <is associated with>  young people want global things 
 
 
Code neighbors list 
Code-Filter: All 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: academia is improving {1-1} 
<is associated with> innovation must be linked to strong academia 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: all sectors are good {1-11} 
<is associated with> coal industry 
<is cause of> direct employment 
<is associated with> innovative energy sector 
<is associated with> innovative farm sector 
<is associated with> innovative nuclear sector 
<is associated with> innovative tourism sector 
<is associated with> iron industry 
<is associated with> ship building industry 
<is associated with> steal industry 
<is associated with> technology sector is innovative 
strong leadership <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: attract talent {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: attracting people - innovation {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: attractive environment {1-2} 
<is associated with> lifestyle 
good life <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: big region {1-1} 
heart of economic development <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: branch economy {2-1} 
<is associated with> not perceived as a threat outside the region 



 

 

______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: business support encourages innovation {1-2} 
<is associated with> funding from large organizations 
<is associated with> funds encourage innovation 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: business to business interaction {1-3} 
<is associated with> networked businesses 
personal relations framework for business <is associated with> 
possibility to commute <is cause of> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: businesses survive {2-1} 
<is associated with> starting their own SMEs 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: career development not attractive {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: chamber of commerce {1-2} 
<is cause of> cross-sectors networks 
<is cause of> networking events 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: coal industry {1-2} 
all sectors are good <is associated with> 
strong leadership <is cause of> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: collaborative work {2-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: creative people {1-3} 
<is associated with> entrepreneurial - creative 
<is associated with> lifestyle 
<is associated with> remote work 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: cross-sectors networks {2-3} 
chamber of commerce <is cause of> 
personal relations framework for institutional relationships <is cause of> 
sector networks <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: difficult to retain IP once on the market {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: direct employment {1-1} 
all sectors are good <is cause of> 



 

 

______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: entrepreneurial - creative {1-2} 
<is associated with> people from other regions engaging in entrepreneurship 
creative people <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: expensive mortgage {1-1} 
<is associated with> problems in attracting other family members 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: export limited to the transport network {1-1} 
<is associated with> limited market 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: exporting talents {1-1} 
<is associated with> not importing enough talents 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: financial support encourages innovation {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: funding from large organizations {1-2} 
<is associated with> funds encourage innovation 
business support encourages innovation <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: funds encourage innovation {1-2} 
business support encourages innovation <is associated with> 
funding from large organizations <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: global trade {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: good life {1-3} 
<is associated with> attractive environment 
<is associated with> lifestyle 
<is cause of> retain talent 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: heart of economic development {1-1} 
<is associated with> big region 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: high level of appetencies {1-1} 
<is cause of> retain talent 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: innovation is driven by competition {1-0} 



 

 

______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: innovation linked to academia {1-1} 
innovation must be linked to strong academia <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: innovation linked to R&D {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: innovation must be linked to strong academia {1-2} 
<is associated with> innovation linked to academia 
academia is improving <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: innovation not promoted {1-1} 
weak academia <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: innovative energy sector {1-2} 
all sectors are good <is associated with> 
strong leadership <is cause of> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: innovative farm sector {1-2} 
all sectors are good <is associated with> 
strong leadership <is cause of> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: innovative food chain service {1-1} 
strong leadership <is cause of> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: innovative nuclear sector {1-2} 
all sectors are good <is associated with> 
strong leadership <is cause of> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: innovative tourism sector {1-2} 
all sectors are good <is associated with> 
strong leadership <is cause of> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: iron industry {1-2} 
all sectors are good <is associated with> 
strong leadership <is cause of> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: IT and science benefit from globalization {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 



 

 

Code: IT development linked to attraction of talent {1-3} 
<is associated with> remote work 
limited market <is associated with> 
poor IT connectivity <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: job opportunities {1-1} 
<is associated with> presence of big businesses 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: lack of ambitions {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: lifestyle {2-5} 
<is cause of> retain talent 
attractive environment <is associated with> 
creative people <is associated with> 
good life <is associated with> 
remote work <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: limited market {1-2} 
<is associated with> IT development linked to attraction of talent 
export limited to the transport network <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: limited number of young people {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: low entrepreneurial culture {1-1} 
weak entrepreneurship <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: low level of employment {1-1} 
<is associated with> people have to do by themselves 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: market innovation {1-2} 
small engineer companies <is part of> 
SMEs are the innovators <is part of> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: more small scale stuff {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: national funding {1-1} 
programmes based on national funding <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: networked businesses {1-3} 



 

 

business to business interaction <is associated with> 
personal relations framework for business <is associated with> 
possibility to commute <is cause of> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: networking events {1-1} 
chamber of commerce <is cause of> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: no economic migrants {1-1} 
not importing enough talents <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: no Regional Development Agency {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: not importing enough talents {1-2} 
<is associated with> no economic migrants 
exporting talents <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: not much innovation {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: not perceived as a threat outside the region {1-1} 
branch economy <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: not powerful region and economy {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: outside regional cooperation is strong {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: people are adaptive {1-1} 
young people adapt new things <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: people from other regions engaging in entrepreneurship {1-1} 
entrepreneurial - creative <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: people have to do by themselves {1-1} 
low level of employment <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: personal relations framework for business {1-3} 
<is associated with> business to business interaction 
<is associated with> networked businesses 
personal relations framework for institutional relationships <is associated with> 



 

 

______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: personal relations framework for institutional relationships {1-3} 
<is cause of> cross-sectors networks 
<is associated with> personal relations framework for business 
strong personal relations <is cause of> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: poor IT connectivity {1-1} 
<is associated with> IT development linked to attraction of talent 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: possibility to commute {1-3} 
<is cause of> business to business interaction 
<is cause of> networked businesses 
<is associated with> professional level attraction 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: presence of big businesses {1-1} 
job opportunities <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: presence of innovation {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: problems in attracting other family members {2-1} 
expensive mortgage <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: problems of Intellectual Property {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: producing the final products {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: professional level attraction {1-1} 
possibility to commute <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: programmes based on national funding {1-1} 
<is associated with> national funding 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: region relies on informal networks {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: remote work {2-4} 
<is associated with> lifestyle 
<is cause of> retain talent 
creative people <is associated with> 



 

 

IT development linked to attraction of talent <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: retain talent {1-4} 
good life <is cause of> 
high level of appetencies <is cause of> 
lifestyle <is cause of> 
remote work <is cause of> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: sector networks {1-3} 
<is associated with> cross-sectors networks 
sectors are strong connected <is associated with> 
working together - benefit for innovation <is cause of> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: sectors are strong connected {1-1} 
<is associated with> sector networks 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: ship building industry {1-1} 
all sectors are good <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: small engineer companies {1-2} 
<is part of> market innovation 
SMEs are the innovators <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: small number of inhabitants {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
Code: SMEs are the innovators {1-2} 
<is part of> market innovation 
<is associated with> small engineer companies 
______________________________________________________________________ 
Code: social contacts {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
Code: spirit of competition {1-2} 
<is associated with> spirit of working together 
<is associated with> working together - benefit for innovation 
______________________________________________________________________ 
Code: spirit of working together {1-2} 
spirit of competition <is associated with> 
working together - benefit for innovation <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
Code: starting their own SMEs {1-1} 
businesses survive <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
Code: steal industry {1-1} 
all sectors are good <is associated with> 



 

 

______________________________________________________________________ 
Code: stimulus for innovation policy {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Code: strong leadership {1-8} 
<is associated with> all sectors are good 
<is cause of> coal industry 
<is cause of> innovative energy sector 
<is cause of> innovative farm sector 
<is cause of> innovative food chain service 
<is cause of> innovative nuclear sector 
<is cause of> innovative tourism sector 
<is cause of> iron industry 
______________________________________________________________________ 
Code: strong personal relations {1-2} 
<is cause of> personal relations framework for institutional relationships 
work is associated with trust <is cause of> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
Code: technology sector is innovative {1-1} 
all sectors are good <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
Code: the market is competitive {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
Code: weak academia {1-2} 
<is associated with> innovation not promoted 
young academia <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
Code: weak entrepreneurship {1-1} 
<is associated with> low entrepreneurial culture 
______________________________________________________________________ 
Code: work is associated with trust {1-1} 
<is cause of> strong personal relations 
______________________________________________________________________ 
Code: working together - benefit for innovation {1-3} 
<is cause of> sector networks 
<is associated with> spirit of working together 
spirit of competition <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 
Code: wrong direction {1-0} 
______________________________________________________________________ 
Code: young academia {1-1} 
<is associated with> weak academia 
______________________________________________________________________ 
Code: young people adapt new things {1-2} 
<is associated with> people are adaptive 
<is associated with> young people want global things 
______________________________________________________________________ 
Code: young people want global things {1-1} 
young people adapt new things <is associated with> 
______________________________________________________________________ 


